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Only one company
deliuers a
matriK printer
with a
500,OOO,ooo-character
head life
warranty·
OMidata
The Okidata Model 22 125-lpm, 132-column
printer. No other printer can deliver so much
quality for so long ... and at so competitive a
price.
Only Okidata can say that, and back it up.
With a head warranty that's unprecedented in
the industry. 500,000,000 characters. At 100%
duty cycle. Two years of performance. Made
possible by Okidata's proprietary printing
method.
With features like industry-compatible parallel
interface, microprocessor RS232 serial
interface (with optional current loop),
electronic 12-channel VFU, 10-millioncharacter life ribbon, and operator..;controlled
self-test. I n stand or tabletop
versions.
And it's backed by a
nationvvide sales-service
network. A committed
management team with ---"'",,'''
the resources to back it
up. And a growing base of installed
printers throughout the world.
From Okidata. We build more than just
printers. We build confidence.

.

OI(l DATA

Okidata Corporation
111 Gaither Drive
Mt. Laurel, New Jersey 08054
Telephone: 609/235/2600
TWX: 710/897/0792

Okidata Corporation also offers a family of 110-cps, aD-column
printers; a document/passbook printer; and a series of Winchester
technology disc drives.
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Finally. ..
a vvord processing systell\
that does things yourvvay
Our new word processing
system - ForeWord™ -gives
you the flexibility you need
to fit today's advanced
technology to your work
environment ... at a price your
business can afford.
More than an automated
typewriter

ForeWord is a shared logic
system that. uses a Four-Phase
- computer with up to 16 video
display stations and 16
printers to help your staff
prepare letter-perfect
correspondence in
a fraction of the

time once required. Either
in a central location. Or in
,
individual offices. Or both with
the same system.
Ideal for manuals
and proposals

ForeWord can also be used for
direct composition, editing,
and final typing of the large
documents that once·tied up
your staff for days. Paragraphs
can be retrieved from local
storage and updated, chapters
reorganized .. : all at computer

speed. And all while other
operators are performing their
independent tasks.
Nationwide support

ForeWord uses the same
proven hardware.asour
distributed processing
systems, and is backed by
the same network of experienced service personnel
in strategic locations
throughout the country.
For more information, call
your local Four-Phase office.
Or write us at the

OOLZ Four-Phase Systems
10700 North DeAnza Blvd., Cupertino, CA 95014
CIRCLE 42 ON READER CARD

TM-Trademark of Four-Phase Systems, Inc.

Nice system, your 3270's and 370.
But PRONTO, the Sperry Univac distributed data processing system, boosts its cost
efficiency by taking care of all your remote
computer needs. And freeing your 370 host
to do the work it does best.
PRONTO is a software package that runs
on a V77 minicomputer, equipped with
peripherals such as line printers, video terminals, and disks.
PRONTO boosts the computer power

at your remote branches by migrating computer services to meet their individual
needs. Without changing host hardware
and software.
When you add PRONTO to your current
3270 network, you suddenly find yourself
able to concurrently perform local tasks you
never could before.
Local and remote on-line processing.
Local and remote batch processing. You can
create new remote data bases. Not just for

r-·--···
I

!
f

t

I
I

your 3270 network ever hadL
simplistic tasks, but for complex data base
management services.
PRONTO speaks your mainframe's language. Whether it be COBOL or FORTRAN.
And the system can even accom modate R PG-II.
1000 host computers already use TOTAL~
our data base management system.
With PRONTO, you won't use as much
costly mainframe time or as many dedicated
communications lines.
You get all this. Plus all the service and

support of Sperry Univac around the world.
And it's those things that will turn a lot of
3270/370 users into Sperry Univac boosters.
Write to us at Sperry Univac Mini-Computer
Operations, 2722 Michelson Drive, Irvine,
California 92713. Or call (714) 833-2400.

UNIVAC
SPERRY UNIVAC IS A DIVISION OF
SPERRY RAND CORPORATION
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DON1T
THROW
THEM

Looking Back in
CRTRMRTICN~

January/February 1959

AWAY!!

We realize your first impulse will be
drastic when you see our 700/UETS
(Universal Emulating Terminal System)
In action - but remember that other
less demanding terminal users may
have an applicotlonforyouroutdated
machines. And why should you have so
many different terminals when ONE UETS
can do all the work - and do it better
and more economically.

IF PARTING WITH OLD
FRIENDS IS PAINFUL,
JUST THINK WHAT THE.
UETSWILL DO ·F.ORYOU.

wit h n lJ rn ero lJ sd if.;
ferent host c()mputers.
• Replace.' anynumbefof ·different .• terminals wHh ONE machine. greatlyre;'
ducing oterall equipment expenditures.
• Reduce training time and enhance
operotorefficlency; no jumping from
machine to machine andprocedure to procedure.
• Reduce ,down time and mair1tenance complexHy;you deal with
ontyONE . service organization •. and all
spares are provic:jed by ONE' source.
No matt~r what yourapplication; the MEGADATAUETS~wHh its15-inchdiagonal display, full-scale 12-bit microprocessor, and 126-station keyboard - will
proVide. the right hardware plus the complete software to meet allyourrequirements TODAY and In the FUTURE.
Forget your old machines. and find out more about the programmable IntelIigentUETS terminal.
' .

A preview of the Western Joint Computer Conference in San Francisco, in
this issue, shows they had a "blue-sky"
session that included papers on experiments in information retrieval,
symbolic language translation, and
communications across language barriers. There were two sessions on information retrieval and machine translation at this meeting, chaired by
Robert R. Johnson of GE and Richard
W. Melville of SRI.
In those days, the "Joints" were
sponsored by the Institute of Radio
Engineers, the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, and the Assn. for
Computing Machinery. The first two
were to become the IEEE.
Among those on the program were
the late Ascher Opler of Computer
l.!sage Co., Charlie Bourne of SRI,
Howard Bromberg of RCA, Lou Fein
of Palo Alto, Calif., the late George
Forsythe of Stanford, the late Howard

if·"··'~"'7'~~:;··::"·::';:·:·~:';:·":·:::·:/::····':::::;::~:'.:~::::":::::=;.:';:::::'.:'.;:"\' " . C omm u ni c ate

MEG~IJ~T~~ORPORATION·.4.
35 Orville Drive-Bo.hemia, New York 11716

Tel. 516-589-6800 - Telex 14-4659

.
Central Regional Office
,
2200 E. Devon Avenue. Suite 217. Des Plaines, illinois 60018. Tel. 312-296-1900
c
Western Regional Office
15910 Ventura Boulevard. Suite 800. Encino, California 91316. Tel. 213-990-9777

Aiken of Harvard, Dick Tanaka, Jack
Sherman, and Norm Ream of Lockheed, Harry Huskey of the Univ. of
California, and Bill Luebbert of Fort
Monmouth, N.J.
We also reported on two new transistorized mainframes. The Honeywell
800 from the Datamatic Div. of
Minneapolis-Honeywell featured parallel processing of up to eight jobs. The
RCA 501, too, reportedly had "a 'timesharing' system which enables (the)
unit to do several operations simultaneously."
January 1968

A detailed study. of the growth of computing power in the U.S. showed that
improvements in power continued
from 1950 through 1962 and that it
"possibly slightly accelerated from
1963 through 1966 with the introduction of third generation computers."
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Give us 3 minutes

and we'll show you how
to cure your 2501 headache
We're that sure of our new 6501 Buffered Card Reader. Call us and we'll
tell you more about how:
• The buffered DOC 6501 can be installed on ANY position on the channel
and puts an end to channel OVERRUNS.
.
• The buffered DOC 6501 gently handles and increases the life of repetitively read card decks.
• The buffered DOC 6501 saves you 25% or more than a 2501.
• The buffered 6501 can be purchased or leased NOW.
If you aren't convinced in three minutes, we'll send you some buffered
aspirin. With an unbuffered 2501 you'll probably need it.
Call John Sterling at (800) 327-6424 or (305) 724-1111.

DOC::UM~lJD(Q)~
INCORPORATED
Or call, Atlanta. GA (404) 955-0309; Boston. MA (617) 890-2650; Chicago. IL (312) 782-0551; D.allas. TX (214) 661-9902; Detroit. MI (313) 353-8181; Greenwich. CT (203) 869-4123;
Hartford. CT(203) 278-2010; Houston. TX (713)780-1432; Los Angeles. CA (714) 752-8782; Miami. FL (305) 592-9655; New York. NY (212) 695-4195; Oakbrook.IL (312) 920-0551;
Philadelphia. PA(215) 574-0950; San Francisco. CA (415) 574-4060; Washington. DC (703) 356-2050. International Offices: London - Staines 61124; Paris 686 8207;
Toronto (416) 622-8720; Germany 0611/728128; Spain 416 87 60.
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WANG'S
THE END OF
THE LINE FOR
.INTELLIGENT
TERMINAU.
Wang's PCS-II. The small
business computer that makes
intelligent terminals obsolete.
And introduces a whole new
worldof Distributed Data
Processing.
Endowed with commercial
BASIC and exclusive Wang
minidiskette storage, the PCS-II
delivers direct access data
processing capabilities no
ordinary terminal can. And with
Wang's programmerless
"EASYFORM" forms building
and data-entry language, the
PCS-II is a hands-on winner
in any data-entry or formsprocessing environment.
Wang modularity lets you
expand memory,
communica tions
or peripherals
as your needs
grow. Or new
technologies.
as they devel
op. Directly
at the oper.
.
ator site.
@~OOJQ
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The PCS-II even gives you a
price tag no intelligent terminal
can match- just $6,200. With
50K memory, dual minidiskette
drives and bisynchronous
2780/3780 communications it's
still only $9,200.

Hungry for more intelligence?
Call your local Wang
office or mai I this coupon
to PCS-II Product Sales,
Dept. DDP, Wang Laboratories, Inc., One Industrial Ave.,
Lowell, Massachusetts 01851.
Wang Laboratories, Inc., One Industrial Ave., Lowell, MA 01851
I'm hungry. Send me information on Wang's PCS-II.
Name _____________________________________________
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Company _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address ________________
City _ __

_ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.

Zip
DP72/D18.
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Interactive VAX-ll/780:
A new computer system with
exceptional performance...
VAX-111780™ is a new, virtual memory, multi-user, multi-language, multiprogramming, interactive computer
system with extensive batch and real
time response capabilities.
It is the product of many manyears of effort layered on top of more
experience and more success with
interactive computers than that of
any other company in the world.
Digital believes the VAX-111780
is a lanclrrtark computer system. It
believes the VAX-111780 is the beginning - of new definitions, new standards, new expectations.
Take performance. Throughput.

~D~DD~D

VAe11
780

Quantity and quality of useful work.VAX-111780 will take essentially
any size program. It has a 32-bitword
length, 2 million bytes of physical
memory, and more than 4 billion
bytes of virtual addressing space.
It will operate on that program
quickly. Its big cache memory yields
an effective cycle time of 290 nanoseconds. With its optional floating
point accelerator, it performs double
precision floating point 64-bit addition in 1.4 microseconds.
It will move the data with exceptional speed. Its synchronous backplane interconnect, which is its main
control and data path, has
a bandwidth of 13.3 megabytes per second. And it
checks for parity and errors
on each 200 nanosecond
cycle for data integrity.
And it even makes the
programming efficient.
Its new, powerful instruction set is a model of efficient code generation.
A FORTRAN DO loop, for
example, is one instruction.
Calls to subroutines, and
returns to the main programs combine up to 15
operations into just one
instruction. And for timecritical applications, one
instruction will store and
another will restore the contents of all general-purpose
registers simultaneously.

... unmatched reliability,
availability,
maintainability...
By design, the interactive
VAX-111780 is the most
reliable, available, and maintainable computer system
of its general class that has
ever been built. It is another
standard against which
others must be measured.
Reliability, availability,
and maintainability features
. are found in the hardware
architecture, the software
architecture, the individual
component and board designs, and in the cabinetry
- all supported by new and
improved diagnostic aids.
Objective: keep the system running. If it fails, find
the fault quickly, fix it, get
the machine up and running
again. Protect that data.
Four hierarchical access
modes protect the system
information. A diagnostic console contains an LSI-II microcomputer. Automatic consistency and error checking
detect abnormal instruction uses or
illegal arithmetic conditions. Integral
fault detection and maintenance features detect errors on memory, on
disks, keep a history of recent bus activity, detect hung machine conditions,
and allow automatic restart recovery.
Parity checking for the integrity of
the data is performed on the synchronous backplane interconnect, the
MASSBUS and UNIBUS adaptors,
memory cache, address translation
buffer, microcode, and writable diagnostic control store. There are fault
tolerance features. There are remote

diagnosis capabilities. There are
system verification test packages.
There are functional and fault isolation
diagnostics.
There are operating system consistency checks, redundant recording
of critical information, uniform exception handling, on-line error logging,
unattended automatic restart
capabilities.
There are power loss, temperature
and air flow sensors, cabling located
away from the modules, a modular
power supply with malfunction
indicators ...
~D~DD~D
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Major Features
of the VAX-ll/780
system
CPU 32-bit word length • Can directly address 4 billion bytes of virtual memory· User program can be up to 32 million bytes • Powerful
instruction set includes integral floating point and context switching instructions • Instruction set supports 9 fundamental addressing
modes with single instructions simulating entire high level language constructs • 8K byte write-through memory cache results in effective
290 nsec memory access time • Supports state-of-the-art paging memory management with 4 hierarchical protection modes each'with
read-write access control· 16 32-bit general-purpose registers • 32 interrupt priority levels, 16 for hardware and 16 for software • 2
standard clocks, programmable real-time and time-of-year with battery backup for automatic system restart operations • 12K bytes of
writable diagnostic control store.
The Console Subsystem Intelligent microcomputer LSI-ll with 16K bytes ofread-write memory and SK bytes of ROM, floppy disk,
and terminal • Optional port for remote diagnostics • Fast diagnosis, both remote and local, simplified bootstrapping, improved distribution
of software updates.
Main Memory Subsystem ECC MOS memory built using 4K MOS RAM chips • Memory controller includes request buffer,
increasing system throughput, eliminating most need for interleaving • Minimum memory configuration 128K bytes - maximum up to 1
million bytes per controller, two controllers allowed per system, for total of 2 million bytes physical memory.
Input/Output Subsystems Synchronous Backplane Interconnect (SBI) is main control and data transfer path. SRI capable of
aggregate throughput rate of 13.3 million bytes per second· Error and parity checking every cycle for data integrity· SBI protocol uses 30
bits for address, allows both 32-bit plus parity and 64-bit plus parity data transfers • UNIBUS connected to SBI permits interfacing of
general-purpose peripherals and user devices· Buffered UNIBUS adapter pathway between UNIBUS and SBI has throughput of 1.5
million bytes per second • MASSBUS connects to SBI via buffered adapter, permits interfacing high performance mass storage peripherals
with parity checking • MASSBUS adapter throughput rate is 2 million bytes per second • Four MASSBUS adapters permitted per system.
Software System Designed for many applications including scientific, time-critical, computational, data processing, batch, generalpurpose timesharing • Process-oriented paging for execution of programs larger than physical memory, transparently to the programmer
• Memory management facilities controlled by user - can lock pages into working set, never to be paged out, or lock into physical memory,
never to be swapped out • Sharing and protection at page level (512 bytes) • Four hierarchical access modes • Interprocess communication
through files, shared address space, or mailboxes • System management facilities • DIGITAL command language and MCR command
language provided • File and record management facility includes sequential and relative file organization, sequential and random record
access • Supports Files-ll on disk structure level 2 • Program development capability includes an editor, language processors, symbolic
debugger· Support provided for FORTRAN IV-PLUS/VAX and MACRO/VAX in native 32-bit mode, COBOL-ll (V3) and BASICPLUS-2 (VI) in compatibility mode • Scheduler is priority-ordered, round-robin/time-slicing, event driven • 32 levels of software process
priority for fast scheduling • Networking capabilities are supported through DECnet for process-to-process, file access and transfer, and
down-line loading· Batch facilities include job control, multi-stream, spooled input and output, operator control, conditional command
branching and accounting • Command procedures are supported by command languages.
PDP-ll Compatibility Provides system-wide compatibility supporting execution of the PDP-ll instruction set (with exception of
privileged and floating point instructions) in compatibility mode· Applications Migration Executive allows RSX-llM/S non-privileged
tasks to run with minimal or no modification· Host Development Package allows creation and testing of RSX-llM tasks· Same data format • Same source-level programs • High level languages • Files-ll on disk structure, level 1 • RMS file access methods including ISAM
• DIGITAL Command Language and the RSX-ll MCR command language.

DmD0mD

Reliability, Availability, Maintainability Remote diagnostics by means of integrated diagnostic console permits diagnostics,
examination of memory locations from remote terminal· Automatic on-line error logging
• Automatic restart capabilities after power failure or fatal software error· Users
~
continue to use system with failed hardware components • Consistency and error
checking detects abnormal instruction uses or illegal arithmetic conditions • Improved
••
packaging and cabinetry increase hardware reliability and ease of maintenance • On-line
diagnostics available and run under operating system.
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main St., Maynard, MA 01754
Attention: Communication Services NR-212
I want to know mQre about Digital's VAX-ll/7S0:

D send me your colorful, new VAX -11/7S0 brochure.
D send me your detailed System Summary.
D please have a Digital sales representative call me.
Name
Title
Company
Address
City
State
Telephone

Zip

_

Presenting lunch hour programming.
Programming on other computers can eat up a lot
of valuable time. But on Data General commercial
ECLIPSE systems you can develop workable screen
formats in as little time as an hour. So instead of having to
wait for a break in your computer's schedule, you could
do a small data entry program on your lunch break. And
wrap up entire applications in days rather than months.
A Data General commercial ECLIPSE data processing system can do it because it's a real-time data
management system. It uses Idea, our interactive data
entry/access software for online screen formatting. Idea
also has an online multiterminal monitor and powerful
English-like language resulting in faster screen-related
programming. Plus applications developed under Idea
can automatically access and maintain files built by a
highly sophisticated data management system, our
INFOS software.
Our commercial ECU PSE data processing systems
also use ANSI '74 COBOL implemented at the highest
levels. F or fast batch program execution with minimal

programmer retraining. Upgrading our system is no big
deal either. It can grow right along with your expanding
processing appetite.
Commercial ECLIPSE systems. The computer
systems that digest programming easily and quickly. Send
for our booklet today. Time is nibbling away.

Mail to: Data General, Westboro, MA 01581
DMI
D Send me your commercial ECLIPSE brochure.
D Send me your ECLIPSE brochure and have sales representative call.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

Title _ _ _-:-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
COmp~y

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Tel. _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ __
ECUPSE is a registered trademruk of Data General Corporation © Data General Corporation, 1977.
Data General, Westboro, MA 01581, (617) 366-8911. Data General
(C~ada) Ltd. , Ontario. Data General, Europe, 15 Rue Le Sueur, Paris
75116, Fr~ce, 50-006-06. Data General Australia, Melbourne (03) 82-1361.

t .,DataGeneral
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LOOKArEAD
NEXT: A 16K CHIP MEMORY FROM IBM?
Rumors now are circulating that IBM will: (1) move to a 16K chip memory technology
this yearjand (2) initiate a price cut on the 303X line as a result. If true,
the l6Kmove might prove an upgrade to the H line, the so-called next generation
of IBM machines. Moreover, the 16K memories, less costly to manufacture, would
provide the computer giant with a legitimate reason for slashing prices, an
important consideration in light of, the on-going antitrust suit. Skeptics,
however, view the rumors as a possible plant--geared to keeping customers from
switching over to the competition. If IBM does switch to 16K memories, the move
won't come for several years at least, they say.
A SUPER ECLIPSE FROM DATA GENERAL
Data General plans to announce a super Eclipse this month which will have one
million bytes of main memory and will be competitive with the Hewlett-Packard
3000, Digital Equipment Corp.'sVAX-ll/780 and System 20, and with IBM's 370/138
and 148. The company plans to tout the processor's e~remely high throughput
rate and the fact that it's software compatible with the rest of the Eclipse line.
DG also intends to announce availability of PL/l, the programming language, for
its Eclipse line just before the mid-January annual meeting.
BURROUGHS STILL OPTS FOR BDLC
Look for Burroughs to implement its communications protocol, BDLC, on some
products to be announced in the second quarter of this year. So far, the
company's only use of the line discipline is between a pair of switches in
Amsterdam and Brussels on the international banking 'network, S.W.I.F.T. Basically,
these are subsets of BDLC and the company plans some changes and enhancements.
The company made the cOmlnentin denying a report in this column in December
that it was abandoning BDLC in favor of supporting ADCCP, which both ANSI and
'the federal government are expected to adopt as a standard. It says it is
tracking ADCCP as well as the International Standards Organization's HDtC and
will remain compatible with them.
IBM UNDER FIRE--INDIA, 'NIGERIA, BRAZIL
Everyone knows multinationals are under fire around the world, and no one knows
it better than IBM. It already has pulled out of 'India because it would not
give up 100% ownership in its subsidiary there. It compromised in Indonesia
(IBM retains ownership of its own operation but will use a local trading agent
for yet-undisclosed functions). And now Nigeria is pushing IBM, along with a
long list of multinationals, to'give up a big piece of its subsidiary there.
Rumor has it that IBM tried to get the Carter Administration to get IBM off
Nigeria's split-list but Nigeria turned thumbs down. What will happen is a big
question since IBM provides almost all Nigerian computers.
IBM also has lost out in its bid to the Brazilian government to become part
of a new national minicomputer effort (16 firms bid, three local companies
won out). IBM can't say yet what this means for its small business systems
there. It makes System 32' s in Brazil but s.o far it only has been allowed to
export them, not sell them, domestically.
INTEGRATING MARKING STANDARDS
Guidelines to help manufacturers who sell goods through both department stores
and grocery stores to comply with marking standards for both are expected early
this Spring. Technical advisory committees of the National Retail Merchants
Assn. (NRMA) and the Universal Product Code.(UPC) Food Products Council launched
a j oint effort 'in late November to develop a method for integrating NRMA's
OCR-A standard of marking and the grocery industry's UPC, a bar code. The two
committees are holding separate meetings early this month and a joint meeting
toward the end of the month. J. J. Miller, NRMA's Director of Universal Vendor
Marking, said activities to date "have been encouraging" and that guidelines
probably "will be publishable" by early Spring. Grocery stores use scanning
to read the UPC. Wands are used by department stores to read OCR-A.

LOOKAI-EAD
GAO CRITICAL OF NBS STANDARDS ACTIVITY
A General Accounting Office draft report, sent out for comment last month,is
rumored to be critical of the National Bureau of Standards' lethargic track
record inADP standards development, .Due out in the next few months, the report
f6cuseson the bureau'sInstitute for Computer Science and Technology and its
efforts in the federal information processing standards (FIPS) program. GAO
has been working ona computer standards study for 18 months.
It ,reportedly zeroes in on several dismal case studies which pinpoint the
iD.stitute'slack of progress in specific adp standard areas, The criticism is
said to be particularly aimed at former director Ruth Davis who, one source
claims, "got word .of what the GAO was up to and decided. to clear out" for a job
at the Defense Dept.
DEC HEDGES ON DISTRIBUTOR
Digital Equipmenb Corp," s Business Products group has no viable plans to convert
its OEMs to licensed distributors, the comp.any claims. Reports to that effect
circulated in at least one trade weekly recently when a DEC paper regarding a
proposed commercial distributor program became public;, DEC says the paper, which
spelled. out ways in which Digital would assist OEMs/distributors and vice versa,
was. strictly a tool used to discuss what a hypothetical distribution program
should be. The discussion took place. at at Tarpon Springs, Fla •. , sales meeting
last October. "If this document was for, real, it would have been labeled '.company
confidential t " , a DEC spokesman asserted. "There may come a time when such a
distributor program could become-a reality, but right now it ':s still up in the
air."
CODING SHEETS AS A TAX DODGE?
liThe antiquated and now costly process of coding sheets is used for the sole and
express purpose of ' avoiding 'sales' and use taxes, "says ", California·' s Sales Tax
Action Group (STAG),' It 'told this to the state' sBoard of Equalization in
successfully requesting a public hearing on Rule 1502 covering "Automatic Data
Processing Services and Equfpment"(p.20l). ,STAG said a section of 1502 "imposes
sales and use taxon the transfer of. custom programs written to ,the special order
of a customer except when such programs are transferred on coding sheets. With
the advent ~d widespread use of sophisticated programming and data entry
equipment," "the tax group said, "programs are now keyed 'directly into a computer
by the programmer as a part of the development process or as the ultimate end
product." .Thus, ,the use of coding sheets as a tax dodge. This and other problems
with 1502 were to be discussed ata full STAGmember.ship meeting at 6: 30, p.m.
Jan. 11 at the Sheraton Inn, Burlingame, Calif. as part oi.preparationfor the
February hearing with the Board of Equalization. '
AF TO ISSUE '$400 MILLION ,COMPUTER PROCUREMENT
The Air Force, saddled with mainframes purchased back in the' 60s, is preparing
to launch a major progranito replace all of its base level and major air command
computers. Sources close to the.programsayanorder as high as $400 million
could result (before the customary vendor discounts which could slice up to 60%
'off the price tag).
",
'
By June,' the Air Force expects'toannounce.agenerAlrequest for information
to get a feel for potential bidde:rs. A request for proposals(RFP) then would
,be issued, and final installation of the sele~ted mainframes would begin in 1981
and run through 1984. To be replaced are two current base level-machines--the
Univac '1050 which is used" for supply and inventory and the Burroughs, 3500 which
handles such Air Force base administrative functions as payroll. Also tobe
replaced are theHoneywel1800s purchasedin1964.fortheAF's major air command
outposts.
ENERGY CONSERVATION AND: THE COMPUTER ROOM
What40esrunning a computerinsta1lation do to>the electric bill? The U.S.
Dept. 'of .Energy, will commission a study to find out" and computer makers everywhere
had better .keep close.tabs on the results. The study will look at the KWH usage
'ofdpequipmentbysystem, machine~ and manufacturer; the energy it taJtes to keep
(Continued on page 208)

"We purchased a General Ledger accounting system from a
major vendor. After investigating, we found that we were going to
have to drastically change the Cobol programs in order to generate
all the required reports.
"Rather than this, we concluded that it would be far better to
start from scratch and use MARK IV/Reporter for the 75 to 100 daily,
weekly, monthly and year-end accounting reports that we produce.
We made the right decision. If we had tried to modify the Cobol report
writer that came with the system, it would have taken us at least two
months longer to complete the project.
"MARK IV/Reporter was installed on our 370/145 within a few
hours. The four people who attended a basic MARK IV/Reporter
class were using it comfortably within a week. We also have a competent Cobol programmer who took the MARK IV:!Y manuals home
and read them over a weekend. He started using MARK IV/Reporter
the next Monday morning.
"It runs very efficiently and it's helped increase the productivity
of our systems and programming staff. With the confidence we've
gained in MARK IV/Reporter we can commit to new projects now
that would have been impossible before. We'll be using it for 50%
of our new work, which includes a new student records information
system. MARK IV/Reporter will be a key part of this new system.
"As for Informatics Support, our staff here is very impressed; their
people have been extremely competent and the systems engineering
support has been excellent."
WHAT IS MARK IV IREPORTER? MARK IV/Reporter is an information processing system which handles all reporting requirements
for existing file and/ or data base systems. Although extremely flexible
and powerful, the system allows non-programmers to produce errorfree reports in a fraction of the time required with conventional programming methods. MARK IV/Reporter can be installed and implemented in the U.S. and Canada for as little as $306.00 a month.
MARK IV/Reporter is upward-compatible to MARK IV whose 1,300
installations worldwide make it one of the most successful software
products of all time.
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Software Products

0

World's Leading Independent Supplier of Software Products
Member SIA ~ Software Industry Association

r--------------------,
Informatics Inc., Software Products, Dept.178D
21050 Vanowen St., Canoga Park, Calif. 91304

Name ___________________________________
Title ___________________________________
Dept. __________ Computer ___________

Fi rm ___________________________________
Address _________________________________
Phone _________________________________
City ___________________________________

L ____________________ ~
State/Province

CARD

Zip _ _ __

The acquisition of Mark IV was made possible by a grant of
the University of Kansas Endowment Association.
Mr. Magnuson oversees administrative DP activities for
the Lawrence campus. 'The views expressed are those of
Director Jerry Magnuson and not necessarily those
of the University of Kansas.

•
•
Harris now delivers the most cost/performance effective multi-use
computer system in the industry.
Our new family of high performance systems-S115, S125 and
S135-together with our powerful VULCAN Virtual Memory Operating
System supports more than 50 terminals. Simultaneously.
This is a whole new line of medium-scale, multi-use systems with
increased reliability and new state-of-the-art technology. You get greater
I/O throughput. MOS memory with error correction. Powerful micro
processor based CPU. Broad selection of highly reliable peripherals. And
all operate with ANSI 74 COBOL, FORTRAN, RPG II, FORGO, SNOBOL,
and extended BASIC.
The Harris S100 systems take on many different jobs all at the same
time. Multi-stream batch processing. Multiple concurrent RJE's, both host
and remote. Multiple interactive time sharing. Real-time processing. And
this new generation of high performance computer systems from Harris
delivers these all to you, concurrently.
If your need is distributed processing, time sharing, data base
management, or any type of concurrent multi-use application,

benchmark our new computer system against any other system in the
industry.
Harris Computer Systems, 1200 Gateway Drive, Fort
Lauderdale, Florida 33309. Telephone (305) 974-1700. Europe:
Harris Intertype, Ltd., 145 Farnham Road, Slough, SL1 4XD,
England.
All at once, it's Harris.
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HARRIS
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COMMUNICATIONS AND
INFORMATION HANDLING

JL/L/lU
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January, 1978
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Does"single source'
make Centronics

better than

other prjnter
' les'" NO
model600~
com~an

••

~

.

..

Although our 9 model
• 700 series of matrix
••.
•
printers! 4
series of
band prInters, 760 senes tele'printers and new non-impact electrostatic printer give us the most complete
line in the industry, it still takes more than breadth of line to be the leader.
Centronics has more. Competitive prices. The largest worldwide service
organization of any printer company. Financial stability with a record of
growth and strength unmatched in the business. And a track record of
superior product reliability and customer support - whether OEM or
end-user.
You know the advantages of a single source supply. You know the
breadth of Centronics' line. And now you know why Centronics is the
better printer company. Write or call todayJor the complete details of
Centronics' full printer line. Centronics Data Computer Corp., Hudson,
NH 03051, Tel. (603) 883-0111.
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letters
Tax topics

Your October editorial ("Capital Gains
-Who Loses," p. 59) urging the retention of the preferential treatment
for capital gains in the tax laws presents a rather narrow view of a broad,
deep, and crucially important subject.
As a first-order approximation, you are
correct; tax incentives to invest rather
than consume are essential to the renewal and advancement of the technological base of our economy. The
present capital gains preferences, however, are not very effective in obtaining
the kind of investment required.
By treating all capital gains alike,
the present law provides no greater
incentive for investment in new plants
or in research and development than it
does for long-term speculation on
changes in the interest rate using safe
government debt instruments or for
other strictly financial games. Instead
of deploring a movement to repeal
such incentives, we should be using the
movement to bargain for more effective laws. Three desirable reforms
come to mind immediately.
First, w,hile taxing capital gains at
full normal rates, the proceeds from
the sale of assets should be indexed by
the GNP deflator before inclusion in
income. Thus there would be no tax on
the portion of the gain attributable to
socially created inflation. Incentives to
invest would be preserved while gimmicky tax-avoidance schemes would
not ,be encouraged.
Second, realization of gains would
be deferred on that portion of the proceeds of a sale of assets that was reinvested in new securities to the extent
that the new security was not merely a
refinancing vehicle. Without foregoing
the principle of equal treatment for
income and capital gains, this provision would focus investment on wealth
'creation and aw.ay from transfers of
already-existing wealth.
Third, the present restrictions on
writing off capital losses should be removed. In the absence of a preferential
tax rate, there is no reason, if there
ever was, for inhibiting the cutting of
losses and reinvesting the full proceeds
as quickly as possible. To the extent
that the present laws place extra burdens on losers, they favor safe, unimaginative investment over venturesome
risk-taking.
Furthermore, given laws that more
specifically encourage risk-taking, it is
by no means clear that the elimination
of double taxation of dividends will

January, 1978

enhance the economic power of the
big, dividend-paying corporations.
Double taxation coupled with the preferential capital gains rate have been
keystones in their argument for retention of earnings. Investors have had an
incentive to let management finance
company expansion internally, away
from the open capital market. With
that incentive gone, investors may well
demand higher payouts of profits in
the form of dividends. If they can procure such payouts, at least some of the
investors are likely to put some of the
proceeds into more venturesome situations than would the management of
the dividend-payer.
By preferring all kinds of capital
gains indiscriminately, the present law
creates powerful incentives to structure
business arrangements artificially for
tax advantage rather. than economic
value. The law does too much generally and not enough specifically for those
kinds of investments society should be
encouraging. The first step out of this
mess is to eliminate the distinction between ordinary income and real capital
'gains income. Only then will it be possible to devise tax incentives that will
encourage innovative investment.
SANDER RUBIN
Berkeley, California
What to do

for the user to own and apply such a
test set and to help isolate data communication problems.
, Most modern data communication
involves a computer at at least one end
of the channel and incorporates error detection with retransmission requested when an error is detected. The
data communications softWiare (in the
computer, front end processor, etc)
often maintains a log of the number of
retransmissions required. This gives an
indication of the block error 'rate and,
since it shows the overall effectiveness
of the system operation, it can be used
for evaluation and tuning.
In the current context, if the retransmission rate is inspected periodically, it can indicate a gradual degradation before the error rate becomes so high that the communication

.

The data communications tutorial by
George M. Dick ("The Communications Channel: It's Broken-Now
What," October 1977, p. 113) did a
very good job' of presenting a large
amount of information. Some basic,
although important, topics which were
omitted concern testing at the terminal-modem interface, and use of the
data communication error logs as an
alert to a problem of degradation before the communication channel goes
down.
Very often we must include the DTE
(data terminal equipment which can
be the communications controller of a
computer or an ordinary terminal) as
a suspect in the diagnosis of a data
communications failure. It is relatively
easy to monitor the common EIA
Rs2323C interface between the DTE
and the modem with a specialized test
box. The better EIA test and breakout
boxes have small lamps which allow
the user to see the state of any of the
control circuits, and to view the data
circuits a built-in pulse stretcher provides a flickering light for data at any
rate-a steady mark or space is proof
of the absence of data.
Additional tests and substitutions
can be made using this tester, and with
a cost of well under $1,000, it is much
more easily affordable than the digital
and analog measurement,sets discussed
by Mr. Dick.' The low cost and
straightforward use makes it possible

channel becomes unusable. This is the
,time to arrange for backup and for the
thorough testing described by Mr.
Dick-preferably to be done during
slack times or when you've transferred
to your backup facililities.
HENRY E. SCHAFFER
Professor of Genetics
North Carolina State University
Raleigh, North 'Carolina
Mr. Dick responds: Mr. Schaffer is
discussing what can be done by an
end user before getting involved in the
testing I described. His suggestions,
of course, are only a beginning, as
there is much else than can be done
with the hardware most users already
have available. Unfortunately, most
persons don't realize what is possible.
For example, I've always wondered
why the EIA Signal Quality lead is
rarely considered as a channel performance monitor. One thing, however,
must always be remembered: troubleshooting is an inexact science, and a
method that works well for one individual may be totally useless (or
meaningless) for another.

Room for some more

I challenge the comment in the "Rumors and Raw Random Data" section
of your October 1977 issue (p. 176)
which alleges that the size of the Bc/7
operating system "is so big there's
hardly any memory or disc space left
for the user." This is a distortion of the
facts.
The Sperry Univac Bc/7 Interactive
Operating System was developed with
ease of use as one of the primary design objectives. Ii communicates with
the operator through the video display,
23

CountonGA
for big COBOL performance
in multi-terminal applications.
. And count on the lowest cost per terminal. Available now, General
Automation's new 440 Data Series, starting below $45,000, recognized for the best price/performance package in the computer field:
'~ .. It always works ... far superior to any other full systems less than
$80,000. Any comparable system will cost over $175,000~'*
1. The most powerful ANSI
COBOL- years ahead of any other

3. Concurrent batch and online processing. With shared data-

tested. Compiles 3-to-10 times faster .
• than a 370/145.

base protection: maximum multi-terminal
access with minimum user-contention,
all operating in our field-proven File
MaI}agement System.

2. Store 160 megabytes;
1 second· response. Support 16
terminals with less than 1 sec response;
128 KB main memory. Store up to 160
megabytes on disk, with the 720ns GA
440 minicomputer.

4. GA 440: fully field-proven
and GA-serviced, in more than
500 installations around the world to date.

s. Exhaustive system-testing:
over 400 different combinations rigorously tested for response, time.

Count on GA for all your distributed processing systems - from a basic 2-terminal system
to a 10,000-terminal network; from factory and business data collection to corporate networking systems - through our advanced line of high-technology mini and microcomputers ..
You'll be joining the world's largest corporations who now count on GA for the most
productive system solutions: in financial, industrial and telecommunications applications.

IEIERAle
AITIIATIII

r---------------------------------,
o Please rush full·information on GA's

big COBOL 440 Data Series for multiterminal applications.

o Contact us for consultation without delay.
Tel: (

)

Ext _ _--'--_

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Clip coupon to company letterhead and return
to: General Automation, 1055 South East Street,
Anaheim, CA 92805. Or call (714) 778-4800.
General Automation Europe:
51 Aachen, Postfach 465, West Germany.
Tel: 02405-641. Telex: 841-832-9500.

*(Published quote of an independent computer expert. Name on request.)
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program code can exactly parallel the
designer's pseudo-code we have eliminated the design/ implementation language clash.

letters
employing various conversational techniques, and features short, simple,
and easily understood English language statements, enabling uninitiated
personnel to quickly become Bc/7 operators. The Bc/7 oerating system will
range in size fom .5MB to 1.5MB,
depending on customer requirements.
The operating system used with a
diskette-based system can reside in one
diskette drive. As many as six diskette
drives can be interfaced to the system.
The disc operating system requires
approximately 1MB of disc storage.
Disc configuration ranges from 5MB to
40MB. While in use, the Bc/7 operating
system utilizes 16K of memory, providing a minimum of 32K for user
program.
MARTIN R. DURBEC

Director, Business Systems Marketing
Sperry Univac
Blue Bell, Pennsylvania
Tools for the trade

I was pleased to see that the apparent
end product of the design process featured on your November 1977 cover
was structured pseudo-code. A· designer's or programmer's most important
tool is his language. It affects not only
the way he codes, but the way he does
and and can think about a problem.
Training in a language that does not
make structured coding seem natural
can interfere with the ability to create
well-designed programs.
Designers are recognizing this and
are looking for tools (including structured, design, pseudo-code, etc.) that
are independent of the final implementation language (typically COBOL or
FORTRAN). It is generally felt that the
actual coding can be carried out in any
language without doing damage to the
design. Under ideal, or even "good,"
conditions this is probably so. Under
pressure, however, our design language
rapidly approaches our implementation language. ("There isn't time to rework the design-just make the fix
quickly.")
Program coders need tools (particularly good languages) just as badly as
designers do. We probably need to seriously reconsider our commitment to
COBOL or FORTRAN (Pascal, e.g., has
become a serious contender). Another
temporary alternative is to provide
programmers with an improved COBOL
or FORTRAN through the use of a precompiler, and make it possible for
them to write with the proper control
structures of structured' programming.
without the laborious and error-prone
hand translation required to do this in
COBOL or FORTRAN. When the actual
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MARTHA J. CICHELLI

Software Consulting Service
Allentown, Pennsylvania
A most important asset

I read with great interest your article
pertaining to the terminal distributors
around the country ("Terminal Distributors; "Our Most Important Asset," September 1977, p. 159). While I
must admit that much of it was accurate, I quite frankly question the reliability and/ or objectivity of your
sources.
I take exception to Mr. Chalmer's
(of DEC) thoughts that dealers (or as
he calls us "resellers") are a necessary
evil that he "must learn to live with ... "
The nature of this business is such that
end users of this equipment usually
require a higher level of service than a
giant corporation can render. The dollars involved in a terminal transaction
just don't justify the effort that would
be necessary to change these attitudes.
Several of the major manufacturers
seem to gravitate toward one particular
dealer who gives the outward appearance of being a highly professional organization with considerable marketing clout. The result usually is some
form of special contractual arrangement between the two. A lesson soon is
learned that this particular dealer "kills
the golden goose" by advertising exceptionally low prices. All other dealers
must meet the price, no one moves any
more equipment, and all earn lower
profits. One increases profits by lowering price only if all competitors maintain a higher price and are willing to
settle for lower volume. The result of
such pricing is that the manufacturer is
barraged by complaints from the other
dealers that profits are too thin, and it
doesn't pay to carry that manufacturer's products. Many smaller dealers are
forced to drop such products because
of their inability to sell at a price that
allows a reasonable profit considering
the price that the smaller dealer must
pay, allowing for his potential volume,
overhead, and financing problems. In
many cases the price the market will
bear is actually below the price the
smaller dealer must pay. Many small
dealers gravitate toward other larger
dealers as a source of equipment, thus
the practice ofi"tiering."
As for Wall Street, we' do make'
something; a reliable, fast source for a
broad range of products and customtailored services.
WILLIAM F. TILLEY

National Computer Communications
Company
Wellesley H ills, Massachusetts

Number, please

There has been considerable controversy in the field of data processing
since the advent of the Privacy Act of
1974, directed tow.ard the question of
which personal identifiers to use in
place of the Social Security Account
Number (SSN) to uniquely access
computerized data files.
Full name and birth date used together provide less than 100 % accuracy, and the key deteriorates wit~ a
name change. Full name, birth date,
and current address should provide
100% accuracy, but the address portion of the key deteriorates rapidly.
There are many other combination~ of
personal data that might be considered,
but I can think of none that do not
deteriorate as time passes. The SSN, on
the other hand, has the dual advantage
of uniqueness and nondeterioration.
Much harm can occur if the identifiers used are not unique, reSUlting
from the mismatching of' records. A
person could get tagged, for example,
with the bad credit rating (or excellent
rating) of another person who happens
to have the same, or very similar, personal identifiers. Also, a person's record can become inaccessible if the
personal identifiers used to store that
data have changed. If record-keeping
is done by SSN, the likelihood of errors
is bound to be greatly decreased.
Any data processing person of reasonable ability should be able to match
90% of two data files based on personal identifiers other than the SSN and,
therefore, can still misuse the data in
the combined files. The problem of
privacy is not one of what personal
identifiers are used, but whether data is
protected from unauthorized disclosure and misuse. The privacy benefits to
the-' few whose records cannot be
matched when data is misused seem to
me to be far outweighed by the penalties to those whose data is mismatched
in legitimate use of the data, and to
those whose records cannot be retrieved because the keys do not provide
uniqueness or have changed value.
The obligation of record-keepers to
maintain the security and privacy of
data is the heart of the matter' and
should be the f~cal point of our efforts
and the object of any additionallegislation. Restriction of the use. of the SSN
as a personal identifier is not the' answer to the privacy problem.
WILLIAM D.B. FELCH, CDP

Coordinator of Administrative Computing Services
Western Wisconsin Technical Institute
La Crosse, Wisconsin
I

This subject also is discussed by
Robert L. Patrick in his review of "Accessing Individual Records from Personal Data Files using Non-Unique
Identifiers" on p. 41 of the October
1977 issue.
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Distributed Processing:
An idea that works
Some consider distributed processing a revolution. Others view it as
the next phase in the evolution of
dispersing data. Whatever the position, the trend is clear. We are
enten'ng an era where data bases
and time critical processing are
moving to the source of the data.

If you have a task to do, isn't the
most logical approach to put the
resources where the job is? This is
the concept of distributed processing. Move the processing logically
closer to the source and user of the
data ... parallel your existing
organization with your computing
power. With this approach, small
computers can respond to local
needs, and the mainframe can do
what it does best - repetitive, batch
oriented processing.
Distributed processing makes
sense, because problems in the real
world are interrelated, not isolated

~ Cover
The 19808 may bring distributed
processing via satellite communications.
An imtovative experiment to evaluate
advallced business equipment and new
satellite communications techniques is
underway today. See page/our.
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by department nor restricted to a
central location. What happens on
your manufacturing floor does,
after all, affect your financial
accounting.
Networks offer advantages beyond this kind of responsiveness to
the user- dependability, for instance. If one computer system of
the network is down, the organization can continue t6 function. You
can even handle that system failure
by routing around it.
Hewlett-Packard was one of the
first computer manufacturers to
market products for distributed
computer networks. In fc;lct, several .
hundred of our worldwide customers are already using distributed
networks.
Today, we have further committed ourselves and future computer

products to networks with
"HP-DSN" - Hewlett-Packard's
Distributed Systems Network. This
is a sophisticated plan for interconnecting various computer
systems. We are building a line of
products with a wide range of
processing power, communication speeds, and capabilities.
Our goal is to map our computing
products onto customers' organizations and network needs.
Since not everyone in your
organization is a computer specialist, a primary goal of HP-DSN is
that it be useful to operating
managers and professionals. The
high-level network capabilities are
accessed with simple, English-like
commands. So the user can concentrate on the solution of a
problem and not on the internal
workings of the network system.
This ease of use is achieved, in
part, by a layered architectural

Full implementation of a distributed information network for a
company wi11likely be an on-going
process. Networks map onto
existing organizational structures
which, of course, flow and change.
HP-DSN is a strategy thataccommodates these changes by
redefining, when necessary, the use
of the equipment.
Hewlett-Packard is committed to
a partnership with its customers to
provide the on-going products, consulting, support, and service needed
as their distributed processing
demands evolve and grow.

design of both hardware and software. Only the top layer, which
provides high-level system services,
is visible to network users.The
other layers, which provide network
communication services, and
necessary electrical interfaces, are
handled automatically by HP-DSN
hardware and software and are
transparent to the user.
Flexibility is another advantage
of the layered approach. Each
functionally independent layer can
accommodate new technologies
without affecting the rest of the
layers. For example, HP plans to
interface to packet switching networks using CC1TT x.25 compatible protocols. As developments like
this occur, they will be implemented
in the appropriate layers with
no disruption to user programs that
communicate across the network.
HP-DSN assumes intelligence at
each node. Every member of the
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HP3000
Division
Finance/accountil1g

ware, and firmware which supports
HP 1000 and HP 21MX systems
as network nodes which communicate not only with each other, but
also with a directly-connected
HP 3000 Series II computer.
Users can strategically disperse
computing power where it's really
needed while readily sharing data ,
and application programs. With
DS/1000, a remote HP 1000 can be
just across the room, hardwired up
to 10,000 feet, or across a continent
- as far away as data communications facilities reach. All this
happens with no significant
increase in complexity for the· applications programmer. The network
information flow is handled entirely
by DS/1000.
Both disc-based, RTE-III
HP 1000s, and memory-based,
RTE-M HP 1000s may be mixed
freely in a single DS/1000 network.
The same set of network program

DS/IOOOThe latest link
HP is not new to networking. We
have been delivering reliable networks - 200, in fact - for the last

~~I.

HP3000
Division
Marketing information

network stands by itself and performs a specific proces$ing task·be it anHP 3000 for batch and
terminal-oriented data processing,
an HP 1000 for real-time applications in the lab or on the factory
floor, or an HP 2026 for data entry
and communication. Yet, for many
applications, the resources of all
other members of the network are
readily available through that node.
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HP3000
Division
Order processing

half decade. HP started with small
star networks with fixed command
relationships, and moved toward
more capable star networks with
flexible command relationships.
Now, with DS/1000, we have a
truly generalized nodal network
which supports a variety of configurations-stars, strings, rings,
and combinations.
DS/1000 is a set of hardwar~,soft-

HP3000
WI rehouse
Product distribution

HP2026
Field sales office
Remote order entry
and communications

requests and operator commands
are available on upward-compatible
RTE-III and RTE-M. To use
DS/1000, then, the user does not
need to learn more than one
operating system.
With a powerful remote command processing capability, users
at terminals on one HP 1000 node
can access any other HP 1000 in the
Continued on page 8
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Distributed Processing:
Systems that work together
Talk, talk, talk
Today, an infinite number of
network configurations are available
with Hewlett-Packard's Distributed
sYstem,s Network.

c;{j

HPtoHP

-

HP 1000s and
inpJ
~ 3000s can communicate with each other
and with themselves via standard
cabling. The connection between
HP 1000s, between HP 3000s, and
between HP 2026s can also be synchronous modems. The HP 2026
can communicate with HP 3000s
with synchronous modems. Plus,
the HP-IB interface* simplifies system connections to single or
"
clustered instruments, calculators,
or terminals·o

0

lnpj IBM
RJE/1000, for the _
HP 1000 and HP 21MX, emulates
an IBM 2780 remote batch terminal
to many IBM 360 and 370 systems.
Communication between the HP
3000 and IBM hosts is provided by a
2780/3780 Workstation Emulator.

HP to IBM

(/
. ) . HP to Terminals

~

HPnetworks
(npj
[jjifjjfa support ~ocal ter_
~ mmals VIa a
standard cable; remote connections
are provided by full duplex
modems, and also by half duplex
modems for the HP 3000. These
connections can also accommodate
special purpose terminals such as
" calculators, data entry devices, and "
badge readers.
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Tomorrow promises even more exciting
communication possibilities.
Computers, thousands of earth
miles apart, will be able to share
resources via satellite communication.
Imagine these scenes in which
the information needed travels
nearly 50,000 miles, to and from a
satellite, in only a few seconds:
Personnel at an Eastern site
instantaneously view a financial
graph stored on disc at a Western
site.
Two people, at two different host
sites, call for a contract stored on
disc at one of their sites. They
simultaneously view and discuss
its provisions.
A high speed file transfer from
a remote computer system backs up
and restores a lost data base on the
local system.
These transactions are being
tested and evaluated today by
Project Prelude - an innovative
business communications experiment which adds high-speed satellite communications capability to
business equipment. The overall '
coordinator of the project is Satellite
Business Systems (SBS), a partnership formed by wholly-owned subsidiaries of COMSAT, IBM, and
Aetna Life and Casualty. SBS has
been authorized by the FCC to
establish a domestic satellite system

to serve
business, government agencies and other
communications users.
Three companies are hosting this series of experiments:
Rockwell International Corp.,
Texaco Inc. and Montgomery
Ward & Co., Inc. The HP 3000,
with DS/3000, was selected by
Prelude as the computer system to
be used in the project. It is one of the
few computers available today with
vendor supplied network communication software.
In addition to the data processing
experiment, other tests feature the
use of television in a two-site business conference, and the rapid
transfer and broadcast of documents using facsimile equipment.
Again, HP 3000 computers and
DS/3000, the network services
software, are being used to demonstrate the data processing aspects of
each experiment. Network data
base man"agement, and network
information transmission, storage
and retrieval are done interactively
between two HP 3000s.

*HP-IB is Hewlett-Packard's implementation
of IEEE Standard 488-1975 - "Digital
Interface for Programmable Instrumentation:'

Hewlett Packard

Remote
possibilities
Four high-level capabilities of
HP-DSN dramatically increase
resources available to HP 1000 and
HP 3000 users. They can execute
local system commands remotely,
have access to data files residing on
remote systems, communicate
between programs, and share
expensive peripherals. These capabilities lever the effectiveness of
any programmer on any system in
the HP Distributed Systems
Network.

Remote command
processing enables users to
execute local commands remotely
via the network interface, thus
accessing the full processing
power of a remote system.
HP-DSN users have access to
operating system commands,
programming languages, and
application programs on
systems in other locations.
They can also access
special network-oriented
commands to create
files remotely
/'
or to copy files
between systems.

III
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Remote file access makes it
possible to share data files; application programs can access files
at another system almost as if
those files were local. Smaller
systems can utilize file management capabilities of
larger ones. Both local
and remote file operations can be done
concurrently - users
need only identify
the remote system
in their remote file
access request.

Resource sharing means that
peripherals on remote systems
can be used by others via network
interconnections. This includes
I/O devices such as printers and
plotters, which can be accessed
with the same read/write .
statements used for local
devices. Resource sharing
maximizes use of
expensive peripherals and makes
the power of a
single, large system
available to smaller,
dedicated systems.

Program to program
communication (PTOP)
enables application programs
running at separate systems to
.directly and efficiently exchange
data and control information
with one another. PrOP
lets one program dynamically initiate named programs on other systems
in the network. With
PrOP, data process- f - - - - r - -. .
ing loads can be
shared between two
programs, each on
a separate system.
Also, large blocks
of data can be transferred
between systems with a simple call
sequence in the application program.
Programmers, for example, can
pre-process data before transmitting
it to a remote program.

·III~
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Distributed Processing:

Its working for our custom.ers
"
The only way a
computer system will
become a true
success is for it to be
totally integrated into
the operations of
the user area. "
Patrick Daniel
Automated Systems Superintendent
Hudson's Bay Oil & Gas Co. Lmtd.

"It seems to me it is always more
logical to provide a facility where it's
needed rather than centralizing it.
Before, due to costs, this wasn't
feasible. The economics have
definitely changed~'·
Patrick Da,niel- HBOG

"It's really very basic ... we split up
the information handling function
to reflect the way the organization
operates~'

C. Guruprasad-Supply & Services,
Canada

"We saw some real advantages to
the user having essentially his own
machine. He can run and schedule
it according to his own needs, and
not fit into a complex, large system
schedule where his priority may not
always be what he'd like it to be~'

information at their own timings
and frequencies~'

c. Guruprasad-Supply & Services,
Canada

"This makes the computer responsive to the manager, rather than the
manager responsive to the
computer~'

Gary Specker- General Mills, Inc.

Al Viste-Boeing Co.

"It used to be that you had to
have highly experienced computer
experts wherever you had a comimter. That's no longer so~'
Gary Specker- General Mills, Inc.

"One of the reasons I picked the
HP system is because it is "docile"
- it's teachable, and can be managed by non-EDP professionals~'
Al Viste, Boeing Co.

"You select your equipment
according to the job. You wouldn't
send a semi-truck out to pick up 100
pounds in an alley. A general purpose mainframe is trying to satisfy
all problems. To make a great big
semi work like a pickup, you have to
spend a lot of time programming it:'
Al Viste-Boeing Co.

"You really don't need a computer
that's any larger than the largest job
you have to do~'
Gary Specker- General Mills, Inc.

"People tend to accept computers
more when they are located within
their own grasp. It's a lot like the
hand held calculators. In previous
years you had a few calculators
located centrally. Now just about
every engineer, scientist, or
accountant has one sitting on his
or her desk~'
Patrick Daniel- HBOG

"The dynamics of a living organization tend to cut across simplistic
organizational boundaries. Organizations don't operate in a centralized,
monolithic fashion. Data processing
must be able to change in order to
represent the reality of the operation. Otherwise, you can't survive~'
C. Guruprasad-Supply & Services,

"I'm not one who believes you can
plan the whole thing out for five
years and then implement a piece at
a time. But you can set a direction
and control the evolutionary
development~'

Gary Specker- General Mills, Inc.

Gary Specker- General Mills, Inc.

"Our concept is to push more and
more of what is useful to the user,
back towards the user. By distributing the data bases closer to the
action, users can manipulate the

"The beauty of a distributed system
is that you don't have to tackle the
entire, huge complex job all at once.
You can break it up into manageable bits~'
Patrick Daniel, HBOG
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"There are ways to do the job today
that weren't there even two or three
years ago. You have to ask yourself:
Is there a better way to do this than
just increasing the size of the large
central computer?"

Canada

"

A distributed

system gives us the
flexibility to change
as business
needs change. "
Gary Specker- Director of Systems &
Data Processing, General Mills, Inc.

Hewlett Packard

"If we are wholly dependent on the
mainframe for the more dynamic
parts of the system, it takes us a
long time to make changes and to
respond to changing management
requirements:'
Al Viste- Boeing Co.
"We chose a distributed network,
rather than a large central batch
machine, to have a completely fail
safe system. If anyone element
failed, another part could take over:'

"

With DS/3000,
anyone of our four
HP3000scan
communicate with
any other in the
network. "
Alain Favea., EDP Manager,
CAMIF Co., France

Alain Faveau, CAMIF Co., France

"

When you're
tied centrally and
your machine's down,
everybody's
"
down.
Dennis Eickhoff~ Vice President,
Systems 6- Data Processing,
Nationwide Financial Services Corp.

"EDP capacity of the corporation is
less vulnerable with the distributed
arrangement ... multiple boxes
allow for a higher degree of backup:'
Gary Specker- General Mills, Inc.

"With HP's DSN software, the user
merely declares himself a remote
user and he can access the data in
any of the other network nodesthat is, as long as he's legally
authorized to get access. You get the
feeling you're working on a large
mainframe because you're able to
easily switch from one machine to
another. The fact that you're
switching is transparent:'

"I don't have to worry about
protocol; I depend upon HP's
DS/3000 software to talk to IBM,
and to talk to other 3000s:'

C. Guruprasad-Director,
Corporate Systems Branch,
Supply 6- Services, Canada

,

We're not
leaving the IBM fold
since we still use
it as the central
system. "

Al Viste, Boeing Co.

"What we saw in HP was a
company with a very clearly defined
growth pattern for their computer
systems and distributed processing
networks. The kinds of things we
were wanting to do with the computer were exactly the kinds of
things HP was selling their
computers to do;'
Gary Specker- General Mills, Inc.

"Any company looking into distributed processing should very
strongly consider the vendor's
commitment to the concept:'

,

Al Viste-Finance Systems Manager,
Boeing Co.

"If you're going to enter a fairly new
area such as distributed processing,
you should have vendors who you
have some·faith in that they'll be
around in say three years:'
Dennis EickhoffNationwide Financial Services Corp.

"The more you satisfy people, the
more they demand. I think, customers will continue to expect HP
to provide more and more of the
systems, and software necessary
for distributed processing;'
c. Guruprasad-Supp/y 6- Services
Canada

Patrick Daniel- HBOG

c. Guruprasad-Supply 6- Services,

"I played it conservative in selecting
a vendor. HP is moving ahead in the
technology and they have a reputation for not playing on futures ...
you know, like giving me a bunch of
promises that mayor may not
come true:'

Canada

Al Viste-Boeing Co.

Computer AdvanceslJan.1978

"It's important to realize distributed
processing is a two-way street. You
should determine whether the
vendor is going in the direction
you want to go;'

"

People are really
talking about Hewlett-Packard's
Distributed Processing.
Isn't it time you talked
to us about it?
"
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DS/1000The latest link

(continued)

network, local or remote. These
users can easily utilize files, programs, and peripherals on other
nodes, even when they are unattended. Individual HP 1000 nodes
can be connected in any manner
that suits the material flow of a
plant or geography of a region - a
star arrangement surrounding a
central node, a ring, a string, or any
combination of these. Nodes are
connected with either a single
. four-wire cable or by full-duplex
modems.
DS/lOOO is particularly wellsuited for instrumentation, computation, and operations management
tasks in functional areas such as
manufacturing, R&D, quality control, and distribution. Moreover,
DS/lOOO to DS/3000 communication facilitates the integration of
these tasks with commercial data
processing functions available on
the HP 3000 Series II, such as production scheduling, order processing, and accounting.

ta
a'

Store-and-forward

Nodal addressing, combined with a
store-andforward

~
jI

A user at a node in New York, for
example, can write to a line printer
at a node in Boston. If the user later
transports the program from New
York to a node in Atlanta, the same
line printer in Boston would be
accessed, without change to the
user's program.
The application programmer
need only identify the node where
the printer is located, and DS/lOOO
forwards the information from
node-ta-node until it reaches that
address. The DS/lOOO software
only needs an organizational chart
of the network, the "Network
Description Table:' to define the
inter-connections between the
nodes. That's forward.
"Store" indicates that the data
stops briefly at each node. This storeand-forward routing is completely
handled by the DS/lOOO software,
relieving the programmer of the
need to write communications.

Microcoded Driver
DS/lOOO takes advantage of the
microcodability of the HP 2lMX
Series c.omputers in its CAM/lOOO
(Communications Access Method)
driver. This software/firmware

co.mb.ination is fast enOl:l.gh to allow
simultaneous requests on multiple
"
communications lines between HP
, 1000s to be serviced concurrentStore-and-forward "
ly. For example, a DS/lOOO node
takes data from,
can handle four concurrently
,

"

node 3 to node 4

technique, enables users to access
, any PS/lOOO node from any other
node, and allows them to transport
programs freely within the network.·

~'act~~~!~Oa~~~~~~~~s,
.

wired lines with a
combined effective
throughput of up to
20K-bytes/second.

Tri-Directional Error Check
To ensure data transmission integrity, DS/lOOO incorporates a powerful error checking method. Data
blocks, when received, are checked
simultaneously for vertical, longitudinal,
and
diagonal
parity.
This
block
010011
error
010011
000000
checking
001111
scheme
01010
can be
00000
done
while maintaining high-speed communications because it is implemented in microcode.
An initial DS connection between
HP 1000's is $6200; subsequent
connections are $3700. A DS/lOOO
node can connect with a DS/3000
systemfor $1250~ Formore
information on Hewlett-Packard's
Distributed Systems Networks,
return the attached reply card.
*Domestic U. S. prices only

Computer Advances is written to
inform professionals of the latest
technical contributions from
Hewlett-Packard. You are invited
to receive issues at your place of
residence or business. Write Carol
Scheifele, Computer Advances,
Editor, Hewlett-Packard, 11000
Wolfe Rd., Cupertino, CA 95014.
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Informatics ... throughout the world, the word is synonymous
with the ultimate in modern data processing. In the United
States and many other countries, it means the people, products and services of Informatics Inc. Many people know us for
our software products, such as MARK IV ®, or our information
processing services. But we also provide a full range of professional services. Over 2,000 trained specialists available for
information systems design, systems development, applications programming, management consulting, technical and
managerial training, or full-scale facilities management.
Informatics Inc., one of the world's leading independent sup-
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pliers of software products and services. Drop us a line on
your letterhead and we'll send you a colorful brochure that
tells how we can help you fulfill the promise of your computer.
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The Year of the
Lawyer
In 1970 people were saying that would
be the computer industry's year of the
lawyer. Could they have foreseen the
plethora of legal issues which would be
facing the industry in 1978, they probably would have withheld that label for
seven years.
Susan Nycum, an attorney with the
San Francisco law firm Chickering &
Gregory, specializing in computer-related law, and chairman of the Assn.
for Computing Machinery's (ACM)
standing committee on legal affairs,
was asked by the ACM to look into
"what's going on in Washington concerning the computer industry." The
initial result of her investigation was a
stack of paper almost four inches high.
She said there are 328 bills before the
Senate and the House of concern to
the industry. And that's just the federal
level.
At the head of a list of issues she put
communications, including the Bell bill
(the controversial AT&T-backed Consumer Communications Reform Act
which some see as dead while others
are not so sure) and a need to rewrite
the Communications Act of 1934 to·
accommodate telecommunications.
She mentioned privacy of information systems, predicting that numerous
federal bills on this subject will come
up for hearings this spring and that
many will come head-to-head with the
Freedom of Information Act. She said
the privacy issue directly interacts with
another big area of legal concern within the industry, electronic funds transfer (EFT). Here, she said, "we also
have the whole .notion of antitrust,
competition, branch banking laws, and
requIred sharing of terminals.
Also mentioned as key issues were
software taxes and the question of the
tangibility of software and the problems of protection of proprietary interest in software.
Nycum, in her capacity as chairman
of ACM'S standing committee on legal
affairs, carried the opinions of members of her committee to Chicago to
lay them out for the software subcommittee of the National Commission on
New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works (CONTU) which was
holding hearings on a report it had
issued essentially recommending copyJanuary, 1978

right protection of software (September 1977, p. 252). Declining to state
her own opinion, she said her committee took "no solid poosition. A plurality
(of the committee) thought it (copyright) was a good idea. A number of
members disagreed and some didn't
have a position. The hearings raised as
many questions as they answered."
She said problems with the proprietary aspects of software are the most
common among her clients, whom she
described as ranging from "very large,
sophisticated computer users, multinationals, down to a couple of people just
getting started. Professors, you name
it. . ." A second big concern of her
clients, she said, is taxes.
While today her practice is exclusively in computer law, Ny·cum started.
out as a lawyer who "didn't even know
computers existed." She worked for a
family firm. "In those days, as a woman," she recalled, "you were restricted
to the kinds of law that are not very
exciting such as real estate and probate."
She got into computer law in 1965

SUSAN NYCUM
a plethora of issues

when she went to the Univ. of Pittsburgh to work on a project involving
computerizing state statute data bases.
While there she developed what probably was the first litigation support system. The university's project team was
spun off to form Aspen Systems Corp.
The company went public and, Nycum
said, "the emphasis was on selling,
not on creating."
Her first impression of the IBM 1401

at the university had been, "It's a big
piece of equipment that blinks at you."
While still there she began to hear talk
from a friend at Carnegie-Mellon
Univ. of "something called a PDP and a
company called DEC. I realized there
was something more out there than
what we had."
When the emphasis shifted at Aspen, she went to Carnegie-Mellon as
manager of User Services and Operations at the university's Computer Center. In 1969, she moved west to become director of the Stanford Campus
Computer Facility. From· there she
moved back into law, accepting a position at the Stanford Law School in an
IBM-sponsored program which let "you
do whatever you wanted. I looked into
the possibility of a artificial intelligence
approach to litigation."
She got into something else while at
the law school. It was there she met
Donn Parker of Stanford Research Institute who was just beginning to look
into computer-related crime.
"I was ready," Nycum said. "I'd just
had an incident. Someone tapped the
campus computer facility's computers
and was caught. All they could get him
on was making an obscene or harassing phone call." She worked with
Donn Parker on the National Science
Foundation-funded report on computer abuse which she said had as one
direct result the introduction by Sen.
Abraham Ribicoff of the Computer
Systems Protection Act of 1977.
Susan joined her present firm in
1975 and is adroit in allocating her
time between her practice, her work
with ACM, and work as vice-chairman
of the Science and Technology section
of the American Bar Assn. "I pretend
I'm working two shifts." She says she
averages one speech a week in any
given year although "they tend to
bunch up;"
Born and raised in Pittsburgh, she is
a graduate of Ohio Wesleyan Univ.
and Duquesne Univ. Law School. She
is coauthor with Robert P. Bigelow of
Your Computer and the Law.
When not lecturing, counseling, researching, traveling, and writing on the
issues of computers and law, Susan
Nycum enjoys her home in Portola
Valley. She admits to being "a very bad
tennis player," but she says her husband, Jim, also a lawyer, is good and
she plays at a tennis club where "the
pros are understanding." Another hobby is "pets in varying numbers." She's
very happy that last year her I8-year
old daughter, named as she was for her
. grandmother, pledged a sorority, Kappa Alpha Theta, that both her grandmother and great-grandmother belonged to in the 1800s. "And she has
my grandmother's pin." The younger
Susan is a freshman at the U niv. of
California, Berkeley.
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For Sycor's 10th birthday
in distributed processing.
a system that makes
your wish come true!
Creating the first intelligent terminal ten years
ago gave us the edge in distributed data
processing today. We're celebrating that lead
by introducing the Sycor 445 - the ultimate
distributed data processing system. It gives you
power, versatility, security, proven software,
communications capability and Sycor's
traditional reliability and ease of use.

processing. BASIC is available for business and
financial applications. And TAL, Sycor's proven
Terminal Application Language, makes data
entry easy. A full range of file management
capabilities and utility programs makes your
445 productive immediately.

"A Gift" of Power
Jobs get done fast with the Sycor 445. The
system presents up to 256K of memory, 70Mb
of disk storage, eight video data stations and a
combination of line and bidirectional matrix
printers. The 445 meets all of your processing
needs.

SYCORLINK-"One to Grow On"
Our exclusive SYCORLINK lets you connect
several 445 systems and permits disk file and
peripheral access of one system by another. Any
operator can automatically access any file in
your growing SYCORLINK network. So start
with a basic 445 configuration and add
processing capability with SYCORLINK as
your business grows.

"A Package" of Proven, Reliable Software.
Start working right away with Sycor's proven
400 Series software. The new 445, is ready with
COBOL for both data entry and concurrent
40

Communications with Sycor Is
"A Piece of Cake:'
Our communications expertise gives you the
edge in networking, no matter where you buy
your mainframe. IBM, Burroughs, CDC and
others. We talk to them, and we have for
some time.
Of course, Sycor systems also talk to each
other and your smaller offices can have remote
DRTRMRTION

data stations that share the power and resources
of the' 445. Best of all, the 445 provides
IBM 3270 emulation so you can blend on-line
communications with distributed batch
operations.

Security for Peace of Mind and
"Many Happy Retums~'
'
Relax! The Sycor 445 gives you security in
many ways. Every system includes a cartridge
tape drive that can back up a disk file by
recording up to 10Mb of data in a matter of
minutes. Program controls let you lock out
special keyboard functions and password-protect
their use to authorized persons.
Sycor's Guardian feature protects against
power failures. In the event of an outage, it saves
memory by storing it on the disk. Then the
data is automatically restored when power
returns. You can also get an optional lock on
each keyboard to lock out all activity on the
data station.

Let Our Experience
"Make Your Wish Come True:'
You can benefit from our experience. We didn't
just jump into distributed processing. We
started it a decade ago. We've designed our
systems so your present employees can easily
handle day-to-day operations. If they should
need help, our experienced service people are
ready. We've learned to make it easy, for you.

"Join the Party." Call Sycor Toll-Free
800-521-2838.
'
Enjoy powerful hardware, proven software and
peace of mind. A nice way to get ahead in
distributed data processing. Find out how nice
by calling Tony Fazio, VP, Sales. Or write:
Sycor, Inc., 100 Phoenix Drive, Ann Arbor,
Michigan 48104.
Better yet, contact a nearby sales office.
We're in the Yellow Pages under "Data
Processing Equipment:'

Sycor puts computer power where the work is.
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people
There's A Lot to
be Done
Obsolete is something Robert V. Head
will never be. Having spent 20 years in
the systems field with the likes of IBM
and Univac, the top Agriculture Dept.
dper is more than qualified to speak
out on computer problems. And he
does speak out regularly and rationally
on the plethora of ills plaguing the

ROBERT V. HEAD
"A year in a tiger cage"

biggest user of them all, the federal
government.
Uncle Sam's biggest stumbling block
to effective computer usage today, he
asserts, is "our inability to get rid of
obsolescent systems." This situation, he
speculates, may be exacerbated by procurement difficulties coupled with the
heavy agency investment 'in application programs. But the people behind
these antiquated dp setups may also be
a factor. "Maybe it's not just obsolete
hardware." Head quips, "but maybe
it's obsolete people as well."
Before joining the government six
"long" years ago as a USDA consultant,
48 year old Head worked as an information systems consultant. His specialty has always been large scale system
projects, dating back to his early work
with 111M on the, Sabre system. His
"affinity for large systems," he explains, led him to the federal government. Currently, and for the last two
years, Head has been assistant director
of the Office of Automated Data Systems.
Discouraged by the slow progress
the feds have made in Implementing
42

innovative computer technology, Head
harkens back to the '50s when "the
federal government was one of the
most innovative organizations in dp."
Today, he laments, "not only aren't we
doing anything very innovative ... but
we're just struggling to keep up." One
possible solution to this technology lag,
he maintains, is to bring in "a whole
new set of people to take a fresh look."
Another thing that would help, system specialist Head contends, is better
long":range planning by the individual
agencies. But realistically he admits
that trying to integrate agency program requirements with system development in the dynamic bureaucratic
environment is tough. Unlike the corporate world's top-down planning approach, the government must follow a
bottom-up type planning process. Unfortunately, many agency dp policy. makers haven't followed through on
developing long-range strategies. Head
has championed this cause· at Agriculture and feels the central ADP management agencies should require five-year
plans which would give Congress an
"early warning system" on agency ADP
moves.
No such early warning arrangement
was in place when the ill-fated and
infamous FEDNET fiasco got underway
several years ago. The original FEDNET
project, headed up by Head and designed solely for USDA use, was configured around a system of large-scale,
time-shared computer sites linked by a
packet switched communications network. But GSA got in on the deal and
the protests began to mount, centered
mainly on the privacy issue.
Also protesting vocally to the GSA tiein was Head himself. As a result, Head
"spent a year in a tiger cage, was demoted a grade, and spent a substantial
amount of money in legal fees trying to
recover." And he did recover from his
demotion and from a Siberia-like
transfer assignment in which he was
given "basically nothing to do." The
final arbiter, the Office of Management
and Budget, finally cancelled FEDNET
in May 1974. Head went back to his
old job at his original salary, and the
hapless Ag' dpers who had supported
the project were pushed out the door.
Vindication? Yes, "but despite the
FEDNET experience," he declares. "I
don't see myself as a crusader or whistle blower. I see myself as a person
who's trying to introduce a more rational and disciplined approach to
some of (the government's dp) problems." But whether he'll stay at USDA
and work on these problems is uncertain. What is certain is that he feels a
commitment to government. "I think
this is where some of the major problems are, not just in terms of the magnitude of the systems, but in terms of

public service-trying to use systems in
the public interest. There's a lot that
could be done. So I'd like to stick
around."

In New Posts
SAMUEL J. MOSS, director of American Express Coo's worldwide communications and related computer systems, was elected senior vice president
of the company. . . JOHN B. MC
KINNEY was appointed general manager and executive vice president of
ITT World Communications, Inc . . . .
ROY L. PHELAN, vice president, corporate ,research and development for
NCR Corp., was elected chairman of
the board for the Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Assn.
(CBEMA) . . . JOHN A. HILL, formerly vice president of sales, was elected
president of Megadata Corp., Bohemiz, N.Y .... RICHARD K. GERLACK was named vice president, engineering, at Randal Data Systems,
Inc., Torrance, Calif. . . . JOHN B.
DONNER was appointed to the newly
created position of vice president, program implementation and systems integration, for GTE Information Systems
Inc .... Eastern States Bankcard Assn.
promoted DONALD B. CARNEGIE
to manager, major systems research
and deVelopment. . . NEAL A. L.
GOLDSTEIN was named manager,
advanced cash management services,
by National Data Corp., Atlanta ... C.
DUDLEY WARNER joined Boole &
Babbage, Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif., in the
pewly created position of vice president of hardware engineering. . .
RANDOLPH A. MARKS, president
of Computer Task Group, Inc., Buffalo, N.Y., was elected president of the
National Basic/Four Dealers Assn ....
BRUCE T. COLEMAN, president of
Boole & Babbage, Inc., was reelected
president of the Software Industry
Assn. (SIA) and elected to the board of
directors of the Assn. of Data Processing Service Organizations (ADAPSO) • . .
JAMES M. CRETSOS, head of the
Scientific Information Systems Dept.
at Merrell-National Laboratories, Cincinnati, was elected president elect of
the American Society for Information
Science (ASIS) .•. ROBERT G. BARTIZAL was promoted to the new position of executive vice president of the
printer and memory business of Dataproducts Corp., Woodland Hills, Calif.
. . . JOSEPH A. FORNATARO was
elected a corporate vice president of
California Computer Products, Inc.
D. F. MANZER was appointed
vice president for product planning
and programs and F. R. PRIEST,
vice president for manufacturing at
Honeywell Information Systems' Large
Information Systems Div., Phoenix. 0
DRTRMRTION

A large-scale computer system.

I

Functionally dispersed data processing.
A common, integrated data base.
Unlimited growth without economic penalty.

; 111e ARC'MSystern
from Datapoint.

.

Put
Your

Imagination
to
work.

fun
the
page.

Imagine. Alarge-scale
computer system that would solve all of
the problems that system planners have
complained about in conventional
computer architecture. That would work
and grow without interruption, without
extensive operator re-training, and
without endless new model upgrades. A
system that will adapt itself to your budget,
and not the other way around.
The Attached Resource Computer™
System is Datapoint Corporation's solution
to the inherent problems of conventional
computer system architecture. It will
eliminate the headaches which until now
have seemed inevitable. like updating
several data bases, costly programmiIig
changes, and complete system failure. Not
to mention the huge expenditures
involved in hardware upgrades.

The ARC™ System is an attached
processing system - based upon the
idea of functionally dispersed processing
resources, located in a company's offices,
stockrooms, transaction counters, and
warehouses. Operating independently, and
yet as parts of a whole.
Because ARC allows all of these
task-oriented processing stations access
to the common data base, in as large (or
small) a capacity as each company's
needs dictate.
A unique modular architecture

How can ARC combine the effective
throughput of a large traditional
computer with the flexibility and
convenience of a small computer?

Because it takes the two basic
functions of any conventional computer
- applications program execution and
data file management - and distributes
them among two or more specialized
computers: the applications processor
and the file processor.
By attaching these two types of
functionally specialized processors to an
ARC System, each company can select just
the right amount of processing power and
on-line data storage that it needs. Without
over-buying to stave off some future
requirements. Or over-burdening an
existing, insufficient computer.
Unlimited growth
without economic penalty

If more processing muscle becomes
necessary as time passes, just add another
Datapoint applications processor. Right
where the work gets done. And if data

Asmall ARC system.
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User Workstations
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Printer
• Invoicing
• Shipping Orders
• Price Sheet
Generation

User Workstations
• Parts & Stock Reorde.
• Parts & Stock Use Manual~
• Order Entry

handling capacity (or speed) needs to be
boosted, additional file processors will
each provide up to 200 megabytes more
disk storage. While preserving the
commonality of the data base. And at
predictable, economical costs.
Every ARC system comes equipped with
user-definable security software that
allows each company to restrict access to
the data base in several ways.
But the best news is that there is no
central processing unit to get bogged
down. No single component that will drag
the whole system under if it fails. With the
Attached Resource Computer, adding (or
removing) any attached component
requires no system downtime, ~o.
re-programming, and no re-trammg.

Functionally dispersed resources

The ARC System uses an electronic
pathway called the Interprocessor Bus to
communicate requests and data from one
attached resource to another. This
communication takes place at such high
speeds that applications processors can
get the data they need faster than if it were
on their local disks. Even though the
source of the data may be in another
department.
, Any number of applications and file
processors may be connected to the
Interprocessor Bus and located in the
offices where they're needed. Each
applications processor can have the
printers, card readers, magnetic tape, or
local disk storage that a traditional
computer would have. And each
applications processor can be dedicated

to its own function, using any of the
. software in Datapoint's extensive library:
• DATASHARE® for multi-user, on-line
transaction processing;
• COBOL for industry-standard batch
processing;
• DATABUS®, RPG, SCRIBE®, and
BASIC for other business needs;
• Telecommunications to other
computer systems with Datapoint's
networking software.
In fact ARC even enables an existing mM
360/370 mainframe to come on-line as
an applications processor, using
Datapoint's Direct Channel Interface
Option.
ARC supports all of the functionally
dispersed tasks to be carried ,out ~t the
same time - all on the common data
base of the file processors.
Use your imagination.

Take a look at some typical ARC
-Systems. And just imagine how they could
be put to work for you.
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User Workstations
• Production Scheduling
• Cost Accounting
• Inventory Control

Direct Channel
Interface Option

IBM360/370

ARC ™ system components
Datapoint provides you with all the building blocks necessary to construct
an Attached Resource Computer ™ System to meet your needs.
Processors

Peripherals

~'" _"N">" " _" _" " ; ~

6600 Advanced Business Processor,
120K user memory, supports all Datapoint
peripherals and up to 24 user
workstations.
5500 Advanced Business Processor,
48K user memory, supports all Datapoint
peripherals and up to 16 user
workstations.
6000 Series Attached Processors, 60K
or 120K user memory, supports all
Datapoint peripherals and 16 or 24 user
workstations.
3800 Series Attached Processors, 60K
and 120K user memory, for single-user
data processing, . data entry, and
telecommunications.
1170 Dispersed Processor, 48K user
memory, supports Datapoint peripherals
and up to 4 user workstations. .
1150 Dispersed Processor, 24K user
memory, supports all Datapoint
peripherals.

Disks:
25MB Mass Storage Disk drive, up to
200MB per processor as a local or
common database
20MB Cartridge Disk drive, up to
160MB per processor as a local or
common database
5MB Cartridge Disk drive, up to 40MB
per processor as a local database

Printers:
30 cps Servo printer
80 or 160 cps Freedom Printer
120 LPM printer
240 LPM printer
300/600 LPM printer

Software:

COBOL: industry standard business
programming language
BASIC: general purpose business
programming language
RPG: report-oriented business
programming language
DATABUS/DATASHARE®: Datapoint's
high-level business programming
language for single or mulitple users
DATAFORM/MULTIFORM®: Datapoint's
two-level data entry and checking
language
DOS: powerful operating system with
comprehensive utilities
SCRIBE®: Datapoint's powerful yet
easy-ta-use text processing language
DATAPOLL®: Datapoint's automatic
polling and data communications
program
Communications: ruM, Honeywell,
Burroughs, Univac, and other disciplines

Magnetic Tape Drives:
7 and 9 track
556, 800, and 1600 bpi recording
densities

Use your imagination.
Mail this coupon today and find out more
about the most important development in
data processing since the minicomputer:
the Attached Resource Computer. From
Datapoint.
.

[)\TAPOINT CORPORATION
The leader in dispersed data processinSM

Datapoint Corporation
Attn. Marketing Communications
9725 Datapoint Drive
San Antonio, TX 78284
Tell me more about the ARC System!
Nwe ____________________________________~~~------~~~~+_--------~_+-----------

Title - - - - -_______________________________---"O.:--~~;;;;;;;;;~
Compmy __________________________________________~____~--~~~~~----------------Address _____________________________________________________________________________
Ci~----------------------------------------------------------------

State, Zip ______________

~

_____________________________________________

Do you presently use Datapoint equipment? ____~________________________________________
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Your continuous-forms handling.
There are two ways to handle if
Moore or less.
The Moore 3600 Series Forms
Processor. A new generation of formshandling equipment.
It greatly increases the speed
and efficiency of your "after-writing" continuous forms-handling
functions.
The 3600 Series allows you to
meet just about any system
need- mid-form slitting,
single- or multiple-part
detaching, imprinting,

high-capacity stacking, folding, and more.
Team the 3600 Series with our
M1600 Multi-Web Decollator. It simultaneously removes margins, performs
mid-form slitting, and extracts carbons
while permitting easy refolding of
form packs.
In combination, they bring new
efficiency, flexibility, and reliability
to the decollation and detaching

of multiple-part continuous forms.
Don't settle for less.
Write or call your local Moore representative for more information on Moore
forms-handling equipment.

M1600 Multi-Web Decollator

Moore Business Forms, Inc.
1001 Buffalo Avenue, Niagara Falls, N.V. 14302
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INFOREX:
THE
SIMPLEST
SOLUTION

TO ALL
YOUR DATA

ENTRY
PROBLEMS.

The simplest and best solution to all your data
entry problems is right here: the Inforex data
entry family.
Simplest because we design them for ease
of use and speed of throughput.
Best because we've been a leader in the
innovation and development of key-to-disc
data entry products and capabilities right from
the start.
Which is why our family's got it all. From
the basic keypunch replacement 1300 IKE
System to the tremendously powerful maxiediting System 3300.
So whatever your needs - modest, middling,
or immense - the growing Inforex data entry
family will meet them.
You don't have to settle for a compromise
system. You don't have to sweat out an unsatisfactory price/performance choice. All you have
to do is choose the system that's best for you.
And that's where an Inforex Support Team
comes in. They'll help you select just what you
need. They'll provide expert installation. And
they'll give you the benefit of their years of
eXQerience in other installations.
But even after all that, you won't be left high
and dry. Whenever and wherever you need
help, an Inforex Support Team will be available
with the support you need.
The Inforex data entry family. You shouldn't
settle for anything less.
With the 1330, you can consolidate remote job entry and batch data entry applications without compromising either function. The system features
expandable disc storage (up to four-l0 Mb. drives) foreground and background editing and bisync commurucations.
r----------------------------~

1 I would like more information on the following:
: 0 Key-to-disc data entry 0 Distributed processing
1 0 Computerized records management
: 0 I would like to talk with an Inforex Sales
Representative
: Name ______________________________
1

1

: Title _________________ 40K

'/

: Organization _________
1

/

30K

1-------------------

/

1

: Address ___________
20K
1

1-------------City -----------------lOK
V
State ___ Zip ______
Inforex 1300 and 1301 offer highly cost
effective data entry capability for smaller
installations (4 to 8 keystations) or remote
locations where you can take advantage of
our communications capabilities.

The 1303 provides medium range data
entry capacity, with about triple the disc
capacity of the 1301. It supports up to 16
keystations and the addition of edits, table
look-ups, range checks and cross-footing.
The 1303 also offers communications capabilities such as spooling, HASP and RJE.
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The Inforex 3300 is a powerful pre-processing system that allows you to edit data at
the point of entry, enabling you to offload
your mainfrdl11e. Its sophisticated editing
capabilities can also handle many of those
applications which you haven't had time to
put on your present mainframe.

)

I

Telephone ____________
'71

DM-l

'73

'75

'77 1

More keystations in more 1
countnes than anv other 1
company in the ,':orld.
1

Offices in major cities throughout the United States,
Canada and Europe. Distributors worldwide.

I
I

I!;IINFOREXI
Inforex, Inc .• Dept. 321. 21 North Avenue. Burlington. Mass. 01803

calendar

1978 sr-lows AND
CONFERENCES

Learning Technology Conference and Exposition, Feb.
13-17, Orlando, Fla. Contact: Society for Applied Learning
Technology, 41 Culpeper St., Warrenton, Va. 22186 (703)
347-0055.
ACM Computer Science Conference, Feb. 21-23, Detroit.
Contact: Seymour Wolfson, Computer Science Section,
Wayne State Univ., Detroit, Mich. 48202 (313)577-2477.
Datacomm '78, Feb. 21-23, Washington, D.C. Contact: Ed
Bride, The Conference Co., 60 Austin St., Newton, Mass.
02160 (617)964-4550.
Edp Audit Conference, Feb. 26-March 2, San Francisco.
Contact: Bank Administration Institute, P.O. Box 500, Park
Ridge, Ill. 60068 (312)693-7300.

JANUARY
NRMA Annual Conference, Jan. 14-17, New York City.
Contact: Mary EllenMcGroary, NRMA, 100 W. 31st St.,
New York, N.Y. 10001 (212)244-8780.

Compcon Spring '78, Feb. 28-March 2, San Francisco. Contact: Compcon '78, P.O. Box 639, Silver Spring, Md. 20901
(301)439-7007.

Computer '78, Jan. 16-20, London. Contact: George Kemp,
U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Room 4217, Washington, D.C.
20230 (202)377-3459.

MARCH

U.S.lSoutheast Asia Telecommunications Conference, Jan.
19-21, Singapore. Contact: Electronic Industries Assn., 2001
Eye St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006 (202)457-4990.

Interface '78, March 6-9, Las Vegas. Contact: Datacomm
Interface Inc., 160 Speen St., Framingham, Mass. 01701
(617)879-4502.

International Word Processing Conference, Jan. 31-Feb. 2,
New Orleans, La. Contact: IWP Assn., Attn: Lorraine Lear,
AMS Bldg., Maryland Rd., Willow Grove, Pa. 19090 (215)
657-3220.

Federal ADP Users Group Conference on Zero Base Budgeting, March 13-14, Washington, D.C. Contact: U.S. Professional Development Institute, 719 N. Belgrade Rd.,
Silver Spring, Md. 20902 (301)649-1177.

FEBRUARY

Federal Offic~ Equipment Exposition, March 14-15, Washington, D.C. Contact: National Trade Prodllctions, Inc.,
9301 Annapolis Rd. #104, Lanham, Md. 20801 (301)4591815 .

Computers and Peripheral Equipment Exhibit, Feb. 6-10,
Tokyo, Japan. Contact: U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Domestic
.and International Business Administration, Washington,
D.C. 20230 (202)377-4379.
Telecommunications Workshop, Feb. 12-15, Houston,
Texas. Contact: Connie Williams, Operations and Automation Div., American Bankers Assn., 1120 Connecticut Ave.
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
Computer Network Protocols, Feb. 13-15, Liege, Belgium.
Contact: A. Danthine, Univ. of Liege, Ave. des Tilleuls,
49, B-4000, Liege, Belgium.
January, 1978

2nd West Coast Computer Faire, March 3-5; San Jose,
Calif. Contact: The Computer Faire, P.O. Box 1579, Palo
Alto, Calif. 94302 (415)851-7664.

3rd International Conference and Exhibition on Computers '
in Enginee'ring and Building Design, March 14-16, Sussex,
England. Contact: Beverley Rushbrook, CAD '78, IPC
Science and Technology, 32 High St., Guildford, Surrey,
GU1, 3EW, England.
Printemps Informatique, March 14-17, Paris. Contact:
Peter Ryan, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Domestic and International Business Administration, Washington, D.C. 20230
(202)377-2849.
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If you own

one of these

11th Annual Simulation Symposium, March 15-17, Tampa,
Fla. Contact: Annual Simulation Symposium, P.O. Box
22621, Tampa, Fla. 34622.
Oregon Report on Computing, March 20-22, Portland, Ore.
Contact: T.G. Lewis, Computer Science Dept., Oregon State
Univ., Corvallis, Ore. 97311 (503)754-3273.
APRIL

8th Annual Symposium on Automatic Imagery and Pattern
Recognition, April 3-4, Gaithersberg, Md. Contact: Electronic Industries Assn., 2001 Eye St. N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20006 (202)457-4981.
5th Annual Symposium on Computer Architecture, April
3-5, Palo Alto, Calif. Contact: IEEE Computer Society,
P.O. Box 639, Silver Spring, Md. 20901 (301)439-7007.
Communications '78, April 4-7, Birmingham, England.
Contact: Tony Davies Communications, c/o P.D. Bishop,
8 Coningsley Rd., South Croydon, Surrey, CR2 6QP,
England.
8th Conference on Computer Audit, Control, and, Security,
April 10-13, New York City. Contact: Institute of Internal
Auditors, 249 Maitland Ave., Altamonte Springs, Fla.
32701 (305)830-7600.
'
ADAPSO 49th Annual Management Conference, April
12-14, Phoenix. Contact: ADAPSO, 210 Summit Ave.,
Montvale, N.J. 07645 (201)391-0930.
Versatec

'get sensitive.
I
You pay plenty for electrostatic paper.
You stiould know about our new paper
that makes brighter images and costs less.
Try a roll free. Come with the
. Sensitive Paper People.
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Workshop on Pattern Recognition and Artificial Intelligence, April 12-14, Princeton, N.J. Contact: Prof. Y.T.
Chien, Dept. of Computer Science, Univ. of Connecticut,
Storrs, Conn. 06268
National Information Conference and Exposition, April
17-19, Washington, D.C. Contact: Information Industry
Assn., 4720 Montgomery Lane #904, Bethesda, Md. 20014
(301 )654-4150.
Mini! Microcomputer Conference and Exposition, April
18-20, Philadelphia. Contact: Bob Rankin, Mini! Micro '78,
5528 La Palma Ave., Anaheim, Calif. 92807. (714)5282400 .
Hannover Fair, April 19-27, Hannover Messe, W. Germany.
Contact: Helga Meixner, Schenkers International Forwarders, 1 World Trade Center #1867, New York, N.Y. 10048
(212)432-3000.
Percomp '78, April 28-30, Long Beach, Calif. Contact: Percomp '78, 1833 E. 17th St., Santa Ana, Calif. 92701 (714)
973-0880.

s.nsitivitycoupon
Send one free roll or fanfold to fit:
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Annual Usage: _ _ _ rolls

Paper Number_ _ _ __

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone_ _ __
Firm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State, _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __
Mail to Coated Products Division, Graphic Controls Corporation,
P.O. Box 1309, Buffalo, NY 14240
O-E-1
Or call toll free 800-828-7978.
(In New York State, call 716-847-7500.)
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Micrographics '78, May 9-12, Boston. Contact: National
Micrographics Assn., 8728 Colesville Rd., Silver Spring,
Md. 20910 (301)587-8444.
Eurocomp '78, May 9-12, London. Contact: On- Line Conferences, Cleveland Rd., Uxbridge UB8 2DD, England.
Edp '78, May 9-15, Milan, Italy. Contact: Tommy Thomas,
U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230 (202)
377-4508.
International Conference on Software Engineering, May
10-12, Atlanta. Contact: IEEE Computer Society, P.O. Box
639, Silver Spring, Md. 20901 (301)439-7007.
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Assn. for Educational Data Systems Conference, May 1519, Atlanta. Cantact: Dr. James E. Eisele, Office af Camputing Activities, Univ. af Geargia, Athens, Ga. 30602.
7th ASIS Mid-Year M.eeting, May 22-24, Haustan. Cantact:
A SIS Headquarters, 1155 16th St. N. W., Washingtan, D.C.
20036 (202) 659-3644.

JUNE

Isratech '7B, June 4-B, Jerusalem, Israel. Cantact: Gavernment af Israel Investment Autharity, 641 Lexingtan Ave.,
New Yark, N.Y. 10022 (212)486-8538.

If you own a
T I Silent 700@

National Computer Conference (NCC), June 5-B, Anaheim,
Calif. Cantact: AFIPS, 210 Summit Ave., Mantvale, N.J.
07645 (201)391-9810.
4th Annual Symposium and Exhibition: MIMI '7B, June
12-15, Zurich, Switzerland. Contact: Secretariat, MIMI '78,
Intercanventian, c/ a Swissair Pastfach, 8058 Zurich, Switzerland.
Computers in Banking, June 13-15, Zurich, Switzerland.
Cantact: Secretariat, Camputers in Banking, Intercanvenlion, c/O' Swissair Pastfach, CH-8058 Zurich, Switzerland.
Design Automation Conference, June 19-21, Las Vegas.
Contact: IEEE Camputer Saciety, P.O. Box 639, Silver
Spring, Md. 20901 (301)439-7007.
FTC-B, June 21-23, Taulause; France. Cantact: Jean Claude
Rault, DIB-Thamsan CSF, 33 rue de Vouille, 75015 Paris,
France.

Syntopicon VI, June 21-23, Washingtan, D.C~ Cantact: IWP
Assn., Attn: Larraine Lear, AMS Bldg., Maryland Rd., Willow Grove, Pa. 19090 (215)657-3220.

JULY

Summer Computer Simulation Conference, July 24-26,
Newport Beach, Calif. Cantact: 1978 Summer Camputer
Simulatian Conference, P.O. Box 2228, La Jolla, Calif.
92038.

AUGUST

ACM Sigmini Symposium on Small Systems, Aug. 2-3, New
York City. Contact: ACM, 1133 Ave. of the Americas, New
York, N.Y. 10036 (212)265-6300.

get sensitive.
For what you pay for thermal pa'per,
you should get consistent imaging and
quick delivery. No maybe's. We say
you can. And pay less. Come to the
Sensitive Paper People. Try our paper.
Free.

Jerusalem Conference on Information Technology, Aug.
6-9, Jerusalem, Israel. Contact: Anthony Ralston, SUNYBuffalo, 4226 Ridge Lea Rd., Amherst, N. Y. 14226.
Conference on Computer Graphics and Interactive Techniques, Aug. 23-25, Atlanta. Contact: ACM, 1133 Ave. of
the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10036 (212)265-6300
Compstat 197B: Symposium on Computational Statistics,
Aug. 21-25, Leiden, The Netherlands. Contact: Centraal
Reken Instituut, Univ. of Leiden, Wassenaarseweg 80,
Leiden, The Netherlands.

Silent 700® is a trademark of Texas Instruments.

sensitivity coupon
Send one free roll for Texas Instruments Silent 700®

Bth Australian Computer Conference, Aug. 2B-Sept. 1,
Canberra City, Australia. Contact: Australian Computer
Society, Box 448, Canberra City A.CT. 2601, Australia.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone' _ _ __

SEPTEMBER

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Southeast Asia Regional Computer Conference, Sept. 4-B,
Manila, Philippines. Cantact: Philippine Computer Society,
MCC P.O. Box 950, Makati Commercial Center, Metro
iWanila, Philippines.
(Continued on page 162)
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Series/1 is a family of small,
powerful, general-purpose computers that puts the emphasis
on productivity.
Series/1 offers a choice of two
processors in a variety of storage
sizes, plus a full range of I/O
units, high-speed disk storage,
dual- sided diskette capability,
both digital and analog sensor
I/O, line and matrix printers and
a choice of standard or customized display stations. And welldocumented user attachment
features make it possible to directly attach non-IBM equipment
you may already have.

In addition, communications
capabilities include asynch,
bisynch and SDLC. IBM's new
Programmable Communications
Subsystem gives Series/1 the
flexibility to simultaneously handle nlultiple line disciplines or
protocols and an extremely broad
range of communications I/O,
from a variety of manufacturers.
And because it is programmable,
the user can meet changing communications requirements without having to add new hardware.
But that's not all. The real
news of Series/1 is the extensive nature of the architecture.

Both processors-the 4953 and
the more powerful 4955 - feature realtime 16-bit design,
proven bipolar LSI logic, MOSFET N-channel storage, microprocessor device control and a
comprehensive priority interrupt structure. In addition, you
get hardware multiply and divide, power fail! auto restart, full
double-word arithmetic, parity
checking on all I/O data transfers
and storage busses and a fullfunction instruction set including up to 207 microcoded instructions on the 4955 (with the Floating Point Processor feature) and

I
I

I
!

'

I

!!

Approximately $29,000 as shown.
Includes a 4953 Model D f48K) Processor with Progr'am.mer's Console,
4962 Model 2 Disk/Diskette Unit, 4974 Matr'ix Printer;
4997 ModellB Rack Enclosure and two 4979 Display Stations.
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168 on the 4953.
The Series/1 Realtime Programming System manages
system resources for batch, realtime, communications and sensor- based applications in a
multiprogramming environment. The Realtime Programming System also provides IBM
Systems Network Architecture
(SNA) support for Series/1, enabling it to function as a cluster
controller communicating to host
System/370 processors over
SDLC lines.
In addition, Control Program
Support provides task and data

Inanagement, I/O device support
and operator interface services
for users developing a tailored
operating system.
For application development,
PL/I provides the ability to write
both commercial and scientific
applications in one high -level
language. '!\vo other languages,
FORTRAN IV and Assembler,
are also offered.
Series/1 is supported by
IBM's extensive service organization, backed by asophisticated
parts inventory system and a
variety of portable diagnostic
tools to supplement special diag-

nostic features built into the
system.
On site installation by IBM
Customer Engineers plus a three
month parts and labor warranty
are included in the Series/1 purchase price. Ongoing IBM maintenance is available under the
IBM Maintenance Agreement at
a fixed monthly charge.
To find out more about
Series/I, contact your IBM
Series/1 marketing representative or write the IBM General
Systems Division, P.O. Box
2068, Atlanta, -:- -:-:..
Georgia 30301. ..§. ..:..: g'_'""§..
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The DOCU-MATE System includes hanging
, cartridges, binders, folders and documentation
holders for every size and shape of documentation
including manuals, letter size documents,
printout, cards and flow charting forms.

-,
The DOCU-MATE System provides complete filing
compatibility. Each DOCU-MATE device fits
interchangeably in all equipment. You don't have
to collect documentation packages from a number
of conventional Single purpose files and then
explode them again for refiling.

.. J

The DOCU-MATE System recognizes both a filing
and a reference mode. The same devices used for
filing fit into an ingenious array of desk racks,
desk sides, mobile units, reference stands and
roll-out reference files that allow you to reference
documents without removing them from the file.

DOCU-MATE Center Hook
Hanging Cartridges for letter
and printout size documents,
manuals and other hole
pun'ched material are just some
of the many compatible devices
in the total DOCU-MATE line.

For Systems & Programming Departments
•
•
•
•

The DOCU-MATE System provides equipment TOr
every need as documentation flows through the
information system including lockable filing
cabinets, open library filing, units and work
station configurations for programmers, systems
analysts, computer operators and even user
department personnel.

Improve Project Control
Increase Programming Productivity
Improve Inter-Department Communication
Reduce Documentation Filing Cost

In the U.S.A.: WRIGHT LINE INC., 160 Gold Star Boulevard, Worcester, Massachusetts 01606, 617-852-4300;
TELEX 920-452, Cable Address: WRIGHTLlNE, WORCESTER MASS. Area Offices: Boston 617-879-4160,
Metropolitan New York 201-263-5300, Hartford 203-677-8581, Philadelphia 215-563-8666, District of Columbia
301-468-2100, Atlanta 404-455-1146, Columbus Ohio 614-864-2096, Chicago 312-593-0600, Los Angeles 213-7882343, Dallas 214-241-8761, Denver 303-770-7550, San Francisco 415-692-1741 and sales offices in all principal
cities. In Canada: THE WRIGHT LINE OF CANADA, LTD., 51 Esna Park Drive, P.O. Box 600, Agincourt (Toronto)
Ontario (MIS9Z9) 416-495-6303 Area Offices: Toronto 416-495-6303, Montreal 514-737-1188, Ottawa 613-2337624, Quebec 418-527-6845, Vancouver 604-685-2812 and sales offices in all principal cities. In Europe: WRIGHT
LINE GmbH, Orber Strasse 24, 6000 Frankfurtam Main, West Germany, 41 0362, TELEX (841) 417361 Area
Offices: Switzerland 01/820 9075 TELEX 54177, Sweden and Denmark 02/965366 TELEX 33468, Netherlands
(02520) 21077, United Kingdom 01/644 4355, West Germany 41 0362 TELEX 417361, Italy 2566849, For all other
countries throughout the world, contact: WRIGHT LINE INC., International Division, Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.

For complete information
circle readers' service
number or call today
for new 32 page color
brochure.

I

'A Subsidiary of Barry Wright Corporation
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Structured Systems
Analysis: Tools and
Techniques
by Chris Gane and Trish Sarson
Improved System
Technologies Inc.
888 Seventh Ave., New York,
N.Y. 10019 (1977)
373 pp. $30.00

This book is aimed at filling the gap
that exists between "fuzzy" notions
about needs and a software design. It
accomplishes this in the context of the
software problem environment by presenting several analysis tools and techniques. In this respect, the title of the
book is well chosen; it is a collection of
tools and techniques. These have not
been selected at random, but rather for
their complementary characteristics.
They represent a set of matched tools
which' help "structure" systems analysis.
The book's audience is identified in
the preface, but the identification is
broad and excludes few. Even customers would find this book of value if
for no other reason than to help maintain good communications. Generally,
though, technical people who perform
the analysis and requirements definition would benefit the most.
The thrust of the book seems to be
that since analysis is a discoveryoriented investigative process, it is not
easily systematized. Those who have
analyzed even a simple system -would
agree. A loosely defined procedure is
described to guide the analysis. Its use
reduces the possibility that some important factor will be overlooked.
The systems analyst is often faced
with the problem of comprehending
verbal statements and written narratives describing some problem. His job
is to clearly communicate this unstructured "stuff" to the customer and software designers. The value of this book
lies in its portrayal of tools to "structure" (there is that word again) problems. Although the book describes the
use of each, its basis, and gives examples of its application, it goes one step
further by aiding the analyst in deciding which tool (s) would be appropriate in a given situation. It includes a

lanuary,197$

valuable guide to the suitability of a
tool to a specific problem. This type of
guidance is a must for any book of this
sort where a number of different tools
and techniques are presented.
Those who are familiar with the
more formal, mathematics-oriented
systems engineering approaches to
problem modeling and definition will
be disappointed. The book is oriented
toward "how" and "what" rather than
why (theory). Its organization reflects
this in that it first discusses why we
need tools, describes the use of several
tools, then shows how they fit together
and how an analysis can be evolved
into a design.
The learning process is aided by the
inclusion of exercises at the end of
each chapter, hut solutions are not
provided~for several reasons. One is
that solutions to analysis problems
often require a good deal of space.
Another is that the nature of analysis is
such that several different solutions to
the same problem could all be correct.
This is quite different from high school
algebra, but the nature of the problem (s) also is different. In algebra
BOO~(

BRIEFS.

Strategic Planning for MIS
by Ephraim R. McLean and John V.
Soden
John Wiley & Sons, 1977
489 pp. $22.50

This book grew out of a working conference at UCLA in the spring of 1974.
Chaired by the editors of the book, the
conference was geared for MIS practitioners, managers, and corporate executives, with a focus on long-range strategic MIS planning.
The 1DO-page introduction is in four
chapters, the first detailing present literature on MIS planning and defining a
framework for use in considering MIS
strategic planning terms and tasks.
Chapter two, "Comprehensive Managerial Planning" by George Steiner,
includes such considerations as "translating strategic plans into current decisions" and the value of formal planning versus "intuitive anticipatory"
planning.
Chapter three summarizes the results of the conference survey and discussion, covering such topics as planning objectives, end products, approaches, guidelines, and pitfalls.
The fourth chapter provides implementation and evaluation suggestions
especially for top management.
The balance of the book consists of

problems there is one, and only one,
correct answer. In analysis problems,
there is a class of solutions which are
correct, with some more attractive
than others according to constraints,
objectives, etc.
Those using the Structured Design
method to design software will find this
book explains the data flow diagram
notation in a way that complements
other works. Specifically, it addresses
the nitty-gritty details of handling
awkward notational problems and the
issue of making the transition to a
structured design.
Finally, software design methods
published in recent years tend to assume the problem being addressed has
been defined, but considers the definition process outside its scope. This
book 'provides the analyst with the
basics he needs to fashion a rational
problem statement and eventually a design. It is easy to read and understand,
more directed at the practitioner (analyst) than those idly curious about
analysis. Analysis is often viewed as an
art. This book provides palette, brush,
and lessons. Its price may be high, but
good tools are hard to come by.
-Lawrence Peters
Mr. Peters is a software engineering
consultant with Boeing Computer S~r
vices in Seattle. He holds degrees in
physics and engineering, and has pub-.
lished several articles about software
design.

the papers presented at the conference
grouped by economy sectors-private, regulated (or quasi-private), and
public. Organizations represented are
as diverse as Kaiser Permanente,
Hughes, the Los Angeles Unified
School District, and the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.
Many charts and diagrams clarifying the organization of MIS positions,
planning cycles, and budgets .are included in the text.
Appendices include the planning
documents from IBM, Mobil Oil, the
U.S. Army Materiel Command, and
Xerox Corp. Information Systems, as
well as the complete text of the conference survey questionnaire.
computers and the Unions
by Clive Jenkins and Barrie Sherman
Longman Group Ltd, 14 W. 44th St.,
New York, N.Y. 10036 (1977)
129 pp. $11.00

Totally unrelieved by illustration, this
129-page book is aimed at an audience
with little or no knowledge of computers. The emphasis is on the computer
as a social to,ol; how computing has
influenced and is influencing the union
job market; union practices; the creation, content, satisfaction, and security
of jobs; promotion prospects, and the
setting of salary levels.
Sample chapter headings are: "In(Continued on p. 66)
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"Whatever happened to
01' Fred after that little problem
with the master file?"
With the UCC-1 Tape Management
System, problems just don't happen.
This software package effectively manages
all your tapes, preventing the accidental loss or
destruction of your valuable data.UCC-1
eliminates costly, handwritten records .... and
. the expensive' mistakes they breed.
There are more than 500 installations of
UCC-1, representing about three-fourths of all
installed OS tape management systems. To find
out why, call us at 1(800)527-3250.(in Texas,
call 214-688-7313) or circle 93.
And, while you're at it, ask us about:
A DOS Under OS System that lets you use
DOS programs, without reprogramming, while
you convert to OS (UCC-2). Circle 94.

A Disk Management System you should look
into before you buy another disk drive
(UCC-3). Circle 95.
A PDS Space Management System that
eliminates PDS compression (UCC-6).
Circle 96.!
A Data Dictionary/Manager that will really
get IMS under control (UCC-1,O). Circle:97.
A Restart/Recovery Management System
that makes restarting in a matter of seconds ... a
matter of fact (UCC-15). Circle 98.
A General, Ledger/Financial Control.System
that your Accounting Department has been
dreaming of (UCC-FCS). Circle 99.
Software packages like these. One more
way-

We're helping the computer
to do more of the work.

ucc
P. O. Box 47911-Dallas, Texas 75247
Canada: 101 Duncan Mill Road-Don Mills, Ontario M3B 123 • Europe: 1258 London Road-London, u.K. SW16 4EG
Member SIA

January, 1978
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troducing Computers and Unions,"
"Computers, People, and Jobs,"
"Unions Meet the Computer," and
"Bargaining Digitally."
Without knowing the similarities between trade unions in Britain and the
U;S~ it is bard to evaluate the usefulness bf this book. It should be of most
help to readers who want an overview
of the computing industry in the context of union negotiation, as the text is
prose rather than reference.
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Data Dictionary Systems

Two recent publications on the subject
of data element dictionary I directory
systems now are available from the
National Bureau of Standards.
Technical Profile of Seven Data
Element Dictionaryl Directory Systems
presents a state of the art assessment of
this tool, and describes the system in
terms of its characteristics. Seven commercially available DEDI D'S that meet
the following criteria are identified: the
main function of the software package is to control and maintain the definitions and descriptions of the data
element; the functions of defining, describing, and controlling the data elements must be an integral part of the
DED/D (it is not a cross-referencing or
report generating tool); documentation for the package is available. The
seven systems chosen are: Data Catalogue, Data Dictionary, Data Dictionary I Directory with CMIS Data Element Glossary, Datamanager, DB/DC
Data Dictionary System, Lexicon, and
ucc-Ten Data Dictionary/Manager.
A glossary of terms and a comprehensive bibliography are included.
Price: $1.05. Refer to stock number
003-003-01725.
The second report, A Survey of
Eleven Government-Developed Data
Element Dictionary I Directory Systems, presents the current state of the
art of government-:developed data element dictionaryl directory (DED/D)
systems-software tools used for managing and controlling information and
data. The 11 systems are described first
by a side-by-side features presentation,
and then by a narrative systems description of 'each system, highlighting
special capabilities and experiences
with each.
66

The purpose of the report is to help
potential users evaluate requirements
for a DED/D, and to acquaint readers
with a sampling of recent systems and
the associated features. The systems
highlighted are: ADISDED, ASCSDBD, DARCOM DEDI SYSCAD, DEMS, DLCS, DMBI
bED, FPCRIS, LOGDRMS, STADES, USDADBD, and VADD. Price: $2.50. Refer to

stock number 003-003-01817-1. Both
reports are available from the SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402.
.Conference Analyzer 77

Several national conferences, including
Datacomm 77 in Washington, D.C.,
Interface 77 in Atlanta, the OCR Users'
Conference in Washington, D.C., the
First Annual Data Entry Management
Conference in New York, and Intelcomm 77 in Atlanta, focused on data
entry and data communications. This
report analyzes those five conferences
in terms of the content of the seminars
and interviews with attendees and vendors. Datacomm 77 is compared with
Interface 77, as reflecting the attitudes
of U.S. data communications users and
vendors. The OCR Users' Conference
emphasized the applications orientation of ocr. Intelcomm stressed the
need for cooperation among all nations
in the field of international data communications, and the First Annual
Data Entry Management Conference
highlighted the theme of "people-the
most important data entry resource."
. The conference analysis is available
for $25. MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
CORP., 140 Barclay Center, Cherry
Hill, N;J. 08034.
Auditext

This 200-page audit preparation handbook has been compiled for users with
or without their own internal auditing
:staff. Auditext covers 16 major areas
of audit problems including: security,
privacy, facility protection, personnel
procedures, software design, risk management, and computer room operating procedures. The handbook includes
over 500 questions that an auditor
might ask, and is applicable to both
small single computer installations and
large multilocation configurations, the
vendor says. Cost: $47 (Calif. residents
add $2.82 sales tax). ACCRA CORP.,
16000 Ventura Blvd., Suite 230, Encino, Calif. 91436.
EFT Commission Report
Summary

The final report of the National
Commission on Electronic Funds
Transfer has been summarized in this
eight-page brochure from the Payments
System Planning Div. of the American
Bankers Assn. (ABA). The commission's
389-page report is entitled EFT in the
United States, Policy Recommenda-

tions and the Public Interest. The ABA
summary describes the four major
areas covered by that document: consumers and EFT, including privacy,
establishing and operating an account,
theft, error, and malfunctions; providers' issues; technology; and the government role in monetary policy and
government operation. The summary
also covers the principles of the commission's conclusions and, recommendations, and dissenting statements
which were included in the original
report. The summary is free. AMERICAN
BANKERS ASSN., Attn: Frank Curran,
Payments System Planning Div., 1120
Connecticut Ave N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20036.
Word Processing Guide

This vendor's Guide to Word Processing comprises 300 pages of selection
information designed to assist managers in the selection of a word pro~
cessing system. The buyer's guide presents comparison charts of competing
office copiers, dictation equipment, and
word processing-related ocr equipment.
Additional charts compare the performance and characteristics of competing systems. Individual product reports
include a system description, system
design, competitive positioning, user
case histories, and price data. Price:
$59. AUERBACH PUBLISHERS INC., 6560
N. Park Dr., Pennsauken, N.J. 08109.
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Minis and Distributed
Processing

"Minicomputers and Distributed Processing," a three-day course, will focus
on the uses, economics, programming,
and implementation of minicomputers.
Specific topics for the seminar include
minicomputer architecture, peripheral
equipment, minicomputer software,
microprocessors, distributed processing, communications support for distributed networks, application-oriented
systems, and mini-based business systems and word processing. The program also will analyze the planning
and installation of minicomputers on
a standalone or decentralized basis.
Presented by the Univ. of Chicago
Center for Continuing Education, the
course will be offered Jan. 23-25 in
Atlanta; Feb. 22-24 in Los Angeles;
March 13-15 in New York; April 1719 in Chicago; May 15-17 in Toronto;
and June 21-23 in San Francisco.
Price: $435/person plus $60/company registration fee. NEW YORK MANAGEMENT
CENTER,
260 Lexington
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017.
(Continued on p. 70)
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There's only one thing nonIt~ non-stop.
I

Where others fall. It's simple. You must
have a non-stop system to have nonstop COBOL. And only Tandem has it.
A unique multiple processor on-line
system which ensures protection of the
data base, and that no transactions are
lost or duplicated, even if a processor,
I/O channel, disk controller or disk
should fail. Best of all, the system
keeps running.

DYNABUS™ (Dual Independent Interprocessor Busses)

MAIN PROCESSOR

MEMORY

Multiple Processor
COBOL. Easy.

tlO PROCESSOR

Bearding the Lion. You'd think that
programming for a multiple processor
on-line system would put you in a
jungle, but Tandem COBOL purrs.
Completely standard.
Because Tandem COBOL runs under
our Guardian Multiple Processor
Operating System, no custom system
software is required. No special development tools are required. None. Our
COBOL program development is
standard. Our run-time software is
standard. Everything you've always
liked about COBOL, easy to use and
trouble-free. And COBOL programs
can run concurrent with other
languages.

The Tandem NonStop System is composed of up to 16 multiple, independent processors with dual communications paths between all system
modules. The result is not only continuous operation, but throughput
unmatched by any other system of comparable cost.

Sharing a common data base. Three
Four BILLION bytes per file. With no
limit on the total data base size. Key
sequenced, entry sequenced or relative file structures. With up to 255
alternate keys per file. And optional
mirror copy by disk volume. It's incredible storage and tremendous
flexibility in a mini-based system. And
of course, it's non-stop.
68

new verbs, LOCKFILE, UNLOCKFILE, and UNLOCKRECORD have
been introduced to the Tandem
COBOL I/O facility to permit the use
of corresponding system file and
. record locking routines, and allow
separate processes to share a common
data base. READ and REWRITE
verbs have been extended to allow
specification of LOCK or UNLOCK
operation. OPEN syntax has been

extended to specify the file access,
EXCLUSIVE, SHARED, or PROTECTED, and to permit the SYNC. DEPTH for files opened in the OUTPUT, I/O or EXTEND mode.

With STARTBACKUP and CHECK·
POINT. These are logical extensions of
Tandem COBOL which implement the
NonStopTM features of Guardian Multiple Processor Operating System.
STARTBACKUP is called once at the
CRTI=lMRTION

,standard about our COBOL.
I

The unique interaction 'between Tandem NonStop Hardware and Software makes the multiple processor system easy to use and easy to expand.

beginning of the program to set the
NonStop mode. From then on,
CHECKPOINT controls passing information to the backup process at critical
points. CHECKPOINTS occur automatically at any OPEN or CLOSE
after the backup is established. These
two simple instructions eliminate the
downtime, restart, and revalidation
which plague any user without the
Tandem NonStop capability.
ANSI X3.23 '74 to Level 2 in Nucleus,
Table Handling, SequentialI/O,
Indexed I/O, and Sort-Merge right
now. With Communications to Level 2
this Spring. Completely standard with
CVSS and that means portability.
Compiles more than 1,000 statements
per minute. And that's only average. In
some benchmarks, we've topped
1,250 statements per minute. It's big
system COBOL at mini-based prices.
And non-stop, too. Not even the
largest computers can match that.
It's working now. There are more than
fifty Tandem NonStop Systems installed in a variety of applications. In
banking, distribution, department
stores, utilities, legal firms, hospitals,
universities, steel mills, even a municipal network emergency system. Wherever downtime or a system failure
means a potentially unrecoverable loss.
There's only one NonStop System on
the market today. It's expandable without penalty. Without reprogramming.
Without one cent of loss on the original
investment. And it's easy to use as
COBOL. Good old standard COBOL
without the operational difficulties or
special expense you'd expect in an on-'
line multiple processor system which
won't quit.
For further information, contact
Tandem Computers, Inc., 19333
Valleo Parkway, Cupertino, California
95014 or Tandem Computers GmBH,
Bernerstrasse 50, Frankfurt 56,
West Germany.
TOLL FREE 800-538-9360 or
(408) 996-6000 in California.

TANDEM
January, 1978
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Security I Privacy Workshop

Using the "case study approach to
computer abuse," this three-day workshop will focus· on the major problem
areas of computer security and privacy. Responsibility, risk analysis, operation security, internal computer security, computer auditing, disaster
recovery planning, and system monitoring and surveillance will be among
the areas discussed. In addition, the
workshop will include an overview and
discussion of the Federal Privacy Protection Study Commission Report and
a special presentation on distributed
systems and communications security.
The topics are said to have particular
value to those persons involved in auditing, computer operations, systems
analysis and programming, and internal security. Price: $425; $375 if paid
30 days in advance. Group discounts
are available. The workshop will be
held Jan. 24-26, Feb. 14-16, March 1416, and May 16-18 in Phoenix, Ariz.
HONEYWELL INFORMATION SYSTEMS,
Computer Security and Privacy, P.O.
Box 6000, MS K-95, Phoenix, Ariz.
85005.

Edp Planning

Zero Base Budgeting

Designed to be of most benefit to systems analysts, planners, budget analysts, dp managers, administrative

__:::::1
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Satellite Communications

A new magazine, Satellite Communi- .
cations, is described as a "clearing
house" for ideas and applications for
equipment manufacturers and us.ers .of
communications services. Editonal
coverage will be divided into news,
features, and departments, and each
issue will include features on new applications and explanations of use~ for
existing technology. Proposed arhcl~s
include: a profile of the U.S. domestIc
satellite carriers, shopping list for the
prospective satellite user, current developments in Intelsat, implications of
satellite technologies for privacy considerations, issues involved in transnational communications transfer, and
update: teleconferencing for business
purposes via satellite. Price $10/ year
(charter SUbscription). SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS, 1900 W. Yale, Englewood, Colo. 80110.

Microcomputer Reliability

.

This seminar is said to be desIgned to
provide. a set of tools and techniques
for the evaluation of user requests,
formulation ofa master system plan,
and avoidance of costly decisions on
replacements or extension of computer
systems beyond their economic shelf'life. Specific topics discussed at the
three-day workshop will include developments in the dp planning process, how to evaluate the current system status, identifying key strategic dp
planning issues, future system design
considerations, architecture of tomorrow's hardware/ software facilities,
managing the change in organizations,
and implementation issues. Case studies examined are said to be derived
from real-world' situations in governments and businesses. The. seminar will
be offered Feb. 21-23 in Ottawa, Canada. Price: $470, members; $495, nonmembers. The PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE POI LTD.,. P.O. Box
1181, Station B, Ottawa, Ontario, KIP
5R2 Canada.
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managers, and consultants, this course
also will help other managers having
budgeting responsibility. No computer
expertise is required. The seminar will
address the zero-base budgeting process with an emphasis on implementation, and feature a discussion of software application· packages that can be
used to support a zero-base budgeting
system.
Day one of the two-day course will
focus on scope objectives and assumptions of ZBB, components of a system,
management of the ZBB process, and
the use of computers in zero-base
budgeting. The second day will introduce available software packages, including RAPIDATA, CDC, CSC (INFONT),
and TYMSHARE. Also covered will be
planning for ZBB implementation and
winning acceptance of ZBB within the
organization. The seminar will be offered Jan. 30-31 in Phoenix, Feb. 2728 in Boston, March 30-31 in San
Francisco, and April 17-18 in Arlington, Va. Price: $335. INSTITUTE FOR
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION, 1901 N. Ft.
Myer Dr., Arlington, Va. 22209.

32-Bit Computer

This vendor's first 32-bit computer system, the VAX-II / 780, is described in a
new four-color, 24-page brochure. The
booklet covers the new machine's op-

.'

Reliability of the TMS 1000-senes of
one-chip microcomputers is the topic
of this 64-page report covering 21 million hours of testing. Both the test procedures and results are discussed.
Formulas are given for calculating
failure rates and expected system reliability. The report, illustrated with
both photographs and graphs, also describes the vendor's qq.ality assurance
and reliability program'. TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC., Houston, Texas.
FOR COpy CIRCLE 306 ON READER CARD

PDP-1 1 Memory

Six two-page data sheets describe this
vendor's PDP-II compatible memories.
Add-in (planar) and add-on (modular) memories ranging from 12K
words to 4MB are described. Design
features, specifications, addressing, and
operating data are discussed in the spec
sheets. MONOLITHIC SYSTEMS CORP.,
Englewood, Colo.
FOR COPY CIRCLE 304 ON READER CARD

Minicomputer

erating strengths, compatibility with
the vendor's pop-II line, software features including the virtual memory operating system, and peripheral options.
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP., Northboro,
Mass.
FOR COpy CIRCLE 305 ON READER CARD

The Eclipse S/ 130 is the subject of a
16-page brochure. Both hardware and
software are discussed, including the
topics of computation abilities, languages, operating systems, programming aids, peripherals, and typical
system. configurations. DATA GENERAL
CORP., Westboro, Mass.
FOR COp,Y CIRCLE 303 ON READER CARD

Engineering Handbook

The 1977-1978 Engineering Product
Handbook contains information on the
most significant products from this
(Continued on p. 74)
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You want to record your message verbatim-word for
Now, Verbatim media. It's a new formulation offerric
oxides, an advanced macromolecular binder system
word :-whether. it's bits, bytes or "Dear Folks" trans- mess!l~e
•
~
to adhere it to the tough polyester film, and a proc.:.
lated mto word processor language.
Our objective in manufacturing recording media for .
ess control system that demands over 200 separate
_.
quality checks before the material is cut, packaged,
the electronics industry-digital tape cassettes, floppy
disks, mag cards, computer cartridges-is to give you the finest,
and certified to be 100% error-free.
The final quality check? "Make it pretty!" Our pr~Cluction people
the best, the most dependable, the most cost-effective.
That means rugged, long-lived, abrasion-resistant recording media
tell us that magnetic recording media is one of the rare instances in
with superior magnetic qualities. If we made tires, they'd be steelmanufacturing where aesthetic appearance translates directly jnto
belted radials. .
final product quality. It has to look beautiful to work beautifully.,
. We delivered oui:' first digital grade certified tape cassettes back in
We have the formulas, the machines, the technology to make high
the beginning, 1969. We made the first commercial 3740-comquality recording media. But it takes the best people in the induspatible floppy disks that didn't bear IBM's name. And the first
try to deliver Verbatim disks, cards, cartridges and cassettes;
Flippy® reversible flexible disks with anyone's name on them. The
You'll find them here. Write or call for our new monograph,
"Data and Word Storage Media:' Phone (408) 245-4400. TWX
first mini data cassette is ours. And we've got the newest miniature flexible disk, the MD 525.
910-339-9381. 323 Soquel Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94086;

IS

quality.

l~formatio~rerrninalSCorl1'
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new systems that

processing problems. The user gets super-efficient performance at a price that fully reflects today's breakthroughs. In a smaller package. With a full complement of
peripherals and terminals to meet his specific
requirements.

power range of
NCR's 8000 series.

Both systems offer VRX (Virtual Resource Executive),
NCR's most sophisticated operating system software, to
take full advantage of the hardware's architecture. VRX
provides virtual memory operation, online program development, and the ability to function as multiple virtual
machines.

The NCR V-8580 and V-8590.

Languages available with the two systems include
COBOL 74, NEATVS, FORTRAN, RPG and others.

Meet two

double the

.

With these two new systems at the upper end of NCR's
versatile SOOO series, every computer user now has
access to twice as much NCR computer power. With an
NCR system, he can upgrade smoothly through the entire
power range without obsoleting his software design as his
requirements grow. BeCause NCR's migration path
. extends from family to family, from generation to
generation, from the entry level I-S100 all the way up to
these powerful new computer systems.
The new systems bring latest state-of-the-art hardware
and software technologies to bear on larger-volume

THE FIRST POWER. STEP
The V-S5S0 is the power step preceding the V-S590,
assuring smooth transition up to the highest power level.
The V-S5S0 is ideally suited for large online and multiprogramming applications that take full advantage of the
system's virtual memory.
It has distributed intelligence. The central processing unit
is supported by up to seven additional processors which
independently handle diagnostics, control, input/output
and communications functions.

It uses multilevel pipeline processing. As each program
instruction is executed, the next three instructions are·
simultaneously advanced toward execution to provide
greater efficiency.
The V-8580 has a very high speed main processor with a
cycle time of 56 nanoseconds. And its memory is substantial. Up to four megabytes in one-megabyte
increments.

DOUBLETHE POWER RANGE
The V-8590 is a twin-engine system with twice the power
of any earlier NCR system. It has two main processors at
the center of its distributed intelligence system operating .
on the same transfer bus. The processors share the
same workload under the efficient control of VRX, aided
also by the subordinate processors.
Both 56-nanosecond processors have equal access to
memory and all other system resources. Both have
multilevel pipeline processing capability. The shared
memory ranges from two to six megabytes in onemegabyte increments.
The V-8590 functions in a multiprocessing mode, dynamically allocating system resources as needed. This

shared-workload concept improves system thru-put and
productivity .
Several of these new systems can be linked together as
communicating processors in a network built around
NCR's Distributed Network Architecture.
Also introduced to complement the V-8590 are two new
high-performance peripherals, the 6370 tape unit and the
6540 data storage subsystem. The 6370 tape unit has
dual mode capabilities-it can function in either the
Phase Encoded (PE) mode at 1600 bpi or the Group
Coded Recording (GCR) mode at 6250 bpi density. The
6540 has a capacity of 540 megabytes. The transfer rate
of both disk and tape is an extremely fast 1.2 megabytes
per second.
For a personal introduction to the V-8580 and V-8590, call
your local NCR representative. Or write to EDP Systems,
NCR Corporation, Box 606, Dayton, Ohio 45401.

~[SJ~
Complete Compu~er Systems
CIRCLE 61 ON READER CARD
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vendor's line of AID converters, DI A
converters, computer analog 110 peripherals, data acquisition systems,
sample-holds, power supplies, digital
panel meters, and data logging instruments. Directed to system and circuit
design engineers, the 288-page handbook is intended to help the reader
select and apply the product that best
fits his needs. To simplify the selection
process, the booklet contains tabular
selection guides which categorize the
vendor's line of data conversion de-

vices by performance'. Complete spec
sheets are provided for key products,
and a 13-page application section covers "Principles of Data Acquisition and
Conversion." DATEL SYSTEMS, INC.,'
Canton, Mass.
FOR COpy CIRCLE 307 ON READER CARD

Small System

Two booklets describe this vendor's
2026 "dedicated system for source data
entry and data communications." A 12page overview describes the system and
discusses the vendor's internal use ,of
an international network using the
2026. The booklet also lists peripherals
and user support programs. A companion 40-page pricel configuration guide

2 TOTALLY NEW CONCEPTS

covers base system equipment, options,
accessories, site planning, and warranty provisions. Twenty-four pages of
the booklet are devoted to product and
peripheral specifications. Support services including manuals, consultants,
and maintenance also are discussed.
HEWLETT-PACKARD CO., Palo Alto,
Calif.
FOR COpy CIRCLE 302 ON READER CARD

Microcomputer Boards

Microcomputer boards, printed circuit
boards, and off-the-shelf designer
breadboards are described in a sixpage, two-color brochure. Products described include a 32KB static memory
board for hobbyists and small business
use, an S-100 compatible general purpose board, and a wire-wrap breadboard. The firm's technical capabilities
also are discussed. ARTEC ELECTRONICS, INC., San Carlos, Calif.
FOR COpy CIRCLE ,301 ON READER CARD

IEEE 488 Revealed

"An Example of an M6800-based GPIB
interface" provides a comprehensive
description of the General Purpose Instrument Bus (also known as GPIB or
IEEE 488-1975). An attempt to educate the industry on how to apply the
IEEE 488 interface (developed by
Hewlett-Packard), the pamphlet includes a five-page description of an
actual product (3M-type tape drive)
development project. Most of the
booklet consists of listings of the assembly language routines used to communicate over the bus, while the last
page of the booklet is a fold-out
GPIB interface hardware diagram.
TEKTRONIX, INC., Beaverton, Ore.
FOR COpy CIRCLE 299 ON READER CARD

Data Labels

An eight-page, four-color brochure
coVers this vendor's line of pressure
sensitive labels for use in dp installations. Other paper products, such as
personalized memo pads and NCR-carbonless forms for requesting data information, also are listed. Pricing information and a toll-free phone number for placing orders are included.
APPLE LABEL, 'Div. of Applebaum Tag
& Label Corp., Long Island City, N.Y.
FOR COpy CIRCLE 298 ON READER CARD

Minicomputer Accessories

Minicomputer accessories, ranging
from magnetic tapes and discs to books
and tool kits, are described in this vendor's 16-page mailorder catalog. The
catalog includes product specifications,
pricing, and an order form. MISCO,
Holmdel, N.J.
FOR COpy CIRCLE 297 ON READER CARD

Wire Line Modem

This vendor's model 263A wire line
modern is' described in a four-page
brochure. Specific features including
self-diagnostics, timing and control,
CIRCLE 78 ON READER CARD
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Don't let static kiss your·
computer's memory good.-bye!

'"

Set up islands of protection
with 3M Velostat Brand electrically
conductive floor mats!
Static on personnel, discharged into a terminal, can upse~
the logic of your terminal, mini, or CPU ... can send
erroneous data ... permanently damage circuits causing
costly downtime and repair. No equipment is 100% immune. Some computer equipment makers report that as
little as 200 volts of static can cause serious problems!
VELOSTAT Mats create positive paths to ground . . .
drain static away from terminal operators ... keep them
static free. Simply place the mat where the operator
must step on it to reach the keyboard, and the VELOST A T Mats provide passive protection in such. key areas
as these:
. • Around Data Entry, POS and Bank Terminals

TO: Static Control,Systems
Dept.' BZF-.18
3M Company, St. Paul, MN 55101

3m

YES, I'm interested in keeping static away from my
terminal with VELOSTAT conductive floor mats.

D Please have a 3M Static Analyst call.
D Send more information.
,Name ___________________________
Title _______________________
Company ___________________________

• At Minicomputer and Word
Processing Stations

Area Code _ _ _ Phone __________________

• As a floor runner in Computer Room Entrances

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

• In front of Computer Printers
and Disc Drives

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __

January, 1978
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source data
and protection and compensations are
discussed. Illustrations show various
methods of installation~ tables provide
interfacing information. GTE LENKURT
INC., San Carlos, Calif.
FOR COpy CIRCLE 295 ON READER CARD

Computer Cartography

An illustrated, six-page brochure describes the vendor's study, "Computer
Cartography: Worldwide Technology
and Markets." The brochure gives
background on the field and the objec-

tives of the study. Short biographies of
the authors are included, along with
comments from reviewers. The study's
outline and an order form are provided. INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
MARKETING, Newton, Mass.
FOR COpy CIRCLE 293 'ON READER CARD

Training Courses

A 10-page catalog lists this publisher's
training courses for the small-to-mediurn sized business computer user. The
audio cassette/workbook courses described include those covering programming languages, such as COBOL
and RPG II, computer concepts for
managers, developing user-oriented
computer systems, and implementing

an internal control system:
Woodland Hills, Calif.

INFO

3,

FOR COPY CIRCLE 292 ON READER CARD

Keyboard

An eight":page, two-color catalog describes this 'vendor's "PRO" keyboard
. for personal computer, hobbyist, and
oem use. Customizing instructions are
included. Dimensions and interfacing
data also is provided, as is a schematic
of the keyboard. CHERRY ELECTRICAL
PRODUCTS CORP., Waukegan, Ill.
FOR COpy CIRCLE 294 ON READER CARD

Acoustic Couplers

This vendor of acoustic couplers and
modems has prepared a catalog to familiarize readers with the logistics and
mechanics of either taking a first step
into time-sharing or upgrading to a
sophisticated system such as one for
message communications. OMNITEC
CORP., Phoenix, Ariz.
FOR COpy CIRC'LE 290 ON READER CARD

Mom would be proud. of you for
picking a data communications terminal
system from Trendata.
There's such a selection. Not only in
'terminals and peripherals, but also in
financing arrangements. We offer a
variety of lease prog'rams, straight purchase plans, even rental packages.
Easy. Convenient.
You deal with one company that
guarantees the product and backs it
with nationwid~ service.
You can start with a small investment in equipment and later expand to
more capacity without going through a
financial hassle.

Our lease and buy programs are
just as flexible as our terminal systems.
Our equipment is designed to fit your
people, our financing programs to fit.
your pocketbook.
They're both time savers you can
really bank on.

A-

Applied Magnetics
Trendata

610 Palomar Avenue, P.O. Box 5060
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 732-1790

Disc Cleaning

A four-page brochure describes the
proper method for cleaning disc cartridges. Written by the president of a
firm supplying disc maintenance supplies, the brochure notes that instruction sheets accompanying new disc
packs "urge good housekeeping methods, but seldom do they .recommend
on-site cleaning." The author goes on
to say that in actuality, cleaning a cartridge at a user site is "no more risky
than handling and mounting." THE
TEXWIPE CO., Hillsdale, N.J.
FOR COPY CIRCLE 300 ON READER CARD

Wholesalers' Help

Our tertninallease or buy progratns
fit everyone's pocketbook

"Profit-Making and Problem-Solving
for' Hardware and Electrical Wholesalers" discusses how wholesalers can
benefit by having this vendor install a
turnkey computer system. The eightpage . brochure discusses problems
wholesalers have encountered with
computers (and the reasons behind
those problems), and then goes on to
ex'plain the vendor's step-by-step method of installing turnkey systems. The
illustrated brochure also includes a
question and answer section covering
computer fundamentals of importance
to those in the wholesaling business.
SYSTEMS OPTIMUS, ,Laguna Hills, Calif.
FOR COpy CIRCLE 296 ON R'EADER CARD
l/I:

----e---We attributed the. photo of DEC'S
"Beginner's Guide to Small Business
Computers" on p. 48 of our November issue to the wrong company. It
should have been inserted under the
heading "Small Business Computers"
on the same page. The guide is
offered by DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.,
Northboro, Massachusetts.
CIRCLE 79 ON READE~ CARD
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Discover
FPS Innovations for your
Scientific Processing Systems.
The key to unequalled systems solutions for scientific processing is available from FPS for users of large computers such as
IBM 360/370 and Univac 1100 Series.
FPS offers users of large computers the technical innovations, applications development, and systems support in Array
Processors that have created a worldwide reputation for this
emerging company.
Hundreds of FPS Array Processors are in use today. We
invite you to investigate the company, the product line, that
has had such impact on technology.
You can share in the benefits of FPS involvement in nuclear
core phenomena, vibration.al and structural analysis,
weather modeling, hydrodynamic modeling, power flow
simulations, and more.

SYSTEM FEATURES
• FORTRAN level user interface to the array processor
• System software interface to the operating system
• Hardware interfaces to the CPU via an 110 channel

APPLICATION SOFTWARE
• Scientific algorithms
• 200-function general-purpose Math Library
• Higher level program to link several algorithms together
Less than $97k buys you a fully operational AP-190L
Array Processor System interfaced to your large computer
system.
Contact Floating Point Systems directly, or use the
coupon below.
.

See us at Federal DP Expo, Washington D.C., Jail. 31 thru Feb. 2

The Age Of Array Processing Is Here. ~ . and FPS Is The Array Processor Company.

rE5J ~~~fl~~I~g.INT

CALL TOLL FREE 800-547-1445

P.O. Box 23489, Portland, OR 97223 (503) 641-3151,
TLX: 360470 FLOAT POINT PTL
In Europe & UK: Floating Point Systems, SA Ltd.
7 Rue du Marche, 1204 Geneve, Switzerland 022-280453,
TLX: (845) 28870 FPSE CH
CIRCLE 52 ON READER CARD

o I have an immediate need. Please have a technical
consultant contact me.

o Please send me an FPS Array Processor brochure.

Name
Title _ _ _ _ __
Company
Phone _ _ _ __
Address ______________________
State
Zip _ __
City
My Computer System is
My application is

The pioneer of

small business computers
now makes
small business computers.
Actually, Basic/Four corporation has been making its
own central processing units since August, 1976. We
now make our own terminals, too.
We wanted tighter rein on manufacturing and
testing, choice of the latest components, total control
of quality, production and delivery. So we could offer
even more reliable, better products.
. Now we do.
The Basic/Four@ CPU's new semiconductor memory means 40% faster
cycle time, down from 1 microsecond to
600 nanoseconds. New models make
expansion even easier, accommodating
one to 16 terminals. There are other
improvements, too, with more to come.
And the Basic/Four systems we
make have been running, bug-free.JUst
like before-only better.The best sman
business
computers
available.

All-around simplicity
We also made sure our system
would be the easiest to install.
And operate.
The software
BUSINESS BASIC. And
we have applications modules
that are preplanned and
packaged, including
such eminently
usable programs as
CBS (Comprehensive
Business System) and
EASY, an exception analysis system. Plus
a multitude of specialty packages. For
hospitals, insurance, travel agenCies,
bond brokers, banking, the apparel
industry, trucking, publishing -literally
dozens, and more on the way.

Full time commitment
Our specialty is small business computers; it engages our full attention,
dedication and effort. And, of course,
as the pioneer, we've been at it longer.
Long enough to have established
through SORBUS INC., our sister
MAl company, a national network of support and service,
24-hours a day, if needed.
All this leadtime
and concentration
keeps us ahead.
And now we
make our own. So we
know we're offering
the best.
If you'd like to
know more, call or write:
Basic/Four corporation,
18552 MacArthur Blvd.,
Irvine, CA 92714

Look to the pioneer
Ever since we pioneered the
field, our operating system
has been acknowledged
as the best of any small
business computer. It
had to be-because
our systems were
always interactive,
even when others
were batch.
Nowadays,
everyone in the field
is talking "transaction processing" -following our lead,
some six years later!

,D

baSIC I Four corporatlon._
,

.

anMAIcompany

®

Albuquerque· Atlanta' Baltimore/Washington' Birmingham' Boston· Buffalo· Chattanooga' Chicago' Cincinnati' Clark, N,J. • Cleveland' Dallas' Denver· Detroit· Fresno· Grand Rapids· Hartford
. Houston· Indianapolis· Kansas City· Las Vegas' Los Angeles' Lubbock· Madison· Memphis· Miami· Milwaukee' Minneapolis/St. Paul· Nashville· New Orleans' New York· Orange County, CA .
Philadelphia' PhoenixlTucson • Pittsburgh· Portland· Richmond' Sacramento' Salt lake City· San Antonio' San Diego· San Francisco' SeattielTacoma • St. Louis' Syracuse
Basic/Four Systems are also marketed in more than 30 foreign countries,
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. . perforrnance~ .. ·:>~.·.:"."',

.,·.·.··SuperRe~I'• ··istheOnIY'r~el.··'··,~p~6iiically·.·. ~e~igned·to'.meeiit~e • '·demands·~f.~d\l~ncedcjri\la . . . .

,
, tech~ology~Theone. ·,.reeltnat surpasses .·all.published·· sp~cificati()f1s·· forhigh-perform~.r'ce
drives .. The qne .reel· that performE:)d ." reliably in stringel1ttesting condition~at ;15 ounces of· :
~ensionancj speeds '. up to 220 ip~.The.·or1e. reeL""ithnoflangeexpansionor,contraction
ur'lderstress conditions~Theonereel·.balanced to pr~vent hub-to-drivefit problems.
MemorexSuperReel.·A befterreel, togiveyou better results.: Better winding~Positive,
'8utoloadfunctioning .. More accurate data transfer. Greater reliability. On the drives you're
using now, and the new generations of drives to come.
.
MemorexSuperReeL The newshCipethat'ILput your data processing in great shape. '
Ask your M~rnorex representative to e~plain how·
SuperReelcan dramatically reduce. your data .
processing costs. Locations in principal cities
worldwide. Or contact us at1200Memorex
Drive,:MS~0064, Santa Clara, CA95052.
Phone 408-987-1043.
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Tektronix 4020 Series

When you make
your next investment
in terminals ...

Get something
to show for it.
The new Tektronix 4020
Series may be your first
long-term terminal investment.

Our companion 4024
provides secondary growth ...
from alphanumerics to forms.

It's a series of refresh terminals
designed to fit your needs today...
and your growth picture tomorrow.

So you can closely plan and manage
your terminal investment with
optimum cost control.

For example: The 4025
terminal expands from smart
alphanumerics '... to forms
ruling ... all the way to graphics.

Ask your local Tektronix
Sales Engineer for a personal
demonstration. We'll show you a

You start with· basics like expandable
memory. Familiar typewriter keyboard with complete, easy editing.
Scrolling. Easy-on-the-eyes green
display with variable brightness.

Now or later, add forms '
ruling. You can construct separate
on-screen workspace and monitor
areas that scroll independently. You
can recall complex forms with a
single key.

Finally, you can add
Tektronix graphics. The 4025's
34-line deep screen is the perfect
proportion for graphics. Our PLOT
10 Easy Graphing software makes
bar charts, pie charts and histograms
easy to produce. Alphanumerics,
,graphics and forms can be positioned anywhere on-screen, in any
combination.
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priced-right, expandable approach to
your input and display needs, with
the promise of proven reliability and
worldwide Tektronix support. The
new 4020 Series. It's an investment
you can grow with. Even when you're
too busy for words.
Tektronix, Inc.
Information Display Group
P.O. Box 500
Beaverton, OR 97077
(503) 638.:3411
Tektronix Datatek NV
P.O. Box 159,
Badhoevedorp
The Netherlands

OEM information available
Copyright© 1977, Tektronix
All rights reserved
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WHERE EVERY
MICROSECOND COUNTS

•••

Winning terminal applications are no
accident. They happen by binding good
user programs to a workstation where
every microsecond counts. Ordinary
performance just won't do.
MICROTERM II is built for speed with
features that give user applications a
sharp performance edge. At its heart is a
winning 4MHz dual Z80A direct memory
access architecture that beat the times of
all 21 other microsystems in benchmark
trials. A sleek desk top design integrates
CRT, one or two mini-diskettes, dual
processors, keyboard, and optional 2200
cps printer into a single typewriter sized
cabinet. Extended interactive BASIC,
complete software development system,
and a mighty 80K RAM capacity help you
take on the toughest application and finish
fi rst.
Attack with MICROTERM II in your next
race against the clock. Speed with the
performance champ. For more information
on how MICROTERM II can help you win,
call or write today. Digi-Log Systems, Inc.,
Babylon Road, Horsham, Pennsylvania,
19044. (215) 672-0800 .
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_nd then,witi} a'
wave of her maglc
';VandJthe wicke~

e~llsofkeYp'unchlng

dlsappeareo forever.
With the possible exceptio.n
of Prince or Princess Charming, a better data entry
has been the most
frequently recurring
dream since key
punching came on
the scene.
With the appearance"of
the new Guiding Light Data
Entry System
by Ames, the dream's
come true.
You can hardly call it work,
yet waving a wand across bar
codes is more efficient than

IIII
IIIIII
12 -38-76

work ever was. Data just gets
picked up and swept off to the
computer, leaving no room for
error. And it's ten times faster
than keypunching.
Happier day still when we
January, 1978

ing turns into wandwaving.
Then anybody can enter data
directly into the computer.
Oh all right, it's not a coachman and six horses. But it'll
get you home before midnight pumpkin.

I

I

I'

1\1

"I'

I I

II

j

I,
tell you
Ames Information Systems
our system's plug
12 Park Street, Somerville, Mass. 02143
(617) 776-1142
compatible with most computers.
The Guiding Light can read
most code formats, including,
Please send me information on . •
AMES CODE, CODABAR™,
Ames Guiding Light System.
UPC versions A, E, and
Name _ _ _ _ _ __
Extended Distribution Code.
It also traces out-of-file records,
Firm
controls quality, production
and inventory, posts charges,
Street
verifies credit, communicates
two-ways, and boasts four funcIc~
tion keys and sixteen different
tones.
State
Zip
And if you think all that's
compatibility, wait till you see
• Phone
what happens when keypunch- 11 _ _ _ - -

r ----- ..I

I

I
I

I
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IOMS is now
on the Oatapro

honor roll for the
2nd year in a row.

5 good reasons vvhy IDMS should be
y-our database systelll
People usually buy IDMS because it is a
versatile Codasyl-based system that has
extreme power and efficiency yet requires
little overhead.
But the reasons they are so overwhelmingly satisfied with the system are
because Cullinane Corporation cares about
the users. For example, on-site support (if
you really need us we'll hop a plane and be
on site fast), genuine ease of use andinstallation plus outstanding documentation and

first class training, and expert review of
database design. These are the reasons our
users feel they made an excellent decision.
As a result they have helped their organizations immensely and in many cases
themselves, too.
Wouldn't you like to be completely
s"atisfied with the DBMS you buy? You can:
start by sending for technical literature and
a schedule of seminars in your area. Mail
this coupon or phone us at (617) 237 -6600.

1-------------'I

I

Think twice. You'll choose
the database system
with satisfied users.
Name/title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

I

Organization/department - - - -

I
I

City _ _ _ State _ _ Zip _ _

I

TeL _ _ _ Mycomputeris _ _

IL ___________ -.J

Cullinane Corporation
Wellesley Office Park, 20 William St., Wellesley, Mass. 02181 {617} 237-6600
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Editor's Readout
John L. Kirkley, Editor

Our
1978 Wish List

January, 1978

About this time last year we published our 1977 wish list, a collection of
computer industry vexations that we hoped would be rectified by the time
1978 rolled around. Alas, none of our wishes came true.
The IBM antitrust trial still slogs along. Although we're a little closer to
an I/O channel interface standard we still don't have one. And for a time
we thought the Bell bill had actually died, but, like the Andromeda strain, it
has mutated and returned to plague us in yet another form.
Not a particularly good year for wishes, 1977; but for the computer
industry, it was great. Both users and vendors benefited: price/ performance ratios plummeted, shipment volumes and revenues were up, and
word processing, personal computing, and distributed processing began to
take off.
And what about 1978? In this issue seer Ted Withington goes into his
annual prognosticative trance and predicts good news for the users, a touch
of profit squeezing for the vendors, and overall continued growth and
progress.
So, buoyed by Withington's predictions, and undaunted by last year's
batting record, we're updating our wish list and trying again.
This is the year we'd like to see certain confusions cleared away. Heading
the list is the computers and communications controversy. We need some
rules-rules that are derived from a coherent national policy addressing
the control and dissemination of information. We need to define what a
common carrier can and cannot do, a definition that allows AT&T to
compete in the unregulated data communications marketplace through
arm's-length subsidiaries and at the same time provide transmission capabilities on a regulated basis. And we need to settle the interconnect furor in
favor of stimulating competition, and sweep aside obstructi,:,e ploys like the
primary instrument concept.
Who should make these rules? It must be Congress, muddled as it is, not
commission bureaucrats, political committees, or powerful lobbyists.
In a more cynical vein, a friend of ours suggested that we might wish for
the greatest boon our government could grant our industry: an extended
period of benign neglect. Well, at least we can hope that proposed
legislation will be drafted with an eye toward helping, not hindering,
industry as it goes about its business both here and abroad.
The courts need to clear up another muddle. In IBM vs. Telex, IBM was
branded a monopoly by the lower court and exonorated by the circuit
court; in IBM vs. Greyhound the exact opposite happened. Now that's
confusing.
While we're on the subject of IBM, it's probably too much to hope that
the gray giant will be a bit more candid about its plans for the 303X line.
For example, call we expect multiprocessors, attached processors ... and
what's the planned life· of the system? Such candor not only would be
startling, it would help users do some confident long range planning. They
have too often been burned by a sudden technological leap or an unexpected price/ performance slash.
A modicum of candor would also help at the booming low end of our
industry where the minis and micros are finding a host of new applications.
Too often potential first-time users are subjected to a sales pitch worthy
only of a carnival barker. Shabby sales tactics have no place in our
industry.
We'd like to see an actual, honest-to-goodness, distributed data base up
and running so we can all learn how its done, how its synchronized and
managed.
We wish for software that's easier to use, for truly fast access secondary
storage, for workable measures of programmer productivity, and for a
good definition of distributed processing (or any definition of distributed
processing) .
There's more, lots more. But space demands that we stop here and
simply end our list with the wish that all of our readers everywhere have a
happy and prosperous new year.
:It:
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The DP ~ndustrry

Shipments will be up. Profits may
not. Good news for
software houses,
1977 WAS A GREAT YEAR; WILL 1978
systems dealers,
TOP IT? It seems certain at least that
and some service
shipment volumes and revenues will be
firms. And in the
higher in about every dp product category, particularly late-model computcourts, only confusion.

ers. Table I presents estimates of the
value of general purpose computer systems (including machine-room peripherals) shipped in 1976 to 1978. Led in
1977 by IRM'S 138s and 148s, and to be

led in 1978 by the 303Xs, the value of
shipments is increasing impressively.
Most of IRM'S main competitors will
also be shipping late models in increased
volumes.
Plug-compatible
equipment, minicomputers, and terminals should also all be up, and services
and software should continue their
steady expansion.
The profit picture may not be so
bright. Table 1 also presents estimates
of the value of retllrns of rented equipment to the manufacturers combined
with retirements of obsolete equipment
(valued at original list prices). These
are rising sharply as the new backwardcompatible computers with much improved price-performance displace
their predecessors. ln the 1971 to 1973
period, returns of rented systems of the

I

Outlook for 1978
360 generation offset about two-thirds
of the value of new shipments. Much
less of the installed base is on rent now
s,o the return wave will be smaller, but
it may rise to offset half the value of
new shipments (particularly considering the value of customer-owned third
generation machines that will be put
to final rest by the irresistible new
models) .
Therefore, the net addition to the
value of the installed base should actually, decrease over the three years
(Table O. Revenues from new equipment purchases are not affected
by any decrease in the rate of
net additions, but rental
and service revenues
(still critical for the
largest suppliers) are directly affected, as is the potential
for future peripheral equipment
additions.
The general wave of price reductions
announced in 1977 will have a more
direct effect on profits. Goaded by the
plug-compatible mainframe vendors,

by Frederic G. Withington, Contributing Editor

established a. new price-performance standard for large computers
with its price cuts and 303X models.
(IBM may not be through: the 138 and
148 have not been significantly cut,
and the effective price of 303X memory suggests room for future cuts. If
the PCM mainframers continue their
inroads, the price reductions may continue.)
The PCM mainframers have had to
respond. The competitive system suppliers (Burroughs, Honeywell, Univac,
NCR, Control Data) also have had to
respond, though their customer bases

IBM

are protected by software lock-ins that
give them time and room to maneuver.
Not content with establishing a new
price-performance standard in computer systems, IBM has also reduced
prices on its main lines of terminals,
with corresponding competitive effects.
In the minicomputer world the situation is similar, with Digital Equipment
reducing prices for the heart of its
product line and challenging competitors to respond.
'
Spokesmen for many of the ,manufacturers have observed that manufacturing costs have been declining

Value of General Purpose Computer Systems Shipped to
U.S. Customers by U.S. Vendors
($ billions)

1976

1977

Value at list
purchase price

$7.7

$8.5

Returns and
Retirements

$1.8

$2.6

$4.5 - $5.5

Net Addition to
Installed Base

$5.9

$5.8

$4.5 - $5.5

Table 1.

1978
$9 - $10

OUTLOOK FOR 1,978
sharply, offsetting the effects of the
price cuts. Manufacturing costs are indeed down, but they account for no
more than one-fifth to one-third of the
products' total costs. The remainder
. (marketing, software development, customer support, overhead) are primarily
people costs, and these have been rising
because of inflation and also because
the industry's expansion has increased
the demand for experienced people. In
compensation, . most companies have
been moving further toward unbundling of software and services, and
have been raising prices in such unbundled areas as contract maintenance.
Therefore, the user's bottom line cost
will rarely reflect the entire improvement in hardware price-performance.
Service bureaus should feel the same
pressure, but to a lesser degree. Their
customers are being offered very attractive in-house systems at all price levels,
and those most easily reached (such as
general purpose time-sharing and small
business users) are apparently defecting in considerable numbers. Many
service bureaus also benefit from software lock-ins, however, and offer network services which are unaffected by

90

improved equipment price-performance. And of course the service bureaus will themselves eventually benefit
from the virtues of the new equipment.
It's an ill wind that blows no one
some good, and in this instance software houses and system houses may
benefit a great deal. Their market improves as the system manufacturers
unbundle. Also, the new, more attractive equipment is causing the overall
market to expand in three main areas:
new small users, new applications in
existing user organizations, and conversions of old applications. .In all
three areas the visible software cost to
the user tends to be high, and users are
perhaps more willing than ever before
to consider credible packages' as substitutes for in-house programming.
These remarks apply primarily to the
. United States and Canada. They also
apply in varying degrees in other parts
of the world, but national and regional
situations affect the picture greatly. In
general, user organizations in most

foreign countries are not blessed with
the financial means to acquire new
products as quickly as those in the
U.S., and many are more conservative.
Also, foreign exchange and import constraints are often severe. As a result,
shipments of the new products may be
expected to grow more slowly abroad.
This may mean that foreign profits of
U.S. companies will not face the same
pressures, but I wouldn't bet on it.
Local inflation rates,' fluctuating currencies, and' nationalistic economic
policies will all take their toll.
Unquestionably bright, however,· is
the competitive picture of the U.S. dp
industry relative to foreign companies.
The U.S. lead in software is continu-·
ing (even growing), and the new priceperformance levels will be harder for
most foreign companies to match than
for most U.S. companies. The Japanese
group of companies may prove an exception because of Japan's impressive
national effort to overtake the U.S. in
semiconductor technology, but 1978
will probably be too soon to know for
sure.
Industry trends

Developments in IBM'S 303X line
will be the most important industry
events in 1978. The timing and quantity of shipments, the actual power and
reliability of the machines, and new
announce·ments within the product line
will dominate the news. My crystal ball
says multiprocessors for the 303Xs are
likely to be announced in 1978, and
some kind of memory enhancement. A
standalone front-end processor is also
possible. A file or back-~nd processor,
sure to come some day, may be later.
Plug-compatible mainframe activity
will accelerate in 1978. The existing
vendors (Amdahl, Itel, and Control
Data) will be able to benefiffrom IBM'S
long delivery times for a while yet, and
they can be expected to make more
counter-countermoves on the price-performance front. Probably other plugcompatible mainframe offerings will
appear, too.
IB!'d's late-model computers are not
the.:only potential target: other manufacturers' iines may be attacked, .and
large installed bases of obsolete equipment present attractive opportunities.
Telefile has stated an intent to offer
successor computers for the Xerox
Sigma line. The IBM 360s, Honeywell
2oo0s, and GE 400s are other examples
of potential targets. Plug-compatible
mainframe competition may prove particularly attractive to Japanese firms
with excellent electronics capability but
without large customer bases or superior software; Fujitsu and Hitachi are
already well into plug-compatible activities.
All this is not to say that plug-compatible mainframe competitors necesCRTRMRTICN

sarily have an unclouded future. The
system manufacturers call the tunes to
which they must dance, and in the end
may run them off the dance fioor. In
any case, the effects of increasing
customer software lock-ins will bring
permanent structural changes to the
industry of which plug-compatible
mainframes are only one example.
We will hear more about Satellite
Business Systems in 1978. We mayor
may not learn about its initial installations within IBM, but we will probably
learn some of the results of Project Prelude (a series of trials of exotic services,
including teleconferencing and wideband computer and facsimile links, being conducted with three large users:
Montgomery Ward's, Rockwell International, and Texaco). The pattern of
SBS offerings will soon become clearer,
as will the likelihood of IBM offering
sBs-related products.
The trend to digital processing of
text, images, and voices will also be
evident· in the continued evolution of
word processing systems. The standalone systems are not likely to change
much in 1978; but the slow evolution
of the market toward a second genera- .
tion of more interactive and intelligent
devices will continue. More novelty is
likely to appear in experiments with
communicating word processors used
for interoffice mail; interest in this area
is increasing. A substantial push to the
market is likely to be· provided by manufacturers of large computer systems
including IBM and Honeywell with
MULTICS. They see no reason why interofficemail can't be handled by exist-

There is no lack of longrange opportunity.
ing terminal networks connected to a
central large computer; the equipment
and systems programs are already in
place in many user shops. Perhaps in
1978 computer networks and word
processors will begin to meet for the
first time in a significant way.
Important support to the image and
text trend will be provided by the rapid
evolution of nonimpact printers. Novel
products appeared in 1977 as predicted
(the Xerox 9700 and the Applicon
color plotter); many more will be coming. The market will be limited only
by customers' Willingness to design applications and write software; some
manufacturers would give· a lot to
know what you users are eventually
going to do with nonimpact printers!
And industry litigation

1978 will be a vintage year for litigation. The Justice Dept. should complete presenting its case against IBM
(it may have done so by the time this
appears). IBM may then move for disJanuary, 1978

missal and the court will respond; the
documents should be interesting. Then
IBM will start presenting its de~ense (assuming the trial continues).
Interesting activities will also take
place in the Greyhound case and those
involving the so-called "West Coast
litigants": Hudson General, Transamerica, Memorex, and Forro Precision. All these are within the jurisdiction of the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals, which recently reversed a
lower court's dismissal of the Greyhound case against IBM. The Appeals
Court went unusually far in its opinion,
implying that a jury would have found
IBM guilty even though no defense had
been presented. (One of the judges dissented from this implication.)
The situation is exactly the reverse
of the Telex case which covered almost
the identical subjects. In that case the
trial judge found against IBM and the
Appeals Court (Second Circuit) reversed him. Is anyone besides me confused? At any rate, the West Coast
plaintiffs must be greatly encouraged
and will be pressing their cases vigorously in 1978, while IBM may be more
nearly ready to consider settlements.
Other interesting trends in 1978 will
be th~. continued evolution of personal
and hobby computing, and probably a
resurgence of micrographics in novel
forms to support increased text processing. Though these will continue to
form relatively small parts of the industry, they will merit special attention
because of their possible implications
for larger markets.

evolving in the direction of data bases'
and networks.
The possibiJity of tying all these together seems reasonable to increasing
numbers of users. In response, vendors
of many kinds of data processing products are concentrating increasingly on
the manufacturing industry. During the
next few years the preeminent market
position of the manufacturing industry
is likely· to increase as the full potential
of manufacturing applications is finally
realized.
At the same time other markets continue to expand. The retail and banking
industries are not being revolutionized
overnight as some early forecasters of
electronic funds transfer predicted, but
growth of in-store computers and remote bank terminals is nevertheless
rapid. The regulatory climate seems to
be increasingly favorable to growth.
Revolution may in fact take place,
though over a long time.
Most other application areas will
also be growing at a reasonably healthy
rate in 1978. The improved price-performance levels that will squeeze some
vendors are good news to users, who
are responding with unprecedented
volumes of orders (and returning a
large quantity of older e-quipment,
further squeezing some vendors). But
there is no reason to .~eep for the dp
industry. As long as the nearly univer. sal adoption of network and data base
systems continues at its slow but colossal pace, and as long as new applications and media (voice, text, and image)
continue to appear, there is no lack of
long-range profit opportunity.

*

Applications

Across the board growth in applications of all sorts is likely for 1978, but
a few do seem to stand out.
The manufacturing industry, for
one, has for many years been the largest single consumer of computers, but
most of its dollars have gone into support applications (such as inventory
control, order entry, finance) rather
than into applications directly involving the manufactl,lring process.' Recently, however, control applications
have been growing sharply, with online microprocessors and minicomputers proliferating in manufacturing
plants of all kinds. At the same time
the use of interactive graphics in engineering design has been increasing, and
the support applications have been

Mr. Withington has directed Arthur
D. Little, Inc.'s computer industry
analysis activities for 14 years,
while serving as a consultant to
more than 100 organizations. He
has been one of Datamation's
contributing editors for eight
years, and is currently a visiting
professor at the Harvard Business
School.
Among his publications are four
books, the latest of which appears
this month: "The Environment for
Systems Programs," part of the
IBM-sponsored Systems Programming Series published by AddisonWesley.
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1978
DPBudgets
by Michael Cashman, Associate Editor

Lots of money flowing for everything except time-sharing and paper. We'd
infer that time-sharing and paper are dying, but everyone knows that nothing
ever completely dies in this industry.
If there's a big bad recession lurking
out there in ~978, somebody better get
to the dp budget authors fast. A survey of hundreds of dp installations
across the country shows that dp chiefs
are getting the go-ahead to bring, in
lots of additional hardware during the
coming year, hardware to support new
applications and to ease the growihg
pains of applications already in plflce.
The median increase in hardware
spending over 1977 among our respondents was in the neighborhood of
15 %. The money seems to be flowing,
no doubt caused by pent-up demand
for applications shelved during the
earlier (read shakier) years of the '70s.

There seems to be more money now
for things like uninterruptible power
systems-something considered a low
priority item until recently. Fully
three times as many shops will install
UPS systems in, the coming year as did
in 1977, and several companies are
spending money on this item in both
fiscal years. Additionally, eight times
as many companies plan to spend more
money on training during fiscal '78
than fiscal '77. Most of the rest will
spend at least as much as they did in
1977.
One place where fewer dollars will
be shared, however, is 'in outside timesharing services. There is unmistakable
evidence that companies are busy right
now, budgeting money for additional
in-house equipment to get away from
the outside time-sharing service umbilical.
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The number of companies allocating
more money for coqference attendance
and travel outnumbered others by two
to one., And even more surprising, those
companies planning to spend more
money in this area show an average
increase of a whopping 55%! Clearly,
most users think that traveling around
and finding out what others are doing
is well worth the effort-and the ex-

pense-and apparently upper management has been convinced of it as well.
Many companies are placing money
in the conversion/ consultant coffers,
too, indicating that an upgrade or conversion is in the works for the coming
year. This certainly makes sense: the
attractive price/ performance curves
recently announced by most manufacturers make switching to newer machines with vastly increased memory
sizes (and possibly more reliable technology) irresistible.
Possibly the greatest increase is in
personnel costs. The personnel cost is
always a large component of the total
dp budget and a 10% adjustment here
(not that uncommon) can sway budget percentages wildly. Yes, it looks
like there's a movement underway to
keep the dp departments ahead of the
subsiding inflation rate-at least for
now.
A surprising number of users seemed
to pencil in a straight 5 % to 8 %
greater allowance for media (excluding magnetic media). We're not sure
just what that means. That might. be
just about the anticipated media price
increase for the coming year over the
past one, but if that's so, it doesn't
sound like more paper will be used in
the shop this year-which seems like
heresy to suggest. Maybe users are
finally breaking the ties that bind them
to paper usage as they move into terminal! distributed processing.
Oddly enough, word processing
wasn't mentioned in as many questionnaires as it Was last year. We know
. DRTRMRTICN
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that particular movement isn't subsiding: this may just be a case of budget
determinations moving this money out
of the dp budget and more into administrative budgets.
Mustn't forget terminals and communications gear. Yes, again: lots of
dollars. Everybody knows distributed
processing is catching on, and it shows
up in the budget.
Many things show up in this year's
budget data. Not apparent, on the other hand, is how the budget data
showed up.
Generating non-random
numbers

. Frequently, one dp manager will
share budget data with another, but
this is difficult for them both since
neither knows if the other is counting

the same line items, amortizing purchased hardware in the same manner,
etc. DATAMATION is fortunate to be able
to skip some of those "apples and oranges" problems, however. The dp
budget data used here is gathered in
the same form from installations across
the country through the agency of our
Computer Executive User Panel, a
group of several hundred data processing managers who have agreed to help
in such fact-finding operations.
That isn't to say that the job of
comparing budgets becomes easy. The
managers are asked to spend a good
deal of time translating their budgets
into our form. We, in turn, spend a
good deal of time compiling the figures. Stray" unexplained values cause
some forms to be put aside. So does
missing data. Data for shops going
through massive conversions is also excluded from the number crunching.
Every reasonable precaution is taken

to ensure that the resulting information represents stable sites which process data as a service for the firms
which contain them. Sites on-line to
larger computer installations are not
included, nor are service bureaus, nor
installations where the bulk of the
work is purchased through serviCe
bureaus.
And once the batch of data has been
reduced to those budgets for stable,
conventional shops, then the real work
begins. The easy way to do it would be
to' add up all the dollar figures for
"data entry," for example, and divide
by the number of forms present. We
don't do it that way. The hard way to
do it would be to figure each budget
line item as a percentage of total
spending, then average the percentages. That's the tack we take .
The reason for doing it the hard way
is to keep the largest spenders in a
batch from overpowering the smaller

1978 SPENDING FOR HARDWARE & MAINTENANCE (Installation sizes determined by yearly spending on dp hardware & maintenance)
to $25K/year
(9 sites)

to $100K/year
(29 sites)

to $250K/year
'(26 sites)

to $500K/year
(9 Sites)

to $IM/year

Over $IM/year

;PERSONNEL'EXPENSES'
1,
Salaries & fringe benefits
1 Training
.'
jConferences &.travel .

61.8%
1.0%
0.6%

52.6%
0.4%
0.6%

46.3%
0.8%
0.5%

HARDWARE & MAINTENANCE

21.6%

32.9%

fSU PPLlES8&ACCESSORI ES"''''''''
! Supplies (forms, cards, etc.)
t". Magnetic media
(I Furniture & accessories

41.2%

37.9%

39.5%

37.7%

10.4%
0.1 %
0.2%

7.0%
0.5%
0.1 %

4.9%
0.4%
0.2%

5.1%
0.4%
1.5%

4.1%
0.6%
0.1 %

5.3%
0.2%
0.2%

(9 sites)
(8 sites)
I- - - - - - - - -
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L."~~~~~~~"~~~~~~~,~~~!~~Th!~."".""",,,,,,
""""",."",.,"";,,,
COMMUNICATIONS LINES
Data
Voice (if in same bUdget)
:pACKAGED"SOFTWARE""""""
, From mainframe vendor

".,,,9:,~,,,c,",,.""..,",,,,,,,,,,,. . ,.,,,,,"",, ..,,,,.,,,"=,,,,,,,*,'.M''''''''.'.~, ''''''''M,#,,,g,~,,~,'?9,,.".,,,.,,,,,,".,,,,,.,,,, .... ,,.,,,,,.,.,,,,,.,,""...

0.1%
0.2%

1.7%
0.1%

1.0%
0.2%

0.8%
0.6%

"",,,,,,. ,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,

2.7%
0.2%

,,,.,,,,,,<J.:~,~,,
6.0%
0.3%

"''' ,··,,'"·.',w,·.,,''''''·''''' .,· ...·.·."1

"~"""""'W",

0.3%

Fr<:>,'3U~"c:':P~''::''~''~~!'W,'0.'""'''"~.~.,:;~,~c,. ",;,,,.,,,,,,.",~;!,:2'~""''';"'M'''''''';'';;

OUTSIDE SERVICES
Time-sharing
Batch processing
Remote batch
Microfilm processing
Off'site data entry
Facilities Management
Consultants
Contract programming
Temporary on-site help

0.7%

TOTAL

0.3%

0.2%
0.2%

0.4%

0.2%
0.2%
1.3%

0.1%

0.3%

0.1%

0.3%
0.1%

0.6%
0.4%
0.1%

0.1%
0.1%
0.3%

0.4%
0.5%
0.1%

1.1%
0.4%
0.3%

0.1%
0.2%
0.1%

0.9%
0.2%

0.1%
0.2%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
1.8%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

1978 DP BUDGETS BY INSTALLATION SIZE (Installation sizes determined by yearly spending on dp hardware & maintenance)
to $25K/year

to $100K/year
(16 sites)

to $250K/year
(12 sites)

to $500K/year
(6 Sites)

to $IM/year
(8 Sites)

Over $IM/year
(6 sites)

'CENTRAL'''SITE'':,",''~;

\" Data entry··. '. i'

. ' •.•. .• •. • .

r ~~Wg~~:~ ~'!)e.rno"ry

COll1munications gear
Central site terminals '.. '
\ Computer Output Mic r()f.illl1
i .. Microfilm readers, etc.
f,Auxiliaryequipment •.......
,j '." Word . Processl'1g •..
ii.Other
central sIte hardware
", . ,.'
,"'<:'
::"';'~"w.,·"w,.

:'>.,n,·,", •.,.,' .,' • '.: ,.,,;::,,: ~, . ',< '"

"~~ ,••;",.;.,,:. "', ::; ", ', •• '~::. <

REMOTE SITES
Data entry
Computers & memory
Peripherals
Communications gear
Remote site terminals
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"",~ >.< ~,,>:..,:~, i ,.,:...

';ard~~'~

budget
.generally. .
not detai/ed.

,5.9%:
46.6%
37;8%

6.4%
41;6%
,,<34.7%
·. . . ·2.3%
3.7%

4.0
. ,P9 "
2.8'7'0

0.5~

: 0.1'7'0

3;4%
47.4%

39:~~

2.4~
0.7'7'0

1.3%:,

1.0%

0.2%
6.9%

1.8%
2.5%
1.3%
0.1%

,'. ~", :'~< ~ .. .", ~ .,:.;..", ,,:< .-".,:.:. ''' •• '''••;••••• ,'~" "'~

0.4%
1.5%

3.9%
0.6%
0.6%
0.1%
0.5%

2.1%

1;3%

0.5%
0.1%
10.7%
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Preparing a Budget
Due to space considerations, DATApublishes budgets in a compressed form, without showing the
thinking that went into them. Here is
a list of a few of those things that
should be considered when preparing
a dp budget.
1. A budget is a statement of expected costs necessary to meet a projected workload. No budget should
be prepared without a succinct statement of the projected workload and
any other assumptions on which the
budget is based. If you are anticipating the completion of a
contract, a new piece of
work, the end of a depreciation period on a
piece of purchased
equipment, midyear salary adjustments, or
whatever, the first couple of pages of your
budget should state aU
this clearly. Write these
down before the budget
is prepared and then
staple them to the budget when it is forwarded
to senior management
for approval.
2. If you are a senior
manager and required
to review and approve
a dp budget, check the
assumptions before you
look at the numbers. If
you sneak a peak at the
"'t's a very
final total, you'll be less
objective in evaluating each assumption and in determining that the list
of assumptions is exhaustive.
3. Over the years many computer
department managements have tended to collect dissimilar activities under a single budget heading. Some
computer shops still lump development and production personnel under
a single title, "programmer." The
trend is definitely away from such
groupings and a serious attempt
should be made to budget production
and maintenance, development, preliminary systems analysis, and education and training as separate line
items. Further, a summary of the
hardware budget should .prorate your
equipment pool into a similar series
of budget categories.
The annual preparation and submission of a budget is an opportunity
to educate management and lay the
groundwork for meaningful discussions leading to the establishment of
management policy. If you hide your
contributions to SHARE in the programming budget and lump all the
MATION
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travel items together, you fail to exploit' that educational opportunity.
4. When actually preparing the
budget spread sheet, show any rates
or percentages explicitly down in the
budget detail. If you assume the cost
of paper is going up another 10% or
that your wage adjustments will be
4 % at the beginning of the year and
another 4% at midyear, explicitly
show these percentages on your bud.:.
get worksheet. Then if you wish to
make a different set of assumptions
and rework your budget, or if you

ment from a vendor that expired, or
if your vendor is healthy but has discontinued your product line, you'd
better start talking to your management about the costs of conversion.
You should establish some programming standards that ease the cost of
conversion to a viable vendor or another product line and put some conversion dollars in your budget nowso you can start to convert before
you are forced to by lack of parts,
service, or some catastrople. Even
if the controller doesn't approve
your request for con-'
version dollars the first
year you ask for them,
at least you will have
opened the matter for
discussion.
7. Budget time provides a good opportunity to discuss insurance
coverage with your controller. Most big companies have a blanket
insurance policy that
covers office equipment.
There are options that
cover the costs of moving equipment or proc@
z
essing outside in the
o
case of a catastrophe,
and that insure your
!<c storage media. Since
controllers are not us@
ually skilled in data
processing, and since
budget ... '"
data processing managers are not usually skilled in insurance, the budget provides an opportunity for you to review your
insurance coverage and explain to
your controller the risks that· 'should
be covered.
8. Some firms have found it desirable to prepare an annual report
to accompany next year's budget. The
annual report would highiight the accOinplishments of the current year,
provide some statistics on volume,
and summarize in one concise form
the machine and people resources
covered by the budget. The first annual report is a chore to prepare. Subsequent annual reports are a breeze
since you have 12 months to collect
the proper data. A senior executive
seeing a report on the current year,
accompanied by a budget for the
forthcoming year, is delighted because it gives him an opportunity to
meaningfully discuss what was done
with last year's money and why you
deserve more for next year.

~

new installation operating on a very small

wish to compare "actual" versus
"estimated" when discussing a budget overrun, the percentages will be
available for all to see and interpret.
5. Unless you are the federal government, your annual purchases of
equipment probably don't average
out. So you need to give some consideration to the replacement of depreciated equipment. Some controllers like to see depreciation shown
explicitly, whereas others prefer a
cash budget. Ideally there would be
a cash charge exactly equivalent to
the depreciation and the controller
would invest this money so there
would be enough set aside in the depreciation account to replace equipment when it became obsolete.
If· you are on a cash budget, also
beware of setting rates for services
based on the actual cash outlay because your rates will get so low that
you will never be able to afford to
retire a piece of obsolete equipment.
If you're not careful, you'll soon be
running a museum.
6. If you bought a piece of equip-

-Robert L. Patrick
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ones. Now the figures presented are as .
valid for representing the installations
at the low end of the ranges as for
those at the high end. It's more work,
but it's worth it.
In the end, the figures must be read
with the same degree of care applied in
compiling them. It is definitely not true
that an average of 5.0% spending for
some item represents a range from
4.0% to 6.0%; more likely the true
range is from zero to 10%. Yes, we
could supply the mean deviations from
the averages, but these are meaningless
for small samples too. Our goal is not
to satisfy the statisticians, but to learn
what a typical budget looks like for
each machine size category.
The results of our labors appear in
the tables. Notice especially that the
groupings are decided by total yearly
expenditure for hardware and maintenance-not monthly hardware expenditures, not total yearly budget. Those
spending under $25,000/year on hardware are likely to be minicomputer
sites. The next category, up to
$100,000/year, most often has a maximinicomputer-or whatever they are
now called-but may have an IBM System/3 or another small business computer. The "up to $250KI year" category generally is large enough for an
IBM 370/138, sometimes for a multiple
System/3 shop.
By .the time one reaches the next
category, up to $500K/year, he is in
the big time. Since the average hardware percentage for that class of shop
is listed as just under 38%, simple
arithmetic tells us that an installation
could be spending well over $1.3 million and still fit nicely. Computers
found here include the IBM 360150,
Univac 1100/20, and HIS 64120.
Then, although a single IBM 3701
158 can more than fill the bill for the
"up to $1 M year" classification, it is
equally likely that multiple smaller
machines will be found in dp departments spending that much money.
The top is represented simply as the
"over $lM/year" slot. Some of the
sites supplying us data spend several
times that amount on hardware, as
much as ten times that figure for their
total budgets.
Finally, in using the data, remember
that the bigger sample sizes provide
more reliable measures than the smaller ones, and that none of the numbers
are firm enough to bet your shop (or
job) on. They definitely are, though, a
reasonable benchmark to judge any
budget against. If a site's expenditures
are way out of synch with these, there
may be very valid reasons for the
differences-but the manager ought to
:If:
know what those reasons are.

Introducing
Bit Pad.
The new,
low-cost digitizer for
small computer systems.
Bit Pad is the newest product from Summagraphics, the leading
producer of professional digitizers. I t has a small 11-iflCh active area and
a small $555 price tag. But the list of applications is as big as your
imagination.
Better than a joystick or keyboard for entering graphic information,
it converts any point on a page, any vector, any distance into its digital
equivalents. I t's also a menu for data entry. You assign a value, or an
instruction to any location on the pad. At the touch of a stylus, it's
entered into your system.
Who can use it? Anyone from the educator and the engineer to the
hobbyist and the computer games enthusiast. The data structure is
byte oriented for easy compatibility with small computers, so you can
add a power supply, stand-alone display, cross-hair cursor and many
other options.
$1,000.00 creativity prize. You can also add $1,000.00 to your
bank account as a reward for your inventiveness. Just write an article
on an original Bit Pad application and submit it to any national
small-computer periodical. I f the editors publish it - and the decision
is solely theirs - Summagraphics will pay you $1,000.00. Contact
Summagraphics for rules concerning this offer.

CIRCLE 114 ON READER CARD
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Cluster your entries se

everybody wins. Mainly you.
You run a wholesale business. Two locations, 3000 customers
and growing. But rather than hire more order clerks, you puta computer in your main office. Trouble is, feeding it orders keeps your
clerks queued up, your direct line tied up, and your computer idling
while your slowest operator taps out 30 words a minute.
We have a solution: A system that features our newest
Dataspeed ® 40 terminals clustered on a common controller in each
of your two locations. Information is entered on a simple keyboard,
with your own display forms to guide the operator, then held until all
corrections are made and your computer is ready to receive it. Saves
time. Avoids billing and shipping errors. Helps reduce inventory.
Improves your cash flow.
.
Solving problems in data communications is an all-out commitment of the Bell System. If you haven't talked systems with your
local Bell Account Representative lately, you're missing something.

The system is the solution.

@)

Bell ....:"~'ro~

Infoton's new generation of low price terminals does it all. The incredibly
versatile 200 and 400 give you a choice of options unmatched in the industry.
Model 200 is a beautiful example. It is a Teletype compatible terminal
with roll or page mode of operation. A detachable keyboard of solid state
construction guarantees 100 million operations ... ten times the performance
of most mechanical keyboards. And the keyboard comes in five different
configurations plus export versions to suit users' unique requirements. Other
outstanding features include 9 x 9 dot matrix, addressable cursor, EIA and
current loop interfaces and non-destructive forward and back spacing.
The 400 has everything the 200 has ... and more. Built around the Z-80
microprocessor, it allows software desig ners
to expand programs as needed without
additional hardware. Capabilities include
complete formating and editing with block
mode transmission. Also character mode
for normal log-in procedures or straight
character operation.
Last but not least. Both the 200 '
and 400 have prices among the lowest in the
industry. Only $795 and $1,095
respectively in quantities of 100. r
Write or call for full details.

mlnfoton
Second Avenue, Burlington, MA 01803
(617) 272-6660

For full facts, just contact any of the Infoton offices below:
New York, NY (516) 368-4005 • Washington, DC (301) 840-9270·
Atlanta, GA (404) 393-2057· Houston, TX (713) 932-1365· Los Angeles, CA (213) 796-9940
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HighTechnology
Trade with the Communists
by William C. Norris

With the right kind of cooperation between government and industry, the
U.S. can benefit greatly from East-West trade and still control the risks.
The gut issue in high technology trade
with the Communists is jobs versus
military risk. In today's atmosphere,
however, attention is focused almost
entirely on military risk with little 'or
rio apparent cOQsideration given to the
new jobs that can flow from increased
trade.
Yet the nation's number one problem is unemployment .. Not only are
more jobs needed, but almost as important, more skilled jobs. The unemployment problem will become even more
critical as in the next 10 years another
20,000,000 new jobs will be required.
This will be the largest increase in any
decade in our history; 13,000,000 were

to review an export case with Dept .. of
Defense officials will best make this
point. During the meeting it was emphasized that jobs should be considered
as well as military risk. The chairman
of the meeting, a high defense official,
tersely responded: "Our responsibility
is national security and defense and if
you think we are going to give any
consideration in our deliberations of
defense about jobs, I can tell you that
we ain't! That is someone else's responsibility!" When asked whose re-

sponsibility, he didn't answer.
Another serious deficiency in the
administration of export controls is the
lack of positive initiative. The main
thrust is to shoot down applications as
opposed to working with industry to
devise ways of making them acceptable. This is in contrast to European
and Japanese government procedures
that assist industry in every reasonable
way.
A third weakness is in the methods
used to 'establish guidelines. One cri-

The main thrust of
controls is to shoot down
applications, not to make
them acceptable.
created in the last i 0 years, for instance .
. When more jobs are so badly
needed, particularly by the minority
young, why the apparent indifference
to increasing high technology trade
with the Communists?
Export controls

One reason is that there are serious
deficiencies in the administration of
U.S. export controls. High on the list
of deficiencies is the lack of means for
adequate consideration of factors other
than military risk. An actual experience that occurred in a 1976 meeting
January, 1978

William C. Norris, founder, chairman and Chief executive officer of Control
Data Corp., in recent years has become known as a vocal innovator and activist on several public issues: East-West trade, the role of technology in
solving major social problems, corporate social responsibility, and unemployment. Especially as it foredooms the future of urban minority youth, Mr. Norris
regards unemployment as the most serious dilemma that society must deal
with over the next decade.
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TRADE WITH
COMMUNISTS
terion is the demonstrated Communist
capability. In other words, if the Communists already have it, the ,U.S. can
attempt to sell them the equivalentwhereas to be successful, U.S. industry
should be offering what is not available. Current policy, therefore, locks
U.S. firms into a losing marketing
strategy.
Product export guidelines are also

stood.
Obviously these methods produce
unnecessarily conservative guidelines
which cause the loss of significant export business and, in turn, jobs.
In addition to unnecessary conservatism in guidelines, control procedures are haphazard, cumbersome,
time.:consuming, and subject to political moods. They are expensive both
for industry and government.
Distaste for Communism

Obfuscating the administration of
export controls, and, even more important, the formulation of appropriate
export control legislation, is the. influence of those who are in opposition to
virtually any form or degree of East/
West trade. There are enough of
these persons in government, business,
media, and elsewhere to generate inappropriate legislative controls and sidetrack many important positive actions.
These people do not understand the
technical aspects and are not interested
in them. Instead, they often employ
scare tactics with arguments based
~=~=~~* more on emotion than on reason. Frequently they make their case by citing
Lenin's prophecy that Western businessmen will sell the Communists the
rope with which to hang the West. Or
that for a few bucks U.S. business is
willing to expose the country to serious
risk. And computers are called "electronic brains" to connote a sinister potential.
The influence of these people has
been enhanced disproportionately by
the media's greater coverage of some
of their bizarre positions. One example
is that of my company's application for
an export license to deliver a 10 year
old 7600 computer to the Soviet
Union's Hydrometeorological Center.
..: An avalanche of adverse publicity built
. up while the application was in process. It was triggered by a highly misleading Jack Anderson column that
had a $13. million electronic brain
turned against us to track U.S. missiles,
planes, and submarines, as well as to
decode sensitive U.S. intelligence transmissions. Facts were supplied to Anderson both before and after his article
appeared: a single 7600 could not be
turned against us in a meaningful way
to accomplish what he said. We asked
based largely on U.S. intelligence asthat a correction be made. Response
sessments of Communist technology.
zero. Anderson's article also set off
From first-hand observations of techspeeches in Congress and reprints in
nology in a number of areas, we at
the Congressional Record.
Control Data can say that these assessThis kind of emotion preempts
ments are in many cases inaccurate,
thoughtful policy formulation, which
incomplete, and outdated. Further, inwould not only take into account the
, dustry-which is often more realistic
adversary position of the Communist
in its assessments-has been denied diand U.S. societies, but also seek benerect participation in establishing guidefits to be. derived by the U.S. In other
lines. Compounding the problem of inwords, it is totally negative.
sufficient information, there is also the
A more basic reason for the indiffertendency to restrict what isn't underence to increasing Communist trade is
_ _-'Lor
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the lack of perception of the role of
technology in the economic process by
most of ,our political leaders and iri
turn 'by the general public. More specifically, it is not widely understood
that new jobs are derived from the
application of ,technology. Instead,
many people associate technology
more with productivity improvement,
which to them means loss of jobs. Frequently another reaction from just the
use, of the word "technology" is that
people turn off with the attitude that
technology is for the longhairs-don't
bother me. And, more recently, technology has been thought of by some as
a synonym for pollution and dehumanization.
Indifference of business

Another, important uncerlying reason for the lack of impetus in high
technology trade is the indifference of
business toward unemployment and

"Technology" has been
thought of as a synonym
for pollution and
dehumanization.
other major societal problems. For too
long business has been preoccupied doing the things that are most profitable
and leaving the solutions to most of
society's major problems as the responsibility of government. Meanwhile,
these problems are growing to disastrous proportions.
For example, one of the most serious societal problems, closely related to
unemployment, is the development of
, more abundant and less costly sources
of energy. Our economy is utterly dependent on cheap and readily available
gas and oil for energy. Within 20 to 30
years, world production of these will
begin to fall off. Considering that 15 to
20 years are required to get meaningful
results from the average new development, there is precious little time available to avoid disaster.
There are many other major societal
problems crying for more attention.
These include energy conservation, environmental protection, less costly
food production, water conservation,
revitalization of inner cities, better
education, and better health care.
Solutions to this array of major .societal problems will in the long run
provide millions of jobs which must be
viewed as a part of a systematic route
to solving the unemployment problem.
But timely solutions require massive
technological resources, far beyond
what the United States or any other
single country can niarshal. For this
reason, and because the problems are
global in nature, the answer is cooperation with other countries, including the
Soviet Union.
DRTRMRTION

Technological cooperation

The potential for technological cooperation with the Soviet Union is very
great. Though efforts thus far have
been limited, significant results have
been achieved from several U .S./ Soviet cooperative research projects. Two
important projects in the field of energy are in magneto-hydrodynamics and
fusion energy.
Magnetohydrodynamics, which is
more often referred to as "MHD," is a
process to improve the efficiency of
electricity generation. Efficiency increases are expected initially to be in
the 20% to 40% range, ultimately
reaching more than 50%.
The joint U.S./Soviet MHD R&D program is based on the complementary
nature of developments in the two
countries. One immediate result was
the saving of more than $150 million
to the U.S. through the joint use of a
Soviet test facility. In addition, the de-

Solutions to societal
problems require resources
beyond what any single
country can marshal.
velopment of MHD is progressing faster
and with less risk of technical failure
than if the two countries had worked
independently.
The joint fusion project started in
1974 is based on a breakthrough by
Soviet scientists. The information and
technology exchange that has been accomplished thus far has been very useful to the U.S. laboratories engaged in
fusion work.
In addition to this project in fusion,
there is a joint conceptual research and
study program being carried out under
an agreement signed last July by the
Electric Power Research Institute and
a Soviet institute.
Beyond the energy field there is
great potential for advancing scientific
computing which has virtually plateaued in the U.S. due to lack of R&D
funds.
In the U.S.S.R., a gap persists between' the creation of knowledge, in
the form of theory and mathematics,
and the application and refinement of
that knowledge through computer
modeling, data reduction, and intensive calculation. The gap is partly traditional-Soviet research has been
theoretical and somewhat isolated
from industry and practical application
-but, in many cases, it is unavoidable
-the U.S.S.R. does not have access to
hardware of sufficient power to perform the necessary calculations.
'With this background apd manpower already available in the U.S.S.R.,
there could be a resurgence of scientific computing advances through a cooperative U.S./U.S.s.R. effort that
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would include making larger computers available for Soviet use under
appropriate conditions.
These three examples provide a
glimpse of the tip of the Soviet iceberg
of technology that could be of enormous potential benefit to the U.S.
through cooperative efforts. The iceberg has resulted from the Soviet
Union having more scientists and engineers at work than any other country.
A recent Rand Corp. report cites a
steady growth in Soviet attention to
basic and applied research, and shows
that in 1965, U.S. scientific and technical personnel sto.od a~ 498,000, compared to between 599,000 and 682,000
for the Soviets. "No subsequent events
have occurred," according to the Ra~d ,
report, "that would indicate a degradation in the favorable numbers position
of the Soviet Union." In 1975, the
U.S.S.R. graduated 260,000 engineers
and scientists-five times the number
graduating that year from U.S.
schools.
The broader aspect of the need for
more technological cooperation between the U.S. and the Soviet Union is
the growing complementary nature of
technical efforts in the two countries.
Government studies show that in the
last 10 years spending for R&D in the
U.S. has decreased. Whereas the U.S.
once did about 50% of the R&D in the
world, it is now doing only about 20%.
Also, expenditures for R&D have
slipped to 2% of Gross National Product from more than 3 % in 1965. In
the Soviet Union it is 3 %. The greatest
part of the decrease in U.S. spending is
in research aimed at finding new products as opposed to more emphasis in
quick payoff development. On the
other hand, the Soviet Union is emphasizing research, so there is opportunity for the U.S., through cooperation, to close a serious gap in its program.
But for a number of reasons the
potential of this vast storehouse of Soviet technology is not widely perceived
in the United States.
First, most of it is not industrially
proven technology. Second, because of
Soviet ineffectiveness in moving technology from the laboratory to industry, the quality of the research itself is
deemed to be inferior. One reason for
the ineffectiveness is a lack of incentive
in the Communist system for scientists
to sell their research results. Compounding this misperception in the
U.S. are the widespread "not invented
here" and anti-Communist attitudes
that cause any excuse for downgrading
Soviet technology to be seized upon
and amplified.
'
Therefore the problems of tapping
this vast potential aren't going to be
solved until there is a fundamental
change in U.S. business objectives that

includes a much greater initiative in
addressing our major societal problems. Soviet technology isn't particularly needed-nor is it suitable-for doing the things we already do well:
manufacturing more cars, more television sets, or more snowmobiles. But it
is needed in helping to find alternate
sources of energy and timely solutions
to other serious problems.
High technology products

Even though technological cooperation offers great benefits to the U.S. in

the long term, there are significant
benefits to be derived from the sale of
high technology products to the Commimist Bloc as well.
With more positive initiatives, including moderate relaxation in export
control guidelines and close cooperation between business and government,
high technology exports to these countries would grow to several $billions
per year and create hundreds of thousands of U.S. jobs.
In fact, in the cOI~puter industry
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TRADE WITH
COMMUNISTS
alone, it is estimated that the sales of
larger computers and peripherals for
u.s. companies could in 10 years build
to an annual level representing 150,000 jobs.
This is not wishful thinking. Indeed,
similar increases have occurred in the
past whtm export controls were relaxed. Let me cite just one of many
examples. From the end of World War
II through most of the 1960s, the U.S.
government prohibited the export of
Caterpillar earth-moving equipment to
the U.S.S.R. and Eastern Europe. In
the latter part of the '60s, export controls over tractors to these countries
were relaxed. Immediately thereafter,
sales of Caterpillar tractors and· other
earth-moving equipment to those countries skyrocketed, thereby creating
thousands of jobs for Americans.
The message to relax export controls
is made more urgent by taking into
,account that expansion of our work
force in the future will occur in smaller
increments-because of progress in
automation. For example, total employment today in our highly automated semiconductor industry is only
100,000. For the coal mining industry
it is about 200,000. But coal mining employment ,25 years ago was
400,000. Both industries illustrate that
new automated production facilities
require ever-decreasing numbers of
employees.
In, addition to creating jobs, Communist trade would benefit the U.S.
balance of payments. High technology
products, plus agricultural products,
account for the bulk of U.S. exports
today. Therefore, it is particularly important at this time, with trade deficits
mounting, to exert every reasonable
effort to increase exports.
High technology exports can also
produce other' benefits. I will cite two
examples, both involving computers.
If the Soviet Union had access to
more powerful computers for oil discovery and recovery, oil production
could be increased within that country.
Production of easy-to-recover oil is
slowing and more efficient processes
for recovery from known reservoirs are
needed, as well as in discovering and
recovering oil in new areas.
One of the major differences be ..
tween pessimistic and optimistic estimates of world petroleum supplies is
lSoviet production. Hence, Soviet production is important to the United
.States. Lack of adequate internal production could turn the Soviet Union
into a major competitor for' oil in
world markets.
The second example is the potential
for stimulating progress in many of the
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47 joint projects that have been established . under the U.S./U.S.S.R. cooperative agreement signed in 1972
and extended for five years in 1977.
These projects include basic and applied research problems in earthquake
prediction, arctic and subarctic ecological systems, influence of environmental change on climate, large scale
ocean/ atmosphere interaction, and
pollution. Contributions to progress on
such far-reaching world problems by
the' Soviet Union are hindered by lack
of adequate large scale computing resources.
Hence it would be in U.S. interests
to make larger computers available
under appropriate conditions for oil
exploration and recovery and· for the
joint U.S./U.S.S.R. projects.
So much for the benefits from exports. What about the risks? There are
two categories: commercial and military~

Commercial risks

Export of technology is really the
only area where there are significant
commercial risk issues. Clearly there is
risk that the sale of current technology
abroad could create competition back
here at home if the resulting products

With serious and rational
efforts by business arid
government, 'the risks' can
be managed.
are imported into the U.S. An example
is Japanese products that are based on
U.S. know-how and now sold in the
U.S. But with technology exchange,
that is a two:-edged sword.
Other countries with serious unemployment problems are striving to
maximize local manufactur'e. Couple
that with the fact that there is virtually
no technqlogy today that is exclusive
to the U':S. and we readily conclude
that if· we don't help those countries
meet their know-how needs, other
countries will. Then we lose three
ways. We lose the value of the knowhow, we suffer product competition in
world markets, and we don't get knowhow in return that could be· the basis
for greater competitive thrust for U.S.
industry in those same world markets.
Military risks

.

The main points in assessing military
risk include the following:
i. The Soviet military is well-endowed and has first call on Comm~nist
supplies of everything needed.
2. The Soviet Union military;' like
that of the United States, avoids dependency on foreign supplies and suppliers.
3. Classified U.S. military technology is under complete control.

Military risk assessment, then, boils
down to those few industrial technologies where there is significant potential military benefit and where the
U.S. has a monopoly. The only practical approach is to make a determination based primarily on what the U.S.
gets in return. If we get a significant
technology in return, then we have
profited more than the other country,
because we are much more effective in
transforming know-how into products
and in marketing them.
There is also risk in not furnishing
,the desired technology and products.
Without doubt, U.S. export controls
have forced the acceleration of the development of· the Communists' computer'industry, thus causing economic
and military capability to be created at
earlier. dates and outside of our controL
So the best answer for the United
States is cooperation, either through
direct exchange of technology, or indirectly through joint projects or jointly owned companies.
Through joint activities it is possible
to share permanently in local markets
and have an adequate degree of control. Frequently in joint projects or
jointly owned companies, it is practicable-even desirable~to retain
some of the product component production in the United States. The joint
activity can carrY on related research
and development and ihis technology
can flow back to the United States.
It should also be noted again that
joint activities have the advantage that
the U.S. partner has a considerable
degree of control and, of course,
knowledge of what is going on.
, For high technology products the
U.S. should continue to require the
maintepance of reasonable visibility to'
help assure that Soviet usage is limited
to agreed-upon purposes. This has
been proved feasible in the case of
computers, and no diversions have occurred.
Technological balance achieved by
cooperation is the answer~not technological protectionism as embodied in
the recent Dept. of Defense interim
policy on the transfer of technology.
That reactionary dictum calls on the
Dept.pf Commerce to formulate procedures to control critical technology
to
destinations, and could even affect a company's relationship with its
own subsidiaries abroad, .including
those in frien'dly countries.
Ultimately, technology is our' greatest national resource and as such mer- '
its the most thoughtful response possible by both business and government,
particularly in· these times of growing
military and economic competition in
the world. Consequently, a policy
should not be established in the narrow
confines of military strategy risks to

'all
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the U.S. It should be clear, consistent,
and based on an analysis of the total
risks versus the total benefits to be
gained for the U.S. on a worldwide
basis.
Summary

factors are properly weighed in considering technology policies. This is not
achievable in a review involving only
representatives of the departments of
the executive branch of the government.
It is clear that as long as this nation
has a healthy economy, it will never
fall to Communism, either from within
or from abroad. But economic disorder, with widespread unemployment
and consequent disillusionment with
our economic system, would be an entirely different and threatening setting.
If the U.S. had all of the resources
to satisfy its economic needs, solve its
social problems, and otherwise control

its destiny in this shrinking world, the
case for doing business with the Communists would not be compelling. But
that is not the way things are. For the
first time in many generations this
country does not have all the resources
to provide timely solutions to its major
problems. Consequently solving them
may prove much more challenging
than containing military aggression.
Finally then, it seems to me that
with serious and rational efforts by
business and government working together great benefits can be realized
from expanded high technology trade
with the Communists, and with man:f;:
ageable risk.

There are many other problems in
high technology trade with the Communists that are important, but I am
convinced that there are reasonably
straightforward solutions to all of them
when viewed in the context of the benefits to the U.S. in increasing high technology trade.
A national policy is needed that fosters the export of virtually any industrial product or technology under appropriate conditions. The thrust must - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - ..- ....- .....
be expansion and not constriction. The
burden of administration is primarily
the determination of minimum appropriate conditions.
For products, appropriate conditions are that they will be used for
industrial purposes with reasonable
visibility on usage during the life of the
product. Only those products or services embodying the most highly advanced technology would be scrutinized.
For technology, the major criterion
is an appropriate balance between each
other country and the U.S. Certainly
between the U.S. and the Soviet Union
it should be equal. Most technology
transfers would occur under a blanket
agreement negotiated between governments. Once the blanket agreement is
in place, then U.S. companies proceed
to establish projects in the traditional
manner.
The normal approach for the export
of, current industrial technologies
would be that of receiving technology
of equivalent value in return for that
Announcing the immediate Oranetz, Oigitech, Atlantic Reexported, or the establishment of joint
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IsThere A Japan, Inc2
by Edward K. Yasaki, Far East Editor

Can Japanese combines crack foreign computer markets? Will their government partners finance their excursion to the U.S. in 1978?
Does the Japanese computer industry, known for its high technology,
wrapped in anticompetitive combines,
and strongly supported by its government, represent an imminent threat to
the U.S. computer'industry and fo
U.S. computer vendors? Is there really
a "Japan, Inc." looming over our western horizon, ready to do battle with
IBM and the rest of the world?'Not
according to the Japanese there isn't.
Not yet.
A funny thing happened to them on
their way to the U.S. marketplace with
their homegrown computers, they say.
Their chief rival, IBM, went around
cutting prices on its big-ticket items,
making life difficult for the competition. What's significant is that this
lucky break for computer users occurred before the Japanese could arrive with any low-priced alternatives.
But the Japanese are coming. And
you can take that to the bank. Just
don't hold your breath.
"Our computer market is saturating,
so we want to export," says Dr. Kohei
Amo, general manager of the Medium
106

and Large-Scale Computer Div. of Toshiba (Tokyo Shibaura Electric). But
Amo, who has a doctorate in electrical
engineering from Stanford Univ. that
he got under a Fulbright scholarship,
knows the Japanese main framers have
a tough sell in the American market.
He's not alone. Hitachi's executive
managing director, Katsushige Mita,
thinks it will be 10 years or more before the Japanese are active in international markets. He adds that they're
still trying to figure out how to handle
domestic sales. .
"They still have a long way to go,"
agrees Martin L. Zapf, president of
Burroughs in Japan. Noting that it's an
entirely different game from trying to
sell calculators or tv sets, he says the
problem is software. "And there the
Japanese manufacturers are still lacking in competitiveness. Perhaps they
can catch up, I don't know."
Interviews with executives of J apanese mainframe companies indicate a
decided interest in international markets and a recognition that software is,
indeed, the major problem. Of course

Hitachi got around this by selling its
new mainframe through San Franciscobased Hel Corp. With this move, Hitachi also avoided the problem of marketing and all the support activity that
. must go along with it. And marketing,
says Fujitsu's Takuma Yamamoto, is
seen as the most difficult problem for
his company too as it eyes foreign
markets.
Financing and marketing
problems

Nor do the Japanese take lightly the
matter of financing an expanded marketing effort. Hitachi's Mita cites the
example of General Electric, which he
says had the engineering capability but
not the financial muscle to. continue in
the mainframe business. As GE formerly did, Hitachi relies on computer revenues for only a small portion of its
sales,and Mita thinks it will be necessary for them to generate the money
internally in order to finance their
sales.
In contrast, Fujitsu would prefer to
find a partner abroad which would be
J:J R T RMR TI 0 N

able to help with the financing and
marketing, perhaps with software development as well.
To reduce the burden of financing
rental machines in the domestic market, the Japanese vendors had earlier
formed JECC, the Japan Electronic
Computer Co. An attempt was made
to get JECC, or an organization like it,
to finance rentals for exports. But that
idea apparently has been scrapped. So
that leaves the government, right?
Wrong.
According to Teruaki M,izunoue,
deputy general manager of the Machinery and Information Industries
Bureau at the powerful Ministry of
International Trade and Industry
(MITI), the nation must emphasize im-:ports, not exports. And so the government is not considering any financial
support for the industry's export effort.
To, date, Japanese mainframe makers have derived little revenue from
international markets. Fujitsu's Yamamoto says computer exports are no
more than 5 % of total Japanese computer production, and most of that is
accounted for by shipments of IBM
Japan. His own company, which
makes portions of the Amdahl Corp.
mainframe, is the leader among Japanese mainframers.
Fujitsu derived slightly more than
10% of its computer-related revenues
from exports in its latest fiscal year. No
other mainframer exceeded 5%. Fujitsu's total sales came to $1.184 billion,
of which computer-related products
accounted for $865 million. Of exports
totaling $135 million in that period,
$97 million were for computers, or
slightly more than 10%. That's a total
of 401 mainframes and minicomputers, including shipments to Amdahl.
Europe took 150 of them, Asia and
Australia an additional 117, North
America 88, South and Central America 46. According to a separate source,

the goal is to generate from 20% to
30% of dp sales from exports during
fiscal 1980, at which time total dp
sales are reportedly targeted at more
than double these of 1976.
But Yamamoto, who is the corporate managing director and general
manager of Computer Systems at Fujitsu, says, "We have no definite plans
for the future," and no strategy regarding exports. He gives the impression,
however, that he is none too happy
with the way things are going with the
firm's marketing efforts abroad, and
that things are being held in abeyance
until a reevaluation is completed.
Hitachi's Mita was equally noncommittal. The company had only recently
shipped its first mainframe to Itel
Corp. Such oem sales, he said, are
easier than end user sales, but they
produce relatively smaller profits. He
prefers a balance between the two, noting that a reliance on strictly oem sales
can keep a manufacturer too distant
, from the user and too isolated from his
needs.
He says he sees the U.S. and Communist countries as attractive markets.

communications and derives only
about a fourth of its revenues from
computers. In the current fiscal year,'
about 4% of dp sales will come from
exports, according to Dr. Yoshiteru
Ishii, general manager, Edp Planning
Office. And in five years that will rise
gradually to about 10%, most of that
in oem sales. "From Nippon Electric's
standpoint," he says, "I don't think it's
an easy matter to export computers."

Small systems first

Hitachi has had an order for three
large-scale systems from the People's
Republic of China, valued at some $10
million. But it's the type of sale that the
U.S. government has veto power over.
Mita says there's a need to change the
U.S. attitude toward sales to such
countries. "They're too nervous" about
such things, he adds.
A third industry powerhouse is Nippon Electric, which is very strong in

The company is most active in small
systems, pursuing this market
in Thailand and Singapore, but looking
to expand to Hong Kong and Taiwan.
It establishedNEc Singapore last April,
a subsidiary that appoints and services
sales agents in each country, agents
who must provide applications programs and perform'the maintenance.
NEC, which has small office systems
with a communications capability that
sell for $30K to $150K, hopes to begin
selling them in the U.S. in 1978. Dr.
Ishii says they are trying to find sales
reps here, either a systems house or a
software company. Through its recently established subsidiary, NEC Information Systems Inc., Lexington, Mass.,
the firm is also selling peripherals and
terminals to oem's.
A major customer has been Honeywell, with whom NEC has long had
technical tie-ups. Honeywell Australia
has been selling the small business machine, the System/100, and more than
1,000 NEC disc drives have been
shipped from there to other Honeywell
subsidiaries in France, Italy, and the
U.K., in addition to HIS.
That still leaves large systems sales,
an activity that Ishii admits could more
eaSIly be initiated in Asia than in the
U.S. "But still a problem is money for
rentals and for systems support," he
sighs., He says they haven't considered

The author' interviewed Mr. T. Mizunoue; deputy director of M ITI's Machinery and
Information Industries Bureau (center) and Mr. K. Ito, division chief of MITI's Electronic Policy Div. (right). From them he learned of the country's export dilemma:
hoping to sell its computer technology abroad, the nation is suddenly faced with
emphasizing imports, not exports.

Takuma Yamamoto,' Fujitsu's corporate
managing director and general manager
of Computer Systems, says that computer exports represent no more than 5% of
Japan's computer production;
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The Japanese export no
more than 5% of their
computer production-and
most of that is from IBM
Japan.
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finding a joint venture partner in the
States to sell NEC mainframes, adding
that he doesn't foresee such an alliance
in the next few years.
Toshiba is beginning its internation-

al forays with the installation of a meaium-scale Acos 600 series machine at
a government ministry in Iraq, hoping
to add one or two more in that country
before expanding its marketing efforts
to neighboring nations. The company's
Dr. Amo notes that it takes a lot of
hardware and software support with

each installation, and so they must use
their resources intelligently. He said
they also want to talk to Honeywell
Bull in France, regarding sales to them
on an oem basis. Systems sales to
Southeast Asian nations, he added,
also look attractive.
In the U.S., however, they will start

IMPORT,PROCESS, EXPORT
Before the Japanese mainframe manufacturers were able to establish a
presence in the U.S. market, they
began hearing the beginnings of what
they perceive to be anti-Japanese sentiments in the U.S. Fujitsu's Takuma
Yamamoto is especially critical of
IBM board chairman Frank Cary's
comments about competition from
Japan, as well as claims by others that
the Japanese semiconductor industry
is about to drive the American producers from their home market.
These, he says, are off the mark.
The Japanese are sensitive to criticism from Washington, following the
experiences of others with exports of
textiles, steel, tv sets, and the like. Of
late, however, Japan is not only seeing more of its export markets being
closed off, but also losing business to
competitors from other nations.
Once the world leader in shipbuilding, it is seeing this business taken
away by companies in Yugoslavia,
Formosa, and South Korea, where
wages are lower and where knowhow is almost on a par with Japan. A
recent report states that Japanese
shipbuilders were operating at only
68% of their 1974 levels and are
losing out in bidding for new contracts.
Thus a nation unable to rest on its
laurels must find other ways to keep
its labor force fruitfully employed.
The Japanese are hopeful that its
prowess in computer technologies is
one that cannot readily be replicated
by developing nations.
This predicament was perhaps best
expressed by Hiroshi Kumagai, a
member of the Japanese parliament
(the Diet). The 37 year-old Senator,
tracing the last 100 years of his country's history" points out that Japan
has depended for its livelihood on
trade-importing raw materials,' processing them, and exporting' products. But, he notes, many developing
countries are catching up with them.
And so Japan must find products that
require sophistication in the processing phase.
Kumagai, the first deputy chief of
the Information Processing Promotion Div. of the Ministry for International Trade and Industry, is the only
senator with a .background in the
108

computer industry. He also spent a
year in graduate studies at the Harvard Law School. Kumagai speaks of
the musical instruments industry,
part of his constituency, and the
many years over which it has developed its capabilities, saying that it's a
type of "knowledge" industry.' He
says people tell him it would take 50
years' for developing countries to

,

A member of the Japanese Diet and
first deputy chief of the Information
Processing Promotion Div. of MITI,
Hiroshi Kumagai points out that Japan
has spent the last 100 years importing
raw materials and exporting finished
products. Now, his country must find
products that require sophisticated
processing. But in the long run, he
says, it may not be possible to support
the computer industry in competition
with IBM.

catch up with Japanese technologies
in this field.
But he also places a premium on
systems activities for the nation's surviyal. Not simple activities like textiles, he says, but rather those that
require a melding of industrial
groups. He cites as examples the exportation of industrial factories, as
Japan is already doing to Southeast
Asia and Russia, and modern musical
instruments that incorporate electronics.
Even when he was at. MITI, Kumagai continues, it was their view that
the computer hardware or software
industries could not be viable as independent entities, but rather should be
combined with other industries. And
so an effort was made to link them
with the medical field to develop a

I

medical information system, a project that continues to receive government funding today. But in the long
run, the senator says, it may not be
possible to support the computer industry in competition with IBM.
Still, the Japanese currently see no
alternative. The government is committed to the computer industry
(they call it the information industry) as one of the mainstays for its.
future economic well-being. There's a
feeling thai 'the industry, coddled and
sort of insulated from foreign competition, must get out and do battle with
the big boys if it is ever to achieve
some kind of' world standing. And
besides, they say, the domestic market for computers is nearing saturation. And so they must look to, and
enter, markets abroad.
Toward this end the government
has begun 'to do wha't'the U.S. Com-:merce and State Departments have
been doing for years: studying foreign markets for computers. In November 1976 it established the nonprofit, government-supported Center
of the International Cooperative for
Computerization (CICC) • And last
year CICC sent 13 people abroad, to
South America, East Europe, the
Middle East and Africa, to Australia
and Southeast Asia, in the first factfinding mission. A member of one
such group, Katamitsu Kono, went to
Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia,
Egypt, Turkey, Kenya, and South
Africa. He says the Mideast people
have been exposed to Japanese goods,
are aware of the economic progress
made by Japan and of her level of
technological expertise, and may be
receptive to accepting and using J apanese computers. Kenya has a stable
government and is an important market, Kono adds, noting that the English are also studying that market.
He found the South African market
split about evenly by IBM and England's ICL.
But CICC is also interested in holding seminars to train people in computer basics, including applications.
Last fall in Tokyo the first such seminar was scheduled, but there were
also plans to send Japanese abroad to
conduct classes in Southeast Asian
and Middle East countries next.
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When you want more than a
'
handshake but don't need a~~Phi Bete!'
Our8030B is at the head of its class if you're looking for a smart CRT information terminal.
Of course, we can provide a Phi Beta Kappa at the top end of the intelligent spectrum foo-the 8035-but
you can always upgrade to that when you're ready.
In the meantime, here's a sampling of the \\smarts" 80308 can bring to your system. It's a
semi-programmable keyboard and display combination. It can be equipped with a memory option that will store
and retrieve up to six pages of characters (1920 characters per page) for immediate access. It can cut \\on-line"
time as much as 50% and is, of course, available for the usual handshaking.
It's smart features also include full editing capabil ity, eight levels of video intensity and the abil ity to provide
128 unique function codes.
It's 8080 based and del ivers up to 9600 BAUD. It has a 15 inch screen, is kind to its operators because of its
14 x 9 dot matrix and its simplicity of operation. It has an 8000 hour MTBF. And can be made to emulate the
protocol of most host computer systems.
Write or call Michael L. Squires for details and specifications, Information Products Division, Omron
Electronics, Inc., 432 Toyama Drive, Sunnyvale, CA. 94086. (408) 734-8400.

for a universe of exceptionally reliable CRT systems.
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The new Penril modems will gain your favor with high performance, cost effectiveness, and state-of-the-art technical
design.
.
The Penril 2400 LSI (left at top) features unusual price performance and superior reliability for synchronous operation at
2400 bps. The cost-effective Penril Short-Haul series (right at top and miqdle
row) provides short-distance transmission at speeds up to 1,000,000 bps.
And the 48 MICRO (bottom), a 4800 bps microprocessor modem, features
Data
comprehensive diagnostics and fast polling acquisition on multidrop
Communications
netwmoks.
Division
Contact us for additional information. We're sure you will agree ... the new
Penril modems look great!
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with small business systems and minicomputers. "But we feel minicomputers will face much tougher competition
in the U.S. than office computers."
Toshiba gets only about 6% of its
corpor~te revenues from computer
sales, and less than 3 % of that from
international sales. But between 1980
and 1985, Amo says, it is hoped that
some 30% of the so-called Information Systems Group's revenues will
originate abroad.
The company that appears on the
one hand to have had the most experience in foreign markets can also be
seen on the other to be starting anew.
Mitsubishi Electric Corp. began marketing small business systems in Eu-

Mitsubishi, too, is looking
for a U.S. sales
arrangement for 1978.
rope in 1970 through an affiliate trading company, Mitsubishi Corp.-an
unhappy effort that resulted in some
400 installations but the suspension of
sales. According to Hideo Ohta, general manager of the Computer Div., sales
in Europe will resume in time, but this
time using the divison's own sales staff.
Since its product introduction in
1968, the firm has installed 6,400 office
systems in a domestic market where
the Japanese themselves have only a
60% share. The other 40% is held by
such foreign vendors as Burroughs,
NCR, IBM, and Nixdorf. Ohta says Mitsubishi has about 18 % of the local
market, about 30% if one excludes the
foreigners.
But this year he hopes to begin a
sales effort in the U.S., preferably with
a joint venture partner. The firm might
start with the Me1com 80, priced at
from $20K to $100K, can have up to
192KB of main memory and 200MB of
disc. It can run seven programs in parallel and support more than 30 crt's
says Ohta. There's a DBMS, in addition
to applications programs and utility
routines.
While all this leaves no doubt but
that the Japanese are seeking and developing export markets for their computer products, it also shows that more
American users will be exposed to Japanese small systems before many are
exposed to the likes of a Japanese medium or large-scale machine. And it is
increasingly likely that sales and aftersales services will be provided by
Americans.
But as Martin Zapf of Burroughs in
Tokyo says, Japan, Inc. will become an
important factor in international markets. Just not right away.

*
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Our rapidly expanding programming group has openings for:

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS
We are part of Burroughs Terminal Systems Group and are involved in
structured programming of microprocessors, both in assembler and higher
level languages. We write and support operating systems and peripheral
handlers for a wide range of terminal devices.
Candidate must have a degree in Computer Science and several years
applicable experience.

SYSTEMS SOFTWARE MANAGER
We also have an opening for a first-level manager with a proven ability
to lead the development of advanced systems, and data communications
for microprogrammed terminals.
Candidates must have the ability to recruit and motivate entry level professionals. A total of 8-10 years of related experience plus a Master's
degree in Computer Science is preferred.
Our facility is located in Central New Jersey convenient to several
universities. We offer an excellent salary and benefits package plus
the stability and growth of our highly successful company.
For prompt and confidential evaluation of your credentials, please
forward your resume and salary history to:
Mr. W. E. Davis, Manager of Employee & Industrial Relations, BURROUGHS CORPORATION,
Terminal Systems Group/Plainfield, P.O. Box
1408, Plainfield, New Jersey 07061

Burroughs

m

An Equal Opportunity
Employer, M / F
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Perhaps no one - deliberately. But
data vital to your company's management can "leak" in many ways.
Some may be stolen. Some simply
misplaced. Then there's inaccessible
data. Unconsolidated data. DP
centers which can't interact with
each other. Yesterday's software and
last year's hardware.

Take an
wumblinldng look
"
at the situation as a whole•
. What now? Outside processing, perhaps,
but what about security and reliability?
A data base system? It'll take money, a lot of money,
'~':~~'?;and help from people who know how.

As un mmatmagerr,
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for a proposal. Or
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lliIuft yo8l1l!' OllJtnOIlB!l BlJre ~~iited:
Computer problems are multl-dupenslOnal and
interrelated. You need a big single source,
not a series of specialists. But in all the world,
only a half-dozen companies have the de~th,

siz~ and experience to ?ccept the really bIg

assIgnments. Now there
s one more.
•
~
•

Sun Infonna~oD1l. ~ervntCe$.
•
Suddenly you. ve got another option.
For twenty years we developed and ran the

~~~i~e:~i~~~~~~i:~~¥th

'~large oil company could afford.

choose. In your con-

!~~:~~~o~;;;;tor the

.~;Z:";'f;~~)

Send now to decide later. We suggest only the next easy
step, Clip the coupon. Then, you can exercise your options.

o A proposal may be in order. 0 Tell me more about seminars.
Let us speak to your priorities: 0 IBM or CDC Processing. 0 Data Base.
o Project Management. 0 Security. 0 Reliability. 0 The State-of-the-art.

Name

/.

largest

~~i~~ ~:a~:::~~~~e~;~n~::

tive to prove we deserve
your business. You'll find
us more flexible. And far
tnnTP indined to develop
~~~ -a~~~ers than apply
old systems.

Title

Firm
\ ./

Street

City

State

Zip

680-H EAST SWEDESFORD ROAD, WAYNE, PA 19087 (215) 293-0660
L ________________________________________
~

Call USe The big new 50UftCe.
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An Overview

of Memory Technologies
by Douglas J. Theis

The developers of the first pre-computers could not find a single form of
memory which would be both fast enough and inexpensive enough to fill all
their needs. Thirty years have passed. Will we finally find one in 1978?
We faced a dilemma in
building a machine to
follow the ENIAC. The
dilemma was that we
didn't know how to
spend money for the
different types of memory involved. And we,
had been thinking of
memory in terms of
some one form of memory for programming
and another form for
the digits involved in the
fast part of the calculations and another form
for the digits which
weren't needed quite so
often, such as in function tables, and another
form of memory for incidental constants that were, needed
now and then in the machine.
We realized after building the
ENIAC and, in fact, while building it
before we finished, that all these things
were the same. That a number that
told you where to put a plug in was no
different; that somebody looking at it
written down on a sheet of paper
couldn't tell any difference between it
and a number in the problem moving
along somewhere.
And we realized that what we
needed is just one form of memory
that is fast enough and cheap enough
to do everything. Now, to this day, of
course, we have never found that one
form of memory.
January, 1978

Electronic Numerical Integrator
And Computer

So then we involved another
thought, which is the idea of having,
say, at least two or three types of memory. Say, for example, a fast memory
and a slow memory on magnetic tape
or wire or punched cards or something. Of course we had three types of
memory-three or four types of memory-in the first ENIAC even in a
coarse sense. We had cards, relays, and
electronics. But in a finer sense we had
about six or seven types of memory.
We had the resistance function tables
and the flip-flops and so on.
And we began to realize that any
machine was going to be made up of a
hierarchy of memories. (The word
"hierarchy" was suggested by von

Neumann by the way,
but the concept was one
we suggested to him.) 1
realized that the hierarchy of memory that
we were going to have
was simply going to
mean that you had a
very fast memory which
was pretty expensive, a
slower one which was
less expensive per bit,
and a slower one which
was less exvensive yet
per bit, and so on.
Still, if possible, trying to find one memory
that would do all these
things. That is, we still
hope for a day when
we will find one form of
memory cheap enough to be both fast
and plentiful too, but we may never
find such a thing.
1. Presper Eckert, Philadelphia, 1975
Dr. Eckert's remarks are quoted from
an interview taken as part of an oral
history of computing, compiled by Dr.
Christopher Evans with the support of
the Science Museum, London, and ihe
National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, England.
J. Presper Eckert was, with John W.
Mauchly, the developer of the ENIAC,
a huge vacuum tube machine which
was either the first computer or the
world's most significant pre-computer,
depending on your definition of the
113
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terms. In his comments above, Eckert
was describing the breakthrough his
group made in understanding the memory problem. In his mind, this understanding was their second great advance (the first being the decision to
make ENIAC as an electronic device).
The ENiAC was completed in 1946.
It was nearly 30 years later that Eckert
commented on the continuing search
for that one type of memory which
would serve all of a computer's storage requirements.
Memories have come a long way
since the days of the ENIAC project, so
far that the fastest forms are finding'
a natural limit in the speed of light.
And still no single form of memory
has been found to do all of a computer's jobs. Still there are fast, expensive
internal memories for calculations and
slower, less expensive ones for peripheral storage. And still there is a gap
between them in terms of speed and
cost.
In the meantime, computer developers and users have struggled to compensate for the difference in speed between internal and peripheral. storage.
MUltiprogramming and virtual storage
concepts, among others, have been invented solely to make up for the speed
disparity.
So it is that computer users and
designers alike are sensitive to new
memory technologies and watch their
development. with keen interest. For
them this update on the state of the
art of memory development is' intended. And that is' why what follows
is not a survey of all the memory
products available, but an overview
of the new developments which recently have been translated to working
products.

Memory t~chnologies which
could fill the gap are either
brand new or not even
available.
Products which have not yet been
delivered to users are not included.
Nor are products such as core memory, which exist in some state of arrested development. Nor are, for reasons of space and effort primarily,
read-only types or other variants. And
still there are a sufficient number of
exciting developments on both sides
of the read/write memory "gap" to
fill many times this many pages.
For this presentation, we can consider that there are four categories of
memory. Moving' out from the heart
of the system, they are:
. 114

Internal memory
MOS random access memories
Bipolar random access meinories
Gap-filler memory
Charge-coupled devices
Magnetic bubble devices
Electron beam accessed memories
Head-per-track discs
Secondary memory
"Winchester" discs
Magnetic tape units
Mass storage systems
Automatic tape library systems
Video-recorded mag tape memory

memory back in 1971. This was followed in 1973 by the 4K RAM chip.
Now the 4K chip is available from
nearly every major integrated circuit
(IC) manufacturer in the business. The
market for them has become fiercely
competitive, with some devices selling
for as little. as $4 each in very large
quantities. Last year, 16K MOS RAM'S
became available too, at the same
price of 0.1 ¢ per bit. At those prices,

The new memories are not
likely to be readied for the
current computer generation.

Internal memory

To date, MOS RAM (random access
memory based on metal-oxide-semiconductor technology) dominates the
mainframe memory market. Chargecoupled devices (cco's) , ,electron
beam accessed memories (EBAM'S),
and magnetic domain bubble memory
devices (BMO'S) are competing to be
the memory "gap" filler. Magnetic
tape and disc continue their dominant
roles as secondary memory. And the
trillion-bit memory systems have had
only limited success.

there seems little likelihood that core
memories 'will live much longer, at
least in conventional computer memories.
RAM'S are organized in matrixes of
words x bits. For instance, 4K RAM'S
are offered either as 4K words by one
bit or lK x 4 bits. The total number
of bits is the same, but. the parts are
not interchangeable. All of the available 16K RAM chips have been organized as 16K xl, however, so that computer manufacturers can stack chips in
parallel groups depending on their

MOS and bipolar RAMs

Intel introduced the first 1K

RAM

100

MASS

STORAGE
SYSTEMS

MOS
RAM
I ______
"THE. ______
GAP"
'L
_

laS
BIPOLAR
RAM
CCOs

ACCESS TIME (sec)

Fig. 1. In terms of access time, there is a very big space between available
technologies for main memory and those available for secondary storage.
Charge-coupled devices conceivably could fill the gap, but they too have
their drawbacks.
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word sizes. (See Table 1.)
There are two basic types of RAM'S,
static and dynamic. The differences
are significant. Dynamic RAM'S are
those which require their contents to
be refreshed periodically. They require
supplementary circuits to provide the,
refreshing and to assure that conflicts
don't occur between the refreshing and
the normal read/write operations.
Even with those extra' circuits, how-,
ever, dynamic RAM'S require fewer onchip components per bit than do static
RAM'S which don't require refreshing.
The fact that they require fewer
components makes it . possible to
achieve higher densities with dynamic.
RAM'S than are possible with static
RAM'S. And the higher densities lead to
lower costs per bit. The production
techniques for the two kinds of chips
are identical. Therefore, the cost per
unit quickly becomes the cost for mass
produCing one chip. Since the chips
cost about the same amount to build
whether they store 4K or 16K, higher
densities lead to lower costs per bit.
Static RAM'S are easier to design
with, however, and compete well in
applications where less memory is to
be provided since their higher '~ost
then becomes less important. They are
often chosen for minicomputer memory, or especially for m.icro~.
ijecause they requIre. more componentsper chip, making high bit densities more difficult to achieve, the introduction of static RAM'S of any given
density follows that of dynamic versions. While several dynamic 16K

\,',!~
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, 10

100

ACCESS TIME (sec)

Fig. 2. Moving head discs are cheap, enough, but not fast enough to close the
gap; eeos are almost fast enough but not cheap enough. So the gap will exist
'
for some time yet.

"Price Per Bit"
The dp industry always uses "cost per
bit" or "price per bit" numbers in
comparing solid-state memory qevices such as RAM'S, CCD'S, and Bubbles. DATAMATION is generally careful
to use "cost" in referring to how
much it costs the manufacturer to
build something, and "price" in referring to how much the manufacturer
asks for its product.
But there are several levels of confusion beyond that because manufacturers state their charges, or prices, in
seyeral ways. One common way to
state price is based on the price for
the raw chip device when purchased
in qu'antities of hundreds or thousands of units. In those' terms, the
oem price per bit is the price of the
chip divided by its bit capacity. '
Another common" method is to
state the price of a "system" 'including the printed circuit boards, connectors, and power supplies. This is
an end user price. In those' terms, the
price per bit is figured as price of the
whole system divided by its bit capa':'
city.
Finding a factor to multiple chip or
device price by to attain end user
system price is difficult because pricing depends 011 the complexity of the
system, the performance, the pack
constraints,environmental factors
and others. Due to these, the multipliers can vary from 1.5 to 10.
One rule of thumb seems to work,

January, 1978

though. That quadrupling the chip
density usually halves the system
price per bit. For example, one manufacturer now offers a 1MB Memory
built up of 16K RAM'S (and including
chassis and power supply) for
$27,000. That's the end price (yours
andmin~). The'16K RAM parts cost
the system builder about $32 each in
quantity, which is raw oem cost of
0.2¢ per bit to him. Dividing the end
user price by the capacity,' we find
the end user "system" price to be 0.3¢
per bit.
'
The same megabyte capacity'based
on CCD devices is available from
another maunfacturer for about
$13,500. The 64K CCD parts cost approximately $65 each in large quantities. Therefore the raw cost per bit to
the computer manufacturer is 0.1¢
per bit and the end user system price
is 0.15¢ per bit.
Three things are important to the
end user, end user prices cannot be
easily determined from device or chip
prices the computer manufacturers
pay. Second, higher densities should
lead to lower end user prices. And
third, the manufacturer's· costs on
those memories used as ilhlstrations
above are expected to fall to less than
half their prest?nt amounts by the end
of 1978 as volumes become large, and
some of that drop should iJe reflected
in prices we pay.
:n:

a

eeos of any given capacity
have preceded RAMs
the marketplace.

I

in

RAM'S are currently available, for instance, industry sources are not even
gi~ing firm near-term projections for
when' the static versions might be
available.
Even when static RAM'S get to 16K
capacities, they may not have caught
up with the dynamic ones. The target
is moving. For example, Mostek has
built an improved access time version
of its own 16K dynamic device. The
new product was produced through a
technique called "scaling," whereby
the size of the masks or patterns' for
making the chip is photographic~lly
reduced to yield a smaller, and hence
faster device.
Mostek cut the size of its 16K chip
from 27,700 to 22,000 square mils.
(Mils are thousandths of an inch. It
would take about 40 of the new chips
to cover up a regular postage stamp.)
By reducing the size about 20%, the
firm improved the speed by about the
same amount. Also interestingly; the
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new 16K chip is smaller than the 4K
chip the company offered back in 1973.
That's how fast the field is moving.
Hewlett-Packard was one of the first
manufacturers to make use of the new
16K Mostek dynamic RAM. H-P crams
1MB of memory into a 12112 x 19 x 23inch box using them. (Just as impressive as the memory's tiny size is its
fault control mechanism, which is
,claimed to automatically correct all
single-bit errors and report aU double
or triple-bit ones. And because RAM
memories are usually set up to have
each bit of a word on a different chip,
the computer will operate even if one
chip from each 16K block is pulled off
its board!)
By late 1979 or 1980, the industry
is expected to have 64K dynamic MOS
RAM'S ready. Intermediate steps will
probably be skipped since the "rule' of
four" postulated by Intel's president
Gordon Moore has proved valid: the
cost of developing a new device generation can be justified only by a factor of four increase in capacity or performance.
.
There may be, some exceptions to
this, however, including one from IBM.
The company is said to have made
some 32K RAM'S for the 3033.
There is another trade-off to be
made with semiconductor random access memories too, in addition to the
choice between static and dynamic
types. The trade-off is between MOS
and bipolar circuitry. Bipolar devices
are faster, but have not yet achieved
the densities (and hence the lower
costs) of MOS. The highest density bipolar RAM to date is Fairchild's 4K
bit unit. There is talk that the manu.facturer will soon offer a 16K replacement. That might put bipolar on a par
with MOS, but probably only for a
short time. (See,Table 2 if the choices
are getting confusing.)
. All of the RAM technologies will
soon be up against the limits of present fabrication techniques, which are
based on photolithography. Presently,
, large size patterns for the circuits are
made. These are photoreduced to the
size of the chip and used for patterns
to control the placement of materials
on the silicon wafers. This technique
allows for circuit components as small
as four microns (millionths of a meter) in size.
To go beyond the 64K RAM requires
a two-fold technology improvement,
namely: (1) better means such as electron beam imaging to achieve smaller
component dimensions, and (2) a method such as dry processing to selectively remove excess materials. Consid116

Pushing for Higher Yields
Memory manufacturers are continually pressured to produce faster, more
reliable products at lower and lower
prices. The pressures drive, them to
the very edge of the state of the art in
their respective technologies. Out
there on the brink, things don't work
right every time,' and the number of
products which must be thrown away
becomes a significant factor in the
cost of doing business. So it .is that
the vendors try every technique they
can invent which promises to increase

The number of products
which must be thrown
away becomes a significant
factor in the cost of doing
business
'
,

the yield of good parts economically.
This leads to some unusual product
capacities, some pricing aberrations,
and some clever error-correcting techniques.
Look at the Intel 8K RAM chip; for
example. Our understanding of the
semiconductor chip' technology and
of the price of developing new products tells us that next logica~ step up
from the 4K RAM is 16K RAM. So how
does an 8K product come to be? In
this case it is a result of building 16K
RAM'S. Som'e of the 16K bit capacity
chips have a good half, and a bad
half. Instead of throwing the whole
thing away, Intel disables the faulty
half and sells the result as an 8K
device.
For another example, consider the
Texas Instruments bubble memory. It
comes with a "guaranteed" capacity
of 92,304 bits. "Guaranteed" in this
case means that at least 144 of the
product's 157 loops will operate.
PROM addressing is used to bypass the
bad loops.
Similar things happen with chargecoupled devices. Honeywell made a
CCD part where changes in interconnections allow for reconfiguring
around bad cells
Another CCD maker runs a kind of
"seconds" sale. It offers to supply a
perfectly operating 'IBM memory on a
board for $4,000-using its imperfect paits but adding extra bits and
circuitry to compensate-while the
price for the parts aion~, if perfect, is
over $8,000.
'
Such things don't happen only to

chip-size memory products, either.
Floppy discs need not have both
sides working, even though the magnetic oxide is coated on both sides.
Manufacturers starting out to build
"flippy" discs (with two recording
sides) will end up with some floppies
to sell.
Even on large discs used in. disc
packs, not every side comes out perfect, but there are two discs in every
pack which are recorded only 'on one
side~the top one in the stack and
the bottom one. And so it goes.
Thentoo, some discs (or tapes, for
that matter) can't hack the high recording densities they are built for,
but will work well at lower densities.
The BASF 3340-compatible data module comes off the same production
line as the higher density 3350-compatible modules do.
The IBM 3340 itself has a feature
called "defect skipping." It is simply a
means to skip over bad tracks which
are caught at the factory. Yes, it
takes one more revolution of the disc
to recognize and skip over a bad
track, but that's not an intolerable
price to pay when the rest of the disc,
surface is good.
Some escape, but ...
Other techniques are used for detecting and correcting errors too,
which provides still another means
for upping the yields, whether they
are yields of chips, discs, tapes, or
whatever. An example is the HewlettPackard IBM RAM-based memory for
minicomputers. Its fault control system will correct single-bit errors, so
H-P'S design~rs made certain that each
chip contained only one bit of any
word. That leads to the memory being able to operate with failing chips,
and the system has light emitting
diodes on each memory board to pinpoint the bad chips. ,
Group-Coded Recording does
something similar for 6,250 bpi magnetic tapes, and the list goes on from
there.
In the end, the user benefits in several ways. First, prices are iower for
the good products since the number
of unsalable devices per batch is reduced. .Second, some intermediate
products are made available which
otherwise might not be built, like .the
8K RAM'S. Third, many of the error
detection and correction techniques
invented to make memory products
salable also benefit the user once applied in his environment. It's a good
deal all around.
:JI:

Typical 16Kbit MOS (NMOS) Dynamic RAMs
Manufacturer
& Part Number

Intel
2116·2

Mostek
MD4116·2

TI
TMS 4071

Organization
(words x bits)

16K x 1

16K x 1

16K'x 1

Access Time

125·200nsec

100·150nsec

165·250nsec

Read/Wr'ite Ti~e

375nsec

375nsec

400nsec

Density (bits/in2)

4.8 x 10 5

5.9

Operate Power/
Standby Power

425/25mw

562/20mw

600/10mw

Approximate
:Oem Price (l,OOOs)

$32

$30

$35

X

10 5

5.0

X

10 5

j

)).~O¢/bit .

OemPri~e/bit

.'.' .... ().:.!~f/~i,~""

..:.: ...... ,.().:2.?~/'?,i~

\
,:", ".. ~;"j

Table 1. These products illustrate typical ,characteristics of 16Kbit RAMs.
All ·are NMOS,use similar power supplies, and come in dual in-line 16-pin
packages for mounting on printed circuit boards. Since they are dynamic
devices, their contents must be periodically refreshed. This makes them "unavailable" to system or user programs roughly 1% of the time. The percentage
of time they are unavailable is not much of a problem, but avoiding conflicts
between data access and data refreshing does add to the design complexity.

erable research is now under way to
use x-ray and electron beam techniques
instead of visible light for sub micron
features since these have shorter wavelengths.
Gap-Filler. memory

The "memory gap" noted by Eckert
and others so long ago is recognized as
a dilemma to the dp system user. The
wide gulf between fast, expensive main
memory devices and slow, relatively
inexpensive secondary memory is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. Memory products which would attempt to fill the
gap must fit in these performa,nce and
cost ranges:
,
The "Memory Gap"
Access time 1usee - 30msec
Capacity
106 - 108 bits
Price per bit
O.l¢ - 0.01¢
The memory gap for access time is
bounded on one side by a 1usec typical
mainframe memory cycle time and on
ti}e other by the 30msec typical disc
drive access time. Capacity is bounded
by a reasonable mainframe memory

nance costs. Another frequently overlooked consideration is that any new
subsystem must be fully developed in
terms of hardware, software, interfacing, and fitting existing environments
before users will buy and install it.
As a result of these facts, these new
memory technologies will most likely
be used for special applications and for
future computer systems. They are not
likely to be readied for the current
computer generation.

capacity of something like 128KB and
by the smaller end of disc capacity, say
10MB. The price is then determined by
these existing technologies, that is, 0.1 ¢
per bit for RAM'S and 0.01¢ per bit for
small discs.
Unfortunately, the proven memory
technologies exist outside of the gap
and those. memory technologies which
could fill the gap are either brand new
(CCD and BMD) or not yet available
(EBAM). And while the newer items
are being proven or brought to market,
the existing ones are continuing to improve in performance and price,
squeezing the size of the gap. It's unlikely, however, that the proven technologies will spread far enough to
completely close the gap, at least not in
the near future.
On the· slow access, low cost, high
capacity side of the gap, ,there is espechilly tough competition for the newcomers from existing, head-per-track
discs. Any new competitor must be at
least as good as these .discs in terms of
reliability, error rates, ,and mainte-

Charge-coupled devices

Charge-coupled devices have been
around for a while-both Intel and
Fairchild have been delivering 16Kbit
versions since 1975-but their sales
volumes have been minimal. There are
some applications where they have
been very successful, however. One is
in the Comtal, Inc., Model 8000S image display where the refresh memory
using 16K CCD'S has cost half as much
to deliver (including engineering) as it
did using 4K RAM'S in early 1976.
CCD'S, because of their lower circuit
component requirements, can. potentially achieve higher densities than can
the RAM'S with which they usually
compete. (Also in a CCD about 30% of
the chip area goes to overhead cir-

Charge-coupled devices are
inherently
slower
than
RAMs_
cuitry; in a RAM, more than 50%
does.) Because the higher densities are
easier to achieve, CCD'S of any given
capacity have preceded RAM'S in" the
marketplace. RAM'S, in fact, are fabricated with the same silicon processing
technology; and can borrow the techniques. developed for CCD'S preceding
them. But RAM'S do catch up.
When 16K RAM'S were announced,
interest in the 16K CCD'S sank. Then in
1977, 64K CCD'S were introduced and

Typical 4Kbit RAMs
.Semiconductor' .
Type
, ..
.

.... T'

MOS""

'.

.'. Manufacturer
. & Part Number
,Type
Organization ..... .
(words x bits)

Fairchild
F10470

Sig~etics

Harris'
:6514,
CMOS

Eel

Fairchild
93481
12 l

ST2L.

82S400

Fairc:hild
93470

.static

dyna,mic

static

static.:

static

4Kxl'

4Kx1

4Kx1

1Kx4.

4Kx 1

T2L

Intel
2147
HMOS
static
····4K x 1

Mostek
4027·2
NMOS

.AMI
4017
VMOS

,dynamic

static

4K x 1

4K xl

· Access Time

30nsec

120nsec

?Onsec

50nsec

170nsec.

70nsec

150nsee

55nsec

· Operate Power

1 watt

450mw

600mw

.900mw

30mw

500mw

462mw

500mw

$35

$24.

$24

$33

$30

$38

$14

$25

():59¢/bit

1.9~¢lbit

().79¢/b.i~ ..

0.~2¢/~it

0 •.33¢/bit

0.61¢/bit

Approximate· .
Oem Price (100s)
· 04!11J .Pr.ic~/b,jt.

.. O.85¢/bit

Table 2. A wide variety of technologies are used in
building 4K RAMs. This helps in comparing the technologies in terms of power requirements, access times,
and prices. MOS RAMs are usually found in main
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memories, bipolars in cache memories and high speed
buffers. Note that dynamic and static forms exist for
both MOS and bipolar.
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Why wait for 3274s or3276sJ ""
Raytheon~ PTS/1200, the hlgh~

does much more."&rrnm1 yca)lln ~~rrn ~~
Waiting for the next new product advance can ofteri make a lot of
sense. Unless there is an immediately available alternative that has
far more capabilities and can produce far greater cost savings and
productivity benefits.
Raytheon's PTS/1200 system is such a product. It is a fully-programmable distributed processing system that uses an easy-to-use '
English-language compiler, has a main memory capacity of up to
128K bytes, handles up to 32 operator displays- plus dozens of
additional downline displays in a multipoint network control modeand can have a large peripheral equipment complement and local
data base as well.

Look at what else the PTS/1200
can do for you:
-I
-I
-I

And the PTS/1200 operates in a fully compatible mode with IBM
3270 operator display devices. It not only emulates every 3270 function, but it performs total batch processing and spooling functions
as well-simultaneously- and with no degradation in response times
in either. interactive or batch mode.
If you are waiting for the next 3270-type product to come on the
market, wait no longer. For the PTS/1200 is far more powerful, cost
efficient and adaptable- in a 3270 environment-than any product
you can find today. And you can take delivery in just 30 days.

UP TO 24 MULTIPLEXER
PORTS PER PTS/1200 SYSTEM.

Operate in full 3270-compatible mode
Control up to 32 operator displays
Perform local batch processing concurrently
with 3270 interactive processing

../ Attach up to 24 peripheral devices
../ Attach a large local data base
Perform all 3270-type data entry tasks

-I
-I

Perform all 3270-type inquiry/response tasks

../ Operate as a HASP/JES workstation at the same
.
time it is performing 3270 emulation
../ Per.form multiprogramming functions

-I

Control, in addition, a multipoint network
of up to 24 terminals in 3270 mode.

Consider these five benefits, arid you'll look a lot harder
at the PTS/1200:

nNo Change To Host Processor

o The I=>TS/1200 inst~lIs immediately wit~in xour
existing network With no change required In
your host CPU, in the 370X front-end, in your
existing applications software, or in your
Emulation Program. It goes to work under
3270 bisynch protocol the day you install it.

RAYTHEON
LOCAL-MODE
TERMINALS
(UP TO 32/SYSTEM)

LOCAL
DATA BASES

0) Cut Mainframe Overhead
tdo The
enormous power of the PTS/1200 permits you
to develop and store local formats and perform
advanced data editing prior to transmission to the
host CPU. This one feature alone can reduce your
mainframe overhead by 30 per cent or more. The
PTS/1200, in addition, runs its own multipoint
network of Up to 24 Raytheon terminals in 3270
mode- saving even more CPU time.
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ntelligent terminal system,
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I

LIl:u:'o Reduce Communications Line Loading
With the PTS/1200, you perform a high percentage
of the data entry and inquiry functions of a 3270
locally. In many cases, that can eliminate up to 90
per cent of the wasted communications overheads
involved in polling, ACKing and NACKing, and in
retransmitting. Your system becomes much more
efficient in its use of communications lines.

D Tell me more about the PTS/1200. I am currently
planning to develop _ _ _ 3270-type links, with
about _ _ _ terminals, using Model ___~
mainframe equipment.
D I need immediate delivery of _ _ _ 3270emulation
terminals. Tell me how fast I can get them. We'll talk
about PTS/1200 features later.
Name:
Title: _ _ _ _ __
Company: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Street: _ _ _ __
City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ ______
_ _ _ _ _ ZIP:_
State:
D I'm also interested in:
__ PTS-100 intelligent terminals
_
Raytheon's packet network systems
___ Your New OEM/Dealer Support program

,

APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
MAKES DECISION WHICH
DATA BASE TO ACCESS;
USER NEVER NEEDS TO KNOW

I~

Immediately Improve

~o User Response Times

The busy times that often degrade each
operator's response time from the host
CPU disappear when you install a PTSI
1200. Instead of operator waits of 20 or
even 30 seconds when the network is
busy, with the PTS/1200 the response is
instantaneous for every operator, with
every transaction. Multiply the num ber of
operator stations by the num ber of messages by the average degradation delay
and you get some feel for the productivity advantages that the PTS/1200's
local format and data base storage
features offer you.
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CENTRAL DATA BASE

Why wait? Get PTS/1200 today to solve the capacity
problems you have today. Order now, and Raytheon
will ship you a basic PTS/1200 system-or just basic
Raytheon terminals in 3270 mode-within 30 days.
And when Raytheon delivers, you get more than just a
product. You get the experience of having installed
more than 50,000 2260/3270-type terminals worldwide. You get a field service organization that spans
the globe. You get a commitment to customer support
that is second-to-none. You get the sense of security
that comes from dealing with one of the world's
largest corporations. You get the back-up of an
aggressive technological pioneer in data communications network development. And you get Raytheon's
pricing leadership-which means savings of about
20 per cent or more over major competitive products.
Raytheon: our job is to anticipate your network needs
and fill them before anyone else can.

~;v:r~"~OCNPDA~A;bSysTESMsk§TH E~
1415 BOSTON-PROVIDENCE TURNPIKE • NORWOOD, MASSACHUSETTS 02062
Call Director, Field Marketing, at (800) 225-9874 (toll free)
Inside Massachusetts call (617) 762-6700 • TWX: 710336-0646 • TELEX: 92-4408
ATLANTA (404) 321-3064· BOSTON (617) 237-4190· CHICAGO (312) 694·4420· DALLAS (214) 661-9722·
DENVER (303) 371-0990 • DETROIT (313) 358-3990 • GREENSBORO (919) 294-5811 • HARTFORD
(203) 243-2939. HOUSTON (713) 771-5851 • LOS ANGELES (213) 770-4240· MIAMI (305) 592-3884· NEW
YORK CITY (212) 661-2790 and (212) 895-2567 • PHILADELPHIA (609) 665-8466 • PITTSBURGH
(412) 281-2117· SAN FRANCISCO (415) 692-4640 • SEATTLE (206) 453-0650 • TULSA (918) 663-7852·
WASHINGTON, D.C. (703) 979-6100
.
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made available in sample quantities.
(See Table 3.). So they are ahead for
awhile.
CCD'S sometimes lose to RAM'S on the
basis of speed. Charge-coupled devices
are inherently slower because their internal structure consists of serial delay
lines (shift registers). Data circulates
continuously through the devices.
One of the key performance factors
to understand about CCD'S is that they
are a combination of random access
and serial access devices. It is possible
to randomly access a block of data on
a CCD, but then the block must be read
out serially. (Often this is called blockoriented random access, and that is
where the odd acronym BORAM comes
from.)
The shift-register nature of the devices causes manufacturers to organize
them in complicated ways in attempts
to compensate for their slower access
times. On the other hand, they do have
fast shift rates and can transfer data
serially at speeds around 5M bps. By
paralleling the chips to construct wider
paths, it is possible to move 2KB blocks
of data in as little as 500usec. This is a
respectable rate at which to feed a cpu.
Some CCD systems are significantly faster. Fairchild offers an 8MB memory,
for example, which has a transfer rate
of 8MB-the whole thing can be
flushed out in a second.
In addition to the three suppliers
shown in Table 3, at least three computer manufacturers have produced
CCD'S in sample quantities. IBM is seriously' investigating' one for its memory
paging unit; the objective would be
to significantly reduce the overhead
needed to support virtual storage paging. Honeywell has a 92Kbit CCD.
Hewlett-Packard has made 64Kbit CCD
parts to build a solid state replacement
for a head-per-track disc; the product
would exhibit the same performance as
discs at projected price of 0.05¢. to
0.1¢ per bit.
Magnetic bubble devices

Bubble memory devices actually
have become available only in the last
year or two. Thus, evaluation and user
acceptance have just begun, but there
are high hopes for them.
Bubbles are different from semiconductor memories in that they are magnetic devices, where' the absence or
presence of a magnetic domain is the
basis fora binary one or zero.
A magnetic "bubble" is in reality a
cylindrical magnetic domain with a polarization opposite that of the magnetic
film in which it is contained. These
cylinders appear under a microscope as
small circles-hence the name-with
120

diameters measuring 2 to 20 microns
(again, millionths of a meter). The
size of a bubble is determined by the
material characteristics and by the
thickness of the magnetic film.
Bubbles are moved or circulated' by
establishing a magnetic field through a
separate conductor mounted adjacent
to the bubble chip. Still, a large portion
of the bubble chip itself also must be
given' over to circuitry for generating,
detecting, and annihilating the bubbles.· . The first devices to be delivered with
bubble memories were point-of-sale
terminals built by Rockwell International. The firm's terminals contained
eight 100Kbit chips on a small printed
circuit card. Now Rockwell also will
sell bubble memory subsystems built to
user specifications, but refrains from
selling the parts separately.
The other supplier of BMD devices is
Texas Instruments. TI will sell the components individually (part number
TBM '0103, with a guaranteed usable
capacity of 92,304 bits) but also includes them in its latest terminal, the
Model 765. The memory and its associated electronics contribute three
pounds to the portable's total weight of
17 lbs, and are used in conjunction
with TI'S TMS 9900 microcomputer· to
provide 20,000 bytes of local storage
(expandable to 80,000 bytes) .
Table 4 shows the characteristics of
these two current products. Both have
been built for special applications, and
that seems to be the consensus of how
bubble devices will be evolving in the
marketplace. Bubble memories are

Rockwell has successfully
tested a 1MB bubble chip
in its labs.
particularly well-suited to such applications because of their physical advantages (low power requirements and
light weight) and speed advantage over
electromechanical devices such as cassettes and floppies. Like their electromechanical counterparts, bubble devices also are nonvolatile-they retain
their contents when the power goes
off-and nondestructive in their readout operation.
BMD'S can operate in an endless serial loop fashion or in an organization
with bit-serial minor loops feeding major loop registers; in this respect they
are similar to CCD'S. Current typical
data shift rates are 100 Kbps to 300K
bps; and by paralleling or multiplexing,
eight chips can transfer 1KB in less
than 10msec.
In 1979, both Rockwell and TI plan
to offer a 256K bit chip with a projected device price of 0.01¢ to 0.02¢
per bit, and both products will be orga-

nized into the major-minor loop arrangements for improved access times.
By 1980, IMbit chips are projected
(Rockwell has successfully operated
one in its labs) with transfer rates of
1M bps. These would provide an order
of magnitude faster transfer rates and
would be better able to challenge headper-track discs than can current bubble
memories.
Electron beam accessed
memories

There are presently no commercially
available electron beam accessed mem-.
ories; they have been made to work
only in laboratory environments. This
might suggest that the devices are
brand new to the world, but that isn't
the case at all. Some of the very first
things called computers were equipped
with cathode ray tube memories called
"Williams Tubes" in honor of their
inventor, Sir Frederic Williams. The
crt devices were used on the early
computers produced at Manchester
Univ. In England and on Princeton's
lAs-both of ~hich appeared shortly
after World War II, and on other early
machines.
In the meantime, other technologies
have taken precedence. Core memories, for instance, were seen asa great
advance over the tubes.
Since their "demise," EBAM'S have
seen a great deal of improvement, if
only in the labs. Access times for modern versions are typically 100usec (although it takes twice that long to
switch over reading to writing or vice
versa) and transfer rates are typically
10M bps (which is readily compatible
with host computer channel rates).
Data is written onto a MOS storage
chip (target) by means of an electron
beam-either using a single tube or a
configuration of parallel tubes where
each holds one bit of a data word. The
MOS target inside the tube stores the
data as a positive charge in its silicon
dioxide plane. Readout is accomplished by using a lower energy electron beam to interrogate each memory
cell; the read beam causes a high or
low current to' flow off the target depending on whether a "1" or "0" was
stored in that cell.
The tube memories are generally
used in a block-oriented random access
fashion, as CCD'S and bubbles are. They
are nonvolatile, but have a semidestructive read operation, that is, the
contents must be rewritten after several
reads.
Multiple tubes could be ganged together to achieve a highly effective system in terms of cost and performance.
The resulting memory would still have
a fast access time (on the order of 10
to 20usec), but the cost per bit would
drop substantially over that of single
tubes. However, the implications of
CRTRMRTICN

paralleling and multiplexing data onto
and off the multiple tubes remains to
be solved in terms of data base management techniques for the host cpu.
Problems also remain with tube wear,
alignment, and maintenance.
Two companies are actively pursuing the development of EBAM. General
Electric is being federally funded to
develop the electron tube, a matrix
lens, a deflection system, and an MOS
(that's right, an MOS) target as the storage medium. GE has brought the size
for a single addressable spot on the
target down to the one or two micron
range, which yields a device capacity
in the neighborhood of 32M to 100M
bits.
The other company is Microbit
Corp., which is being financed by a
consortium induding Control Data
and Amdahl Corp. Microbit is using a
storage tube directly derived from the
old Williams tube.
For all its apparent age, EBAM technology remains immature. Its investi-

gators feel they can wring 100 times
more capacity from it. This may not
happen very soon, but it's interesting to
know that when it does happen the
government and some big computer
companies will be right on it. Their
interest also ensures that the technology has a good chance of seeing that
further development.
Head-per-track discs

The fastest growing markets for
head-per-track discs are in message
storing and in recording data formats
for larger capacity discs. In both of
these applications, fast access and nonvolatility is of prime importance. These
two account for approximately 30%
of the head-per-track disc sales in
1977; the other 70% is spread among
minicomputer storage and use in ruggedized or special-purpose a'pplications. Ten years ago, the process control industry was the largest single
user; today that industry remains a big
user, but not as big as it was.

Typical 64Kbit CCDs
Manufacturer
& Part Number

Fairchild
CCO 464

TI
TMS 3064 Jl

Intel
2464

Organization
(loops x bits)

16 x 4K

16 x 4K

256 x 256 x 1

500usec

(V2 x 4K @ 4MHz)

820usec
(4K @ 5MHz)

256usec
(256 bits @ 1MHz)

Bit Transfer Rate

1·5MHz

1·5MHz

250KHz·2.5MHz

Density (bits/in2)

1.68 x 10 6

1.52

Operate Power/
Standby Power

400/70mw

260/50mw

400/60mw

Approximate
Oem Price (samples)

$65

$65

not available

Oem Price/bit

O.l¢/bit

O.l¢/bit

not available

Access Time

X

not available

10 6

Table 3. Charge-coupled devices presently available vary in a number of significant ways, including in their operating modes, number of off-chip clocks required, and other technical factors. Although they do not require "refreshing"
as such, their contents are continually circulated and will be lost if the
standby power is lost.

Products with Bubble Memory
Manufacturer
& Model

Rockwell
POS/8 Terminal

TI

Model 765 Terminal

Organization

Endless loop

Major·minor loop

Average Access Time

0.5sec

4msec
50KS

Transfer Rate

lOOKS

Total Capacity

819,200 bits

160,000 bits

Capacity/Chip

102,400 bits

92,304 bits

Bubble Size

4 microns

5 microns

Operate Power

30 watts per system

0.5 watts per chip

End User Price

$8,000

$1,995

End User System
Price per bit

0.97¢/bit

1.2¢/bit (includes micro)

Oem Device
Price per bit

not offered

0.2¢/bit

Table 4. In both products, the bubble memory is used for local storage; and
in both cases the memory adds only a few pounds to the weight of the terminal.
Like CCDs, the bubble devices continually recirculate their contents,. but they
are more useful than CCDs for products such as' those above since they don't,
lose their contents when the power is off.
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Head-per-track discs have fast access times for electromechanical gear,
primarily because no time is spent in
moving the read head over the track,
but also because the discs can be spun
faster in these subsystems. Typical
units have access times of 8.5 to
17msec, and store between 4MB and
32MB of data.
They can be pushed much faster,
however. For example, the IBM 2305,
which was introduced in the mid-'60s,
cut its average access time down to

The trend away from operator removable packs will
continue.
about 2.5msec by spinning the disc at
6,000 rpm. That unit has since been
dropped and most head-per-track discs
with IBM labels now appear as optional
features in the 3350-where the fixedhead part provides O.5MB to 1.0MB for
data formats for the moving-head part.
Table 6 presents typical units from
four manufacturers.
Through the years fixed-head discs
have benefited from the recording density and track density improvements
made for moving-head discs. To those
advantages they have added their own,
such as sealed cases, to bring reliability
levels up as high as 8,800 hours (about
a full year) between failures.
Secondary Memory
"Winchester" discs

Many improvements in disc memories have been made in the 1970s. This
brief treatment allows us to update
only the major trends, obviously not all
the new developments. And of the major trends, two are most significant:
the "Winchester" developments of the
data module (where the read/write
heads are made integral to the disc
pack), and of the large fixed disc pack
drives with capacities of 300MB or
more. (Tables 5 and 7 compare units
of each kind.)
Functionally, discs have always had
the advantage of immediate playback,
immediate reuse, and long-term storage. An equally important quality is
reliability, and thus the trend has been
away from operator removable packs
as capacity has increased. Controlled
environments-controlled in the fixedhead disc sense of "sealed"-always
lead to fewer problems, and that's the
direction we are heading. In turn, controlled environments argue against operator removability.
IBM'S "data module" with integral
heads, media, and spindle was a big
step in this direction. Others have gone
even further. Memorex sells a similar
unit called the Data Mark Module
which differs from IBM'S in having the
rotation mechanism and actuator coil
121

Reality®was a tough act to follow.
Introducing Royale:
The newest family of small business computers from Microdata.

Following an act like our Reality data base
management system was tough. But
we've done it.
It's called Royale, the new family of Microdata computer systems designed for the
expanding needs of your company.
The Royale family of true generalized data
base management systems is a giant leap
forward in power and responsiveness. It
allows you to load more applications on
your system than you ever could before
without losing speed. And it allows you to
add terminals up to the maximum of
32 without any appreciable loss of
responsiveness.
The new Royale family of computer
systems is totally software compatible from one end to the other.
Covering a very wide range of
capability. So as your company
grows, your system can grow
without losing anything you've
already invested in hardware
or software.
You communicate with Royale
using the powerful, simple to
use English™ inquiry language
that works like everyday
English. The system also,
includes easy to use RPG II

high-level language and DATA / BASIC;M
Royale runs in an on-line, multi-programming, multi-user environment with all sys-'
tem resources and data files managed
by a microprogrammed Virtual Memory
Operating System.
And best of all, as your company grows,
so can your system. You never have to
throwaway hardware or software. You
simply add to what you've got as you
need it. We've even protected our existing
Reality customers by enabling them to
upgrade their systems without losing
their software investment.
All in all, Royale is a giant step forward
in affordable control for the executive
who is too busy running his company to let anybody else run his
computer.
Before you decide on a data
base management system for
your company, contact your local
Microdata dealer for a free demonstration of Royale. We think it's an
act that's going to be impossible
for anybody else to follow.
Microdata Corporation, 17481 Red
Hill Avenue, P. O. Box 19501, Irvine,
CA 92713. Telephone: 714/540-6730.
TWX: 910-595-1764.

Microdata ~OYALE'M
The one to grow on.

For Immediate Need Circle 6 on Reader Card; For Information Only Circle 68 on Reader Card
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Microdata
Authorized Royale Dealers
Anchorage 907/276-2431
Atlanta 404/266-8900
Boston 617/273-2920
Chicago 312/298-3840
Cincinnati 513/671-1888
Cleveland 216/621-1888
Dallas 214/358-2468
Denver 303/773-1510
Detroit 313/358-1950
Harrisburg 717/763-0850
Houston 713/440-6111
Indianapolis 317/257-6555
Kansas City 913/321-7902
Los Angeles 213/685-8910
or 714/521-4041
Memphis 901/274-5960
Miami 305/565-0517
or 305/940-9994
Milwaukee 414/679-3127
Minneapolis 612/835-1000
Newark 201/964-6700
New Orleans 318/325-9618
New York 212/840-1555
Oakland 415/547-6565
Philadelphia 609/779-1901
Phoenix 602/275-7511
Pittsburgh 412/281-2676
Portland 503/245-6631
Raleigh 919/782-6020
Roanoke 703/563-4444
Rochester 716/436-2900
San Diego 714/560-0777
San Francisco 415/697-0430
Seattle 206/641-4990
Spokane 5091624-1308
St. Louis 314/946-6757
Syracuse/Utica 3151797-8062
Tampa 813/879-5467
or 813/823-0591
Washington, D.C. 703/549-4300
Australia (02) 922-3300
United Kingdom 0442-61266
Mexico 905-536-05-57
Nigeria 21361
Puerto Rico 809/844-3020
South Africa 48-0520
Toronto 416/362-1157
Vancouver 604/438-7361
Venezuela 45. 70. 15

in the pack as well.
We may see a good deal more of
this, as the higher densities seem to
demand it, and the higher densities are
coming along quickly.
The IBM -3330 announcement in
1910 ushered the user into the era of
the 100MB disc pack drive, but its supremacy was short-lived. Now the IBM
3350 and others like it provide 300MB
of random access storage in a pack not
all that much bigger than a breadbox.
(Somewhere along the way the breadbox seems to have disappeared too; are·
they still made?)
Improved performance features
have been every bit as significant as the
improved capacities. Rotational position sensing has freed the disc controller and channel for other functions during seek time and during part of the
rotational delay time. The ability to
queue channel command sequences
(which appeared as part of the block
multiplexing capability) also allows for
more efficient operation, although it's
as much a channel feature as a disc
subsystem feature. New automatic error detection, correction, and recovery
abilities built into disc controllers are
of great benefit as well.
Part of the benefits have been in
storage costs too, as any increase in
density implies. For example, the IBM
3350· controller can handle 16 online dual-spindle drives for a total capacity of 10 billion bytes at a price of
0.001¢ per bit. This price betters that
of on-line 6250 bpi tape storage, and
the random access capability comes
"free" in the comparison. Further im-

provements in recording density are
expected to take the disc to 10 7 or 10 8
bits per square inch by 1980.
(For more specific information on
this aspect of secondary memory, see
"Comparing Disc Technologies" in this
issue.)
Magnetic tape units

Half-inch tape has been the industry
standard since it was first commercially
used in 1953. At that time it may have
been metallic foil tape, rather than
mylar, but it worked much the same.
Performance and capacity improved
by several orders of magnitude. over
the years. Then came the single-capstan drive to improve startup speeds
and reliability. Now users are also accustomed to vacuum column 'drIves
with such nice features as autoinatic
hub engagement, cartridge loading,
and automatic threading.
The newest capability shows up in
the 6,250 bpi tape drives introduced in
1974. At that recording density (6,250
bits per inch per track times nine
tracks), a 2,400-foot reel could theoretically hold approximately 1 billion
bits. The per-bit price for the media
is 10- 6 cents or O.oooooi cents/bit.
On-line storage costs, including the
controller and drives, raise' that to between 0.001 and 0.003 cents/bit. 6,250
bpi drives are expensive.
A new "Group-Coded Record" code
is used for recording, where every
eighth byte is given over .to error
checking. In conjunction with the one
parity bit for every 8-bit character, this
allows for detecting and correcting all
single-track errors (they don't even
have to be single-bit errors) . GCR offers
(Tables 6, 7 and 8, p. 124; text continues p. 129.)

Typical "Data Module" Disc Systems
Manufacturer
& Model
Spindle Capacity
Maximum System
Access Time
Transfer Rate
Number of Surfaces
Number. of Tracks
Bytes/Track

OPtio~alHead

per Track

End User Price per .Drive

Maximum Drives
End User System Price per bit

(Ma,xirJ1~m.Sy~tert1)

$25,200 (2'spindles)

$10,000 (I-spindle)

$39,420

$11,750

dual-spindle
0,0034¢/bit

e single·spindle
0.0018¢/bit

Table 5. Memorex includes the rotation mechanism and arm actuator coil in
its "module." In other respects the two units are similar, except for the fact
that IBM puts two spindles in one drive box and Memorex thus requires twice
the number of boxes. Also important to the comparison is that the IBM unit
is built to interface an IBM 370 while the Memorex device is shown with an
interface for a DEC PDP-l1.
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'ManufaCturEfr
'& Model

'~w.gt;Data·

Typical Head Per Track Discs
··A .. · ....······
. , .... , ·'·<"·DDC..·.... ', . '···'·" ..
8~3c8r~E6
8408·8

... ,

i

:Capacity

76.8M bits

76;8M bits

76.8M bits

"·:·~

.' DDC·.. ··"·"· . :.•..
750·256

w .. ".'w' ..•" •. "~ ••.• ,

"ODC
9113·H·16
153.6M bits

38.4M bits
8.5msec

Access Time

8.5msec

8.3msec

8.5mscc'

17msec

iTransfer Rate

8Mbps .

9.0Mbps

8.8Mbps

4.4Mbps

9.0Mbps

Number of Surfaces

4 sides

4 sid'es

8 sides

16 sides

2 sides
128 tracks

:Tracks/Surface

128

128 tracks

64

64

·.Bits/Track

150K bits

150K bits

150K bits

150K bits

150K bits

,Density

6,200bpi

7.5Kbpi

5,000bpi

5,OOObpi

6,OOObpi

,'Track Density

57tp!

55tpi

40tpi

40tpi

66tpi

End User Price
.(no controller)

$18,725

$21,260

$26,200

$64,000

$13,125

boritl'oll~rlnt~rface

. $2,500

End User Sy'stem
.ftric.~.. j)f!~ bit ............ .

0.03¢/bit

$4,850

$2,500

$2,500

$3,950

0.03¢/bit

0.04¢/bit

0.04¢/bit

0.045¢/bit

Table 6. Head per track discs are coming under increased competitive pressure from moving-head discs,
charge-coupled devices, and bubble memories; but
there are applications where they do very well in that

..'

competition. The units above employ approximately
12-inch discs coated with Nickel-Cobalt, and represent
only a few ways the devices can be configured.

Typical Large Disc Systems
.., '''Control Data'
819.,1

Ma nufacturer'
& Model
Spindle Capacity

'. Control'" Data
33801 A2

IBM
3350

·····STC··
A~2

8350~A2

STC'
8800

.......... Telex ..'··.. ···,·,·
6316·2

413Mchars

400MB

317MB

317MB

200MB

Maximum System

4.88 bits

12.8B bytes

10.1B bytes

10.1B bytes

6.4B bytes

5.1B bytes

Access Time

58.3msec

33.4msec

33.4insec

33.4msec

38.4msec

33.4msec

"""",>'>.~n

'.'>'j

317.5MB

I

I

trransfer Rate

38.7Mbps

1.2MB

1.2MB

1.2MB

806K~

1.2MB

Number of Surfaces

40 sides

19 sides

30 sides

30 sides

114 sides

19 sides

Number of Tracks

404 tracks

808 tracks

555 tracks

555 tracks

552 tracks

885 tracks

,Bytes/Track

25,600 chars

13,030 bytes

19,069 bytes

19,069 bytes

13,030 bytes

19,069 bytes

'Maximum Bytes
Without Arm Movement

6.8M chars

2.5MB

572,070 bytes

572,070 bytes

1.5MB

362,311 bytes

End User Price
Per Drive

$63,000 .
I.spindle

$47,100
2·spiridles

$62,500
2·spindles

$61,250
2·spindles

$55,440
4·spindles

$16,000
l·spindle

IEnd··.User Price
Controller

$190;000

$54,250

$103,400

$86,720

$70,540

$38,000

L '

<

Maximum Drives ,,',

2 drives ,
.' (2 spindles)

End Us~rSy'stem
Price per bit '.

O.0066¢/bit

16 drives
(32 spindles)

16 drives
, (32 spindles)

16 drives
(32spindles)

8 driVes
(32 spindles)

16 drives
(16 spindles)

O.OO07¢/bit

0.0014¢/bit

0.0011 ¢/ bit

0.0010¢/bit

0.0007¢/bit

~~.~!,i.,!,~.~~y;;~~~r

Table 7. These are typical of drives with over 300MB
per spindle. All shown here are fixed or sealed module
drives, except for the Telex unit which uses a 12-disc
pacK. (Note that although maximum configuration systems are used for comparing prices on a per bit basis,

it may not be at .all realistic to configure a working
system that way.)
Other units available are the Ampex 9300, CalComp
Trident T-300 disc pack drives, and the fixed disc
Memorex 3650.

Typical 6250bpi Magnetic Tape Units

:rape Speed

'100ips;

;Transfer Rate

625KB

iE~dUser Pric~

$~5,500

$42,300

Per Drive '.

kridUserP~ice .
Controller'
i

..

Maximum Drives

:EndU~erSystem :

Price perbiL ....•....
.(Maximum Syst~m)

,8 drives

20()ips.

75ips

125ips';

200ips

200ips

75ips'

125ips'

1250KB

470KB

780KB··

1250KB

1250KB

470KB

780KB,

$28,800

$30,600

$21,960

$25;650

$28;440

$30;120

$13,000

$14,000

$42,300

$42,300

$39,420

$39,420

$39;420

$38,635

$18,000

$18,000

8 drives

8 drives

8 drives

8 drives

0.003¢/bit

0.002¢/bit. 0.002¢/bit!

150ips
. 937KB

8 drives

0,003¢/bit' . i 0.003¢/bit

.' . 8 drives

8 drives .

Table 8. Most of the features of these drives are identical, including: 6250 bpi GCR recording, 9-tracks, automatic loading and threading, 0.3 inch interblock gap
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. 8 drives

0.004¢/bit ·0.003¢/bit . 0.003¢/bit

0~003¢/bit

. 1

(compared to 0.6 inch on older drives), and 125MB us'eful capacity per 2,400 foot reel (assuming 4,000 byte
records).
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Our Level 6 Minicomputers:
modular hardware,
modular software,
all under one umbrella.

Now one Honeywell minicomputer
can let you do a lot of different jobs
that once took separate minicomputers
and other systems to do.
Now you can do things like data
entry, transaction processing,
comm unications with a host processor,
and data base management-all in
a distributed systems environment.

Now you can mix an4~match these
capabilities in any combination you
need. And you can expand your Level 6
system as the need arises.
This flexibility comes from having
software as modular as the hardware.
And you get the security of having
it all from a single mainframe manufacturer with worldwide support facilities.
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LEVEL 6 GCOS

DATA ENTRY
FACILITIES

To complement our
modular hardware, Level 6
includes a wide array
of modular software.
The GCOS 6 multifunctional software comes in
compatible modules that
support functional applications such as forms data entry
and remote batch with
local processing. Plus timeshared program development,
terminal concentration,

REMOTE BATCH
FACILITIES

TERMINAL
CONCENTRATION

transaction processing, data
base management, and
file transmission modules that
allow connection to Honeywell
and other host processors,
all in a real-time, distributed
systems environment.
And GCOS 6 lets you
process differentfunctions and
applications at the same time.
For example, you can run
your own applications, utilize
Level 6 functionality like transaction processing, and com-

municate simultaneously with
a host processor on a single
Level 6 system.
GCOS 6 modularity lets
you design aggressively. With
full compatibility of applications interfaces, file systems,
and language processors
(including RPG, COBOL '74,
Fortran '77, and an assembler),
you have new freedom
to tailor your system to your
unique applications.

Whatever your needs Level 6 lets
you mix and match modules both hardware
and software to provide the processing power you need
when and where you need it.
And Level 6 is backed by Honeywell s
worldwide support facilities. Systems analysts instructors
and a field maintenance force of over 3500
in the United States alone.
Modular hardware. Modular software. Worldwide support.
Honeywell has your requirements covered.
I
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r-Hone~liIrif;;ati6nSyst;;s------------~
200 Smith Street (MS 487), Waltham, MA 02154

I
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II

Please send me more information on Level 6.
I'm an OEM.
Put me on your mailing list.

D
D I'm an end user.

D
D I've read enough, let's talk.

Name

T~
Company

Address

L-C~

__________ ~e

I
I
I
I
I
I
II

_ _ _ _ _ _ ~p_ _ _ _ ~

Honeywell
Honeywell Information Systems, 200 Smith Street (MS 487), Waltham, Massachusetts 02154.
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inherently greater reliability, but it also
requires a good deal more complex
circuitry.
This doesn't mean that the older
NRZI phase-encoded recording will immediately die, however. Since so many
tapes are already recorded with that,
the GCR/ phase-encoded combination
drives-rather than straight GCR drives
-will have a steady growth over
what's left of the 1970s.
Mass Storage Systems

Delivered mass storage systems are
few and far between. We have sur':
veyed the four latest kinds delivered

Magnetic
tape
storage
costs
approximately
0.00000 1 cents per bit,
off-line.
but have not included others that were
built and installed in the 1950s or
1960s. (See Table 10 for some of those
units not included in this article.) .
In different ways, these units combine the inexpensive cost of tape as a
storage medium with the operating advantages of semi-random on-line access. Table 9 compares the characteristics of the CalComp 7110, the CDC
38500, IBM 3850, and Systems Development Corp.! Ampex TBM.
The main objective in the IBM and
CDC short tape cartridge systems is to
improve access time; that is, the shorter the tape, (770 inches versus 2,400
feet) the better the acces~ time. Operationally, the IBM and CDC cartridge
tape systems and the CalComp tape
library have experienced from 100 to a

Both the IBM 3850 and Control Data 38500 mass memory systems
libraries. Although each has mechanisms for storing and retrieving
the cartridges there is 3-inch wide magnetic tape. As shown in the
the tape is removed from the cartridges and then read or written
manner.

peak of 300 cartridge or tape loads per
hour. The more obvious use of these
first three (which are sometimes called
automated tape libraries) is to eliminate manual tape mounting operations.
The CalComp 7110 is a fully automated on-line tape library for standard
half-inch magnetic tapes. Under computer control the 7110 equipment

are basically tape
cartridges, within
CDC photo above,
in a conventional

automatically brings the tapes from
storage, mounts them on tape drives,
dismounts them when the job is completed, and returns them to storage.
The 7110 can store up to 7,000 standard tapes or 8,000 thin line reels in a
lockable self-contained library that can
service up to 32 tape drives and which
can interface up to four cpu's. The

Mass Storage Systems
Ma nufacturer
& Model

~r'Foomp

Control Data
38500

IBM
3850

SOC/Ampex
TBM

Maxi~um

8 x 1012bits

2.4 x 101lbits

3.8 x 1012bits

2.9 x 10 12 bits

Capacity

Media

V2-inch ta pe

ta pe ca rtridge

tape cartridge

videotape

Number of Media Units

8,000 tapes

2,000 cartridges

9,500 cartridges

one per drive

Capacity/Unit

109bits/ta pe

8MB/cartridge

50MB/cartridge

45 x 10 9bits/tape

Media Size

lh" x 2400'

2.7" x 150"

3" x 770"

2" x 3800'

Access Time

10sec

7sec

15sec

15sec

Transfer Rate

1.2MB

806KB-983KB

806KB

700KB

Typical Throughput

150 reels/hour

200 files/hour

100 fileS/hour

150 files/hour

Maximum Drives

32 drives

1 drive

2 drives

32 drives

Typical End User
System Price

$929,360

$626,200

$496,050

$1,154,000

Capacity of
System Priced

6_1 x 1012bits
(32 drives)

2.4 x 1011 bits
(1 drive)

2.8 x 101lbits
(2 drives)

1.8 x 10 l l bits
(4 drives)

End User Price per bit

0.00002¢/bit

0.00026¢/bit

0.00017¢/bit

0.00064¢/bit

Table 9. Far more kinds of mass storage systems have
been announced than have been delivered. Far more
have probably been delivered than have worked ef-
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fectively, too. Note that the cost of the media becomes
important in these products, since there may be so
many units of media involved.
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product has the lowest price per bit of
the three systems and can interface
with almost any brand of computer
system, although the software supplied
is strictly for IBM machines. That software provides data base management
below the specific tape number to the
data set.
The IBM 3850 mass storage system
uses a new storage component called a
data cartridge. Housed in a honeycomb storage compartment, these 2 x 4

inch plastic cartridges can each hold
up to 50MB of information on 770
inches of approximately three-inch
wide magnetic tape. Whenever information from a cartridge is needed by
the computer, a mechanical mechanism selects the desired cartridge and
transports it to one of up to eight reading stations. There the data is read out
and transferred to the staging disc
drives. (These discs must be dedicated
to the task.) The IBM'S 3850 cartridge
cannot be manually loaded and, therefore, there are ''two tape selection mechanisms for better operational availability. The CDC 385qO and CalComp

Other Mass Memory Technologies
Reason for Exclusion

Memory System/Technology

Ampex Magneto Optic Tape
Ampex Hologram
Cambridge Memories
Domain Tip Devices-DOT
Digital Recording Corp.
Optical System for Video Storage
Electronic Systems and Technology Corp.
(Formerly EPSCO, before that CBS Labs.)
Electron Beam, Silicon Dioxide Drum
Grumman Mass Tape
Harris HR/MR Model 2 .
'
(Human Readable/Machine Readable)
Holofile Industries Ltd.
IBM 1360 Film Photostore
IBM 2321 Magnetic Data Cell
3M Laser Beam Recorder
Phillips Video Tape/Disc
Precision Instruments Corp.
(Unicon 690 and Model 190)

Being pursued in research lab.
Being pursued in research lab.
Not being actively pursued.
Read/write system development needed, also
fUrther development on photographic medium.
Not actively funded.
Disbanded effort. One internal unit built.
No replacement product.
Holographic recording on film;
not erasable. One installation.
Access system not' developed.
No longer in production and
maintenance service discontinued.
Microfiche with no digital readout.
Read·Only Memory.
Laser/optical recording on film strip;
not erasable. One of each delivered.

Table 10

7110 can be manually loaded.
The CDC 38500 uses similar cylindrical data cartridges which can each hold
up to 8MB of data on 150 inches of
2.7-inch tape. The unit has a faster
access time and a faster data transfer
rate than the IBM 3850 because CDC'S
longitudinal recording requires less
data correction redundancy than IBM'S
helical recording. CDC has the option of
using either a staging disc or reading
directly -from the read station to the
cpu, and thus can mix staging data files
and others on one disc.
The Systems Development
Corp.!Ampex TBM (Terabit Memory) takes advantage of videotape recording technology and Ampex' expertise in this field. In development since
1966, the first system was installed in
1972. The TBM is very similar to the
magnetic tape systems discussed earlier, except that it is written onto and,
read from magnetic videotape achieving much higher densities. For example, the floor space required for the
Terabit is 112 square feet versus the'
2100 square feet which would be required for 220 Model 1 IBM 3330s
with the equivalent bit capacity.
TBM records digital data on twoinch wide tape, 3,800 feet long. Data is
encoded with frequency modulation of
a 6.25MHZ carrier and recorded on
magnetic tracks which are transver~e
to the longitudinal tape movement by
transducers mounted on a rotating
drum. During read/ write' operations,
the longitudinal tape speed is 5.17ips
and during search mode, the speed is

- - - - - - - - - - M e m o r y Products Vendor I n d e x - - - - - - - - - For more information about the products mentioned in this
feature, contact the vendors listed below or circle the appropriate number on the reader service card bound into this
issue.

Harris Semiconductor Inc.
Div. of Harris Corp.
'Box 883
Melbourne, FL 32901
CIRCLE 328 ON READER CARD

Alpha Data Inc.
20750 Marilla Street
Chatsworth, CA 91311
CIRCLE 320 ON READER CARD

Amcomp
(Subs. of Datapoint Corp.)
686 W. Maude Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

California Computer
Products, Inc. (CalComp)
2411 W. La Palma Avenue
Anaheim, CA 92801

IBM Corp.
Data Processing Div.
1133 Westchester Avenue
. White Plains, NY 10604

CIRCLE 324 ON READER CARD

CIRCLE 329 ON READER CARD

Control Data Corp.
'Box "0"
Minneapolis, MN 55440

Intel Corp.
3065 Bowers Avenue
Santa Clara, CA 95051

CIRCLE 321 ON READER CARD

CIRCLE 325 ON READER CARD

CIRCLE 330 ON READER CARD

American Microsystems, Inc.
3800 Homestead Road
Santa Clara, CA 95051

Digital Development
Corp. (DDC)
8615 Balboa Avenue
San Diego, CA 92123

Memorex Corp.
OEM Division
San Tomas at Central
Expressway
Santa Clara, CA 95052

CIRCLE 322 ON READER CARD

BASF Systems
(Div. of BASF Wyandotte
Corp.)
Crosby Drive
Bedford, MA 01730
CIRCLE 323 ON READER CARD
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CIRCLE 326 ON READER CARD

CIRCLE 331 ON READER CARD

aockwell International
Bubble Memory Marketing
3370 Miraloma Avenue
Anaheim, CA 92803
CIRCLE 333 ON READER CARD

SDC/ Ampex Corp.
1020 Kifer Road
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
CIRCLE 334 ON READER CARD

Signetics Corp.
811 E. Argues Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
CIRCLE 335 ON READER CARD

Storage Technology Corp.
(STC)
2270S. 88th Street
Louisville, CO 80027
CIRCLE 336 ON READER CARD

Telex Computer Products Inc.
6422 E. 41st Street
Tulsa, OK 74135
CIRCLE 337 ON READER CARD

Fairchild Camera &
Instrument Corp.
464 Ellis Street
Mountain View, CA 94042

Mostek Corp.
1215 W. Crosby Road
Carrollton, TX 75006

Texas instruments Inc.
Box 5012
Dallas, TX 75222

CIRCLE 327 ON READER CARD

CIRCLE 332 ON READER CARD

CIRCLE 338 ON READER CARD
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1,000ips. The unit has a minimum capacity of 9 x 1010 bits and a maximum
capacity of 2.94 x 1012 bits. Its output
also can be staged onto discs.
As may have been suspected, the
number of installations of each device
tells its own story. While over 100 IBM
3850s have been installed, only four of
the similar CDC 38500s have. Perhaps

WHO DO YOU
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Over 100 IBM 3850s have
been instaIled, versus only
four for the CDC 38500.
for different reasons, CalComp has
placed over 30 of its tape libraries in
the field, compared to four of the more
exotic SDC/ Ampex Terabits.
Conclusions

There continues to be a great deal -of
activity in memory development.· New
limits to available technologies appear
in rapid succession as designers clear .
one hurdle after another. Just when
one technology seems to have reached
its final maturation, it changes. Technologies once presumed dead suddenly
show new life. One technology will
achieve a technical breakthrough only
to find that its target has moved.
Still the search for "that one form of
memory, both fast and inexpensive"
goes on like a pursuit for-a new Holy
Grail. Like that earlier pursuit, the
search is not without its rewards. Each
year we can pack more data into less
space and at lower cost. Each year
applications become feasible that once
were prohibited by constraints of price
or speed or size. In the end the benefits
outweigh the efforts invested to attain
them, and that makes it all worthwhile.
~

Mr. Theis is the manager of the
computer applications section at
Aerospace Corp., where his responsibilities include hardware and software evaluation, especially for realtime systems. He has been a senior
associate for Hobbs Associates, a
senior engineer with North American on the Apollo project, and a frequent contributor to Datamation.

Her~'s

How You Benefit From That Experience

With so many makes and models of hard-copy terminals to
choose from, how can you select the system most suitable for
your needs?
Let OilAn Controls help you. We've been making computer
products since 1958 for industrial as well as governmental
applications. For general OP as well as specialized applications. If you've recently taken an airline flight, bet on a horse,
gone to the theater or attended a sporting event, chances are
your ticket was processed through a DilAn printer.
Our 20 years of experience guarantees you'll receive compact, rugged, reliable and cost-effective terminals. We offer a
standard product line with a variety of options including special interfaces and APL character set.
Our experienced technical, sales and applications staffs
can assist you in the application of our products and in training
your personnel to use them. We can also train your maintenance people, or you can use our field service organization.
When you're looking for RO, KSR and ASR hard-copy terminals with up to 1200 baud throughput, come to Oi/An Controls, the experienced terminal company that's·here todayand will be here tomorrow.

@~

Di/An Controls, Inc.,
944 Dorchester Avenue- Boston, Massachusetts 02125
Tel: (617) 288-7700 - TWX No.-710-333-1732
CIRCLE 88 ON READER CARD
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That"s why so mallY companies are firing
their small batch systems and hiring the HewlettPackard 30()O.
Our computer can easily handle your
payrol L account ing. general ledger and other
number-crunching jobs you"re currently running
on a time-sharing service or small in-house system.
But it also gives you immediate access to
the informat ion you need right now. rl bday's sales.

inventory status, customer profiles, shipping
records, updates on accounts receivables. projections - all these and more can be called up on
CRTs or printing terminals.
Just about every husiness. fronl manufacturing and dist rihuting to retailingand publishing,
needs that kind of up-to-the-minute data. And,
with prices start i ng at $75.000;" it's easy to make
the switch to an HP 3000.
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I~Y batch alone.
1.
Two major features put the HP 3000 in a
class by itself. The first is our state-of-the-art
operating system, a Multi programming Executive
that can manage a vast workload extremely fast.
When we clocked one second of MPE activity, it
handled 2,280,000 micro instructions in the central
processor, 14 file accesses, seven input swaps and
five output swaps.
This ability to "juggle" batch and on-line
jobs lets you develop new programs on the HP 3000
while it's running your old ones. And we offer
six "big computer" ~anguages to keep your
programmers happy. With COBOL, RPG,
FORTRAN, BASIC, APL (Series II only), and
SPL (our streamlined Systems Programming
Language), you can develop the precise programs
your company needs.
Virtual memory plays an important role in this
performance. It gives you an almost unlimited
program size by keeping the code and data on your disc,
swapping only those parts that are needed in main memory.
This operation is totally transparent to the user. And it's
speeded up by our new 50 megabyte discs, with 5 ms seek
time track to track.
The second major attribute is the HP 3000's powerful
data ma'nagement capability. Our IMAGE/3000 software, good
enough to be named to the Datapro Software Honor Roll, puts
a sophisticated Data Base Management system (1) literally in
your hands. You can access files of consolidated data with our
simple inquiry language, QUERY. Or use KSAM (Keyed
Sequential Access Method) on our Series II to call up a series
of related files. Our DEL/3000 Data Entry Library simplifies
your terminal-oriented transactions.
A variety of HP terminals also makes it easier to input
or call up data. For instance, our new graphics terminal (2)
provides auto-plots at the touch of a key. And a new printing
terminal (3) keeps information flowing from the factory
or warehouse.
Another "big computer" feature is fault-correcting
memory on the HP 3000 Series II. If a circuit fails, the memory
automatically corrects itself and stores information about the
faults in a RAM. Our engineers will call up that information
during routine maintenance and replace the faulty circuit.
We offer two basic systems, based on CPU speed and
main memory size. They're both very easy to expand to fit your
needs, with additional discs, tapes, terminals, printers and other
I/O devices. And, as we manufacture virtually everything in our
systems, we can give you fast, knowledgeable service on any
part of them.
So why don't you give us a call? Or write to Bill Krause,
Hewlett-Packard, Dept. 415,11000 Wolfe Road, Cupertino
CA 95014. Instead of a computer that does batch but can't handle
on-line jobs, you could soon have an HP 3000 that does it all.
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PERTEC

The data formatter that came in
out of the cold.
Tape drive intelligence has crossed the iron
walls. And taken up residence inside a broad
series of transports - through a special Microformatter™ that Pertec installs internally.
A real technology breakthrough for sure.
But it's the hot savings potential that intrigues
OEMs most.
Eliminates the need for any external formatter to control the reading and writing of data.
Makes interface chores much easier.
Now add in the convenience and costefficiencies you'll realize with just one system
to handle (and ship), instead of two separate
devices.
Saves integration time. With the Microformatter built-in, a single interface can be used for
800 cpi NRZI, 1600 cpi PE, or dual formats.
Saves redesign. Formatted Tape Transports
use the same Pertec industry-standard formatter
interface. And the same Microformatter, to maintain parts commonality.
.
Saves daisy-chain hassles. Every master
Formatted Transport can daisy-chain up to 3
more tape drives-either Pertec standards or
our new Formatted models.
Saves rack costs. You free up former .
external-mount slots. And the single-board LSI

r

Microformatter is so' compact it fits into each
drive without restructuring standard rack
mounts.
Internal Formatting. Deep down inside, you
know it's right! And it's available in a flexible·
configuration range.
Formatted tension-arm: FT7000-compact
7" teel, NRZI or PE, 12.5 to 25 ips. FT800010lj2" reel; NRZI, PE, or dual NRZI/PE to
45 ips.
Formatted vacuum-column: FT9000-10lj2"
reel, 37.5 to 75 ips NRZI, PE or dual. And
FT1000-10lj2" reel, our vacuum column 125
ips high speed auto-thread, auto-load series,
dual NRZI/PE.
Fully proven product. All are Jnicroformatted
extensions of field-proven drives, produced by
the world's largest independent manufacturer
of peripheral equipment.
And backed by international sales/service
facilities, with a long-term commitment to
responsiveness. Making emergency assistance
available on a 24-hour, 7 -day basis, accessed
through our toll-free 800 line.
At every level-product, sales, maintenancePertec intelligence has always recognized that
cost-effectiveness is the central issue with OEMs.

o Please send full details on the Pertec Formatted Tape Transport Series.

o Send pricing information as indicated on the RFQ below (no obligation or cost).

Request for Quote
Formatted
Series #

.

Reel
Size

Tape
Velocity
(ips)

Recording
Mode

FT7000

7"

12.5-25

PEor NRZI

FT8000

10lf2"

12.5-45

PE, NRZI, Dual

FT9000
Vacuum Column

10 1/2"

37.5-75

PE, NRZI, Dual

FTlOOO
Vacuum Column

10 1/2"

75-125

Dual NRZI/PE

Quantity
Required

Date
Wanted

Send
Specs

Name
Title

Phone

Ext

Please attach coupon/RFQ to company letterhead and return to Pertec, 9600 Irondale Avenue,
Chatsworth, CA 91311.
For immediate requirements, call your nearest Pertec regional sales office: Los Angeles
(213) 996-1333. Ann Arbor, Michigan (313) 668-7980. Hudson, New Hampshire
(603) 883-2100. England (Reading) 582115.

L _______________________

~

t:m PEl'll EC
a division of Pertec Computer Corporation
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Comparing DiscTechnologies
by Rick Brechtlein

The Winchester succeeded the 3330 which succeeded the 2314. Each
generation brought major improvements, but still it can be tough to choose
between them.
In the beginning-a decade agothere was the disc, a dramatic im~
provement over the magnetic drum
and tape.
Today, after step-function advances
in performance, reliability, and capacity, at least three separate disc technologies have evolved. Every system designer and dp manager is now faced
with a series of difficult choices and
decisions. Which technology is best for
a particular application? How will this
decision affect the future capabilities
of the system? What industry trends
will influence next year's decisions?
The situation is complicated by the
fact that there are dozens of disc
equipment sources, all with varying
degrees of systems responsibility. There
are manufacturers which specialize in
disc drives, others in disc media, and
others in disc controllers. There are
computer manufacturers which make
their own disc drives and controllers,
and disc companies which make computers.
The confusion is compounded by
similar sounding model numbers, and
terminology that means different
things depending on the source. "Plugcompatibility" blurs the distinctiveness
of each company's offerings. But
through the fog, the three main levels
of technical advancement can still be
discerned.
We can label the three major technologies with identifying tags, based on
their IBM origins:
• "2314" technology became the industry standard in the mid-1960s.
• "3330" technology arrived at the
turn of the decade, and represented
major advances in both performance and potential capacity.
• "Winchester" technology, introduced in the early 1970s, took the
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next logical steps forward-and one
step backwards.
The IBM numbers refer to specific
disc drives, with set numbers of platters
and heads, etc. Here the numbers are
used instead to identify the recording
technology, including the type of head
and positioning mechanism, bit densities, track densities, and such, but not
specific drives. It's possible, for instance, to use "3330" technology on a
single-platter disc cartridge, even
though IBM did not promote it· that
way. The point is that in ten years or
so we have made three major advances
in these technologies.
The computer industry has long
been accustomed to this rapid ad-

It would seem that the
older 2314 technology
would be more appropriate
for a vintage computer
than a Winchester. Often
the reverse is true.
vancement and obsolescence. Processor hardware has progressed through
successive "generations," starting with
discrete components and advancing
through Ie's, MSI'S and LSI'S. Each generation has obsoleted and substantially
replaced the preceding state of the art
equipment.
Disc drives have not followed this
pattern. Instead, both old and new
technologies are flourishing simultaneously. At Telefile Computer Products,
for example, we use all three types of
discs, for reasons that often seem contradictory. (We don't build the discs,
but we do buy them for upgrading
existing computer- installations.) While
it would seem logical that the older

2314 technology would be most appropriate for enhancing a vintage
computer and Winchester discs for a
more recent processor, often as not,
the reverse is true. Each technology
has its advantages and disadvantages.
The application, not the age of the
processor, is the determining factor.
Extension of main memory

A similar old-and-new situation exists with add-on memories. Again, our
firm finds itself supplying both core
. and semiconductor memories as enhancement products. Both technologies have their place, depending on the
application.
The similarity between discs and
memories is more than coincidence.
Disc systems are, in effect, a special
type of add-on memory. Like memory
modules, they can directly affect the
performance, throughput, and reliability of a computer installation. Printers, terminals, and tape readers can
crash without disabling the computer,
but the failure of a disc can be a disaster.
Most operating systems, for exam. pIe, now depend on discs for mass storage. In fact, at least a portion of the
operating system itself is normally disc
resident. The same is true of application-program overlays, "assemblers,
compilers, and all frequently referenced tables and data files. When the
disc is down, the computer is down.
This critical memory extension role
accounts for the rapid evolution of ·disc
technology. In fact, the principal design objectives have been identical to
those affecting the main memory itself:
increased capacity, faster access time,
absolute reliability, and of course, lower cost.
All these must be achieved, however, with a device that has an inherent
139

DISC
weakness. Discs have all but replaced
magnetic tape transports as system
mass storage mechanisms, except when
the processing of sequential data
makes tape an economical alternative.
Yet, like its predecessor, the disc is
electromechanical.
An ideal mass storage medium
would be all-electronic. Charge-coupled devices and bubble memories are
on the horizon, but for now, the disc
remains as the single electromechanical
element at the operating heart of a
computer system.
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Capacity, performance, price

The coexistence of three disc technologies can best be explained in terms
of capacity, performance and pricewith electromechanical reliability as
the limiting factor in all three 'areas.
/ Except for the floppy disc, which
can be viewed as primarily a low-capacity derivative of 2314 technology,
all three types of discs start with a
common base-a 14-inch diameter
aluminum platter coated with iron oxide. Another common denominator is
the fact that the costs of many of the
most expensive elements in a disc system (the motor, head actuator, and
control electronics) are relatively independent of storage capacity. The number of bytes of storage can be doubled
and tripled with only an insignificant
effect on the cost of these fixed elements.
The result, as shown in Fig. 1, is a
steep reduction in the cost per million
bytes (MB) as the capacity of each disc
spindle increases. Similar "economies
of size" apply in other types of computer hardware, such as main memories 'and data communication equipment, but rarely with such impact.
The incentive, then, has been to add
capacity by every conceivable means.
The trends have been toward more bits
per track, more tracks per disc surface,
and more surfaces per disc spindle.
Every increase in packing density
has had an immediate payoff in terms
of the cost per megabyte. But each
packing-density advance also 'increases
the chances of error in the form of lost
bits or crosstalk between tracks. Reliability remains the ultimate restraint
on mechanical and electronic ingenui, ty.
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Fig. 1. The costs of many of the most expensive elements ina disc subsystem
(the motor, head actuator, and control electronics) are largely independent of the
storage capacity of the disc platters. Also, the disc platters themselves are much
alike regardless of their capacity. As a result, higher capacity units are generally
more cost effective. (These are current single-unit oem drive prices.)

in truth, an extension of memory. In
the past, most cpu's have been memorybound, limited in their performance
by both the size and the speed of their
memory modules. Today, in too many
cases, the cpu is disc-I/o bound, and
every increase in disc throughput will
help to break this bottleneck.

TRACKS
PER INCH

Higher packing densities add to
throughput in a direct fashion. With
more bits per inch, more data passes
under the readlwrite head per unit of
time. With more closely spaced tracks,
the track-to-track access time is reduced. With more disc surfaces per
spindle, the computer can access more

BITS PER INCH

Increased throughput

Cost effectiveness has also been enhanced by reducing the access time
and increasing the data flow. The economic payoff in this case has not been
in reduced storage costs, but in increased throughput and efficiency of
the total computer system.
Again, we are reminded that disc is,
140

Fig. ,2. Magnetic flux spreads out with distance. So the closer the head can fly
to the surface, the greater the linear packing density (bpi) will be and the higher
the number of tracks per inch (tpi).
CRTRMRTION

data without moving the read/write
heads.
The throughput of the disc system
also can be improved by increasing the
rotational speed of the spindle, up to a
point. The aerodynamic characteristics
of the flying head put certain constraints on the rotational speed, limiting the progress that can be made in
this area.
And more

Other, more mundane considerations also have influenced the evolution
of disc systems. With the introduction
of small, compact microcomputers and
minicomputers, there has been a demand for small, compact disc drives
-with replaceable media to compensate for limited storage capacity.
Advantages also could be gained by
simplifying the controller interface,
and by increasing operator convenience through the use of front-loading
cartridges, rather than top-loading cartridges or disc packs.
Each year has witnessed incremental
advances in disc-system design. But the
major, step-function changes have
come as a constellation of new characteristics. In a single abrupt shift, nearly
every aspect of the system has been
upgraded toward higher capacity and
throughput.
Table 1 summarizes the differences
separating the three basic disc technologies. Each technology was pioneered
by IBM, and each has become, in its
turn, an industry "standard." Refinements by other manufacturers have
been modifications on a basic theme.
Central to each advance has been a
significant increase in the packing density. Moreover, the key to this increase
has been, in each case, a reduction in
the "flying height" of the read/write
head.
.
Magnetic flux spreads with distance.
Thus, any separation between the
read/write head and the magnetic surface will increase the area occupied by
an information "bit." This limits, in
turn, the number of bits that can be
defined along an inch of track (Fig. 2)
and increases the minimum spacing between tracks.
The ideal would be a direct contact
between head and surface-as in the
case of magnetic tape. This is impossible, however, with a rigid aluminum
disc. The surface is traveling at rates
that can exceed 100 miles per hour.
Any direct contact would quickly de- .
stroy the storage medium. Instead, the
head is given an aerodynamic shape
that allows it to "fly" on the rotating
film of air that adheres to the disc
surface. Proper spacing is maintained
by applying a "load" on the head assembly.
Fig. 3 indicates the progress made in
reducing' the flying height. An im-
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Typical Comparisons

2314

3330

"Winchester"

Capacity
Factors

1 M B-lOOM Bbspindle
1,000-4,000 pi
200 tracks/inch
400 tracks/side

25M B-300M B/spindle
4,OOO-6,OOObpi
400 tracks/inch
800 tracks/side

25M B-300 +M B/spindle
6,OOO+bpi
400+tracks/inch
800+ tracks/side

Performance
Factors

156KB-624KB/sec
12msec track-track
1500rpm/2400rpm

806KB-1,209KB/sec
6msec track-track
3600rpm

l,209+KB/sec
6msec track-track
3600rpm

non-oriented

non-oriented

oriented magnetic

Head

load: 350rrsm
mass: 3.2 gm
flying height:
100 microinches

load: 350gm
mass: 5&m
fl~ing height:
4 microinches

~bi~i~r~ii~~~es

Positioning

hydraulic
actuator
mechanical
track hold

voice coil
actuator
electronic
track hold

voice coil/rotary
actuator
electronic
track hold

Reliability
Factors

discretes,
Rlastic/ceramic ICs
ixed or removable
packs or cartridges

plastic/ceramic ICs

ceramic ICs

fixed or removable
packs or cartridges

fixed or removable
sealed modules

Maintainability

heads aligned
by user
heads replaceable

heads aligned
by user
heads replaceable

no head alignment
by user
head/disc assembly
replaceable

1 hour/month maint
MTBF: 1200 hours
M:rTR: ,1.5 hours

0.5 hour/month maint
MTBF: 2500 hours
MTTR: 1 hour

Media

~oa~~i~ccontact

~oa~~i~ccontact

head contact okay
load: 10~m
mass: O. 5gm

~"rg~~v~B6~eh~uari~t
MTTR: under 1 hour

Table '1. There are great variations in how each technology is implemented, but
the major differences between them are still clear. One of the big jumps in going
from 2314 technology to 3330 was in the arm positioning technique; this led to
tighter packing of tracks, faster disc spinning, and (indirectly) to higher packing
densities. Another big change was in the flying height of the head.
The change to the Winchester technology was more obvious physically, in that
sealed modules containing the discs and heads were introduced. Not as obvious
but also important was the further reduction of the flying height.

proved aerodynamic design in 3330
drives allows the distance to be cut in
half compared to that of the 2314.
Winchester technology, using a lightweight head and a minimal load, has
reduced the distance by half again.
The flying heights shown are current
typical values for each technology.
Manufacturers continue to make refinements in all three technologies,
however, lowering the head height and
narrowing the track width.
Out of the tunnel

But Fig. 3 also indicates the hazards
to be overcome. From the earliest days

WINCHESTER

3330

of disc technology, cleanroom conditions have been required within the
drive enClosure.- A single -smoke particle can damage the disc and destroy
data. Moreover, with each reduction in
the flying height, the contamination
problem becomes more severe, requiring more stringent control over the disc
environment.
Fig. 4 (p. 144) shows a range of 2314
track widths-and the further advances
made by 3330 and Winchester innovations. Included in these innovations
has been the elimination of the 2314
"tunnel erase" tandem head that trims
down the width of each track, guaran-

2314

QQQ

SMOKE PARTICLE
250f'IN

100
f'IN

•

t

OXIDE COATING

ALUMINUM SUBSTRATE
Fig. 3. The reason for controlling the disc environment, and for sealing the packs,
becomes apparent when we realize that a smoke particle roughly 250 millionths
of an inch in diameter simply won't fit between the read/write head and the disc
surface. To a flying head, a fingerprint looks like a mountain. In comparison to
these obstacles, the major differences in the flying heights of the three kinds
of heads does not show up in this sC,ale.
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"We're out. to make our
customers more successful.
"If that means inspecting each
computer system 500 times, we'll do it.
"In fact, that's exactly whatwe do!'
Kenneth G. Harple, President, MODCOMP
'1We manufacture very complicated productsreal-time computer systems. But our entire
company is based on a very simple principleour success depends on our customers'
success."
How our quality control helps you succeed ..
"We subject everyone of our computer
systems to at least 500 separate tests and
inspections.
"That probably sounds like we carry quality
control toan extrem.e.
"We do.
"And it pays off for you. Surveys rate the
reliability of MODCOMP hardware higher than
any of our competitors ..
"We also burn-in our computers in a hot room
(132°F.) for a full week. This keeps our infant
mortality rate for components unusually low.
And our uptime unusually high."
How our flexibility helps you succeed.
"We manufacture' a wide range of computer'
systems. Everything from a $25,000 system to a
$2,000,000 system. So you don't have to go to
more than one supplier.
"And they're all upward compatible. So you
can expand them in the field without expensive
engineering orprogramming changes."
How our high performance helps you
succeed.
"Some of our competitors brag about how fast
their computers are. And so do we;
. "But we pay special attention to system level
performance. And design out bottlenecks~
"For example, a unique CPU option we offer
is a communications processor which processes
telecommunications datain hardware instead
of software. As a result, you get5-10 times more
throughput from local or remote terminals."
How our implementation support helps you
succeed.
"Most customers have limited engineering
and programming resources. And that's fine
with us.
.
"Because we provide lots of conveniences to
help you get up and running fast. Things like

high-level languages. Sophisticated operating
systems. And program development services.
"We even have a field-proven operating
,
system developed specifically for distributed
processing networks-MAXNET .. With it, you
can link together our computers whether they're
in adjoining rooms or thousands of miles away."
How our experience in real-time measurement and control.helps you succeed ..
"We've installed thousands of systems in
industry to monitor and control everything from
laboratory instruments to petrochemical plants
and manufacturing lines.
"We understand your requirements. And
we've developed special hardware and 'software
'products specifically for you.
"We can put together just the system you
want from standard products.
"However, if special interfaces are needed,
we'll develop them for you."
!

We're as interested in your success as
you are.
"Successful MODCOMP installations have
satisfied someof the toughest computer
customers in the world.
"Now we'd like to satisfy another tough
customer.
"You."

To/earn how MODCOMP can help make you
more successful, please send this coupon.

r-----------------------,
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MODCOMP

MS53, 1650 W. McNab Rd.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309

Please send me information on MODCOMP products
and services that can make me more successful.
Name ______________________~-----Company _______________________
Address _____________________

I,

City

I
II
I

My application is _________________

State

Zip _ __

My need is _ _ i'mmediate_,_soon - '- - future
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _M~
___ _

L~

i:IeIiODCOIiR

Dedicated to your success

Modular Computer Systems, Inc., 1650 W. McNab Road, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309
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teeing an adequate separation between
them. Analog circuits within the disc
drive have been simplified by this
change, with a corresponding increase
in reliability.
The extremely narrow Winchester
track has been achieved by a combination of factors. The Winchester head
weighs only a quarter gram, and flies
within 20 microinches (millionths of
an inch) of the surface. The iron oxide
particles on the disc surface have also
been magnetically oriented so that
both the track and the bits along the
track are more precisely defined.
Another innovation-which probably best characterizes the new technology-is a lubricated surface that
allows the lightweight head to rest on
the disc during start and stop operations. By comparison, both the 2314
and 3330 technologies require that
the disc be at "flying speed" before the
head is loaded. In theory, at least,
the in-contact start/stop capability of
Winchester drives has also eliminated
the "head crash" problems encountered with the earlier technologies.
As -the spacing between tracks has
decreased, additional demands have
been made on the accuracy of the
track positioning mechanism. The relatively broad spacing of a 2314 disc
apows a mechanical! optical positioning mechanism to be used. The close
spacing of 3330 and Winchester tracks
has led to the development of electronic sensing mechanisms. The source of
the controlling information for head
positioning has also been moved from
the disc drive to the disc pack itself.
In sirLlilar fashion, the hydraulic
he~d actuator used in early 2314 technology drives gave way to the voicecoil positioner which is the standard
today. Winchester technology- has carried this a step further and uses a ro- tary actuator-still based on the voicecoil principle-that requires 40% less
power, generates -less heat, and offers
significant advantages in terms of size,
service life and reliability.
The liIlear spacing between bits has
also been reduced. Bit-per-inch values
now range from 1,000 bpi for a lowerperformance 2314 drive to 6,000+ bpi
for the newest Winchester drives.
Linear packing density can be further enhanced by changes in the coding technique. As shown in Fig. 5, the
code used in the 3330 and Winchester
drives has eliminated the clock-pulse
transitions required by 2314 technology. This has enabled the designers to
condense the linear length of the record, further increasing the bpi value.
With improved definition between
bits and changes in the aerodynamic
head design, the disc can be rotated at
144

2314
.005"

.0038"

H

~

3330

WINCHESTER

H
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.004"

.0023"

.001 "

TRACK WIDTHS
Fig. 4. Track widths are a function of how high the head flies above the disc.
Even after the tracks written by a 2314 head had been trimmed by the "tunnel
erase" tandem head, they were still large in comparison to the track width of
the 3330. The Winchester head, flying less than half as high as that of the 3330,
can put down a track even less than half as wide-tiny in comparison to the
2314's.

faster speeds, reducing the latency period. Higher packing densities, combined with faster rotation, result instep-function increases in the transfer
rate between the disc and the host computer.Transfer rates now range from
156KB to over 1MB per second.
-Track-to-track access times-normally "lost" to the system-have been
reduced by closer spacing between
tracks, faster-acting actuators, and in
the case of Winchester drives, by splitting the, recording surface into inner

and outer bands and providing a separate head for each half. Again, by minimizing the time taken to reposition the
read/write head to a given track, significant increases in system throughput
have been achieved.
Controller interface

If disc drives are viewed, for the
moment; as peripheral devices-as opposed to extensions of main memorythey must be classified as "dumb."
They do little more than to rotate the

SERIAL
DATA
BITS

o

o

o

o

3330
&
WINCHESTER

Fig. 5. Electronics' played a role in achieving higher densities, too. Where the
2314 head had to record and read back clock bits (the "C's") with its data bits
("D's"), the two later technologies don't need them.
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anyone'
of these great
professional books

by F. W. McFarlan and R. L. Nolan
769129X Pub. Pr., $35.00 CliJb Pr., $25.50

for
only

DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS
ANALYSIS & DESIGN

$189

by R. J. Condon
7681528 Pub. Pr., $13.95 Club Pr., $11.25

DATA PROCESSING MANAGEMENT
Methods & Standards
by D. H. Brandon, A. D. Palley &
A. M. O'Reilly
7671203 Pub. Pr., $29.95 Club Pr., $21.50

t.

DATA PROCESSING DOCUMENTATION
Standards, Procedures and Applications
by W. L. Harper
7671092 Pub. Pr., $24.95 Club Pr., $19.25

MINICOMPUTERS SYSTEMS
Structure, Implementation, and
Applications
by C. Weitzman
7661770 Pub., Pr., $19.50 Club Pr., $14.50

HIGH LEVEL COBOL PROGRAMMING
by G. M. Weinberg, S. E. Wright,
R. Kaufman and M. A. Goetz
7681595 Pub. Pr., $17.95 Club Pr., $14.95

SOFTWARE RELIABILITY
Principles & Practices
by G. J. Myers
7691885 Pub. Pr., $19.95 Club Pr., $15.75

THE DESIGN OF THE MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION SYSTEM, 2/e

.

Introductory offe,r to new members of the

Computer Professionals' Book Club
Special $1.89 bonus book come~ to you with your first club selection

T

HIS new professional club is designed to meet your day-to-day on-the-job needs by
providing practical books in your field on a regular basis at below publisher prices. If
you're missing out on important technical literature-if today's high cost of reading curbs
the growth of your library-here's the solution to your problem.
The Computer Professionals' Book Club was organized for you, to provide an economical
reading program that cannot fail to be of value. Administered by the McGraw-Hill Book
Company, all books are chosen by qualified editors and consultants. Their understanding.
of the standards and values of the literature in your field guarantees the appropriateness
of the selections.
How the Club operates: Every month you receive free of charge The Computer Professionals' Book Club Bulletin. This announces and describes the Club's featured book of the
month as well as alternate selections available at special members' prices. If you want to
examine the Club's feature of the month, you do nothing. If you prefer one of the alternate
selections-or if you want no book at all-you notify the club by returning the card enclosed with each Bulletin.
As a Club Member, you agree only to the purchase of four books (including your first
selection) over a two-year period. Considering the many books published annually, there
will surely be at least four you would want to own
By joining the club, you
save both money and the trouble of searching for the best

by D. Q. Matthews'
7681862 Pub. Pr., $12.95 Club Pr., $10.95

TOp·DOWN STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING
TECHNIQUES
by C. L. McGowan and J. R. Kelly
7691052 Pub. Pr., $15.95 Club Pr., $13.50

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING HANDBOOK
Edited by The Diebold Group, Inc.
1681075 Pub. Pr., $33.50 Club Pr., $23.75

DATABASE PROCESSING
Fundamentals, Modeling, Applications
by D. M. Kroenke
7691931 Pub. Pr., $16.95 Club Pr., $12.95

WRITTEN COMMUNICATION FOR
DATA PROCESSING
by R. S. Smith
769177X' Pub. Pr., $12.95

Club Pr., $9.75

THE DATABASE ADMINISTRATOR
byJ. K. Lyon
7701123 Pub. Pr., $15.75 Club Pr., $11.95.

DATA PROCESSING CONTRACTS
by D. H. Brandon & S. Segelstein
7701972 flub. Pr., $34.50 Club Pr., $25.50

STRUCTURED COBOL
by A. S. Phifippakis & L. J. Kazmier
4971974 Pub. Pr;, $9.95 Club Pr., $8.25

REAL TIME SYSTEMS
Management and Design
by D. Tebbs and G. Collins
8441828 Pub. Pr., $13.95 Club Pr., $11.75
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VALUES UP TO $30.00 WITH
DISCOUNTS ON ALL OTHER CLUB SELECTIONS. Your bonus books come with the first selection, and you may choose both
of them from the books described in this special introductory offer.
EXTRA SAVINGS: Remit in full with your order, plus any local and state tax, and
McGraw-Hill will pay all regular postage and handling charges.
NO RISK GUARANTEE:
If not completely satisfied return selections for full refund and membership cancellation.

. - - - - - - - - MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY - - - - - - - ...

I
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
II

COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS/Book Club P.O. Box 582 Princeton Road, Hightstown, NewJersey 08520
Please enroll me as a member and send me the two books
indicated. I am to receive the bonus book at .the introductory price of $1.89 plus my first selection, plus tax,

~~t~t:ng~tie a~~Okhsa:~:h~~' 19 d~~~ ;~cT~!~~e~~t ~ha!:s~~dinelm~al
ship be cancelled. If I keep the books, I agree to take a
minimum ot three additional books during the next two years
at special Club prices '(guaranteed 15% discount, otten

Institutional tax exemption status Is not appliable to purchases made through individual Club memberships. All prices
subject to' change without notice. Offer good for new members only.
'Write Code # of $1.89 bonus
book selection here

Write code # of
first selection here

i~:~i:o w~~ar~f~!v~h~h~e~l~r~dB~I!r~~~id~, vmn~seda t~t~r. n~

:~ti~17~r~a~~I~e~:c~i~i~~~~ ;~tg~a~i;fl~i_} s~~~~v~r~tilfywfhn~

~\rlb a~ra~~t~;~~g a tI~~inT~~:n~in1to c~~~s ail~~~iC~n~~osr;~ur~
the card and you will credit my account fully, including
postage, if this is not the case. Membership in the club is
continuous but cancellable by me at any time after the fourbook purchase requirement has been filled. ThiS order
sU'bject to acceptance by McGraw-Hili. Orders from outside
the continental U.S. must be prepaid. Company. business, or

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP _ _ _ ___
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I
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DIS'C
disc media, move heads back and
forth, and generate magnetic fields.
In contrast, disc controllers are
among the most "intelligent" of peripheral interfaces. They determine the
coding technique, establish sectors,
sense the position of the disc surfaces
and h~ads, correct errors on the fly,
and supervise communications with the
host computer.
Because they are so sophisticated,
and expensive, controllers are normally
designed as the central element' in a
disc subsystem that can include several
disc drives. The first disc (and its controller) is sometimes referred to as the
"master." Additional discs are called
"slaves." But these terms are arbitrary;
the controller remains as the master
element.
The transition from one disc technology to another has witnessed a
different kind of progress in terms of
controller design. The early introduction of 2314 technology resulted in a
confusing variety of proprietary disc
drive controller intel"faces" in the nonIBM marketplace. Plug-compatible options were required to fit one manufacturer's discs to another's controller or
computer.
The faults in this approach were
recognized by the time the 3330 technology arrived. IBM'S 3330 interface
was accepted as the standard for larger
capacity drives; suppliers of smaller
discs elected to follow a simplified
"storage module" protocol established
by Control Data, the first company to
offer 3330 technology to non-IBM users
(primarily in the rapidly expanding
minicomputer market).
This same interface has now been
extended to smaller capacity drives using Winchester technology. True plugcompatibility therefore exists between
controllers and disc drives based on
both. 3330 and Winchester technologies.
A word of caution is required however. There is a limit to the "transj:>arency" of the disc system in terms of
operating-system software. If, for example, a disc with a higher packing
density is added to the system, the
number of sectors on each track or the
number of tracks' per surface will generally be different. This information
must be communicated to the operating system, or valuable disc space can
be wasted.
Removability. trade-off

The ability to remove and replace
disc media has proved to be a valuable
asset, especially in a multiple-user environment. Disc cartridges' offer almost
as much convenience as reels of tape.
And floppy discs carry this to the limit,
148

with a single (or dual) surface and a
size that can be easily stored or
dropped in the mail.
Disc drive manufacturers looking
for a distinctive edge, have taken full
advantage of this flexibility. Some, including Diablo, Pertec, and Wangco,
have created combination units with
both fixed and removable media. An-

Most micros and minis
can get by with a 2314
technology disc, most
midis with 3330.
other variation is the dual-purpose
drive, like IBM'S 3350, with a fixedhead-per-track surface for extremely
fast access and a multiple-platter moving-head spindle for bulk storage.
Some of this flexibility has been lost
in the move toward higher capacities
and performance. The higher packing
density has reduced the margin for er, ror and increased the need for environmental control. Until recently, for example, the convenience of disc cartridges has been restricted to 2314
technology drives. But CDC has announced a cartridge drive using 3330

Taking a lesson from fixed-head disc
technology, where the disc and its heads
are often in a sealed case, the "Winchester" concept puts the disc pack and
heads in a sealed "data module." The
IBM 3340-type module is removable, as
illustrated by the BASF unit above, but
the trend seems to be away from that.

technology, and others will very likely
soon follow.
Moreover, Winchester "removability" involves replacing the entire disc
assembly-including the heads and positioning mechanisms--contained in a
rather expensive, hermetically sealed
package. Thus the Winchester technology, despite its other advantages, represents a step backwards in terms of
, convenience and flexibility.
Choosing a technology

Keeping these variables in mind,
certain rules can be established for
choosing the optimum technology for
a given application.
Returning to Table 1, with its detailed comparison of the three technol-

ogies, we can state that the most important feature is capacity. Pushed to
its limit, 2314 technology restricts the
total storage on a single spindle to approximately 100MB. The newer 3330
technology expands this potential, but
again reaches a limit at about 300MB.
The ultimate capacity of Winchester
drives is a speculative guess.
There is, in theory, no lower limit on
any of the three technologies. But as a
practical matter, the complexities of
the 3330 Winchester techniques, plus
the availability of smaller drives using
a simpler technology, act as restraints
on their minimum capacities. A highcapacity' Winchester drive is highly
competitive in terms of dollars per MB.
The same' me'chanism with "only a few
MB of storage would be prohibitively
, expensive.
The first rule, then, is to pick the
technology that will provide the required long term storage capacity on
the lowest number of spindles. It is
technically feasible, for reasons of reliability or avoiding seek conflicts, to
build a 200MB capacity with four 2314
discs, each providing 50MB of storage.
A more cost-effective route, however,
may be to invest in a single 200MB
drive using 3330 or Winchester technology, even if that means 'a part of the
capacity remains miused for a period.
By the same token it would be
wasteful to overshoot the mark. The
low cost per 'megabyte of the larger,
advanced technology drives in the
300+MB range may be attractive, but
the potential savings will never be realized if the total storage requirements of
the system never exceed 25MB.'
This may sound strange, but remember that 300MB units may be less
expensive than 100MB disc drives. Going to 1OOMB/ spindle in 2314 technology, the user is looking at a massive,
six-foot high box originally constructed as a plug-compatible replacement for IBM gear. The 300MB device,
on the other hand, could be a 3330type cartridge drive intended for use
on a: mini.
Fortunately, most of the other performance parameters are closely related to capacity for most applications.
If very high capacities are needed,
there generally is heavy traffic between
the disc system and the host computer,
and full advantage can be taken of the
high transfer rates offered by the 3330
and Winchester technologies. If the
storage requirement is small, it is usually safe to assume that the disc transactions will be limited, and the user can
live with the lower transfer rate inherent in 2314-type discs.
But there are exceptions, and other
considerations. In a dynamic real-time
environment, for example, a high
transfer rate may be a technical reDATAMATION

If your company is buying
call (714) 565-1155 collect.
High Isolation Transformers
Ask for the HIT Department.
Our rep in your area will
from one of our competitors,
deliver the calculator to you
we'd like to know. So we'll
give you a 13-function LCD
personally and, as a bonus,
pocket calculator to tell us
describe Elgar's superior High
about it.
Isola tion Transformer
Here are the rules:
("HIT") product line, and the
1. Your firm must be an
, excellent OEM arrangements
OEM using 25 or more of our avail<ible.
competitor's products each
If you're not using High
Isola tion Transformers, but
year.
2. The transformers they
suspect you may have a line
buy must be controlled
noise problem, be sure to giv~
us a call anyway. You won't
interwinding capacitance
High Isolation Transformers
get a pocket calculator but
you'll sure get some answers!
withJ25dB or greater
common mode noise
isolation.
3. You must be the first
person from your company to
®'
.'
call us at 800-854-2213 (Toll
8225 Mercury Court
Free). If you are in California, San Diego, California 92111

~ELGAR
<

quirement and is worth the cost, even
if the smallest available disc exceeds
the actual storage requirements. There
will also be cases, especially in service
bureaus and other multiple-user environments, where the advantages of removable cartridges and packs will dic. tate the use of 2314 and 3330 drivesdespite a total capacity that would
make the installation an ideal candidate for Winchester drives.
Taking these exceptions into account, we can state that if the user's
long-term requirements are likely to
remain under the 50MB mark, and
high transfer rates are not essential,
2314' technology discs will suffice.
Most microprocessor and small minicomputer applications will probably
fall this category.
So-called midicomputers and smallto-medium sized business systems will
generally require larger capacities and
increased performance. The ne\yer
3330 technology offers immediate advantages for these users, and at least
few should consider the potential 'of
Winchester drives.
Moving to the top of the scale, to
larger mainframes, Winchester drives
become the standard for both new and
enhanced installations, with 3330
drives providing a degree of removabilit~
. .
All three disc technologies are now
tested and proven, and each has its
place. The challenge is to consider all
of the options and to select the type of
disc technology that will provide the
most cost-effective and useful storage
for the application, considering both
today's n!quirements and foreseeable
future demands.
0

in

a

HIT us

forafree
'calcu Or.
.

.
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Elgar also is a leading manufacturer. of tJninterruptible Power Systems. AC Line Conditioners, and AC Power Sources.

Mr. Brechtlein is the 'product manager for minicomputer peripherals
at Telefile Computer Products in
Irvine, Calif. His 17 years in the
electronics and dp industries included nearly eight years at' CalComp, where he last was product
marketing manager for minicomputer memory systems, and stays
at North American as a systems
engineer, and at Varian Data Machines as a test engineer.
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Uyau're happy with dim displays ...

lubes ...

and lang wails lar camplele

re-wriles, juslla change ane symbal...
dan'1 read this:
Sanders Graphic 7 displays give you highvisibilityInon-flash images that you can change all
at once or bit by bit - instantly.
Why can't your display do that? Because
your display probably uses limited technology the storage tube. Sanders Graphic 7 displays use
state-of-the-art refresh tubes.
And there's Sanders experience, too,
Sanders displays are used around the globe in
applications as demanding and varied as computer
January, 1978

aided design and air traffic control, data analysis
and land management.
. Why not get in touch with us for details
and a demonstration? (Unless, of course, you're
happy with dim displays and flashing tubes and
long waits.) Sanders Associates, Inc., ,.----,-_.....,
Graphic Systems Marketing,
SA ®
Daniel Webster Highway, South
ij:.~
Nashua, New Hampshire 03061.
SANDERS
ASSOCIATES. INC.
TeIep hone 603-885-5280.
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"A single Harris 1620 meets
i

I

I

all our processing needs,
even though our mainframe
usage has increased 400%."
- Mr. R. Paul Smith, Senior Thchnical Consultant

Chase Econometric Associates, Inc.
At Chase Econometric Associates,
Inc. (CEAI), Pennsylvania-based
subsidiary of The Chase Manhattan
Bank, high-volume data processing
is a critical necessity. Our people
process mountains of data every
houl} and demand the highest kind
of reliability from our system," says
senior technical consultant, Mr. R.
Paul Smith.
Chase Econometrics is the largest
company in the United States devoted exclusively to economic forecasting, and provides this seIVice to
more than 600 corporations, financial institutions and government agencies in 25 countries. To
handle requirements for maintaining communications control over a
growing data processing network,
while maintaining rigid levels of
timeliness and accurac~ CEAI
selected a Harris 1620 Remote
Communications Processor.
"Since installing our 1620 about 18
months ago, our mainframe usage
has quadrupled. But the single Harris 1620 has continued to meet our
needs," Mr. Smith comments.
He credits Harris' exclusive triple
concurrency capability as the primary reason for the 1620's ability to
handle the rapidly increasing workU

load. "With the 1620 we can run two
1004 emulators into our Univac 1108
and at the same time run an IBM
2780 emulator moving data around
to our timesharing systems," he
continues.
Mr. Smith adds: "We:re running
the 1620 nine to 10 hours a da~ includingmost Saturdays. Every
month, we process more than 6,000
jobs ~to the 1108 and get back more
than 5,000,000 lines of print on the
dual Harris printers."
The Harris 1620 is only one in a
family of systems designed and
produced by the Data Communications Division of Harris Corporation.
Starting with a proven base in
entry-level and high-function remote batch terminals (with its 500
and 1200 series) the company has
expanded its product line to include a wide range of communications processors, interactive intelligent terminals, products for distributed data processing and associated peripherals.
For distributed processing users,
Harris makes it possible to field upgrade the Harris 1610 or 1620 RBT to
a Harris 1650 which provides concurrent data ehtry and RJE. Then
you can go on to a Harris 1660,

which adds programmability for
both interactive and batch-oriented
applications through Harris
supplied REGAL. ahd COBOL compilers ... or to the Harris 1680 which
utilizes dual processors for expanded concurrent functions.
Harris' newest distributed processing system, the 1670, offers all
the 1660 capabilities plus much
more. The 1670 provides host interactive processing via IBM 3270compatible terminals which are
switchable to the 1600 CPU for such
applications as data entry and inquiry response.

Whatever your requirements for
data communications or distributed data processing, you'll find
Harris has the system you need
today ... and the one you can build
on for tomorrow. For more infmma':'
tion contact: Harris Corporation,
Data Communications Division,
11262 Indian 'frail, P.O. Box 44076,
Dallas, Texas 75234, telephone (214)
620-4400, attention: Product Marketing Manager. In Canada contact
Harris Data Communications, Ltd.,
19 Lesmill Rd., Don Mills, Ontario
M3B 2T3, (416) 449-8571.

~RIS
COMMUNICATIONS ANO
INFORMATION HANDLING

Compare the newforce in distributed data processing.
Look at Harris now.
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UH1etre's at hot flolJD
for at hot i(J)(l]Dc-CPJUifl)[£MfIJiV for
comlfJllDier secDJrD~jfa'
"Figure it out.
We've got a small fortune here in
hardware alone.
And it'd be hard to put a price on a
the information we store-especially
if it fell into the wrong hands.
That's why I refuse to take chance
with keys and locks to decide who
goes where in this facility. Instead, I
specified a Rusco CARDENTRY pro
grammable access control system. It':
not only far more secure-it's a lot
more flexible, too.
For example, I can limit any employee's access to specified areas an(
time periods. After hours, I can make
sure only the night shift supervisor cal
take the elevator to this floor. And I
can key in commands to lock and Ufl
lock certain doors at preset times.
I even get a mag tape log of all
comings and goings that plugs right
into my payroll program to eliminatE
time cards! And if a power monitor 0
smoke detector trips, CARDENTR'y
sounds the alarm and pinpoints the
location and time.
I really feel a lot more comfortabl(
knowing CARDENTRY is on the jot
Not just because it helps me manage
better-I think of it as awfully chear:
insurance for an awfully big investment!"

THE
CAROENTRY
COMPANY ...

For a brochurE
detailing CAROENTRYs exciting capabilltle,
call toll-free. 1-800-528-6050, Ext. 691
(In Arizona call16029559714. Ext. 691
or Write Rusco Electronic System~
1840 Victory Blvd., P.O. Box 500!:
Glendale, CA 91201

~lUJ~~(QJ
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
.\TO
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Model 810 Printer
$1705.50

The low cost of ownership for the
Model 810 Printer is now even
lower!
With an OEM quantity 1 purchase price of just $1705.50 and
lower maintenance rates, the 810
impact serial printer can significantly reduce your cost of printing. And, the purchase price goes
much lower with higher
quantities. ,
New maintenance rates on the
810 are $24 per month billed annually, or $26 per month billed
monthly. And now the 810 can be
leased from $95 per month on a
48-month lease plan to $110 per
month on a 12-month lease plan,
including maintenance.
The 150-cps Model 810 Printer
has all ~he standard features you
expect, such as smart bi-directional printing, an EIA RS-232C
interface, limited ASCII character set, built-in self-test capability, speeds from 110 to 9600
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All this adds up to a fully capable
impact printer with an even
lower cost of ownership. To see
for yourself the kind of impact the
810 can have on your printing
costs, fill out and mail the coupon,
or call your nearest TI s~les office,
or Terminals and Peripherals
Marketing at (713) 491-5115;J2n5\
extension 2124.
~

baud and outstanding 9x7 wire
matrix character printing of an
original and five copies.
Options include international
character sets, full ASCII
character set, expanded and
compressed printing, forms
length and vertical forms
controls, and a variety of line
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
interfaces.
INCORPORATED
: ..............................................................................................:
': Yes! I am interested in the 810 Printer.
16-1-DM :
·: D Please have your representative call me.
.:
~ D Please send me more information.
~

·:

·

~~

Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ __
Mail to: Texas Instruments Incorporated
P.O. Box 1444, MIS 784, Houston, Texas 77001

:.

.

.................................................................................................
Prices

u, S, domestic only,

Copyright © 1977, Thxas Instruments Incorporated
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Asignificant merger in
information management:
System 200™by
A.B. Dick/Scott
can link complete,
updatable source
document files with
on-line computer
summary data.

Computer indexing
speeds access to off-line data.

Until now, information storage and retrieval has been centered '~-'C"'"o"i,'""""""""""" ,."",,
around two separate systems havdata base for your computer banks.
ing little direct relationship in
With the System 200
terms of coordinated information
Record Processor, you can record
management.
complete master source documents
On the one hand, you've had
on File Film in parallel with a comunwieldy source document files
puter summary file containing high
containing 90% of the information
reference data abstracted from the
but subject to less than 20% referraL
master
file.
On the other, you've had
computer summary files contain, ing less than 10% of the information
on file but with a high referral rate
of over 80%.
Now System 200 by
A.B. Dick/Scott enables you to tie
File Film has an addA single piece of 4"
two paperless record systems on capability and can
x 6" File Film accombe updated. Prior
modates 60 legal size
microform and computer - into a
. recorded documents
or 98 letter-size docucan be readily anno·
ments. Images can be
compatible, cost-effective entity.
tated for record con·
recorded or updated

System 200 clears your
computer of mass information
overloading.

As a complete updatable
microform file system for storing
and retrieving all types of source
documents and business records,
System 200 provides an ideal off-line
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in just 8 seconds.

trol purposes.

By freeing your electronic
system from mass information
storage, System 200 enables you to
make the most efficient use of your
computer - for computing and for
storing and retrieving abstract and
summary data.
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Used in parallel with
your computer, System 200 supplies complete, off-line data in
answer to in-depth inquiries plus
rapid, on-line access to routine
information.
System 200 source file information can also be indexed by
file number or file attributes and
placed in your computer to speed
search and retrieval of original
documents recorded on File Film.
In a totally automated information system, it will be feasible to
search, retrieve and deliver any
System 200 File Film or set of files
out of hundreds of thousands.

With or without a
computer~ System 200 has the
answers.
As an integral component in
your data processing system or as a
stand-alone micrographic record
processing system that provides
total file control and integrity,
System 200 offers a variety of
solutions to your information
management problems.
Send for a fully illustrated
brochure and special supplement
on the use of System 200 with computer systems. A.B. Dick/Scott,
South Hadley, MA 01075. Telephone
(413) 538-7550. A.B. Dick/Scott is
a joint enterprise of A.B. Dick
Company and Scott Graphics, Inc.,
a subsidiary of Scott Paper Company.
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Previewing 19788
Telecommunications Problems
The enormity and rapid pace of international telecommunications developments were well illustrated by the
'mind-boggling Intelcom '77 exposition
held in Atlanta in October. The Horizon House production enmeshed itself
in every aspect of international data
communications, CATV, satellites, mobile radio, and telephone networks.
Some 3,000 persons atterided, and
250 exhibitors. At the end of their five
days there, it was easy to understand
why the United States is finding it difficult to reorganize its telecommunications policy and law-making. It is a
complicated problem technologically,
economically, and politically, but J 0seph Coates of the Office of Technology Assessment, among others, emphasized how important it is that we tackle
it.
Coates lambasted the obsolescence
of the current government framework
for controlling telecommunications,
and called for intensive study and public discussion "about what one does
with a major new sector of the economy." Drawing a parallel with the computer industry, he· noted the handling
of the eight-year-old IBM antitrust
case. He said, " ... there is no matter
of law, justice, or equity which takes
eight years to solve. Whatever is being
solved by that arthritic process in the
courtroom can't be a search for justice
or equity. It must be something else."
There is another reason to look hard
at .the future. for telecommunications,
he added. The public has been told of
all kinds of potential benefits the technology holds for education, health care
delivery, municipal services,and for
expanding the diversity and quality of
our lives. "And where are they? They
are in some sense thwarted by the present order of things."

record carriers, AT&T, the value-added
networks, and foreign postal, telecommunications, and telegraph authorities
(the PTT'S). The users called for a free
flow of voice and data traffic down
international lines, easy interconnection from country to country, and a

"Whatever is being solved
by that arthritic process
in the courtroom can't
be a search for justice
or equity."
variety of public and private line services to suit their volumes.
Then there's the vendor side. Tymnet and Telenet spokesmen, now that
their companies have been given FCC
permission to try to interconnect with
foreign networks, called for foreign'
governments to allow them to do so.
AT&T would like the same for its international dataphone service. The international carriers want equal competition with the value-added and domestic

devoted to just that subject. The most
telling was probably the one covering
the suggested realm of responsibility
for the new Assistant Secretary of
Commerce for Communications and
Information. Henry Geller, former
FCC counsel, has been nominated for
the position. It turns out that if he gets
the job, he will not have all the power
he needs to solve the problems-problems encompassing almost every aspect
that the conference did-but he will
have all the problems anyway. Mr.
Geller will need help.
Discussions on developing networks
and services filled the attendee's menu.
Bernard Durteste, a SESA manager in-

Balancing public and private
interests

From the data communications
standpoint, the "something else," the
"present order of things," seems to involve the. confusion of government
bodies attempting to balance public interests against the revenue interests of
foreign and domestic communications
suppliers.
For example, many sessions highlighted the battle between international
January, 1978

carriers. Also, of course, the foreign
PTT'S want to get the most out of both
their old and new services-guarding
against rapid replacement of telex services while shoving users toward their
new' public nets.
How hard a problem will juggling all
that be for the U.S.? One indication
was that a number of sessions were
157
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THE lEW ERA

II MATRIX PRiITERS
BEGIISWITH THE
DATAPRODUCTS M-200.
Now you can get Dataproducts reliability
in a low-cost 200-LPM Matrix Printer.
How did we combine the lowcost appeal of a matrix printer with
high-performance, high-reliability
characteristics?
First, we gave our M-200 Matrix
Printer a dual-column, 14-wire head
designed to fight heat build-up.
Next, we engineered our two-in-one
head for a 300-million character life.
About three years of normal use.
And any operator can change the
M-200 head quickly and easily.
Then we set'the replacement cost of
our heads at less than $200 each.
Finally, we gave this New Era

printer an average speed of 200-LPM
(for 80 columns) and made it interfacecompatible with all Dataproducts
printers.
The M-200 table-top and pedestal
models should require no more than two
service calls a year and are designed
to eliminate scheduled preventative
maintenance.
All of which gives you the extraordinarily low price-performance ratio,
low down time, and low life cycle cost
you want.
Put our matrix printer in your line
for aNew Era in reliability and economy.

THE PillNTER CONWANY
NORTH AMERICAN SALES HQ: 6219 De Soto Avenue, Woodland Hills, CA 91365, (213)887-8451; Telex 69-8492 .
. EUROPEAN SALES HQ: Darmstaedter Landstrasse 199, Frankfurt, W. Germany, Phone 681034; Telex 841-416344.
January,1.978 .
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And X.2S

PROBLEMS

Another hot topic these days is the
X.25 packet protocol being adopted
internationally. Because of Transpac,
the French have been able to force the
likes of IBM and their own manufacturers to support the protocol. That
may work in France, but perhaps not
everywhere else.
Durteste thinks that the pan-European packet network, Euronet, will initially have a difficult time getting users
to connect up. This is because some
countries, including West Germany,
are not, developing packet nets. Hence,
not all vendors must support the protocol.
The U.S. government, however, is
moving toward adoption of its own
version of X.25, so U.S. vendors which
want government contracts will have
to support it.
Durteste noted that the cost of X.25
to the user will depend on this vendor
compliance. If the vendor modifies its
software, there is only a one-time cost
involved, and that may be amortized
over many users. If the vendor won't,
he said, the user will have to shell out
$3,000 to $6,000 per terminal for the
conversion.

volved in developing France's Transpac packet switching network, pointed
out a number of issu~s that will affect
the U.S. data communications users
both domestically and internationally.
Transpac, due to go live in 1978, is the
first in a series of public networks being developed in Europe that ultimately may eliminate the availability of private leased lines.
Quoting a French PTT manager,
Durteste noted that "for a long time,
tariffs for Transpac will not increase,
but for leased lines they are going to
increase." This would push users to
Transpac and its volume-sensitive tariffs. Once the private lines are gone,
will tariffs go up? Durteste felt the PTT
,would keep charges down, and by establishing Transpac as a private company, provide economies to high volume users.
In many Intelcom sessions, the issue
of private versus public networks was
raised. As mentioned, the Europeans
are pushing for a volume-sensitive tariff for public nets and private lines, one
way or another. International, U.S.,
and Canadian carriers are not averse to
this kind of pricing either. But Wayne
Hart of Teleglobe Canada asserted:
"The conventional private line is likely
to remain" because of the economies
achieved by its high volume users.
(Many of those users, however, are not
convinced their lines will always be
available. )
0

0

Fiber optics and satellites

Fiber optics in communications
and computers was the subject .of
many papers and exhibits. The J apanese were there in force with "show
and tell" presentations. In one paper, a
Hitachi spokesman talked about that
firm's own research in the technology,

0

The Outlook for Viewdata
One of the most exciting PTT developments for the public is the U.K. 's
Viewdata service, which was demonstrated and discussed at Intelcom.
N ow in experimental stages, this service seeks to link home and office
with data bases developed by private
industry and maintained by the British Post Office (BPO).
The data is to include everything
from recipes and lists of local restaurants to news and publications abstracts, from formatted messages
("Won't be home for dinner") to
home-buying and income tax calcula-

The SPO is setting up
a U.S. marketing arm
for Viewdata technology.
tions. Small businesses will be able to
subscribe to a closed user group service, allotting them memory space to
keep financial records and other information.
The terminal for it all is an adapted
160

tv, with keypad or keyboard, that
ultimately could come down to a per
unit price of $500 to $600.
The BPO is setting up a marketing
arm to sell the know-how and software from Viewdata in the U.S., if
not the terminal. More than likely the
agent will be a services or communications company. The BPO has already sold the system to the German
Bundespost,and two more PTT'S are
negotiating for it.
We mentioned to a Viewdata demonstrator that the U.S. Public Broadcasting System was in the process of
installing a Collins-supplied satellite
system with more than 150 ground
stations. His eyes lit up at the thought
of a ready-made education-oriented
network. He didn't mention whether
IBM had talked to the BPO, but that
could happen. In other sessions, Satellite Business Systems people were
talking about future computer / communications services for the homeand IBM can get back into the services business in 1979, after all. :f1:
o

o

o

which also was demonstrated in an experimental video transmission system
in the exhibit hall. Another paper, by
Dr. M. Kawahata of the Visual Information System Development Assn. in
Tokyo, described the $15 million HiOVIS experiment using fiber optics for
two-way CATV in Higashi lkoma New
Town. The computer-based system is
to provide audio-visual information to
homes and businesses via an elaborate,
expensive (several thousand dollars)
home terminal system; tv, keyboard,
camera, microphone, and terminal
controller. Field service using it is
scheduled to begin in 1978.
Also in the exhibit hall, one could
see not only Viewdata and Japanese fiber optic systems, but numerous mini-

Japan's fiber optics net
is expected to see action
this year. '
antenna dishes propped on top of
exhibits, with placards proclaiming
satellite systems installed in Africa, the
Middle East, and South America.
Rockwell International's Collins'
group was there with digital switching
and other communications equipment.
This company, which has installed
computet-based communications systems for many of the world's leading
airlines and banks, has recently completed the first all-digital communications system' for the Dutch Air Force.
(We hear the Pentagon is green with
envy.) And Rockwell is now installing
the first digital switching systems to
handle all bank communications, eliminati~ga multitude of incompatible
terminals and systems.
Harris Corp. showed the "other
side" of the house, with a laser facsimile transmission system, satellite communications system, and mobile radio equipment. There were computerbased diagnostic systems for communications lines, computer-based P ABX
systems, intelligent time-division multiplexors, smart terminals, and modems
big and small. Italcable, ITT, Western
Union International, and RCA Globecom demonstrated their services.
And, as we said at the outset, the
conference itself-with its maddening
barrage of parallel sessions spryad
among too few people-illustrated
why the U.S. government is confused
about its telecommunications policy,
national and international. It also
showed once again how difficult it is to
define either the computer industry or
the communications industry. Not a
computer show, really, Intelcom demonstrated a slice of telecommunications in which the computer is just one
_
of many tools.
-Angeline Pantages
and Lynn Ridlehuber
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-Why Versatec?

Somebody asked us why Versatec
outsells all other electrostatic printers
and plotters combined. We're glad

they asked.
We discovered seventeen exclusive
features that made Versatec easier
to use, more efficient, more
adaptable to your output
requirements.

1. Convenient viewing angle. (You
can g lance over and see the
output without standing. Very
important for programmers,
terminal operators and other
humans.)
2. Dual contrast adjustment. ("Dark"

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

control potentiometer and
exclusive concentrate pump.)
Bigger, disposable toner
container.
Writing head adjustable while
running. (You see the result
immediately.)
Output basket collates and keeps
paper off the floor. (Standard for
all fanfold machines.) .
Space-saving design. (Eleveninch models require less than
half the space of competitive
units.)
Portable. (Ours weighs 20-50%
less than theirs, and casters are
standard.)
Select from three different type
fonts on high-resolution machines.

9. Serial and parallel interfaces for

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

Features aren't enough. We also
supply better plotting software
all 8Y2, 11 and 20-inch models.
integrated for more popular
True sim ultaneous printing and
computers, interfaces for more display
plotting with hardware generated
terminals, the biggest service
characters on the same scan line
organization devoted exclusively to
without losing plot speed.
electrostatic printer/plotters.
Variable line spacing. (Example:
But believe it or not, we've only
Our 900A is set at 84 lines per
page, but you can adjust line count scratched the surface. So check the
readers' service number for your
from one line to 95 lines.)
24-page full color brochure. It's filled
Exclusive wide models: 24, 36, 42 with output ideas, application data
and 72-inch paper widths. (We've
and samples.
been shipping wide models for
over two years. Another exclusive
--VERSATEC
from Versatec.)
A XEROX COMPANY
Choice of three resolutions: 100,
2805 Bowers Avenue
160 or 200 dots per inch.
Santa Clara, California 95051
(408) 988-2800
(Competition offers two.)
Differential drive. (Eliminates
Fill out this coupon. We'll send along your
paper tracking problems of
favorite sample.
competitive solid drive roller that
D Halftone
D Business graph,ics
can skew and tear paper.)
D Production dr~wing
D Medical
Wider environmental specification.
. D Scientific graphics
D Seismic
(Operation at 32°-105° F and
D Mapping
relative humidity of 10-95%.)
Lower spare parts cost.
(Competitive components can
name
cost more than eight times that
of Versatec equivalents.)
telephone
Sealed paper compartment.
(Keeps paper "fresh:' Maintains
organization
quality output.)

Y

address
city, state & zip
computer and operatino systom
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SPECTRON

gives you just what
you need in
data communications
network control
'

calendar
(Continued from page 51)
Compcon Fall, Sept. 5-8. Washington, D.C. Contact: Compcon Fall '78, P.O. Box 639, Silver Spring, Md. 20901 (301)
439-7007.
Inte1com, Sept. 11'-16. Beirut, Lebanon. Contact: Horizon
House International, 610 Washington St., Dedham, Mass.
02026 (617) 326-8220.
54th National BAI Convention, Sept. 17-20, New York
City. Contact: Bank Administration Institute, P.O. Box 500,
Park Ridge, Ill. 60068 (312)693-7300.
10th Annual SMIS Conference, Sept. 17-21, Washington,
D.C. Contact: C.O. Smith, U.S. General Accounting Office,
441 G St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20548 (202)275-6572.
SICOB, Sept. 20-29, Paris. Contact: Pierre Wagner, French
Trade Office, 1350 Ave. of the Americas, New York, N.Y.
10019 (212)582-4960.

nothing
less

nothing
more

Which is how it should be.
Because the last thing a performance-minded,
economy-:minded manager wants is a technical
control ~ystem that can't provide the network
efficiency that is vital to today's information
processing requirements. Or can do more, and costs
'
more, than required.
Assemble(i from standard components into a
"custom" answer to meet your unique requirements,
Spectron Technical Control Centers bring together all
the equipment necessary to perform monitoring,
testing and switching functions. To enable you to
stay on top of your data communications network
today and yet permit you to grow into your network
of tomorrow. To allow you to conveniently monitor
and test line interfaces, protocols and terminals. To
perform routine diagnostics. To pinpoint and
diagnose problems. To easily rearrange modems, test
equipment and phone lines to bypass faulty lines or
network components~
,
And doing it with an unmatched level of flexibility,
accommodating a wide variety of network
arrangements, handling all data levels, codes and
speeds.
'
It's what Spectron has been providing to a wide
range of banking, utility, trucking, insurance, retail,
and government installations throughout the world.
And it's ready, now, for you.
From Spectron Corporation, the people who work
with you to help you find the best answer to your
data co'mmunications test and control requirementsfrom simple cables to the most sophisticated manual
or automatically controlled tech qontrol systems and
diag'1ostic equipment.
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Specialists in Data Communications
P. O. Box620, 344 New Albany Road
Moorestown, NJ 08057
Tel: 609/234/5700 TWX: 710/897/1359

Conference on Interactive Techniques in Computer-Aided
Design, Sept. 21-23, Bologna, Italy. Contact: Giorgio Valle,
Universita di Bologna, Facolta di Ingegneria, Instituto di
Electronica, Viale Risorgimento 2, 40136 Bologna, Italy.
4th International Conference on Computer Communication, Sept. 26-29, Kyoto, Japan. Contact: ICCC-78, c/o
International Affairs Bureau, Nippon Telegraph and Telephone, 1-6 fJchisaiwai-cho, 1-Chome, Chiyodaku, Tokyo
100, Japan.
'

OCTOBER
NRMA Edp and Datacommunications Conference, Oct.
14-18, Washington, D.C. Contact: Laurence Abzug.
NRMA, 100 W. 31st St., New York, N.Y. 10001 (212)
244-8780.
Info '78, Oct. 16-19, Chicago. Contact: Lin Williams, Clapp
and Poliak; 245 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017 (212)
,
661-8410.
'
Federal Micrographics Expo, Oct. 24-25, Washington, D.C.
Contact: Robert Harer, National Trade Productions, 9301
Annapolis Rd. #104, Lanham, Md. 20801,(301)459-1815.
Fall Symposium-IWP Assn., Oct. 24-26, St. Louis, Mo.
Contact: IWP Assn., Attn: Lorraine Lear, AMS Bldg.,
Maryland Rd., Willow Grove, Pa. 19090 (215)657-3220.
3rd West Coast Computer Faire, Oct. 27-29, Los Angeles.
Contact: The Computer Faire, P.O. Box 1579, Palo Alto,
Calif. 94302 (415)851-7664.
18th Annual ADAPSOMeeting, Oct. 30-Nov 2, Southampton, Bermuda. Contact: ADAPSO, 210 Summit Ave.,
Montvale, N.J. 07645 (201)391-0930.

NOVEMBER
Interface West, Nov. 13-15, Los Angeles. Contact: Datacomm Interface Inc., 160 Speen St., Framingham, Mass.
01701 (617)879-4502.
:fI:
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The World's Largest and· Most Exciting
Data Communications Conference and
Exposition Ever!
(

March 6-9, 1978
Las Vegas Convention Center
Co-Sponsored by
I,' L .'~ r1.
/:~ r-·':. rl.T C 'L ~~ Magazine
1
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. productivity in data processing and
communicating is important to you ...
• you're in operations, general or financial
management, data processing, data communications, systems design or engineering, or .
network development...
• you're a novice, an advanced or sophisticated
computer/communications practitioner, serving
business, industry, government or the public ...
• you're interested in a terminal, a minicomputer,
a distributed processing system, or anything in
between ...

Never before in the five-year history of the Data
Communications INTERFACE show has such a
comprehensive program of tutorial and applications information been offered -- covering not
only basic products, services and hardware uses,
but emerging concepts, new technologies and
future projections as well.
More than 175 exhibitors will display, demonstrate and discuss their products. Answer your
questions. And help you bring more costeffectiveness to your operation. All within a onefloor Vegas spectacular of lights, action and color
--larger than three football fields.
Two hundred carefully chosen, nationally
prominent end-users, consultants and educators
will share their experiences with some 8,000
conference partiCipants. At 70 conference
sessions.
No topic of importance will be overlooked. Minis
and micros ... Distributed data processing ...
Multiplexers ... Concentrators ... Front-end
processors ...Terminals ... Modems ... Packet
switching ... Electronic maiL.Electronic funds
transfer ... Satellite transm iss ion ... Software ...
and other subjects will be covered. All at a level
that everyone can come to. grips with.
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Attendees at the Datacomm School will study all
areas of concern in data communications -- with
emphasis on fundamentals for management
decision-making rather than on .technical details.
Two days in the school will lay a foundation on
which to expand your knowledge in a variety of
more advanced sessions that will fully round out
your learning experience.

If you have a working knowledge of computers
and data communications, INTERFACE '78 offers
a variety of tutorial and state-of-the-art workshop
sessions. Subjects will span all pertinent planning, implementation and managementfunctions
that you will encounter in the development, use
and expansion of a computer communications
network.

If you are actively involved in the design or implementation of computer communications
networks. INTERFACE '78 offers a full schedule
of comprehensive working sessions that cover
product advances and changing directions in the
application of a wide variety of data communications tools and methods, including distributed
processing.

INTERFACE '78 offers applications sessions that
you can select according to your own business or
operational needs. Each session will be guided by
speakers chosen for their demonstrated achievements and knowledge in individual application
areas.
And, from there, you can carry your learning forward through the largest assembly of product
demonstrations ever on our exhibit floor.

Don't leave your spouse at home. INTERFACE '78
has organized a three-day, fun-filled program of
sightseeing, luncheons ... and some surprises,
too ... that will delight your spouse 'during those
hours when you are busy with your conference
activities.
Highlights of the three-day program include
gaming demonstrations where you will learn to
understand "the games people play" in Las
Vegas. And for women who want to walk and look
like a show girl there will be a uniquely entertaining "behind the scenes" presentation by a Las
Vegas show girl.
See the town -- the new as well as the old. Part of
the tour will include many of the top gambling
casinos. The Las Vegas Convention Center
where INTERFACE '78 is in progress. The University of Nevada. The beautiful enclosed Boulevard
Shopping Center. And more.
Then it will be off to Old Nevada, away from the
neon glitter of Las Vegas to see an authenic
reproduction of a western mining town complete
with shoot-'em-up cowboys, gravel streets, and
quaint little stores.
No trip to Vegas would be complete, of course,
without seeing the grandeur of the state of
Nevada. One of the sights will include a stop at
majestic Hoover Dam, one of the seven manmade wonders of the world, where a guided tour
has been planned. Enjoy a boat ride on beautiful
Lake Mead, the largest man-made body of water
in the western hemisphere.
You can register your spouse for this exciting
program on the registration form. Or we can send
you a separate Spouses Tour Registration Form,
including further tour information.
But act immediately. Space is limited.

70 Ways

~o Answe~

Your

Ques~~ons

This year's 70-plus conference sessions will take a fresh look at what's occurlng In data
communications •.• and why it is happening. New conference sections will cover
Distributed Computing, Software Strategies, Timesharing Services and other subjects.
And a series of debates and related conference sessions -- all focusing on privacy -will be offered.

The Debates

Software Strategies

A new round of debates for INTERFACE '78 will
focus on critical issues such as the worldwide
crisis in datacomm privacy, Bell's right to compete in the Information Age, and whether data
communications users are making any progress
against the legal and policy-making processes.

How to optimize software architectures as well as
network operating system elements, both local
and remote, are addressed in five comprehensive
sessions.
• Network Operating Systems
• Datacomm/Database Software
Architectures
• Programming Language Efficiency for
, Datacomm
• Software Schemes to Optimize Data Flow
• Evaluating Datacomm Software Packages

The Datacomm School
Educating the novice in data communications
fundamentals, lots of new ideas and approaches
are woven into a program stressing the basics for
, datacomm decision making.
• Fundamentals of Data Communications
• Interfacing and Transmission
• Communications Processing and Software
• Terminals and Terminal Systems
• Introduction to Distributed Computing
"Networks
'

Privacy: A Worldwide
DatacommConflict
These sessions delve deeply into the' problems,
and opportunities of worldwide data flow so
increasingly important to all datacomm users~
•
•
•

Data for War or Peace in the Information
Age
What IRCs andPT&Ts Have'in Mind for the
User
Privacy Solutions-through Systems Design

Hardware Highlights
An efficientmeans of updating attendees on ever,advancingdatacomm technology is offered
through these seven sessions emphasizing major
datacomm product areas~
• Front Ends and Remote Communications
Processors
• Data SWitching Systems
• Modems and Multiplexers
• Display Terminals
• Teleprinters
• Graphics Terminals
• Remote Satch Job and Data Entry
Terminals

Distributed Computing
Workshops
A world of intelligence is distributed in these four
important sessions explaining where we are and
where we're going as well as what techniques and
products will get us there.
• Distributed Computing Progress Report
• Vendor-Designed Network Architectures
• Distributed Data Processing Systems
• Turnkey Applications for the Remote User

Getting Into Packet Services
Packet switching is upon us, and progressive
users can discover the ways to benefit in these
, start-u p' sessions.
'
• Principles of Packet SWitching
• Planning for Packet Service Use
• User Strategies for Optimizing Packet
Services

Time~Shared

Services

and Systems
Informative sessions on shared services, both
general purpose and dedicated, plus in-house
systems, are sure to whet the appetite of data
communications users bent on cost savings.
• Time Sharing: Complement to the
Datacom m User
• Choosing Resources for Dedicated
Applications
• Evaluating I n-House Time-Sharing
Systems

, Net Workshops
Seven comprehensive sessions will inform
attendees of the strategies and techniques for
optimum network performance and network con'
trol.
• Planning for Net Performance
• Simulating Alternatives
• Design Optimization
• Measuring Net Productivity
• Implementing Network Control
• Hardware/Software Control Tools
• Real-Time "Tech" Control

Datacomm Management
Encompassing key approaches for planning on
datacomm performance, attendees are offered
four management-oriented sessions to improve
their return on invested resources.
• Datacomm Economics for Executives
• Hiring, Training and Motivating Personnel
• Contracting and Negotiating Successfully
• Managing Network Security

Micro Technology
for Datacomm

More and better alternatives in transmission
service from Bell and independent carriers
present much food for attendee thought and
action.
• More and More from Bell
• Expanding Independent Services
• New Ways of Sharing Services
• International Alternatives

These sessions will give datacomm users an
awareness of new, cost-effective microcomputing tools so important to improve the efficiency of
a network.
• Introduction to Microprocessors for
Datacomm Planners
• Distributed Microcomputers Offer New
Alternatives
• Micro Intelligence in Terminals
• Micro to Maxi Memory Peripherals in Store
for Datacomm

Datacomm: The
Administrative Tool

Technology Forum
for the Future

Where and how datacomm is changing administrative operations are the subjects of five sessions
offering tangible evidence of the office of the
.
future.
• The Office Datacomm Will Integrate
• Word Processing Systems Design and
Application
• Facsimile Systems and Services
• Telecommunications Tools for the Office
• Electronic Mail

INTERFACE '78 offers a series of six sessions to
probe the hot areas formaxJmum systems return
on technology, while emphasizing those issues of
imminent importance to the user.
• Microcomputer Design for Datacomm
Applications
• Message Format Optimization
• Queueing Theory
• Developing Transmission Concepts
• Satellite Communications Progress
• Packet Switching Software

The Services Scene

Applications Progress Sessions
Data communications has developed to where a
thorough update on systems approaches in these
core applications areas should deliver the greatest return to .attendees from any operating
environment.
• EFT/POS
• Inventory Control
• Reservations
• Production Control
• Order Entry
• Information Retrieval
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'Current Exhibitor Listing
ADC TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ADDS (APPLIED DIGITAL DATA
SYSTEMS, INC.)
ADL ENTERPRISES
AT&T
ACTION COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS, INC.
AMERICAN SATELLITE
ASTROCOM
ATLANTIC RESEARCH
AUERBACH PUBLISHERS, INC.
AZURDATA
BEEHIVE INTERNATIONAL
BENWILL PUBLISHING
BURROUGHS CORP.
CABLE AND WIRELESS
CARTERFONE COMMUNICATIONS CORP.
CENTRONICS
COASTAL DATA SERVICES
CODEX
COLLINS DIVISION/ROCKWELL
INTERNATIONAL
COMDATA
COMMUNICATIONS NEWS
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE
CORP.
COMPUSCAN
COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS
COMPUTER DECISIONS
COMPUTER DEVICES, INC.
COMPUTER ROOMERS, INC.
COMTEN, INC.
CONRAC DATA PRODUCTS
CONTROL DATA CORPORATION
COOKE ENGINEERING DIV./
DYNATECH LABS, INC.
CUMMINS-ALLISON CORP.
DATA 100 CORP.
DATA COMMUNICATIONS
DATA FLO
DATAMATION
DATAMEDIA CORPORATION
DATAPOINT CORPORATION
DATAPRODUCTS CORP.
DELTA DATA SYSTEMS CORP.
DIABLO SYSTEMS
DIALOG SYSTEMS
DI/AN CONTROLS
DIG I-LOG SYSTEMS
DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS CORP.
DIGITECH DATA INDUSTRIES, INC.
DMC - DIV. OF CETEC
DMW GROUP
E-SYSTEMS, INC.
EDGE TECHNOLOGY
ENTREX
EPICOM, INC.
EXTEL CORP.
GANDALF DATA, INC.
GENERAL AUTOMATION, INC.
GENERAL DATACOMM INDUSTRIES, INC.
GOULD, INC.
GRAPHNET
GTE LEN KURT
HALCYON
HAMILTON SORTER
HAZELTINE CORP.
HEKIMIAN LABORATORIES, INC.
IBM DATA PROCESSING DIV.
IBM GENERAL SYSTEMSDIV.
ICL, INC.
IMSAI MFG. CO.
INCOTERM CORPORATION
INFOREX, INC.
INFORMER, INC.
INFOSYSTEMS
INFOTON, INCORPORATED
INFOTRON SYSTEMS
INSYTE DATACOM CORP.
INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS
INTERNATIONAL DATA CORP.

INTERTEl, INC.
ITT BUSINESS SYSTEMS
ITT DOMESTIC TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS
ITT WORLD COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
KEY TRONIC CORP.
LEAR SIEGLER, INC.
MOB SYSTEMS, INC.
MEGADATA CORP.
MEMOREX CORP.
MFE CORP.
MI2 CORP.
MINI-COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS
MITRON SYSTEMS CORP.
MODCOMP
MOTOROLA
MOXON ELECTRONICS
MSI DATA
MULTITERM CORPORATION
NEC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
NETWORK ANALYSIS CORP.
NIXDORF COMPUTER, INC.
PARADYNE CORP.
PENRIL
PERSCI
PRENTICE ELECTRONICS CORP.
PRINTRONIX
PULSECOM DIVISION (H. HUBBELL, INC.)
QUESTRONICS, INC.
RACALIMILGO
RAPIFAX CORPORATION
RAYTHEON DATA SYSTEMS
RCA GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS
RCA SERVICE
SCOPE DATA
SIEMENS CORPORATION
SOLA ELECTRIC
SOUTHERN PACIFIC COMMUNICATIONS
SPECTRON CORP.
SPERRY UNIVAC
SYCOR
SYKES DATATRONICS, INC.
SYSTEMS FURNITURE
TALLY CORP.
TANDEM COMPUTERS, INC.
T-BAR, INCORPORATED
TDX SYSTEMS, INC.
TEKTRONIX, INC.
TELCON INDUSTRIES, INC.
THE TELECOM MARKETING GROUP
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TELE-DYNAMICS, DIV. OF AMBAC
TELENET COMMUNICATIONS CORP.
TELERAY, DIV. OF RESEARCH, INC.
TELETYPE CORP.
TEL-TEX, INC.
TELXON
TERMINAL SYSTEMS, INC.
TESDATA SYSTEMS CORP.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
TIMEPLEX
TRENDATA
TRI-DATA
TYMNET, INC.
UNITED STATES TRANSMISSION
SYSTEMS, INC.
UNIVERSAL DATA SYSTEMS, INC.
THE VADIC CORP.
VALTEC
VARIAN GRAPHICS
VEN-TEL
WANG LABORATORIES, INC.
WESTERN TELEMATIC
WESTERN UNION DATA SERVICES
WESTERN UNION INFORMATION SYSTEMS
WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH
WOODFORD CORP.
WORLD TELECOMMUNICATIONS
DIRECTORY
WUI, INC.
XEROX CORP. - OFFICE SYSTEMS DIVISION

A great conference also means
great exhibitors -- 30 percent more
than in 1977, covering 75 percent
more space I Here, you'll have a
once-a-year opportunity to evaluate
in one place the hardware, software,
and systems that make things
happen in data communications.
Now and in the future.

Each registrant is requested to complete the form
below and either call in the information (we will
bill you) or send the form to us with your check.
Special "team rate" discounts are applicable
where 3 or more people from the same location of
your organization pre-register at the same time.

Saha,aAve

Las Vegas
Convention
Center

For your convenience, free, scheduled shuttle
bus service will be provided between all conference hotels and the convention center.
Registration Fee
1st and 2nd
attendees, each

Single Day

4 Full Days

$60

$95

$30

$60

3rd and more
attendees, each
Exhibits Only

FlamIngo Rd

$10

For Instant Registration
or In'formation
Call Toll-Free (800)225-4620
(in I\Jlass. 6-17-879-4502)

Hotel

Single

Double

Suite

*MGM Grand

$43

$43

$107 & up

Caesar's Palace

$45

$45

$120 & up

Hilton

$45

$45

$114 & up

Dunes

$40

$40

$90 & up

Sahara

$38

$38

$95 & up

Aladdin

$40

$40

$115 & up

Holiday Inn Central

$35

$45

$200

Maxim

$35

$35

$150

Sands

$40

$40

'Headquarters Hotel not available for occupancy before March 3, 1978.

Use a sepamte coupon lor each member 01 your organization. Make copies lor additional reglslmnts.

Registration Form

Circle one letter in each group
and all products of interest

First Name

Last Name

IIIIII IIIII III III III
I

I II

III
III

IIII
I I I I

III

CD I I I I

Title

·1

IIIIIIIIII

I

Company or Organization

IIIIIIIIII
IIIIIIIIII
III I IIIIII
Complete Business Address

.

City

re'jprT [IT]

I

.

.

.

.

State

_

I
.

Zip Code

L_ _l~---..I----,I
_
.
_

Hotel Preferences
My registration check is enclosed and payable to
r--r------------,
1
DataComm INTERFACE, Inc., for $

1

1

o

PLEASE BILL ME

-1-----------1

1:- - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - '

O $95 Four Days 0 $60 Four Day Group Rate
o $60 One Day 0 $30 One Day Group Rate
0 $10 Exhibits Only

Room Preference

O

o

Single 0

Double 0

Suite

Please Register my Spouse
for Spouses Tour Program

Estimated Arrival: Date _ _ _ _ Time _ _ __
Departure:

o

Date _ _ _ _ Time _ _ __

Guaranteed Late Arrival

Your Position

Product Interest

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Kind of Organization

BA
BB
BC
BD
BE
BF
BG
BH
BI
BJ
BK

J Banking
K Insurance

g::.:ter Systems
BN Consull Servlces/Publlcallons

o Wh.....lln.

.... .............

S Process Industries
T Power Utilities

AA 1-50 employees
AB 50-500 employees
AC 500-1000 employees
AD Over 1000 employees

Proprietor
Corporate Mgmt.
Administrative Mgmt.
Operations Mgmt.
Systems Staff
Engineering Staff
Sales Marketing
Purchasing
Education Consultant

Display Terminals
Teleprinters
Distributed DP Systems
Datacomm Networks
Datacomm/Database Software
EFT/POS
.
Modems/MuHlplexers
Word Processing Equipment
Facsimile Equipment
Data Entry Systems
Transmission Services

:~ =-:;'=~

: i~~~~!::~~:I~:: :~ =:~~~ssors
~R ~~~::rn~rtatlon
Manufacturing
~ ~::c~~~~cement

Usage category

W Health Care
EU End-User
X Government
OE OEM
Y Manufacturing
UM End-User buying
(Computer or Communl- OEM quantity
cations related)
Z Communications Utility
7 Computer Systems Services
8 Other:

Complete and return to:
Conference Registration Dept.
Data Communications INTERFACE '78
160 Speen Street
Framingham, MA 01701

In the event of cancellation, registration fee will be refunded if notice is received prior to February 1, 1978. If received after February 1, 1978, fee will be applied toward
registration for Data Communications INTERFACE '79.

I

II
I
I

Everyone's Meeting
at Las Vegas

I

I
I

I

I

i
I

Data Communications
INTERFACE® 17B
March 6-9, 1978
Las Vegas Convention Center
Co-Sponsored by

CRTRMRTICN
Magazine

For Information
or to Register
Call Toll-Free
(800) 225-4620
In Mass. 617-879-4502

____.______. .H_. . . ___. -.. ___________ . . __. '_____. . ._. .____
~~_

~

.u .... _ _ _ • _ _ _ _

M_"'_U._...

_M~""'

.. __ ........ " ...

~_·¥

. ._ _ _ _
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Combating the
''90% Complete' Syndrome
by Frank S. Ingrassia

At its home base, this technique" has been" rated ahead of structured code,
automated test tools, and design inspections. And it's easy to implement.

I

One of the most common problems
encountered in software management
is the lack of visibility into the progress
being made by each individual on a
project. Consider the "percent complete" estimates giv.en by programmers.
They are notoriously bad. I have had
cases of a programmer,whose job took
twelve full-time weeks to complete, reporting "90% complete" by the end of
the fifth week.
If you are a. manager receiving such
estimates, you may have the feeling of
having sent the programmer into a
deep, dark tunnel into which you have
no visibility. From time to time you
might .hear "I'm 90% through" or ''I'm
98% through," but it's often a long
time before the programmer emerges.
In the meantime, you find yourself
spending a lot of time juggling assignments and commitments based on the
assumption that the estimates are near
the mark.
Especially if you are one· of several
managers on a·large project, continually negotiating schedules and costs
based on such estimates, you may begin to see how easily· such projects get
out of control-even if you have such
helps as structured programming working for you.
One way you can combat this "90%
complete" syndrome is to establish
mini-milestones for each programmer's
progress. Even with this plan, though,
you can run into problems if the milestones aren't easily and objectively verifiable. For example, take the milestone
"Test/Plan Available." A programmer
claiming to have passed this mark
could mean anything between the following two extremes:

+
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""Here's a copy of my test plan. It
has been reviewed and-approved by
the test group, and distributed to the
appropriate people."
or
"I talked to Sam last week and he
said he had an old test plan for a
similar routine that will probably fit
our needs."
If you're not sure which of these
cases is described by the achievement
of the "Test Plan Available" milestone,
you're not much better off than you
were with the percent-complete estimate. Thus, you need something bet-

.. ". the feeling that the
programmer has gone into
a deep, dark tunnel . . .
ter: a way of coupling the milestones,
the artifacts they represent, their
schedule, and an objective scheme for
verifying they have been completed.
At TRW this need is being met by a
management tool called a Unit Development Folder! or UDF. Over the last
few years, UDF'S have been successfully
used to enhance management visibility
on several software projects ranging in
size from one person to over 300 persons. In a recent survey of 67 programmers and managers on a large
project, the UDF was rated as the "most
effective unit-level technique employed
on the project-ahead of such other
effective techniques as structured code,
automated test tools, and inspections.
The UDF is, simply, a particular
form of development notebook: a
three-ring binder containing a cover
sheet· and several predefined common

sections. This notebook has proven
useful in collecting and organizing
components of software products as
they are produced. In essence, however, the UDF is much more than that;
it is a means of imposing a management philosophy and a development
methodology on an activity that often
appears chaotic.
The UDF provides a uniform and
visible collection. point for all documentation and code associated with
each unit (a "unit" consists of a routine or group of related routines, typically comprising about 50 to 300
source statements). Unit boundaries
are established by considering size,
functional modularity, and testability
-those factors that affect manageability and comprehension.
The organization and content of a
UDF can be adapted to reflect local
conditions or individual project requirements. All sections may be assigned to one performer, or different
sections can be assigned to different
specialists. The various sections contained may also be expanded, contracted, or even resequenced to better
suit specific situations. The important
considerations in its structuring are:
• The number of sections should
not be so large as to be confusing
or unmanageable.
• Each section should contribute to
the visibility and management of
the development process. • The content and format of each
section must be adequately and
unambiguously defined.
• The subdivisions should be sufficiently flexible to apply to a variety C?f software types.
171
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ITSELF.

DATA GENERAL
COMMERCIAL
ECLIPSE
COBOL
RPG
DATA CAPTURE
LANGUAGE
BUSINESS BASIC
EXTENDED BASIC
FORTRAN IV
ASSEMBLER
DATA FILE ACCESS
FORTRAN 5
SYSTEM PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGE
ALGOL
Comparisons based on most recently available information supplied by vendors and an independent industry research group.

Call (617) 366-8911, Extension 4735.or write for more information.
ECLIPSE is a registered trademark of Data General Corporation © Data General Corporation, 1977.

t.
DataGeneral
We make computers that make sense.
Data General, Westboro, MA 01581 (617) 366-8911. Data General (Canada) Ltd., Ontario. Data General Europe, 61 rue de Cuurcelles, Paris, France, 766.51. 78.
Data General Australia, (03) 82-1361. Data General Ltda., Sao Paulo, Brazil © Data General Corporation, 1977.
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• The individual sections should be
chronologically ordered as nearly
as possible.
Elements of the UDF

Here are the elements of the UOP, as
illustrated in Fig. 1:
1. Requirements
This section identifies the baseline
requirements specified for the software
project and enumerates those requirements which are addressed by this specific software unit. Any assumptions,
ambiguities, deferrals, or conflicts concerning the requirements and their impact on the design and development of
the unit should be stated here.
2. Design Description
The format and content of this section, containing the current design de-:
scription for each of the routines included in the uOP, should conform to
established documentation standards'
and be suitable for being directly in-

cluded in ,the appropriate detailed design specification. Throughout the
development process this section represents the current working version of the
design and, therefore, must be main- •
tained and annotated as changes in the
initial design occur.
When the initial detailed design is
completed and ready to be coded, a
design walk-through is held with one
or more interested and knowledgeable
coworkers. The completion of Section
2 is predicated on the successful completion of the design walk-through.
Upon completion of testing, the final
versions of these sections with markedup corrections are simply collected
from all the uop's and sent to be typed.
This comprises the major portion of
the final design specification.
3. Functional capabilities list
A Functional Capabilities List (PCL)
details testable functions performed by
the software unit, that is, it describes
what things a particular unit does, preferably in sequential order. Generated
from the requirements and detailed

design prior to development of the unit
test plan, the Functional Capabilities
Lists provide the basis for planned and
controlled unit-level testing (a means
for determining and organizing a set
of cases which will test all requirements and functional capabilities and
all branches and transfers) .
The lists also provide a consistent
approach' to testing which can be reviewed, audited, and understood by an
outsider. When mapped to the test
cases, they provide the rationale for
each test. And the PCL encourages another look at the design at a level
where "what if" questions can become
apparent.
4. Unit code.
This section contains the current
source code listings for each routine. It
is considered complete when, after the
first error-free oompilation or assembly, the code is ready for unit-level
testing.
5. Unit test plan
This is a description of the overall
testing approach for the unit and a

PRODUCT
SPECIFICATION
(PRELIMINARY)

Fig. 1. Some of the best tools are the simplest ones, and
the UDF may be a case in point. It imposes a development
sequence, establishes -a time line, creates an audit trail,

January, 1978

assures useful documentation, reduces turnover problems,
and even enforces modularity. What more can we ask from
a three-ring binder?
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description of each test case to be employed. The descriptions must identify
any test tools or drivers used, list all
required test inputs to the unit (and
their values), and detail the expected
output and acceptance criteria, including numerical outputs and other demonstrable results.
Before unit testing starts, there
should be a review of the plan by a
product assurance team (or other test
group outside the unit) to be sure the
test cases adequately test branch conditions, logic paths, input and output,

error handling, and a reasonable range
of values and unit performance as stipulated by the requirements.
6. Test case results
This section contains documentation
that testing has occurred as set forth in
the Unit Test Plan. All current successful test case results and analyses arc
included. Test output is identified by
test case number and listings clearly
annotated to facilitate reviews of the
results by other qualified individuals.
7. Problem reports
This section contains status logs and
copies of the Design Problem Reports,
Design Analysis Reports, and Discrepancy Reports (as required) for all de-

The Marathon 5440 type disC;; drive gives you fast,
. dependable random access storage of 5 or 10 megabytes. Ten million bytes of on-line storage in 8.75 inches
of rack space.
What it doesn't give you is trouble. Because
Marathon is designed as much for reliability as for
speed. The electronics are modular, and mechanism
has fewer moving parts. So service is a snap. It's been
proven in thousands of applications allover the world.
Marathon is available for immediate delivery And
the interface is industry standard, so you can just
plug it into your system. Marathon. Built and backed
by Microdata.
Contact one of our local sales offices or the
Director of Peripheral Sales, Microdata Corporation,
17481 Red Hill Avenue, P.O. Box 19501, Irvine, CA
92713. Telephone: 714/540-6730. TWX: 910-595-1764.

Microdata OEM Peripherals
. A significant difference.

SALES OFFICES:
Anaheim, CA: 714/533-8035' Atlanta, GA: 404/394-7905 . Bellevue, WA: 206/455-0152
Boston, MA: 617/862-1862 • Dallas,TX: 214/387-3073' Philadelphia, PA: 215/628-8699
San Francisco, CA: 415/573-7461 • Scarsdale, NY: 914/472-1141' Schiller Park, IL:
312/671-5212 • Tampa, FL: 813/872-1557 . Washington, DC: 703/620-3995.
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sign and code problems and changes
subsequent to baselining. This ensures
a clear and documented accountability
for all problems incurred and changes
made.
8. Notes
This section contains any memos,
notes, reports, etc~, which expand on
the contents of the unit or relate to
problems and issues involved.
9. Reviewers' comments
This last section is a record of reviewers' comments from the 'sectionby-section review .and sign-off, and
from scheduled independent audits: \
The comments are also usually provided to the project and line management supervisors responsible for development of the unit.
Cover sheet
The cover sheet provides chronological visibility. It identifies the unit by
,name, designated custodian, and contents with respect to individual routines. The scheduled due dates and individuals responsible for each of the
sections are identified when the UDF is
initiated, which generally coincides
with completion of the preliminary design reviews. Other items such as a UDF
change log sheet or a composite schedule are sometimes included.
The usefulness of the information
contained on the cover sheet is a function of how realistic the schedule is;
how much participation and commitment management gets from the performers, and the amount of interest
and concern that management exhibits
in monitoring and achieving' these
milestones.
It works

The UDF approach has been employed on several software projects at
TRW and continues to win converts
from the ranks of the initiated. The'
concept has proved particularly effective when used in conjunction with
good programming standards, documentation standards, and a test discipline.
The principal merits of the UDF concept are in summary:
(1) It imposes a development sequence on each unit and clearly
establishes the responsibility for
each step. Thus the reduction
of the software development
process into discrete activities is
logically extended downward to
the unit level.
(2) It establishes a clearly discernible time line for the development of each unit and provides
low-level management visibility
into schedule problems. The
status of the development effort
becomes more visible and measurable.
(3) It creates an open and auditable software development enJ:JRTRMRTION
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CO.MBATIN'G
vironment and removes some
of the mystery often associated
with this activity. The UDP'S are
-normally kept "oon the shelf"
and open to inspection at any
time.
(4) It assures that the documentation is completed and maintained current with development activities. The problem of
emerging from the· development tunnel with sparse or inadequate documentation is considerably reduced.
.
(5) It reduces the problems associated with programmer turnover. The discipline and organization inherent in the approach simplify the substitution
of personnel at any point in the
process without a significant
loss of effort.
(6) It supports the principles of
modularity. The guidelines given for establishing the unit
boundaries assure that at least a
minimum level of modularity
will result.
It must be emphasized that no device or approach can be effective without a strong management commitment. Every level of management
needs to be supportive and aware of its
responsibilities. Once the method is established it also needs to be audited for
proper implementation and problem
resolution. An independent software
quality assurance activity can be a valuable asset in helping to define, audit
and enforce management requirements.
At TRW the UDP is being used under
these cooperative conditions and has
proved successful as a valuable bridge
between management and software development.
0
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This journal will serve managers, professionals, data
base administrators and senior executives of organizations which design, implement and manage Information Systems Applications. The major aims are:
• To collect and disseminate information on new and
advanced developments in the field of applied information systems;
• To provide material for training and education in
administrative data systems;
• To encourage further progress in information system
methodology and applications;
• To cover the range of information system development and usage in their use for managerial policies,
strategies, and activities for business, public administration, and international organizations.
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This Powerful New
Desk~Top is one
Smart Move.·.
The new Miniterm 1204ASR
from·' COl is one of the' most,'·
powerful terminals ever offered
in, such a compact package.
IT'S A SMART MOVE to feature both a built-in Mini-cassette
, tape unit with 68,OOOcharacters removable storage and integral 8K Random Access Memory
, for extensive high speed editing.
These two storage media work'
together to bring a totally new
dimension to off-line data prepALLTHIS .••
aration, editing and reporting.
- Built-in Mini-cassette tape
, ,IT'S A SMART MOVE that
transport stores 68,000 characallows the Miniterm 1204 ASR to
ters per Mini-cassette.
provide simultaneous transrnit!
receive capability; tape-to-mem-Integral '8K Random Access
Memory expandable to 32K
ory, memory-to-tape"or either
,; tape- or memory-to-Iine trans- Complete editing capability
missions. You can editor ,upprovides extensive search, dedate data off-line,preparerelete, change, append and file
port formats, program to your
control furctions.
, 'heart's content, and do it all in
-1200 BAUD transmission rates,
the same space of a portable
from tape-, memory-, or,' key~
typewriter;
,
board-to-line;
THE SMARTEST MOVE OF
,
-Three-mode
keyboard, selecALLis the way the Miniterm 1204
,ted by the, operator, includes
, ASRvirtually pays for itself with
Typewrite((upper/lower case),'
reduced costs for both connect
Alternate (TTY or APL), or'Nutime and program storage!
"
'
meric cluster.
Look at the features built into
the Miniterm 1204 ASR and you'll
- 35 characters per second printing speed"fully,buffe'red.
, see that you get more for your
, terminal dollar from COL The CDI
Miniterm1204'ASR., The srnart
move.

-ASCII or Binary: Code, user,
'selectable, with diagnostic
capability, for ,printing control
characters.
'
- Horizontal and vertical,tabbing
for easy formatting.

I-=r

-' APL available

, •. • IN LESS THAN 20
POUND.S!

COMPUTER
OEVICES'Nc.
25 North Av;
Burlington, MA 01803"
, (617)273-1550

.,~~

Portable, too';·..
SALES AND MAINTENANCE OFFICES THROUGHOUT THE U.s. AND CANADA
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WHEN TBEY BRAG
BOW BIG TBEY ARE IN FILM,
ASK BOW SMALL TBEY
ARE IN FICBE.
The world's biggest film maker
will admit they can't provide you
72X capability. Datacorp has offered 72X reduction microfiche
for three years. Capability that
can pack 690 computer printout
pages on a single fiche, for less
handling and quicker retrieval
with the same high resolution as '
42Xor 48X.
That's just one reason why
we're the biggest name in COM
systems. We configure the ideal
system for your individual in-

house needs, or provide full support at any of our 40 service centers. Our 72X is just one of many
ideas we 've developed for intelligent recorders and host computer
applications. Unlike others, we
see COM as much more than
equipment. See what we can
do for you. Call us, (503)
225-5100, or write Robert Ocon,
Vice President, P. O. Box 3460,
Portland, Oregon 97208.
We make COM live up
to its potential.

DATACORP
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. Mainframers

PCM Revenues Neared
$200 Million in '77
About 160 are installed and more companies are poised
to enter the rnarket, as IBM counters with price cuts
Close to 160 plug-compatible main- '
frames have been installed by independent vendors at, the close of 1977, a
significant. year by any measurefor that
sector of the computer market. And the
rate at which those IBM-compatible machines are being installed continues io
increase.
Two of the three suppliers of thes~
systems began, shipping last year. San
Francisco-based Itel Corp. gets its As/4
and As/5s from National Semiconductor,
arid has between 55 and 60 of them
installed. Not only is the production rate
of those machines being raised,but Itel
this year also will begin shipping the
As/6s being made for them by Hitachi,
Ltd.
,Control Data Corp. has been shipping
its Omega 480-1 mainframe since midyear and had about eight installed at the
end of the year. This year it will also
begin shipping the 480-2, both mainframes being supplied to them by IPL
Systems, Bedford, Mass.
This year, too, a new supplier is ex'pected to come, on-stream. Magnuson
Systems Corp., preferring to maintain a
low, profile for the mqment, has told
DATAMATION of its intentions during 1978
to begin produciI1g IBM-compatible
mainframes that span the 370 line from
the 115 through the 158 with five models.
And there's an outside chance that another leasing/financial services firm, OPM
(Leasing Services, Inc., of New York City,
will shortly reach an agreement with an
unnamed Japanese firm for" 370':'compatible machines in the middle of that
family.

Where the madness started
Still the glamor company of them all is
Amdahl Corp., which started all this
madness with an economical replace:.
ment for the 370/168. Amdahl should
have closed the year with about 95 machines installed, and that would mean it
shipped 62 during the year.'This contrasts
with 27 the year before. And this company, too, is increasing its production
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rqte, which·is currently five a month. The
firm more than doubled its manufacturing square footage during the first nine
months of '77, and will more than double
that again by mid-'78. In addition, production is scryeduled to get underway in
Ireland this summer in a temporary 25,OOO-sq.-ft. faCility near Dublin. Within a
year after that they're to move to a permanent 60,000 sq. f1. plant nearby.
Based on all this, several observations
can be made:
-There definitely has been an acceptance by computer users of the plugcompatible, software-compatible mainframes much as there earlier was of the
plug-compatible peripherals.
-The market for these mainframes is
-now growing at a faster rate than that of
compatible periphenils manufacturers in
the beginnings of that subindustry.
-The dollars involved have become'
significant, approaching $200 million in
revenues during 1977 and probably close
to a half-billion dollars during '78. As an
"industry," the· value of the three vendors' shipments of only plug~compatible
mainframes would place them very high
on the DATAMATION Top 50 classification.

Short time frame
"You start looking at the projections' ot
where these people might be in the next
two years, and you can see this business
becoming as large as the plug-compatible p~ripherals business," says Robert
Colten; who recently joined Gnostic
Concepts, Inc. "And that happened in a
very short time frame."
To the user's advantage, of course, the
entry of competitive mainframe suppliers has forced IBM to cut prices and '

"You can see this business
becoming as large as the
plug-compatible peripherals
business. "
increase the performance of its computers. This action, prompted by the success
of Amdahl, has netted out to a 40% to
60% improvement in.price/performance.
Colten attributes most of this to the
improvement in the cost of memory and
the inboarding of rhannels. While IBM'S
actions have not visibly hurt Amdahl's
profitability, they have significantly af-

IIBM VS. THE PCM'S
IBM

Amdahl Corp.

Itel Corp.

138

Control Data
480-1

148

AS/4

158-1

AS/S-1

1S8~3

AS/S.:.3

3031

480-2

AS/S, 7031

168-3

470V/S

3032

470V /6-11

3033

470V!7

AS/6

Changes within a year are expected in this lineup, which shows the comparative power of
software-compatible processors without consideration for price. But price changes can
also be expected soon.
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The company, of course, has riimounced "
the As/5, model 7031, which is said to be
equal to or more powerful than the IBM
3031. First installation is to l?e in the
fourth quarter of this year. "There will be
machines above the As/6 coming from
Hitachi," he adds, but that won't necessarily occur in 1978.
Mysterious machine
Mordecai Weissman, president of OPM
Leasing, says they have not yet seen the
Japanese machine offered to them for
this market. "All I. can tell yout he says,
"is that we did have some people in, we
have spoken to them, and if we decide to
go further, we'll go to Japan to meet ~ith

Itel is looking into an
addition to the lower end of
·their product line-the AP /3.

STOCK of Amdahl Corp., first of the plug-'compatible mainframers, was admitted for listing on
the A"merican Stock Exchange in December. At opening ceremonies last Dec. 5, Amex
specialist William Silver, left, described the initial transaction to Board Chairman Gene
Amdahl and Deputy Chairman Eugene White. The stock opened at 47%.

fected the market for computers with
that favorable price/performance.
"In fact," says Coiten, "the rate of
orders on the 3033 surprised everybody. I
think that was a major event" last year.
He further acknowledges that the tardy
delivery schedule on the 303X series has
breathed new life into the plug-compatible mainframe vendors. "If IBM could
have delivered a year sooner, or at a
faster rate, then the plug-compatibles
would not have had the success they've
had."
.
Overseas success
.
The success of the vendors is not restricted to the domestic market. To date,
Control Data has installed its Omega
machine only in the U.S., but Itel has
placed five in Europe, and Amdahl at
least four. But in Canada, which has a
heavy population of 168s, there are "at
least nine 470s. "Canada's going like
gangbusters," admits an Amdahl spokesman.
Europe? "We expect that market to be
very healthy in 1978," says Richard A.
Whitcomb, v.p. of systems marketing at
Itel. Indeed, the company is marketing its
computers through offices in Italy,
France, West Germany, Belgium, Sweden, Norway, and the U.K. Whitcomb
says the firm is looking at South America,
180

Australia, and Japan (for the As/4 and 5).'
Details on installation figures or shipment rates are becoming hard to come by
as the vendors begin to take an IBM-like
posture. Itel has never been too open
about prices or customer base, but the
company's Whitcomb admits they are
looking into an addition to the lower end
of their product line, specifically an As/3.

them." Although this decision won't be
made for a month or two, an affirmative
decision conceivably could lead to an
initial installation later this year.
At Amdahl Corp., new president John
C. Lewis refused to grant an interview,
but a spokesman says, "The most popular operating system we're supporting
now is MVS." He says not only are their
customers requesting MVS with initial delivery but that existing installations running MVT or svs are also converting to
MVS. "The swing is definitely there," he
exclaims. It is estimated that from 30% to
40% of their installations are running
that operating system, followed by svs
and by MVT, in that order.
And while hardware vendors are loath
to discuss their pricing strategies, industry observers say that price changes by
the independents can be expeCted along
about the time IBM begins delivering the
3033. It's one of the games these people
play.
-Edward K. Yasaki

Marketing

Too Little Too Late
Customers ponder IBM's 3031 and 3032 delivery stretchouts
A number of IBM users with 3031s and
3032s on order rec"eiyed unwelcome news
last month when the giant computer
manufacturer announced customer delivery dates that in many instances would
run considerably beyond what customers
had anticipated.
A spot check by this magazine of
roughly three dozen customers with approximately one hundred 31s and 32s on
order, indicates that only a handful of
deliveries will be made next year with the
bulk extending into 1979, 1980, and even
1981.
Moreover, a survey conducted privately by a West Coast firm indicates that

at just under 200 IBM sites contacted~all
of which had at least one 31 or 32 on
order~only 15 machines would be delivered in 1978.
To be sure, many lessors and other
sources had predicted when IBM made
the 31 and 32 announcements that the
average delivery time might run as long
as 18 months (November 1977, p. 173).
But current findings "indicate that many
customers have received dates that extend well beyond thai time frame.
Most are "first day" customers
All of the sources contacted by DATAMATION for this story insisted on
CRTRMRTICN

anonymity. Most were "first day" customers who had ordered within 10 days
of IBM'S 31 and 32 announcements last
October. The majority said they'd been
looking for delivery by mid 1979 at the
latest. However, a national clothing manufacturer, for example, learned he would
receive only one of the three machines
ordered within that period. The second
would be delivered in 1980 and the third
in 1981.
Similarly, a "first day" customer in
Chicago was given a delivery date for late
summer 1980. He was told by an IBM
sales rep that the best date in the Chicago
region was late 1979, and the "oldest"
date fourth quarter, 1981. These dates
were for "first day" customers. IBM hadn't
begun to schedule deliveries for customers ordering after the first day period
lapsed, he was told.
Angry and bitter
Response to the announced delivery
schedules, which were based on randomly determined sequencing, left some
customers angry and bitter. Frustrated,
one 158 user obtained an As/6 from Hel
rather than wait for the 32 he'd ordered.
"We'd counted on getting a 31 early in
1979," another 158 user noted. "But with
the delivery now scheduled for late 1980,
we have to extend our position on our 158
for another year at least. This makes the
cost performance curve for the 31 nowhere near as attractive as it appeared
when we ordered. And that curve was the
main reason we bought in the first place."
The v.p. of an East Coast leasing firm
with several dozen new processors on

One user obtained an AS/6
from Itel rather than wait for
his 3032.
order expressed similar sentiments. (
"We're getting a few machines in 1978,
but most of them aren't being delivered
for 14 to 18 months," he said angrily.
"IBM really led us down the path on this
one."
An executive with a rival firm, one
which had been given a similar delivery
schedule for the two dozen or so machines it has on order, was even more
outspoken. "This may be the most incredible game of corporate chutzpah I've
ever seen," he fumed. "They announce
what is essentially a phantom machine,
make a few token deliveries in 1978, and
string out users who are still shelling out
for 158s and 145s each month waiting for
a replacement.
"In the interim instead of pricing
themselves 15% to 20% under the 158s,
the plug compatible manufacturers now
have to compete with a machine that no
one's seen and that's 55% of the 158's
price. IBM'S destroying the profits of their
competitors and keeping anybody else
from coming into the market."
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What's behind the delays? One source,
a former IBMer who remains close to the
company and whose firm has ordered ten
new machines, points to possible production difficulties. "They've had problems
making delivery dates on some other
products, like AP'S (attached processors),
and they may be running low on component parts," he speculates. "Also they
may be very short of production capacity.
IBM has been closing down plants and
now they've got a horrendously large
backlog of orders. They haven't had this
kind of backlog since the early 1960s."
Other observers see IBM'S snail's pace
delivery schedule as deliberate. "What
drives IBM is its own financial results,"
said one industry analyst who asserted
the 31 and 32 shipping schedule was
structured to have the maximum beneficial impact on the company's revenue
picture.
Purchase strategy
IBM, he explains, has made the 303X
line more attractive to purchase than buy.
This is reflected in a recent survey of
4,200 IBM users by G .S. Grumman/
Cowen, a Boston-based investment firm.
The study showed that 74% of those
planning to install the new processors
. intended to purchase or go to thir~party
lease. That's roughly 10% higher than
equivalent figures for the top end of the
370 line.
But this purchase-oriented strategy
would jeopardize the current rental and
lease base if implemented too soon
through earlier delivery schedules. Moreover, if IBM can extend the purchase
spread out over the next few years, it can
maintain steady revenue growth during
that period, analysts maintain.
Given this scenario, IBM'S deliveries of
the 303X line will escalate during late
1979 and 1980-a time when the Grum-

man survey indicates the remaining bulk
of the 370 line will come off lease.
Then IBM should also be about ready
to unveil its new line, and would have
shown more of its hand on unbundled
operating systems.
And with extended schedules, IBM can
clear the "water" -those who ordered
just to get a place in line-from its books.
Already. the computer giant is refusing
orders from leasing or computer bro-

IBM's purchase-oriented
strategy would jeopardize
current rental and lease
base if implemented too
soon.
kerage firms without an established track
record. And no longer can a buyer sign
up in order to sell his position.
Once IBM has pruned its order list and
worked out production schedules for the
entire line, observers believe the company might improve order positions
across the board.
Phantom machine
In the meantime, the PCM'S and potential new entrants to the market are left
dancing in the dark waiting for IBM'S next
move, though the PCM'S may garner some
short term benefits from the immediate
delivery 'lags. Further, PCM'S and other
manufacturers must live with the uncomfortable thought that perhaps they cut
profits margins prematurely.
And IBM'S customers? They've been
given what amounts to a "take it or leave
it" choice; with IBM gambling the vas,
majority will remain in the fold.
-Laton McCartney &
Angeline Pantages

International

Looking Beyond Israel
Elbit's small business system is aimed at Europe
A new, competitive and perhaps innovative presence can be expected this year in
the lucrative business systems markets of
Germany, France, and probably Britain.
Elbit Computers Ltd., the Israeli minicomputer firm, has developed its own
small business system, PACT, and plans to
take full advantage of a recent Common
Market agreement that gives Israeli products duty-free access-and a 6% to 7%
price advantage over U.S. competitors.
The PACT system, the result of an 18month development effort that will cost
nearly $6 million when com pleted, uses a
disc-based operating system to govern a
16-bit Elbit cpu and up to 32 terminals,
local or remote. PACT is the result of an
Israeli effort to design a business system

that can use standardized hardware for a
wide variety of business applications.
Elbit has developed a limited operating
system "kernal" -standard for all PACT
systems-and a series of environmenttailored os "executives" to adapt the
system for specific application programs.
If it can be pitted competitively against
the Nixdorf or DEC spectrum, the volume
manufacturing and maintenance benefits are obvious.
Three announced
Elbit already has announced three of
the PACT "executives": KeYPAcT, a data
entry and data capture system, using
diskettes for off-line output and a host
communication link on-line; DataPAcT,
181
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a Standalone, multiterminal business system; and InterPACT, Elbit's distributed
processing system, still under development. Two or three more executives will
be introduced, say the Israelis, one for a
time-sharing system, one for data base
management, and another, perhaps in
data retrieval.
PACT is the acronym for "programmable asynchronous clustered teleprocessing," according to Elbit president Uzia
Galil, but early PACT literature uses a
more pedestrian translation: "programmable alphanumeric cluster terminals."
Either way, Elbit will be selling PACT
for agile communications in a business

share and five percent of the private
equity. It was such a lucrative deal that in
. the Arab world it has been said that Elbit
was a gift to CDC to get them on the Arab
blacklist and deprive Arabia of CDC technology. With its government business as
a crutch, Elbit has never had an unprofitable year (1976- 77 net profits after taxes
were $1.3 million on sales of $24 million,
with, $2 million R&D expenses fully ab-

PACT development was
nearly 50% funded by the
Israeli Ministry of Commerce
and Industry.
environment. It's a growth system with
disc capacity expandable from 8.8 MB to
400 MB, and a 256KB memory that can be
extended to 512KB. PACT initially will be
soki with two high level languages, Fortran IV and RPG II, but other languages
are under development.

Hesitant on prices
Although demo machines already are
being tested by European oem's, Elbit
marketing v.p. Yehuda Shinahr is hesitant to quote prices. "It's very early to
publish prices," he said, "but a very basic
PACT system with the CPU, printer, two
. crt's, 8.9 MB disc, and diskette will be
offered to the end user for about $28,000." Volume discounts will, of course,
be available, he added. The KeYPAcT
executive will be offered without charge,
but the DataPAcT will be priced at about
$4,000, and InterPACT at about $7,000.
Elbit is a rather headstrong subsidiary
of Control Data Corp., which in 1970
purchased 55% equity for roughly $500,000. Originally formed as a technological
spin-off from the Israeli defense establishment in 1967, Elbit was one of the
little-known pioneers in minicomputer
applications. The Elbit 100, a general
purpose mini, was shown at the 1968
Atlantic City computer conference, and
while the company attempted to sell
commercially, it lacked the marketing
muscle. Elbit then was jointly owned by
the Israeli Ministry of Defense and
Elron, now Israel's leading holding company for high technology venture capitalism.
CDC bought in
The founders decided they needed a
big-time Yankee computer firm as a partner, chose CDC, and sold the government
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sorbed) and both CDC and Elbit have
grown in the marriage.
Using its own basic hardware development and CDC'S operating systems, Elbit
has produced more than 1,000 cRI7 minicomputers for CDC, a line fully compatible with CDC'S 1700. For the past three
years, Elbit also has been manufacturing
crt terminals for CDC'S KES-480 data entry
system. But full dependency always
has seemed risky and unhealthy for Israeli subsidiaries, explains Elbit's president Galil. The need for an independent
identity and independent product lines
has become almost a philosophy for
ElhiCs Israeli investors. Elron, the Israeli
holding company with 45% of Elbit, had
successful joint projects with both Xerox
and Monsanto in electronics and suffered
when each of the two giants decided to
withdraw from the market.
"Elbit has had two good legs, our work
for the government and our work for
CDC'S product lines," said Galil, "but we
think it is important to have a third leg."
Looking at Israeli subsidiaries of U.S.
firms, he added, "I think the really successful ones are those tha t have developed independent capabilities." More
implied than expressed was Elron's longrange concern for the vagaries of international politics and economics.

IBM-compatible
The PACT development, with its new
Elbit-designed os, cpu, and two new lines
of crt terminals, was nearly 50% funded
by the Israeli Ministry of Commerce and
Industry. The first of the terminals, the
tty-compatible DS 1920, was introduced
ten months ago. The newer DS 377, a crt
fully plug-compatible with IBM'S 3277
Model 2, was brought out only three
months ago with high hopes for the
European market, where tarrif-free entry
should allow Elbit to undercut the Americans who are the only firms offering fully
IBM-compatible crt's.
Announcement of IBM'S System 34 last
May was received with some apprehension at the Elbit plant in Haifa, in Northern Israel, because the file management
system for the 34 is very similar to Elbit's
DataPACT concept.
. "There were mixed feelings, actually,"
said Galil. "The first reaction was the Big
Brother syndrome, understandably. But
then, on the other side, we found that
IBM'S similar entry legitimized our DataPACT concept, the use of RPG II, and our
use of files and screens. Now I see it as a
good door opener. We're not going to be
selling in a vacuum."
Export-oriented
The native computer and electronics
industry in Israel has always been exportoriented. The Israeli market, while vital
and growing, has been seen as too small a
pie to justify major commercial manufacturing, and the nation was hungry
for foreign exchange. Increasingly, however, the growth of the small business
market there and the belated public realization of the minicomputer's potential
in dp. (as opposed to more developed
markets in instrumentation and process
control) has awakened Elbit officials to
homebound opportunities and caught
the attention of government officials who'
want to displace costly imports with Israeli products.
While it was primarily the new pqssibilities of the ECC market that led Elbit
to invest in the PACT development, said

"We seem to be welcomed
as alternatives in the
German and French
markets."
GaliL the company also realized that
"the local market potential is considerable and not to be neglected." With
ElbiCs CDC past, Israel has been in the
curious position' of exporting minicomputers but importing most of those installed in its own infrastructure. Recent
government policy decisions to stress Israeli-made dp purchases-if technologically equivalent, and no more than 10%
more costly than competitive importsshould be a boon to Elbit.
But the Eurodollar is still the big bait.
CRTAMRTION

Elbit has already set up sales subsidiaries
in both France and Germany, the prime
entry markets; and plans to establish a
third in Britain. Although it has an arrangement to use CDC service "where
economically justified," the company has
begun to organize its own maintenance
staff, setting up offices in Tel Aviv, Paris,
and Cologne.

Welcome alternatives
"We seem to be welcomed as alternatives in the German and French markets," said Shinahr, the marketing v.p.,
"and I think we will find the same thing
in England. I think oem's might be very
important because we have such strong
hardware and solid· basic software."
Demonstration models have already
been shipped to some oem's, and initial
reactions have been "very positive."
"We've also been recruiting people with
a lot of experience in selling this type of
product: IllM and NCR people, very
strong." he added.
Elbit is, like many of its American
counterparts, very excited about the potential of the huge French market, so
much of it centered around Paris. "We
feel there is a lot to take there, and local
strength is less of a threat. SEMS, the new
French company. is not as strong in business applications, and not as strong traditionally in the market as Nixdorf in
Germany.... I couldn't say the same
thing about the U.K.," explained Shinahr. "Which is why for us the U.K.
market will be developed after we begin
to establish ourselves in France and Germany." Elbit, he said. is looking for
distributor arrangements with estab- .
-lished firms in Italy, Scandanavia, Spain,
and a few other key markets.
Although the PACT system would seem
to overlap some of the CDC product line,
CDC has apparently smiled paternally
upon the Israeli-financed PACT develop.ment. Elbit executives stress that the new
product effort is complementary to the
CDC development plans, and that Elbit
remains deeply involved in other CDCcommitted work.
Attractive to CDC
"We participated in the development
of the Cyber 18 and we're involved in
some of the manufacturing, and we've
been developing a new line for CDC that
I'm not yet free to discuss," said Elbit
president Galil. Although at present
there might be some overlap, he acknowledged, "we believe that with our
own products and our own marketing,
we'll be reaching different segments of
the market." Elbit's technology might
have made a splash at CDC: one senior
Israeli government consultant reported
that he was told by Elbit executives that
CDC might adopt the PACT system and
phase out competing lines.
"For the next five years. with the
growth of the business market, all this
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will be very significant for Elbit," said
Galil, "but it will still only be a segment
of our work. In the long run, for the tenyear span, our real strength I think will be
in developing total systems for very specific applications in which Israel can be a
leader. Things like resource management, water and energy control. A small
company in a small country has two
options: they can be a small part of a
large market or they can strive for excellence in a very small specialized market.
You can take the second choice when
you're small, but as you grow, get bigger, I
think you have to do both. That's what
we're doing here."
-Vin McLellan
(M,: McLellan, Bostoll bureau manager,
has been traveling ill the Mideast, where
he visited computer sites and talked with
vendors.)

Another Look at
Digisat Rates
Users of international data communications soon may be in for big rate reductions through what is called Digisat
service. Germany and Brazil have said
they're willing to offer the service and
France and Spain are on the verge of
doing likewise.
Digisat is a digital satellite communication service which can transmit data
across a standard 3 KHZ. voice grade
channel at speeds up to 56K bps. Because ihe service is digital rather than
analog, it makes far more intensive use of
the channel bandwidth, 'which is why
Digisat rates can be less than those for
the analog equivalent-alternate voice
and data (AVO) service. An AVO circuit
has a top speed of 9.6K bps.
Under a tariff already accepted by the
Federal Communications Commission,
Comsat will charge the U. S. international record carriers (IRC's) $1,250 to
$1,860 a month for a Digisat half-circuit
between the East Coast of the U. S. and
Intelsat's IV or IV-A satellite~ poised over
the Atlantic at the approximate midpoi!1t of the message path. (The other

half of the circuit will be provided by a
foreign carrier.) The $1,250 to $1,860 a
month charge will depend on the transmission speed of the Digisat subchannel
leased by the record carrier. By comparison', Comsat now charges an international record carrier $2,850 a month for
an AVO half-circuit.
A user pays the carrier $4,575/month
for this AVO half-circuit, about 60% more
than the record carrier pays Comsat. In
the case of Digisat, two U. S. record
carrierS-ITT and the French Telegraph
Cable Company (FTcc)-have proposed
markups of 140% to 180% (see table). But
even so, customers who need 2400 or
4800 bps service still would save money
compared to what they're now paying for
AVO facilities.
French Cable, in a recent statement to
the FCC, indicated that it couldn't offer
lower Digisat rates because customers of
its existing services would migrate to the
new one and the company would end up
losing money.

Alternative proposed
To make their proposed rates more
palatable, French Cable and ITT proposed a "composite" Digisat service
based on the use of cable as well as
satellite circuits. If one transmission path
became inoperative. the other would be
available. so the user's message would
always get through. FTCC said it would
guarantee Digisat channel availability

Two carriers propose a
composite service based on
using cable as well as
satellite circuits.
and error performance in writing. The
company, which is closely affiliated with
the French PTT. added that "by presenting an adequate rate structure consistent'
with this added value and with comparable existing service rates. such a proposal
could be agreed upon by some of the
European administrations and consequently facilitate the provision of new
trans-Atlantic communication services."

Half-Circuit Rates

A
Com sat charges
U.S.IRCs
AVO (Alternate
voice/data circuit.
Accommodates data
speeds up to 9.6K bps)

$2,850/mo.

Oigisat

B

C

IRCs charge
Markup Percentage
their customers
(8 - A x 100)
A

$4,575/mo.

60.5%

ITT'

FTCC'

ITT

FTCC

2400bps

$1,250/mo

$3,000

$3,200

140%

156%

4800bps

$1,455/mo

$4,000

$3,900

175%

168%

9600bps

$1,860/mo

$4,500

$5,200

142%

180%

1:

Proposed rates
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A multiple choice
A multifunction

data en!!y s~tem
. from Data 100.
(WARNING: there may be more than one right answer to each question)

I.
(a)

(b)
(c)

2.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Keybatdt is:
a multifunction intelligent
key-to-disk data entry system.
a brand new multifunction system
from Data 100.
a multifunction system which supports
high volume concurrent batch
capabilities.

Keybatdt is also:
a multifunction system offering
stand-alone RPG for expanded user
flexibility.
a multifunction system that can operate
with on-line file inquiry capabilities
(3271 compatible) via· common keystations for both data entry and on-line
file inquiry.
a system capable of handling
mail sorting and other office tasks.

3.

(a)

(b)
(c)

4.

(a)

(b)
(c)

5

As a data entry system:
Keybatch has up to 20 megabyte disk
storage capacity.
Keybatch is proven with approximately
900 units now in use.
Keybatch can be configured with
2 to 16 keystations.

For the end user:
Keybatch meets short range goals
such as appreciable dollar savings.
Keybatch provides for long range
system growth.
Keybatch offers both of the above.

fur more infonnation on

• Keybatch, you should: .

(a)

(b)
('c)

search ,frantically through your EDP
literature files.
write Data 100 at 6110 Blue Circle Drive,
Minnetonka, MN 55343.
call your nearest Data 100 sales office
or one of the numbers we've listed.

e

!qwzon Keybatcli.

Are you a

multifUnction
eXRert?
Check,these
correct answers.

[Q)£u~ TI(Q)(Q)
@@ffilP®ffi& uO@RJI
multifunction data processing

All answers but four are correct.
lb: Keybatch isn't brand new, was
introduced in 1974.
2c: Sorry, Keybatch can't do everything.
3b: There are actually 1500 Keybatch
systems on the job worldwide.
5a: No need to search when we're so
easy to write or phone. Do it now!

LOS ANGELES 213/645-4300 - SAN FRANCISCO 415/546-6000 - CHICAGO 312/992-0850 - BOSTON 617/848-6100 - DETROIT .'H3/358-5065 MINNEAPOLIS 612/941-6500 - NEW YORK 212/867-6200 - PITTSBURGH 412/391-5425 - HOUSTON 7131777-4413 - WASHINGTON D.C. 7031790-5560 WOODBRIDGE N.J. 201/63'\-7800 - ATLANTA 404/455-3895 - ST. LOUIS 314/878-4911 - TORONTO 416/494-0434 - MONTREAL 5141761-5894 LONDON ENGLAND (0442) 69161 - MELBOURNE AUSTRALIA 267'.)544 - FRANKFURT GERMANY n'04'71 - PARIS FRANCE 630'2144
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news in perspective
Late last November, Comsat told the
FCC that "a Digisat-like service probably
can be provided by cable," but it "will be
different and most likely will be of lower
quality" than a satellite-only service.
Among other things, the equipment used
at each Earth station for ~_ satellite-only
service "will.provide for the regeneration
of the ... signals, thereby eliminating
the additive effects of noise and distortion found in ... the analog-type repeaters prevalent in transoceanic cable
systems."
Cost vs. qLiality

In a recent interview, a Comsat official
contended that there isn't much need for
guaranteeing the availability or error
performance of Dig is at channels because
satellite circuits across the Atlantic are

Even. if Digisat reduces
rates to Eu rope, the benefits
won't last long.
inherently of high quality. Also, since
there are two satellites in operation, the
service already includes backup capability..
While admitting that transmission performarice isn't specifically guaranteed by
Comsat, this official wondered whether
the added· insurance offered by FTCC
would be worth the added cost. He
thought a '~reasonable" price to the end
user for a satellite-only version of Dig is at
would be "under $2,000/month" for
2400 bps service, around $2,800 for 4800
bps service, and approximately $3,6001
month for 9600 bps service.
A key qu~stion underlying the whole
Digisatpricing controversy is the demand for the service. Comsat has surveyed the potential market in the U. S.
and ,abroad and says it has found a large
numbe~. of prospects. In this country,
they include Chase Manhattan Bank,
International Paper, Rockwell International, Chrysler, Bank of America, and
several dozen other blue chip corporations; _ .
Comsat officials decline to name the
overseas- prospects; they insist, however,
that Germany and Brazil recently offered
to provide Digisat service, and France
and Spain are likely to do so shortly,
largely because of nagging fiom users in .
each country.
If this is actually the case, Digisat rates
might be reduced even more than is
suggested by the rate ta~le. That. table
assumes the IRC'S will lease individual
2.4 to 9.6K bps channels from Com sat
and re-lease them to end users. However,
TRT-one U. S. record carrier-has told
the commission that if there is an imme-
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diate requirement for at least 20 discrete
2400 bps circuits to a single country from
a single U. S. gateway, it will lease a 50K
bps Digisat circuit from Corns at and do
the subdivision itself, sharing the resulting subchannels with other IRC'S.
The payment to Comsat for each circuit, under this latter arrangement,
would be considerably less, and presumably some of the savings would be passed
on to end users.
Benefits short lived

One international datacom user argues that even if Digisat reduces rates to
Europe, the benefits 'won't last long. He
says the European carriers have decided
to do away with flat-rate private line
tariffs but realize they can't do it all at
once; "So they're going to offer speed'serisitive services like pigisat as the first
step; once that concept has been firmly
established and a significant number of
customers have been weaned away from
flat rates, the carriers will impose new
charges based even more directly on the
volume of bits transmitted. Users will

end up paying considerably more for'
medium- and high-speed services than
they're paying now."
At press time, the FCC was considering
Section 214 a pplica tions, requesting a u ~
thority to offer.. Digisat across the Atlantic, from all of th~ U. S. record carriers.
Judging from past history, the commission will authorize the servic~. It was due
largely to a threat from the FCC last
summer that the IRC'S were persuaded, to
file the 2l4s in the first place.
Comsat had proposed Digisat across
the Atlantic more than two years earlier,
in April 1975: The IRC'S, insistip.g they
couldn't find European partners, dip
nothing about seeking authQrity to offer
the service until the commission, in a rare
fit of pique; threatened to let Coms<lt
eliminate the middleman and offer Digis at directly to the public ..
While the commissioners seem likely
to approve Digisat, it isn't ,clear whether
they will opt for a satellite-only or a
composite satellite and cable offer-ing.
That's the 'big question-for both users
arid carriers.
-Phil Hirsch
(Mr. Hirsch, a free-lance writer, covers
communications-related events for this
magazine.)

Antitrust

Pre~Trial
.

.

Maneuvers

.

.
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Ma Beil questions pre-trial procedures in huge antitrust case
The Justice Dept. has _ever underestimated the muscle of its biggest antitrust
adversary, the Americari Telephone &
Telegraph Co. But even so, the mighty
company's latest courtroom maneuvers
gave some of the goverriment's most seasoned trustbusters a sharp surprise and a
new awareness of AT&T'S "cleverness
when cornered."
It also gave them an old problem to
worry about: the jurisdictional issue
that's been plaguing the government's
inassive AT&T antitrust suit. After a series
of determined but ill-fated attempts to
shove the case out of the courts on jurisdictional grounds, AT&T took a second
stab at the Supreme Court, hoping this
time that it would agree to review the
tricky jurisdictional question.
But once again last month, the high
court refused to hear the company's arguments, returning the three year old
case to the original court, the U. S.
District Court in Washington . Obviously
prepared for this setback, Bell had a
. rapid-fire response reagy, and a few
hours after the disappointing decision
the company had turned over to the
lower court a series of pre-trial orders on
. how it would like things to run from here
on out.

An importan.t part of AT&T'S plans for
controlling the troublesome case hinges
on stalling the suit over the jurisdictioilal
issue. Bell has contended all alo!lg th&t
the fed's case should be thrown out because jurisdiction rests with t~e .Federal
Communications Commission and state
regulatory bodies. And now it arg~es that
the case should be pruned down to cover

" ... ' a sO,mewhat artfuliy
worded attempt to delay
things forever."
only those aspects which are not handled
by these regulatory authorities. "Certainly, even if the case is properly before
the court," the company declan:!d in its
filing, "it can and should be reduced to
manageable proportions by dismissing
those parts of the government's plaint which relate to matters within, the
exclusive jurisdiction of regulatory agencies."
To make this point even stronger, Bell
speci~cally asked the presiding judge in
the case, District Court Judge Joseph C.
Waddy, to set aside six months for resolving these jurisdictional boundaries. Dis-

com-
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MDS Series 21. Engineered
to make your operators more
productive in 25 different ways~

Mohawk Data Sciences learned a lot
about data entry productivity over the
past 13 years while meeting the
high-volume needs of more than
6,500 customers worldwide. In the
engineering of Series 21 ™ we put
those lessons to work on behalf of
use~ requiring reliable source data
entry tools for low-to-moderate
volume applications.

We learned, for example, that a large
display screen makes an operator
station easy to use. A 15-inch,
non-glare CRT is standard on all
Series 21 systems. We learned that
some record formats fit well on a
480-character screen while others
require 1920-character capacities.
Series 21 offers both, under program
control, and displays 7x9 dot matrix
characters in green against a green
background - a combination we've
learned is easy on the eyes.
Or consider the Serjes 21 keyboard.
We offer a choice of data entry or
typewriter style layouts, either of
which can be moved to suit the
preference of each individual
operator. Features like
programmable function keys, full
keyboard cursor movement,
moveable keyboard and "N" key
rollover - to enable operators to key
at maximum speed - are only some

of the 25 different features
engineered into Series 21 to make
your operators and your system more
productive.
Engineering for data entry
productivity is only one reason why
Series 21 provides your best growth
path into distributed processing.
Others are its two':"level software, its
peripherals flexibility, its
communications capabilities and its
low system prices. Consider your .
distributed application, then consider
Series 21 from MDSTM.
.
MDS is now conducting seminars on
distributed data processing in major
cities throughout the country. For an
invitation to a seminar and a
demonstration of Series 21, call our
headquarters, 1599 UttIeton Road,
Parsippany, N.J . .07054,
(201)540-9080, and ask for James J.
Byrne, VP, U. S. Sales.
TMTrademarks of Mohawk Data Sciences Corp.

~B®

Mohawk Data Sciences
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news in perspective
covery proceedings during that time
would, be limited to working out this
purported problem.
Attempt to delay
A Justice lawyer calls this latest AT&T
tactic "very clever. It's nothing more," he
insists, "than a somewhat artfully worded
, attempt to delay things forever." He's
cautiously optimistic that since W'.lddy
has already ruled (November 1976)
against AT&T on this issue that he will do
so again and let discovery in the boggeddown case go forward. But if the judge
buys Bell's jurisdictional bluff, he confides, "then we've got a real problem."
And that may be just one of many
problems the anti trusters are up against
in their square-off with the communications giant. The government's litigation
against AT&T is aimed at breaking up the
company's long-cherished "integrated
system." The pro-competitive panaceas
prescribed under its divestiture proposal
would sever the company's manufacturing arm, Western Electric, and its R&D
subsidiary, Bell Laboratories, from the
AT&T establishment. Also targeted for'
spin-off from the Bell System operating
companies would be some of AT&T'S
Long Lines Div.
Help from elsewhere
This bold relief, should it ever become
a reality, could make some of the numerous private antitrust suits against Ma Bell
moot. But realistically, this "divestiture
dream," as one pragmatic lawyer pointed
out, may be a long way off or even
impossible. What may not be impossible,
however, is a piggybacking strategy
where the government could use relevant
documents turned up in these private
cases, of which there are 40 to date, to
bolster its own significantly broader and
more complex case. Of particular interest
to the trustbusters are discovery documents spawned in the AT&T suits brought
by MCI Communications Corp., Wyly

The company's obvious
ploy is to frustrate its
antitrust foes into apathy.
Corp., and Litton Systems Inc.
This piggybacking strategy could
prove very helpful to the feds, so helpful
that AT&T has found grounds to formally
protest against it. In.its December court
filing, the company asked Judge Waddy
not to allow Justice to use this tactic. "In
recent months," AT&T was quick to point
out, "the government has completely reversed its position on discovery in these
private cases and has adopted a course
designed to obtain as much of the fruits
of this private discovery as possible and,
188

indeed, apparently to rely upon such
discovery as the principal basis of its
preparation of this case."
One Justice attorney. frankly admits
that the government has been concentrating more on these private antitrust
cases lately. "It's stupid," he reasons, "to
replow the same ground." Such a procedure, he argues, would greatly streamline and speed up the laborious discovery

Stampeding technique
Another one of Bell's persistent gripes
against the government has centered
around the fed's alleged attempts to railroad the company into court before it's
had enough time to prepare an adequate
defense. A major portion of its December filing seeks to remedy this so-called
stampeding technique of Justice byasking the judge to lay cettain ground rules
for "an' orderly and reciprocal sequence
of discovery."
'
What Bell basically wants out of that,
speculates one government attorney, "is a
commitment from the court to make sure
that discovery goes forward on a very
deliberate. almost one-for-one basis

Discovery will cover the
period following the 1956
consent decree and
overlapping into the early
1970s.

JUDGE JOSEPH C. WADDY
He'll preside over landmark antitrust case

process in the massive case. And speeding things up, he points out, is also one of
Bell's purported aims.
As for AT&T'S allegations that the government will be relying almost solely on'
these private suit documents in its case
preparation, the spokesman denies that
the anti trusters will' be depending exclusively on this material. This information, he maintains, "will merely be one
piece of the mosaic" of discovery evi.dence that the government will use to
prosecute the case.
He also notes that the presiding judges
in both the MCI and Litton cases support
Justice's right to this data. However, to
fortify its stand, AT&T has dug up several
recent appellate decisions which it claims
forbid the government from using AT&T
documents garnered through private
antitrust actions. The Justice source admits this could present a problem. particulady if AT&T takes the issue all the way
to an appeals court.

which is absolutely preposterous." The
company's obvious ploy. he charges, is to
frustrate its antitrust foes into apathy. "If
Bell gets its way," he vows, "we would
spend so much time wading around in
this paper quagmire that we would eventually get tired of it and forget about the
whole suit."
'
The Justice Dept., however, told the
court that its streamlined discovery and
trial preparation program will permit it
to complete its trial work in approximately two years. Justice insiders,
though, are doubtful that this tight timetable can be met. (Antitrust chief John
Shenefield has said publicly that he
would like the case to go to trial one ami
one-half to two years after discovery gets
underway, with a trial target date of mid1979.) And AT&T also obviously disagrees
with this timetable, and gloomily predicts that discovery alone will take more
than four years, more than 3,000 people
and cost the Bell ~yst~m as much as $1
billion. The firm's earlier discovery projections pointed to an expenditure of
$300 million over a lO-year period.
Justice sources candidly concede that
Bell's $1 billion estimate on discovery
costs could be right on target, especially
if Bell continues to wage discovery battles with the government. In an 'effOrt to
inch this arduous process forward, the
feds issued two document requests-one
in December 1976 an" a more recent one
last February. Bell has yet to respond to
either. So Justic,e in its December filing
asked Judge Waddy to make AT&T turn
this material over to them.
Battle over "discovery"
AT&T also has asked the judge to lift his
pretrial order in the case which hampered the company's efforts to. gather
communications-related discovery material at a large number offederal agencies.
CRTRMRTICN

Naturally Justice believes that AT&T'S
motives are suspicious. They also feel a
big battle may ensue. Deputy antitrust
chief Joe Sims sees this "big battle" as a
real possibility. He says: "The big question is how much will we be able to hold
back AT&T in their discovery of the entire
federal government. They want to have a
record for every phone, everywhere."
So far, no real discovery on either side
has taken place, unless you count the
government's lengthy and well-documented answers to AT&T interrogatories
which were submitted to the court in
December 1976. During the jurisdictional deadlock, Justice conducted a few
informal interviews, but nothing substantial really has been done toward discovery.
But they do seem to know what they
want, and have pinpointed their discovery drive to cover the period immediately
following the 1956 consent .decree and
overlapping into the early 1970s. In some
cases this paper chase, according to the
government, could lead back as far as
1930. One Antitrust Div. source explains
that this "ancient AT&T" memorabilia
would be dredged up only on a limited
basis and only to "provide an historical
perspective to. set the stage" for the landmark case.
Justice is particularly anxious that
Judge Waddy set up the discovery
ground rules as soon as possible. He has
many options in this area and the feds are
hoping he won't opt for one of themand that's forcing the parties to start out
by taking depositions.
Whatever discovery framework Waddy
sets up, both Justice and AT&T know they
will have to abide by it. Waddy's final
ruling on this probably will come after he
meets with both parties, the get-together
expected some time this month. If everything goes smoothly, discovery could begin by mid-February, predicts a Justice
lawyer.
. Waddy's role in the case at this point,
the lawyer emphasizes, is especially crucial. "It's the opening shot of the next
round," he declares, "and a good deal of
what happens in the foreseeable future is
going to be based on what Judge Waddy
does right now." Particularly important,
he adds, is the judge's "willingness to
control the case."
But one government source close to the
case confides that he is personally confident that Waddy will take firm control of
the case. He also claims the judge is
"fully aware of the tricks AT&T is trying to
pull." What he's not so sure of, and what
could prove to be a. problem, he con<;:edes, is Waddy's health. Waddy, who's
in his early 60s, has not been in good
'health for a number of years.
Most complex
There also have been rumors that he
may retire. While Justice denies these
rumors, one AT&T source seems to believe
them. AT&T'S own beloved fiery standard
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bearer, John D. deButts, also faces retirement in a few years. His leanings on this
lawsuit, which he describes as "the most
complex antitrust litigation in the nation's history," are absolutely clear. "We
have been and are," the AT&T chairman
emphatically declares, "in conformance
with the laws of the land and we propose
to defend our position with all the skill
and vigor we can summon. We are not
going to acquiesce in any settlement that
would materially impair our ability to
serve the public."
Despite their dismally small staff of
two full-time lawyers, the anti trusters
seem equally committed to their cause.
Explains one of the beleagured attorneys
on the case: "We've been through a long
down period. But I think we've always
been optimistic about our case. We don't
feel there's any question that AT&T violated the antitrust laws. That's almost a
given. The real question is what do you
do about it."
-L.F.

Newest Version of
The Bell Bill
"You want choices. And Bell's got
them ... " This prophetic slogan from
AT&T'S slick new multimillion dollar advertising campaign took on added meaning early last month as the communications giant hit Congress with a "compromise" alternative to its faltering Bell bill
(Consumer Communications Refo'rm
Act). Put together by Bell and its band of
telephone industry allies, the proposed
recommendations-sent to the House
and Senate communications subcommittees-allegedly are aimed at resolving
"many of the controversial issues surrounding intercity telecommunications."
Explaining the new proposal, AT&T'S
executive v.p. James E. Olson said this
"good faith effort" was merely "a telephone industry attempt to strike a public
interest balance between the divergent
interests of the average customer and the
specialized user, such as a large business
. customer ... " To strike this balance "between universal service and wider customer choice," the telephone industry
task force suggested segmenting telecommunications service and equipment offerings into four distinct categories.
Under the first and most obvious
category, all local and long distance telephone services would continue to be
doled out by the telephone companies.
The usual nationwide rate averaging still
would apply to these services to keep
down rural costs, according to the telephone coalition. For services supplied by
regulated common carriers or individual
customers, the telephone team created a
second arid more controversial category.
These special communications network
services, which would be "used solely for
intracustomer communications," could

only be "indirectly" connected to the
nationwide dial-up phone network at
customer locations through switching
gear such as a customer PBX. Also, there
would be a telephone company charge
for these interconnect arrangements.
No interconnections
The third category of services has even
more restrictive interconnect prohibitions. Aimed at private communications
networks provided by specialized carriers
or users, this category basically covers
voice, data, image, text, and graphic network services. All such services would
not be allowed to interconnect with the
telephone industry's dial-up facilities.
Those impacted services would include
future offerings by Satellite Business Systems, Southern Pacific Communications
Corp.'s Datadial, and Western Union's
Twx/Telex services. (Also bundled into
this grouping ar~ resale and value-added
carriers.)
Direct link-ups to the dial-up network
are permitted under the telephone team's
fourth and final category. This class of
service pertains to various terminating
systems and equipment such as customer
switchboards and phones.
The would-be revampers graciously
acknowledged that their scheme to wipe
out the current access arrangements of
private system users' would take some
time. This plan, they conceded, "would
have to be implemented over some period of time to avoid serious customer
and carrier dislocations." A "phased"
transition to the new interconnectlnoninterconnect setup, they maintained,
"would allow customers and carriers to
arrange for orderly reconfiguration of
services. "
"Preposterous proposal"
Bell battlers argue that if this "preposterous proposal" goes through, they
won't have any services left to reconfigure. Decries the vocal Ad Hoc Committee for Competitive Telecommunications: "Just as surely as the Bell bill, it
would put our companies out of business." Particularly incensed by the plan's
interconnection ban,s, the fiesty trade
group of specialized carriers contends
that these and other stipulations would
cause "a drastic restriction of our present
market. We would be unable," they insist, "to meet our debt obligations, to
utilize efficiently our existing networks
or, in short, even to survive."
Computer & Communications Industry Assn. president Jack Biddl~ is equally
outraged by Bell's latest Congressional
move. "If Bell and the independents can
convince Congress that this proposal is
indeed sound public policy," Biddle retorts, "then it will only be a matter of
time before they will ask us all to agree
that Hush-a-Phones and plastic telephone book covers, too, adversely affect
the rate base and must be monopoly
offerings."
~.
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news in perspective
Government

Automation at the White House
Terminal-Based Systems
Will Channel Better
Advice to the President
Advice doesn't come cheap, especially
when it's being doled out to the biggest
boss of them all-the President of the
United States. And it's this Presidential
advisory process, often arduous and inefficient, that finally has been targeted for
automation support. Specifically, the
White House automation mavens have
set their sights on terminal-based systems
which can provide access to pertinent
data bases as well as the basic capabilities
of text editing and word processing, document control, information storage and
retrieval, and electronic mail.
The campaign to get these system tools
has been in the works since early last
June, and is an outgrowth of the President's Reorganization Project's (PRP)
ambitious attempts to overhaul the Executive Office of the President. It's within
this high-powered office that the PRP
probers dismally discovered the sad state
of computer usage among the EOP
branches. Pointing to the persistent communication gap among these advisory
units, the PRPers noted that this lack of
coordination had resulted in "no common inventory of languages, application
systems, equipment, staff, or available
ex pertise."
In its June report to the President, the
reorganization team also complained of
the almost universal difficulty of getting
information systems implemented within the EOP. One major stumbling block,
they claimed, was "over control. The
heavy emphasis on cost justification,"
they explained, "results in new languages
(e.g., data base management systems),
new implementation techniques, advanced equipment (e.g., virtual storage
systems, distributed systems, dedicated
systems for special functions such as
word processing) not being available until the need for them is absolutely clear.
This coupled with the long and arduous
procurement process," they concluded,
"means that the tools needed for information system development are often
unavailable."
Want central unit
What is needed, the PRPers pointed
out, is "one place within EOP to get
computer applications developed and to
obtain consultation and advice." To get
these chores done, they recommended
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that a central administrative support unit
be set up to integrate and coordinate the
computer operations of the 12 separate
EOP units.
The proposal subsequently was bundled into President Carter's EOP Reorganization Plan No. I which went into
effect last Oct. 18. But behind-the-scenes
planning for this new central administrative unit-now officially called the Office
of Administration-got underway in
June. As part of these early efforts to
organize the new EOP office, special attention was focused on the information
systems problem. And much of this "special attention" was coming from Richard
Harden, special assistant to the President
for budget and organization.

"Although innovation is
encouraged, systems that
rely on novel technology
should be approached
cautiously. ".
Harden, a CPA by profession, worked
closely with Frank Press, the President's
science advisor, over the information systems question. Both felt strongly that a
follow-on study should be done on this
critical area. So the Advisory Group on
White House Information Systems was
created early last August to brainstorm

some guidelines for the new Office of
Administration and its fledgling offshoot,
the Information Systems Div.
Seek coordination
After three meetings and four months,
the six-member advisory panel, chaired
by John Gosden, v.p. of Equitable Life
Assurance Society, came up in late
November with a final set of recommendations detailing how the new setup
should be run. While supporting the
"strong need for improved and new information systems" as aids in the EOP'S
decision process, the group warned that
"although innovation is encouraged, systems that rely on the use of novel technologyshould be approached cautiously."
One of their chief concerns was that the
new Information Systems Div. (ISO) develop an "overall architecture" which
would lead to a "coordinated set of systems for the EOP."
This goal is shared by Harden and Carl
Calo who, as assistant director for information systems, will head the ISO'S dp
efforts. (The Office of Administration,
created last month, begins operation this
month.) Calo, former technical director
of the Navy Regional Data Automation
Center, sees himself as an "AOP implementor" in the new systems design effort
which he is in charge of at the White
House.
Differentiating between himself and
CRTI=IMRTION

the 48 year old Calo, Harden modestly
quips, "I stir things up and Carl cleans
them up." By stirring things up, Harden
will be the brainstormer-the one who
comes up with the conceptual ideas of
what should be done to service and
streamline the EOP'S information needs.
And it's these needs that he's tracking
particularly closely. He comments: "I
came up in the old school where you
went in and did the general design. Then
you did the detailed design, the programming, the program and systems tests, and
the parallel runs. Well, that's not the way
this environment operates. It's more evolutionary ... we have to continuously
look at what's needed. If it takes three
years to design a system, by the time it's
implemented the people who wanted it
are long gone or their needs have
changed."
Better communications
The needs of the President's advisors
and their assistants; he notes, are specialized and often subject to change. But
underlying these needs are communications and not computational capabilities.
Apd it's better communications that
Harden is after-at all levels of the
sprawling EOP.
SO far, Harden favors a networking
approach to solve this communications
problem. There's no need, space, or
money, he stresses, for "some elaborate

"BETTER advice through automation is the goal of Richard Harden, left, and Carl Calo.
Says Harden: "I stir things up and Carl cleans them up."

computer center." And instead of a mass
and messy conversion effort on all the
existing EOP ADP gear, he believes system
applications should be tackled on a project by project basis. The key element in
his networking concept, whieh will be
implemented over the next three to five
years, is the terminal.
Harden has very specific requirements
for this backbone piece of equipment
which he says will be used in all EOP
internal process management systems
(word processing, project management,
scheduling and time management, docu-

ment control, and electronic mail). What
Harden wants is a standard compact terminal that starts with a high quality
typewriter, adds the ability to use the
keyboard with a screen, and allows the
printing mechanism to be used as a high
quality hardcopy output device. Harden
and his special assistant Edward Zimmerman have talked to both IBM and
Xerox about EOP'S terminal needs, and
are hopeful that these companies or
some other typewriter or terminal manufacturer can come up with what they
want. And if a better terminal strategy is

Wol1d'S Smallest DatapaCk.
With the MT-2, TEAC introduces the world's
most compact cassette datapack.
LSI-Controller makes it possible.
Recording density is 800 bpi (32 bits/mm,
nominal) and nominal data transfer rate is
'
12 kbits/sec., but total size is only 105mm (H)X
120mm (W)X91 mm (0). Weight has been held to
less than 1kg.
What's more, flexibility is nearly unlimited.
The MT-2 has two circuit boards; one controls
mechanical and memory functions, while the
other handles interfacing with a wide variety of
equipment. That means no extra cost for separate
interface units, more versatile, compact connections and easier maintenance.
The MT-2 is one exampl~of howTEAC
experienceinth~datar~cO.tderJield ispayi l1 g o ff.
It can'reallypayo~f9rY()U7b~~icies.,jt~;~mall
size, we've given the' MT-:-2asmall, price tag;;

TEAC CORPORATION:
3-7-3;'Naka-cho. Musashino. Tokyo. Japan.
U.S.A.,: BJ. Wolfe Enterprises Inc.,10760,
Burbank Blvd .• North Hollywood. Calif, 91610
England: International Instruments Ltd.•
Cross Lances Rd
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news in perspective
offered by someone, Harden quickly affirms, "we'll take it."
Share with Congress
The multifunction terminal, Harden
adds, must also be able to operate in a
freestanding mode and be capable of
providing easy access to external data
bases available from commercial sources
and other executive branch agencies.
(The White House and EOP units already
have access to about 20 data bases, and

'plan to add more.) Harden is also anxious to develop a sharing arrangement
with Congress-in terms of information
systems know-how as well as the Hill's
wealth of data bases.
The new information utilities which
will be available to the Presidential advisory troops, Harden explains, "are not
super-sophisticated. We just need basic
'get it done' kinds of support." However,
he does admit that access to some of the
necessary external data bases may be

"tricky" because of the sensitivity of
some of the data and hardware problems.
Both' Harden and Zimmerman have
been probing outside agencies and nonfederal organizations as well to find ways
to overco,me some of these sticky technology problems. Hopeful that some of the
more innovative agencies will share their
information technology advances with
them, the EOP system planners have
zeroed in on NASA, the Census Bureau,
and even the intelligence community,
among others.
They have been particularly interested
in the National Bureau of Standards'
network access machine developments
which they believe simplify the procedures used to get access to various
systems and data bases. But artificial
intelligence barriers are still bogging
things down, contends Zimmerman.
Harden is more optimistic and feels that
if there's a demand for access to more
and more outside data bases, the various
providers of these services will write special interfaces to their systems so the
White House can tap in.
Security question
But security is another matter. There's
no simple solution, they both concede, to
protecting the whole range of sensitive
and secure data that continuously flows
through the EOP. They're hopeful, how-

They've talked with IBM and
Xerox and if a better
terminal strategy is offered
by someone else, "we'll take
it. "

Introducing
1M Fint Major Advance
In Cartography Since 1491
.

It took Columbus 3 years and a queen's weight in gold to chart the
distance from points A to B. Then it took a few dozen mapmakers a few
hundred years to put his discoveries on the map. A digital data base
created by our new Scan-Graphics System could have done the job
within minutes.
Scan-Graphics is the first full range of computerized systems which
can automatically scan, digitize and convert graphic materials to digital
data and then process that data for storage, display and modification.
These systems allow complex maps and other engineering drawings to
be handled with exceptional speed and accuracy.
And with economy!
In fact, they just might save you a queen's
weight in gold. Call or write today.

/f!:ltll/

Broomall Industries, Inc.
700 Abbott Drive
Broomall, Pa. 19008
Telephone: (215) 328-1040
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ever, that continuing industry work on
multilevel security systems will help alleviate this potential troublespot.
One operating arm of the EOP, the
National Security Council, seems to have
satisfied its security requirements. NSC
has its own computer system (run by the
Defense Dept. since 1970) which processes classified information through top
secre,t. The mainframe is an IBM 370/145.
Under the new systems game plan; the
EOP'S Domestic Policy Staff will have
access to a domestic policy review system
which will serve a similar function as the
NSC operation which has been institutionalized within the EOP since the 1940s.
With the new document control/tracking
system" which is being worked on now,
domestic policy advisors and their assistants will be able to track developing
legislation and get better interagency
communication from the information
systems at pertinent agencies such as the
Health, Education & Welfare Dept.
While this system is a priority item on
lSD'S system shopping list, there are other
early-on applications opportunities that
the White House dpers hope to take
advantage of. One example is a PresidenDRTRMRTION

tial diary analysis system which is slated
to be ready early this year. The system,
which is now programmed, will keep
track of the time the President spends in
several categories, allowing his appointments secretary to make appropriate
schedule adjustments. Another system
already operational is a Congressional
correspondence tracking system.
The need for an. Eop-wide financial
management system will also soon be
satisfied through a specially adapted financial accounting and reporting system
(FARS) used by the National Credit
Union Administration. The FARS system
is being specifically tailored to meet EOP
requirements by the original system designer, Computer Data Systems Inc. of
Bethesda, Md.
Word processing by year end

By the end of this year, Harden hopes
to have some type of word processing and
document control setups running
throughout the EOP. He also hopes the
important domestic policy system will be
operational by then. "And beyond that,"
he reflects, "it will depend somewhat on
demand and to what degree we can solve
some of the interface problems with the
external systems."
As these problems slowly become resolved and as the demand for more data
bases and"'information services increases,
Harden foresees possibly, within the next
three to five years, replacing all typewriters with the multifunction workstation
terminals. He also envisions a selected
information distribution arrangement
where EOP advisors and aides would be
funneled only pertinent information, instead of being bombarded, as they currently are, with tons of irrelevant documents. That would do a lot, he jo~es,"to

improve the signal-to-noise ratio."
It would also allow the advisors or
aides to make better use of their time.
Now what 33 year old Harden and others
have to do is convince the Eopers· that
these new automated tools are worthwhile. To do that, he says, "we have to
make it easy and convenient for them.
We have to enhance their willingness to
work with (the new technology). So we
have to find the right technology to fit
this environment and then make sure the
software is such· that it doesn't frustrate
the hell out of them.'~
According to Barden, Presiden t Carter, while not in on all the details of the

Harden envisions a selected
information distribution
arrangement where aides
and advisors are funneled
only pertinent information.
new dp scheme, "is in basic agreement"
with the project's aims. "He's (Carter) in
favor," insists the soft-spoken Georgian,
"of any better, cheaper, and more effective way of doing things." And so is
Harden, and he firmly believes these
goals will be met through a coordinated
automation support effort.
"Things should run smoother," he
maintains. "There should be more lead
time in making decisions, with the right
people getting involved in this crucial
process at the appropriate times." All of
this should add up, he declares, to better
advice being channeled to the President
from his coterie. of counselors. "If it
doesn't improve," he vows, "then we
haven't really done our job."
-Linda Flato

has surrounded the federal lending authority. Founded in 1953, SBA was given
the broad mandate under law to "aid,
counsel, assist, and protect ... the interests of small business concerns in order to
preserve free competitive enterprise
... ." To fulfill this mandate, programs
were set up to lend money to needy and
deserving small businesses. (Currently,
there are 20 of these programs being run
by SBA.) Other programs offered management training and counseling and helped
these companies get a fair share of government contracts.
Too many programs

. These programs are in existence today,
as well as a plethora of others that Congress has seen fit to dump on SBA'S shoulders. On the surface, all this do-good
assistance from the benevolent Big
Brother seems laudable. But critics
charge that SBA may be loaded down with
too many programs-some of which
could be handed over to other agencies
or completely dropped if they're proven
ineffective.
One key to trimming back program
requirements, or at least identifying
workable ones, may lie in the agency's dp
setup. But first the agency has to upgrade
it to handle a significantly larger data
cache, one that more accurately reflects
the real small business world. Says
Weaver: "One of my primary objectives
at SBA will be to develop a data base to
measure the progress of small business,
its relative place in the economy; to
determine the number of small businesses and what types; to analyze our
small business borrowers, and to develop
other similar information vital to planning responsive small business assistance
programs."
I

Handed to Theiste

Agencies

System Overhaul at SBA
Agency Needs Better
Data Base on Small
Business Community
"I learned at an early age that to build a
successful business, you must keep the
overhead down, keep the pretenses out,
and watch the pencils and paper clips."
This is A. Vernon Weaver's folksy but
pragmatic formula for small business
success. But as the new administrator of
the controversial Small Business Admin~
istration, the 54 year old free enterprise
advocate seems to have turned his attention away from pencil and paper clip
watching to computer watching. The
computers he's watching the closest are
the ones at his own agency. And he hasn't
been too happy at what he's seen so far.
Last May, in testimony before Con-
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gress, Weaver, a classmate of President
Carter at the U.S. Naval Academy, called
for a sweeping "overhaul of SBA'S information systems." What Weaver astutely
realized was that not only are some of
these systems not operating in real-time,
they're also not operating in the real
. world due to serious gaps in data.
,Pointing to the need to build a better
data base of information on the small
business community, the SBA chief said
the 24 year old agency has no accurate
information on the number of loans
doled out to former SBA borrowers. "We
don't know," he acknowledged, "the
number, dollar ar.nount, and average size
ofloans made in fiscal year 1976 to prior
SBA borrowers. This has been the subject
of much controversy," he added.
But it's not the only controversy that

Charged with following through on
Weaver's data base expansion crusade is
the agency's Planning, Research, and
Data Management Div., headed by
Harold A. Theiste, a 16-year veteran of
Control Data Corp. As assistant administrator of the division, Theiste, 41, also is
in charge of developing a new systems
game plan which will include the important da~a base project. A· newcomer to
government dp, the Minneapolis native
admits he and his support staff "have just
begun to get our hands on the problem."
One of the toughest problems, he explains, is finding a way to upgrade the
sys'tem and respond to the new data base
need~ without interrupting SBA work
flow. But like Weaver, Theiste feels the
data base expansion effort is a must.
Statistics make this even more clear. SBA,
during the last fiscal year, shelled out $2.7
billion worth of regular business loans.
Currently, the federal assistance authority has 220,000 active loans on file. This
unfortunately represents only one-fifth
of one percent of the total U.S. small
business population, estimated to range
193

Theiste claims the 1106 "is a perfectly
capable machine," but he expresses some
doubt over ho~ it will fit into the new
systems scheme being brainstormed. "It
can do," he somewhat cryptically maintains, "all the things we want to do, but
whether it can handle the volume and
whether it will prove satisfactory in the
mix of systems that we want to run, we
have no idea at this time."

news in perspective
between five and 13 million.
So there's a staggering number of
small businesses out there that could be
potential SBA clients-under new programs or existing programs. All the
agency has to do is determine these companies' needs, and that's where broader
data base coverage fits in. Theiste, with,
his heavy marketing background, tends
to see the problem from a marketing
perspective.
'
A marketing problem
He reasons~ "It's' similar to what a
company would do if, for example, it's
trying to develop a product. We want to
look at the total market (as a company
would do) to find what are their needs,
what are the effects of such things as
inflation, interest rates, and taxes on that
total small business community so that
we know how to improve our SBA programs to oe more responsive to them."
Outside observers'say this is a' longneeded step in the right direction, but
they're saving their kudos until they see
exactly what SBA will do. One ,qf the first
things on SBA~S list of must-do's is, of
course, the total system overhaul. The
agency, which started out in 1958 with a
Univac 120 computer, has upgraded

INVITATION TO

, HAROLD A.THEISTE OF THE SBA,
Brought in from Control Data to develop
new systems game:-plan for the agency..

many times to end up with its current
, Univac 1106.
.
The 1106 system, installed four years
ago, handles all SBA'S basic accounting
chores, tracking the agency's accounting
activities to make sure, as Theiste points
out, "that the money we're loaning out is
indeed coming ~ack." It also ha ll dies the
standard personnel a I1 d payroll processing. '
' '

INTERNATIONALEX~I~ITIONS

Mini - and Microcomputers and thei r
, Applications

MIMI

and

Two part process
, He views' the system revamp effort as
basically a two part process: "Since our
computer system, including the software
and programs, is oriented toward performing an accounting function in a traditional data processing sense, we have to
do a couple of t~ings .. First, we have to
expand the data rapidly and make it
available on-line as soon as possible. And
secondly, we have to convert our existing
systems so that we can access that data
base in the same way, and then we will tie
the two systems together."
Theiste, on the job on~y four months,
seems reluctant to comment on SBA'S past
dp efforts. Butother federal ADP'ers both
in and out of SBA contend the agency has
made' snail's pace progress in automat'7
'ing. This is particularly attributable,
some say, to the lack of a good administrator combined with the lack ofleadership in the data manageinent division
itself.
Things are looking brighter now that

AND CALL FOR PAPERS

COMPUTERS
IN BANKING
FIRST INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION AND SYMPOSIUM

'FOURTH' ANNU.A:L INTERNATIONAL
SYMPOSIUM AND' EXHIBITION

June 13-15, 1978, Kongresshaus, Zurich, Switzerland
MIMI '78. Covers all aspects of mml- and
microcomputers
their applications including home and personal computers.
Sponsor: The International Society for Minicmd Microcomputers (lSMM).

and

Computers in Banking Covers real time banking appli,cations, electronic money transfer,
security, privacy, training, hardware, software,
syst.ems and many others.
'
Sponsor: The I nternational Association of
Science and, Technology for Development
, (lASTED) .

. Deadline for abstracts (three copies, 250 words): March 1, 1978
Secretariat: Interconvention, c/o Swissair, 8058 Zurich, Switzerland (01 )8124507, Telex 52 407
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THE PDP·11 AND NOVA COMPATIBLE
.SUBSVSTEMVOU .NEED IS BEING
DELIVERED TODAVBV WANGCO
Magnetic Tape Subsystems, vacuum column and tensior;:;;arm
designs,with speeds

from 12.5'to 75

ips

are offered in one to
four drive configurations, formatted in
PEl NRZlor dual density. Autoload cartridges oropen reel
tape from? to 10%
inches are available.

Marketing/ Sales
opportunities in
Data Communications
with Spectron
The data communications industry is growing by
leaps and bounds, and Spectron Corporation is a
pacesetter in this growth - with substantial sales
increases each year.
Spectron is a leading supplier worldwide of
diagnostic equipment, modem-related accessories,
switching and patching products and complete
network control systems to monitor, control and test
data communications products and systems.
To continue our growth, we need skilled professionals - men and women who understand
data communications, who understand marketing and sales, and who understand that our
success is their success.

Director of Marketing

•

news In
perspective·
Weaver's in command, says Tom Bresnan, director of SBA'S information systems planning staff. "Now, I think," he
adds, "we do have the overall support to
really move ahead."
Pilot program
In order to move ahead, SBA launched
a pilot terminal program two years ago,
starting in the Miami district office. Rl,m
off a terminal connected to Computer
Sciences Corp.'s Infonet time-sharing
network, the system performed a financial analysis of a potential borrower's
financial statemenL The setup was
slightly expanded in the St. Louis district

This is a newly created position, offering total responsibility for marketing, and an
excellent starting salary an"d liberal incentive bonus plan. You'll direct the overall
marketing function, including sales, sales support, and marketing
communications, and. manage a staff at our suburban Philadelphia area
headquarters and in sales locations throughout the world. You'll be responsible for
identifying new market segments, new applications areas, and new products. The
ideal candidate should be knowledgeable in data communications, have 5-10 years
proven experience in marketing products to EDPjdata communications users,
and in managing an aggressive worldwide marketing program.

Manager, Marketing Communications
A challenging growth opportunity for an experienced pro who's equally familiar with data
communications and marketing communications. You'll be responsible for planning and
managing a multi-faceted program that includes advertising, sales promotion, trade shows,
direct mail, public relations, and sales support. You'll report to the Director of Marketing,
and will establish - and implement - short- and long-term programs to help Spectron
achieve its ambitious sales goals. The right individual should be a college graduate, with 3-5
years experience in marketing communications in data processing, should possess good
writing skills, and should have an understanding of the sales and engineering functions and
...
their support requirements.

Regional Sales Managers
We are looking for a number of regional sales managers to direct our nationwide sal~s staff to
help us achieve our sales goals for 1978, and maintain our leadership position in the industry.
The positions require experienced individuals with proven ability to manage an EDP or data
communications product sales force. You'll direct a team of sales representatives and
industry specialists, and maintain liaison with the national field sales manager. Positions are
available in major EDP user areas in the United States, and offer an excellent compensation
program.
.

Field Sales Representatives
Spectron needs a number of aggressive, successful salespersons who know how to sell data
communications and related products, and who want to share in their company's success.
We have openings in selected locations for sales representatives who have proven skills, and
who are looking for a company and products to grow with. Company car. Limited travel.
Unlimited opportunity.'

Spectron Corporation is located in a' pleasant South Jersey community, and offers a
professional work environment. These are rewarding positions for innovative individuals in a
stable, growing company which offers a competitive salary, monthly bonus plan, and aboveaverage company-paid benefits, including dental plan. Send resume today to Director of
.
.
Personnel.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

~
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office where the terminal also churned
out comparative business analyses and
additional statistical analyses.
This program culminated in another
pilot run in the Dallas district office
which tied word processing into the
whole setup. This unique word processing/data processing system is specifically
designed to speed up the loan approval
process which normally is ver'I timeconsuming.
Under this wp/dp link-up, a Lanier
word processor, tied into Infonet, takes
variable information from the computer,
according to Bresnan, ~'and inserts it and
then grinds out various letters and documents." To further explain the potential
capabilities of the system,Bresnan notes
that "once the ' 135' (or loan approval
document) sets up the individual's record
on our master file, the system can store
all that information so that' when a '135'
is' created, merging the computer data
with the word processing data, it could
just as easily shoot that down the line to
some collecting point which would then
feed it into the 1106."
SBA planners hope to use this hybrid
system in various district offices where'
volume would justify such, an arrangement. Once the Dallas pilot "is solid,".
comments Theiste. the setup will then be
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New Tab System 700Best price/performance yet·
In keY to diskette entry! .
The New Dual Station 702 Has These Standard Features At No Extra Cost
Four search methods
Disk copy

Operator prompting

1 .to 128 character
variable length record

Crisp. clear full hex
character display

Additional Exclusive Standard Features
Assure Better Performance
• High;.speed diskette data searches
• Constants from memory and character
insert/delete save keystrokes
• Operator productivity enhanced with six
display lines
• Teleprocessing and .optional interfaces
provide for a wide range of attachments
Tab's System 700 Will Deliver Increased
Throughput for your Dollar
The new TAB 700 System, single or dual
station,· is designed for operator efficiency
and maximum data entry throughput; Our
movable keyboard ~"ows operators to select
their most comfortable and productive
positions. The CRT displays up to 240
characters t.o each operator, thereby allowing'
prompting and a complete display of the full

Movable keyboard
and large work surface

Record insert

128 character record. In addition, the System
700 features extra large display characters
for easy viewing and reference. The tabletop
provides space for even the largest of
source documents.
Exclusive Uninterrupted Data Keying
.
With 10 program levels and 84 characters of
. constants per station, the 702 allows each
operator uninterrupted data keying. A data
record can be located and displayed in less
than sixty seconds. Our field-installable
. options provide the capability of attaching
magnetic tape, printers, and our TAB 501
Microprocessor Punch-Verifier.
Whether your needs are distributed or central,
local or remote, TAB offers you a complete
key-to-diskette system. Want to know more? .
Call your Tab representative"or write
Tab Products Company, 2690 Hanover Street,
Palo Alto, California 94304.

TAB
PRODUCTS CO
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installed in two or three more appropriate offices. To make programming and
system checkout easier, SBA'S Washington
headquarters maintains a duplicate Lanier word processor which does all the
programming and compiling work for
the Dallas system.' The same deal will
also be used as other offices are added to
the pilot.
.
Query system
The agency also has a query system
running off Univac Uniscope 100 terminals in each of its 10 regional cities. In
operation for several years, the system
provides real-time inquiry into loan records. SBA also decided to streamline its
arduous collection procedures hy centralizing them in Denver in the spring of
1971. Originally configured around an
RCA Spectra 70/45, the collection operation now runs off Univac's small 9300 RlE
cpu which is connected by a telecommunications link to Washington.
All these dp setups will figure into the
new systems plan which Theiste expects
to he ready by the first of this year.
Hesitant to reveal any exact timetables or
specific strategies, he insists, this "is not
an off-the-cuff, seat-of-the-pants kind of

job." He also seems anxious to praise his
fellow data management workers and
blames SBA'S lethargic dp development
not on them, but on the lack of divisional
leadership.
"There's a lot of talent," he declares,
"on the data management side but (in
the past) there was no leadership. There
are also a lot of good ideas and people
doing good work, hut there was no way of
hringing it all together in a cohesive plan.
And that's what we're trying to do now."
-Linda Flato

Mini/Micro

There's a Computer in
Everybody's Future
It looks like the Mini/Micro conference
is here to stay.
The second edition of the Mini / Micro
Computer Conference and Exposition
held last month in Anaheim attracted
9,917 attendees, up from 6,949 a year
earlier when the show was held in San
Francisco. And, by the time the '77 show

closed, 47% of the booth space for the
next Mini/Micro conference, to be held
April 18-20 in Philadelphia, had been
sold. Organizers said many of the '77
exhibitors are increasing their space for
the '78 event and there has been speculation that a successful show in Philadelphia this spring could mean twice
yearly Mini/Micro's with the show moving from coast to coast like the old lCC'S.
It was a mixed but serious group that
crowded the aisles at Anaheim. They
ranged from hobbyists of all ages who
flocked to the booths of Radio Shack,
Commodore Business Machines, and
MlTS (Pertec) to small business representatives considering installing their own
systems who took in the range of minicomputers, microcomputers, and accessory equipment shown by some 200
manufacturers. Exhibitors, in the main,
were pleased. Most said they would be
back for the next show. And there were
scouts from companies not in the Anaheim show who are seriously considering
going into the show in Philadelphia.
Most of the 20 half-day seminars at the
Anaheim conference, equally divided
between engineering topics and sessions
devoted to applications of computers in
business and industry, attracted standing-room only audiences who stayed to
the bitter end to participate in lively
question and answer periods.
The interfacing of peripherals to small

We know you've.got everythin,
But ... what happens to your
schedule when the unexpected job
hits you?

But ... what do you do while you
wait for the equipment you need to
bring your capacity up?

But ... what do you do when you
can't find people with the critical
skills you desperately need?

"-.-:'*"'x;:~~::::':~::~==

BCS can take the overload off your
back ... and help keep you right
on schedule.
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BCS has the'hardware you're waiting
for ... use it until yours is delivered,
and up and running.

BCS has the experts in all areas ...
they'll fill in until your search is ended.
CRTRMRTICJN

computers was touched on in several
sessions.
Ralph Gabai, corporate v.p., Pertec
Computer Corp., predicted the emergence of a new concept of "intelligent"
peripherals. "In the area of mini/micro
peripherals, the trend I see is toward
intelligent peripherals-tape drives and
discs where more of the control functions
are integrated into the peripheral,"
Gabai said.

Defect compensation
"In disc drives, such functions as error
correction and track reassignment will be
programmed into the system. That will

Trend is toward intelligent
peripherals where more of
the control functions are
.integrated into the
peripheral.
compensate for media defects as densities-both tmck and bit-continue to increase."
Gabai feels one of the most significant
advantages of intelligent peripherals will
occur in the input/output sections. "I
foresee the problem of various interfaces
with minicomputers and microcomputers being obviated by a single standard
microprogram mabIe interface for tape

AT THE Mini/Micro show in Anaheim: a mixed audience but all were serious.

the oem system manufacturer to match
the drive with the I/O channel or cpu.
"Fixed logic interfaces will be done away
with and oem suppliers will offer fairly
universal interfaces."
Gabai said it's been estimated that

and disc drives. This will be accomplished using a microprocessor and some
amount of solid state memory."
He predicted that future tape and disc
drives will incorporate bus-type interfaces that will be microprogrammed by

under control
But ... where can you find time to
::heck all the applications systems
to find the ones best for you?

Most of the "Buts ... " are the result
of things going so well that you need
more capacity, more people, more
software now.
We know your problems, because
we've been there ... and solved
them. We offer our experience and
capabilities to help you when you
need it the most. For example:
• MAINSTREAM®, our unique
timesharing service. Only BCS
offers you this choice:
• IBM 370/168's ... remote batch
and interactive ... geared to large
volume. MAINSTREAM-TSO.
• IBM 370/168's ... interactive
and overnight processing.
MAINSTREAM-CTS.
• CDC CYBER 175's ... interactive
and remote batch for scientific
and engineering applications,
MAINSTREAM-EKS.

BCS has most of them in operation ...
try us and see which ones work for you.
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More than $160 million in the
latest hardware and peripheral
equipment all linked by one of the
world's largest privately owned
telecommunications networks.
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But, BCS offers you more than
just time on MAINSTREAM.
There's a range of products like
PROJECT/2® to help you repeal
Murphy's Law; SARA to diagnose
your configuration ... and EIS, the
most comprehensive and innovative management planning tool
around. Plus people - to give you
critical skills now ... and to train
your staff for your future needs.
Now, while you have things under
control, find out about the many
ways BCS can help you when
things get to be hard to handle.
Maybe tomorrow?

The best reason to go outside.
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news in perspective
80% of system costs in the 1980s will be in
peripherals. "It's obvious that, there will
be pressure on peripheral manufacturers
to reduce costs. While peripherals are
making great strides in price/performance, the fact that there is a high raw
material content and sophisticated labor
cost associated with its manufacture suggest that cost reductions will not track the
same slope as pure semiconductor devices. The concept, however. of intelligent peripherals will, in fact, improve
the total cost of ownership when installed
in the system."
R. 1. Eufinger, applications engineer,
Rockwell International Electronic Devices Div., told a Mini/Micro audience
that peripheral integration is undergoing
a rapid change. "Architectural changes
such as memory mapped I/O are increasing the throughput of software peripheral
controllers. Previously, for an I/O register
to shift or increment, several steps were
necessary involving the accumulator
where the shifting and incrementing occurred. With memory mapped I/O, shifting and incrementing can now be' performed directly on the peripheral ports."
In another session, David I. Caplan,
Inforex, Inc., noted that, "the arrival of
microprocessors and random access

memory in I/O controllers has substantially expanded the options available. to
source data entry system designers. It
permits the designers to significantly unload cpu and main memory and to reduce net parts count in the total system.
Trade-offs of software and hardware now
have the additional dimension of firmware as an additional place to locate
functions."
Floppy discs, it seems, also are important to the small systems of the future.
"In this decade," said Larry Fujitani,
Shugart Associates, "we have seen the
floppy disc drive progress from a low
capacity (90 Kb) program load device
introduced by IBM in 1971 to the high
performance (3 msec track-to-track),
high capacity (1.6 mb) floppy disc drive
first announced and delivered by Shugart
this year. This evolution in performance
and capacity has expanded the floppy
disc's usefulness to addressing needs for:
input/output; system resident disc storage; program load and storage: and fixed
disc backup."
Fujitani said "the trend toward increased recording density will continue
in future products as system designers
continue to demand more memory capacity. It is reasonable" he said, "to

expect that the standard floppy will be
offered with double track density capability before the end of this decade and
that we may enter the next decade with a
five megabyte standard floppy since the
minifloppy is a technological 'derivative
of the standard floppy, both products will
evolve along parall~l paths."
Ending his presentation with the observation "there will undoubtedly be a
, floppy in your future," William R. Miller,
director of engineering, Wangco Div.,
Perkin-Elmer Data Systems, noted, "We
are now seeing changes come about in
drive designs which allow increased data
capacities, greater linear data density;
more recording surfaces, and greater
track density. This is being accomplished
by drives with two recording heads (one
on each side of the disc), drives which
may also use more efficient encoding
techniques and by drives with reduced
track-to-track spacing."
Storage needs .

And for the future, Miller looks for
this: "From programmable tv games on
one end to personal computers and specialized test systems on the other, all need
to store large amounts of data which can
be quickly accessed at a low cost. How
about electronic mail which comes to
your home over telephone lines and is
stored for you to read on your tv screen
when you get home?"

WE'VE lUST MADE THE WORLD'S
BEST ACOUSTIC DATA COUPLER
BETTER. THE NEW A 242A ••• FROM AI.
AJ's A 242A is an originate acoustic
coupler that operates up to 450 baud. Our coupler
incorporates a new, more attractive design
that features flush-mounted acoustic cups to
lock-in the handset even more securely than
before.
Using the latest digital technology, the
A 242A provides you with a truly superior
coupler. Double flange
seals for excellent

noise isolation, and a superior vibration isolation
technique using direct microphone-handset
coupling provide positive locking of the telephone
handset. A unique rubber foot design provides
significant additional vibration isolation. AJ's
quartz crystal-controlled oscillator eliminates
the need for tuning calibrations and provides
you with drift-free performance. All of these
.features insure accurate transmission of data
even when the carrier level is extremely weak.
The name AJ means high reliability and
great performance ... important factors to
consider when you purchase or lease an acoustic
coupler. And, with the A 242A you will get a
coupler built to give you error-free operation.
There's no compromise when you want the
t acoustic coupler made ... talk to AJ about
A 242A.
Anderson Jacobson, Inc., 521 Charcot Avenue
San Jose, California 95131, (408) 263-8520
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He pondered -the technologies which'
would contribute to all this. "Low cost
charge-coupled devices (CCD'S) may
compete with floppy disc drives in some
areas, but they are volatile and not easily
transported. Diskettes are cheap and you
can mail them in a small envelope.Bubble memories are nonvolatile and may be
made to operate much like a disc system.
Here, for large data bases 9r multifile
systems, the floppy wins because the
media for the floppy is.cheap and it is the
media which determines the capacity. In
th~ bubble memory system you must
duplicate the expensive parts to increase
the total capacity."
Miller cited as "another area of serious
'consideration" the low cost floppy disc
drive. "With computer technology creeping into every aspect of our lives we may
well see a computer of some type in
many homes. This will require low cost
data storage and a small floppy disc drive
may well be the answer here too. It
provides a large storage base with low
cost and high reliability. To make sense in
this market the drive must sell to the .end
user for less than $100. Media prices can
now be projected to well under $5 apiece
so that shouldn't be a pricing item."
And, as has come to be expected when
minis and micros are talked about, distributed processing comes into the discussion. A paper prepared by J. Leonard
Tolman and Mike Sturgill of Billings
Computer Corp. was titled "Total Distributed Processing with Micros." One of
their conclusions: "Distributed processing with micros ... allows full utilization
of personnel talents, and consequently,
greater job satisfaction and employee
morale. The user, for example, is not
forced to employ a certain unique high
level language to communicate with one
, cOl1lputer, nor does it, force the large
multiuser central processor to convert
everyone's language into one language
for proper processing. Rather, ,~ach user
is free to select any language he requires
for his application case."
If what was seen and heard at the
Anaheim Mini/Micro conference means
anything, there's a computer of some sort
in everyone's future.
-Edith Myers

shipments of its System/34 multiterminal system. It has a performance rated at
eight times that of the System/32 but at a
5% to 10% lower price, and twice the
performance of a System/3-15 at half the
price, says SBS Publishing of San Jose,
Calif.
The research firm, in a study also being
released this month, projects sales of
40,000 S/34s by the end of 1982, hard~
ware having a value of some $1.7 billion.
It is estimated that initial installations
will be slowed by a lack of industry
applications programs from IBM and tailored packages from software houses. But
it is also thought that the hardware vendor will control S/34 sales for a couple of
years to minimize the impact on S/32
sales.
It purportedly will start with the
wholesaler or distributor marketplace,
supplying multiuser, interactive software
that IBM previously had not provided,
and moving from there to the manufacturing market. There, it is said, IBM will
allow users to couple the usual assortment of accounting functions with manufacturing applications programs. And
most of the S/34 orders from existing IBM
customers are coming from S/32 users
who are upgrading to the newer (for
small IBM users) capabilities.
Deliveries of the System/34 will also
impact independent software firms.
Those currently developing applications
programs for the S/32 and the S/3 will be
called upon to produce interactive programs for the newer environment, a capability not currently possessed by all
small shops.
ft:
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THE SERVICE IS

PROMPT
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
OF MOST EQUIPMENT

THE SELECTION IS WIDE
TO MEET YOUR PARTICULAR
REQUIREMENTS

"

DECwriter II
LA 36 PRINTER TERMINAL
10- 15 - 30 CHARACTERS/SECOND
132 PRINT POSITIONS

DECwriter III
LS120 TELEPRINTER
180 CHARACTERS/SECOND
300 - 1200 AND UP TO 4800 BAUD

DECscope
VIDEO DISPLAY TERMINALS
VT52 -24 LINES 80 CHARACTERS
VT55 GRAPHICS TERMINAL
OPTIONAL COPIER AVAILABLE

Software

Tax~s:

Spotlight
on California

In California, where many say "it all
started," the software tax issue may get
its most significant airing next month.
California has been imposing sales
and use taxes on software 'and some
services since 1972, setting a precedent
that many states have atteinpted to follow~ California more recently has been
, reinterpreting some sections of its Rule
Small Systems
1502 covering "Automatic Data Processing Services and' Equipment" and has
been issuing retroactive assessments
(May 1977, p. 155).
As a result of this activity a group of
"concerned data processing companies"
banded together in California as the
In the world of small business com pu ters,
Sales Tax Action Group (STAG). This
outfits like Basic Four, Wang, and
group was successful in getting the state's
Hewlett-Packard have been pushing multiuser, interactive systems. By contrast, ' Board of Equalization to schedule a public hearing on Rule 1502 for the week of
IBM has been promoting batch processing
Feb. 6.
with its System/32s. The competitive
STAG members are encouraged by a
edge this has given the smaller vendors is
November action by the New York State
about to end.
Tax Commission which effectively exThis month IBM is scheduled to begin

,IBM Should Ship
40,000 S/34s

THE PRICE IS

ECONOMICAL PURCHASE, RENTAL,
LEASE PLANS AND
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

LINE PRINTERS
300 - 600 -' 900 - 1200 - 1500 LPM'

BUY-RENT-LEASE
100% EQUITY RENTAL PLAN

WE OFFER A UNIQUE 100%
EQU ITY RENTAL PLAN WITH
FULL OWNERSHIP AFTER 12 '
OR 24 MONTHS
WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF
ACOUSTIC COUPLERS', MODEMS
AND DATA RECORDING UNITS

lRANsNET
CORPORATION
2005 Route 22,Union, N.J. 07083

201-688-7800
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in perspective
David Campbell, v.p. of Computer
Task Force and chairman of an ADAPSO
subcommittee on taxation, said at the
time of the New York decision, "This is
the first time the Tax Commission of New
,York State has decided in favor of the
taxpayer and stuck with it." He said the
state, in making its decision, forfeited
some $30 to $40 million in taxes anmially.
Whether or not California will opt for
a similar loss could be determined next'

empted software, time-sharing, and computer services from sales and use taxes.
"We'd like to cram the New York
dedsion down California's throat," said
Albert A. Eisenstat, v.p. and corporate
counsel, Tymshare. Inc. Eisenstat's presentation, on behalf of the Assn. of Data
Processing Services Organizations
(ADAPSO) before the New York commission is credited by many as a key factor in
that state's decision so far as time-sharing is concerned.

Controls Division

Career Opp~rtunity w~th
Harris Controls in Florida
Harris Controls is a highly decentralized division of Harris Corporation, a
strong and rapidly growing communications and information handling company with current volume above the half-billion level. Our reputation as a
le~ding supplier of compllter-centered supervisory control and digital data
acquisition systems for the electric utility, railroad, and pipe'line industries
is further enhanced through expansion in Power Control' Centers, and
energy management systems. We offer a very challenging growth environITlEmt and the advantages of our uncrowded Florid~East Coast location.

SOFTWARE DESIGN ENGINEERS

.
... .
Positions are now available for software engineers with a minimum of 2
years experience in real-time computer control applications. Engineering,
computer science majors or math majors preferred. These positions offer
a' wide variety of duties including development of custom and' standard
software for use in real-time applications, development of new control
algorithms and strategies, marketing support, customer training, and participating in the definition of new applications for existing products. Experienc~ with real-time assembly language and scientific FORTRAN is re~uired.
~

\

'

SENIO~ SOFTWARE PESIGN ENGINEER~

Positions a're available for Senior Software Design Engineer~ w,th ,a minimum of 5 years experience in real-time computer control applications.
These 'pOSitions offer an opportunity to participate in the development and
implementation of major new products for the electric utility and pipeline
supervisory control market. Task leadership positions are available which
encompass design and project responsibility, technical supervision of soft'l.(are team members, as well as systems integration respon.sibilities. Engi.'
neering or computer science majors preferred.

SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS ENGINEERS
II,

New positions require technical degree with minimum of 8 year~ tuirdware
and or software design with most recent experience in real-time, computer
based data acqUisition and control ~ystems. Systems knowledge of on~ of
the following areas is highly desirable: Pipeline Operation and Control;
Process Monitoriryg and Control; or Electric Power Utility Monitoring and
Control. Proven ability in developing systems specifications and/or proposals, technical presentation, and new productdevelopmerlt essential.

Please send resume in confidence wittl salary hist9ry to: R. W.
Underill, Harris Corporation, Controls Divis!on,' P.O. Box 430,
Melbourne, Flori~a32901.
'

'~,
' . .!o~,t~o!I~"
I.IJ

N,[)

INFORJYlATION HANDLING

AnE~ual oppoifunity Employer-Male and Female
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month. Eisenstat. in an address last year
before the Computer Law Assn., no~ed
that California's Rule 1502. section 2C,
clearly exempts time-sharing services
from state sales and use taxes. This section, he said. states "charges made for the
lIse of automatic data processing equipment on a time-sharing basis where access to' the equipment is by means bf
remote facilities, are not subject to tax."
But now, he said, the state is trying to
get around this "under the cloak of rental
of computer time."
Eisens~at believes that "ultimatelyour
indusiry will have to become more involved with legislative solutions to our
problems." He had a note of warning in
his Computer Law Assn. talk. "Some of
us in the industry are making decisions
on an ad hoc basis-not necessarily for
the long term benefit of our industry.
Unfortunately. these expeditious decisions may set precedents that all of you
will have to live with."
He offered an example. "Recently my
own company settled a major assessment
issued by the sales tax department in
eastern state. The amount was settled for
approximately 2% of the ~s's~ssed
amount. More importantly, however the
basis of t~e assessment, in my opinion.
was totally wrong and my only reason for
agreeing to this settlement was 't~elegal
costs involved'in pursuing the fight a'ny
further, coupled with the fact that our
method of'operation changed in the
interim and theprinc~ples involved in the
assessment had no future impact on our
company."
.'
.
'

ar

Three facets
Eisenstat said the problem relates to all
three facets, of government-executive,
judicial, and legislative.
That different facets can take different
tacks on the issue is most obvious i!1
Tennessee. That state's Supreme Court in
1976 held, in Commerce Union Bank vs.
TidwelL that the sale of computer software does not constitute a taxable sale or
use of tangible personal property. Commerce Union purchased computer programs to prepare employee payrolls. loan
amortization schedules, and other reports. The programs were entered into
the bank's computer manually. The court
held this to be the transmission of intangible knowledge and information, not
subject to sales or use taxes.
In 1977 Tennessee's Dept. of Revenue
introduced. and the state's General Assembly passe!=l, Chapter 42 which defines
cOplputer software as tangible personal
property subject to sales and use taxes.
In a recent letter to members of the
Tennessee Taxpayers Assn .. Donald
Jackson, executive v.p. of the association.
said the new fliling"specifically includes
customized computer software, which is
defined to mean information and directions loaded into a computer which dictate different functions to be performed
by the computer. whether contained on

tapes~ discs, cards, or other device or
material."
Jackson's letter went on to say: "Wher1
we discussed this with the Dept. of Revenue, we were of the opinion that it would
apply only to purchased software which
was customized or packaged by a compariy specializing in the sale of such
s()ftware. However, the Dept. of Revenue
now insists that the use tax will apply to
computer programs developed by employees of the company which uses the
software. This means that a bank would
be subject to the use tax if an em ployee in
the computer department of the bank
developed a new program for computer
processing of customer checking ac-

If an employee of a
manufacturer developed a
better computer program for
inventory control, it would
be subject to use tax.
counts. It would mean that' if an employee of a manufacturer developed a
better c()mputer program for inventory
control, this new program would be subject to the use tax."
Favors repeal
Jackson noted that it is possible that
the courts might hold against the Sales
Tax Div. in a further interpretation, of
Chapter 42, but said. "Our prest:nt inclination ... is to suggest that Chapter
42 should be repealed by the 1978, General Assembly. This would result in a
complete, exemption of computer- software from sales or use tax which would
be consistent with, the Supreme Court's
reasoning that software is really ari intangible method of performing an office
fUll(;tion~"
,
,
In the adjacent state of Alabama. another Supreme Court held ihat software
was intangible and nontaxable. Alabama's court affirmed a Circuit Court of
Appeals decision in favor of Central
Computer Services, Inc. which had
fought an asses~merit of$13.519.91 in use
tax on software purchased for $236,400
from University Computing Corp.
In Rhode Island; Puritan Life Insurance C()., has been gr~hted a formal
hearing by that state's revenue, agency in
an assessment it is fighting. "We have to
get as d9se to. the revenue agency as
possible," said Robert Sherin, legislative
advisor to the Data Processing Management Assn. (DPMA) which is working with
Puritan in its fight..
Said Sherin of the California hearing
next mont,h: "DPMA is delighted that
STAG is taking this action. The results
should be the same as in New York. We
hope a proper app'roach is taken-that of
staking out a whole profession."

which includes two microcomputers and
a text editing system.
In the beginning they worked out of
Lore's home. They feel their lack of
technical background was a plus for
them. "We began learning the buzz
words, then we got on the phone to
dealers (computer stores) all over the
country. "We were marketing-oriented."
They sold the boards on a C.O.D. basis
and asked dealers to buy one on approval
with refunds guaranteed. They made no
refun~.
,
The company was incorporated Aug.
23, 1976. Its first purchase order was for

Companies

Girls and Green
and White Mints
A little mqre than a year ago, when Lore
Harp and Carole Ely decided they
wanted to start a business, the computer
business seemed an unlikely candidate
for their attentions.
Both were housewives with children in
school, with time, talent, and energies
they wanted to put to use. Carole had
been a political science major in college
arid had -worked for a while on Wall
Street. Lore studied anthropology as an
undergraduate arid had a semester and
one-half of law school. She had never
worked.
They thought of travel but "we didn't
have the required, ticket writing 'experience," said Lore. It was Lore's husband
Bob, a physicist who had designed an 8K
static memory board, who got the two
women into the computer field.
"If you're really antsy, why don't you
try selling this," Lore reports him as
saying. That was all they needed. In little
more than a year they've parleyed that
into a sound company, Vector Graphic
Inc., doing $250,000 in sales per month
and with an expanded product line

"He quoted us outrageous
prices. We found out later;
through, the grapevine, that
he simply didn't take us
seriously. ,' ,
more than 100,000 memory chips. ".on
the day we incorporated," Lore recalls,
"we had an appointment to meet a sales
rep from Advanced Micro Devices. We
didn't want him to come to the house so
we agreed to meet him at the WestJake
Village (Calif.) Inn."
"He quoted us outrageous prices,"
said Carole. "We found out later, through

HErE~ your chanCE

.to clip us.

So w,e can send you our riew
MAS-80 brochure.
Because MAS-80 is worth
knowing about. It's, our new generation and family of manufacturing
applicati()n systems. Designed to
support manufacturing operations
in" six importallt funCtional ar,eas.
El1:gineering Control. Inventory
Control. Production Control. Distribution, Order ,Entry. Financiai
Control. Business Planning. And to
sup'port them ~fficient1y, effectively
and economically. Now and in the
80's.
Fo~ your free MAS-80 brochure, just fill, in the coupon and
reiur,n it to us. After all, it's not
often you get a chance like this.

._---,

r1I/;,Irl.I"'Io'U

Mr. DiCkNemerson
"
Martin Marietta Data Systems
300 East Joppa Road

Baltimore, Maryland 21204
NAME
CO.
TITLE
PHONE (
ADDRESS
CITY
ZIP

STATE

Type of computer now used :_ _ __

Martin Marietta
Use/plan use DBMS? Yes 0 No 0
Data .Systems We~ LIf_______________
"yes", which one? _ _ _ _ _ __
Build&Run.
t~

~

Systems

-Edith Myers
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news in perspective
the grapevine, that he simply didn't take
us seriously." They've been buying their
chips from Fairchild ever since.
They worked'out of Lore's home until
last December when they occupied 1,200
sq. ft. of office, space. Last March they
expanded into a 5,000 sq. ft. facility and
they expect to outgrow that soon. They
have 22 in-house employees and use
some 20 outside contractors.
One of the keys to their success, they
believe, is "we promise immediate delivery and we deliver." Another, they feel, is
the quality of their products, all of which
have been designed by Bob Harp. The
company has added products since its
inception at the rate of one per month.
And they like to credit the fact that
"we've been image conscious since the
beginning." They launched an immediate, agressive advertising campaign.
They heard about exhibits staged regularly by the Southern California Computer Society and attended one even
before incorporating. They thought everything looked "grubby." After incorporation they participated in a sees exhibit.
They adopted, green and white as their
company colors and appeared at the
exhibit wearing green skirts and white

tee-shirts, a bowl of green and white
mints, and their board displayed with an
Imsai computer. "Since then, we've been
called the girls with the green and white
mints," Lore said.
"We think we package things nicely,"
said Carole. She recalls their roaming .
around the 1976 Wescon (Western Electronic Show and Convention), "looking
for color coordinated capacitors."
The company was a bootstrap operation from the beginning. Each partner
put in $2,000 and, since they get paid
within ten days for each sale, expanding
sales ,have financed the expanding product line. Their first computer, the Vector
I, was introduced last January. It is based
on the' Intel 8080A and the S-100 bus
structure. It has 78 basic machine language instructions and a minimum instruction cycle of two microseconds.
There is room for up to 64K of directly
addressable memory using a parallel 8
bit word/ 16 bit address, and 256 separate
input and output devices can be addressed.
'
Their second, the Vector 1+ is similar
and adds a power suppiy arrangement
and front panel cutout to accommodate a
Shugart SA 400 minifloppy or exact size

LORE HARP
Started toward law

Lease • Rent • Pu.Fchase
The choice is yours!
You Choose: • The Payment Plan • The Equipment

• The Service • The Delivery Date
-that best meets your needs ...

NO W...

CHOOSE NCE AS
YOUR SINGLE SOURCE!
Same Day Shipment
Of Supplies:

A Wide Selection
Of Products:
• DIABLO HYTERM II
• DECWRITER LA36 II
• ADDS CRT's
• TI 745 PORTABLE
• TRI DATA FLOPPY DISC
• ICP TERMICETTE
• ICP TERMIDISK
• TTY ASR 33
• ACOUSTIC COUPLERS

•
•
•
•
•
•

HYTYPE I & II RiBBONS
HYTYPE PRINT WHEELS
DECWRITER RIBBONS
FLOPPY DISKETTES
CASSETTE TAPES
QUIET ENCLOSURES
Call our toll free number.
or drop us a note now
for information on our
line and your choice
, of payment plans!

@c~ NeE TERMINALS

& COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

1536 Brook Drive, Downers Grove,lIlinois 60515
In Illinois. call 312-629-7810 Out of state toll free number:
800-323-1780 (8 A.M. to 6 P.M. Central Time)
Regional Offices; Edison, NJ 201- 225 - 0892
Tampa FL 813-932-2666
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Hextto
your Centronics
Printers your
best investment
is a Centronics
Service Contract.
Why gamble? Call today for details.
Toll/ree: 1-800-258-1952. Or write
Centronics Data Computer Corp.,
Hudson, NH 03051.
I:EnTROnII:S®SERVII:E
Simply Better
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CRTRMRTION

equivalents from other manufacturers. In
the wings is the Vector 1 + + which will
accommodate two floppies.
Their computers and their boards
are sold both in kit form and fully
assembled.
The Memorite text editor is Vector
Graphic's first system but it won't be the

FREE·
CATALOG

They remember roaming
around the 1976 Wescon
looking for color
coordinated capacitors.
"We think we package
things nicely."

CAROLE ELY
Worked on Wall Street

last. Coming up is an image processing
system. The Memorite, including a Diablo printer, sells for $7,750, and Carole
believes the closest price for a comparable system is $15,000.
The two women, in addition to having
to learn the industry buzz words, had
something to learn about running a business. "We had to learn to let things go yet
still keep informed," Carole said.
"We wanted to be informal," said
Lore, "and we still are, but we learned
very early that we were the only firm in
the Conejo Valley paying hourly workers
for their lunch hour." They don't do that
any more, and in mid-November, they
installed a time clock.

*'

THE
CONSUMER~~~ER
INFORMATION
A CATALOG OF SELECTED
FEa:RAL PUBLICATIONS OF

CATALOG

CONSUMER INFORMATION CENTER

For a free government
catalog listing more than
200 helpful booklets,
write:
Consumer Information
Center, Dept. A, Pueblo,
Colorado 81009.

MASS STORAGE
CONTROLLERS
FOR INTERDATA®
COMPUTERS
SMC903
STORAGE
MODULE
1 or 2 drives/controller
40 to 600 MB online
OS/16 and OS/32 support
Limited one-year warranty

$2160

(at 10 per year)

I

n•. MiniComputer

. U.

Technology

2470 Embarcadero Way • Palo Alto CA 94303
IB>
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And no one can offer you a more cost
effective service contract. For full details
call today. Toll/ree: 1-800-258-1952. Or
write Centronics Data Computer Corp.,
Hudson, NH 03051.

I::EnTROnII::S(!)SERVII::E
Simply BeHer
CIRCLE 83 ON READER CARD
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News in Perspective

BENCHMARKS

• • •

New Burroughs Chief: Paul S. M irabito, president and chief operating officer
of Burroughs Corp., was named chairman and chief executive, succeeding Ray
W. MacDonald who retired Dec. 31 at 65.

PAUL S. MIRABITO

MacDonald announced his retirement
plans more than a year ago and indicated
Mr. Mirabito was his choice to succeed
him. Mirabito, 62, has been with Burroughs since 1951. MacDonald joined
the company in 1935. He will remain as a
director.
Back to the U.S.: Geoffrey R. Cross,
who resigned suddenly as managing director of International Computers, Ltd.
(December 1977, p. 203) is returning to
the U. S. but still in the employ of a
British company. Cross joined GEC, a
diversified electronics firm, to help GEC
acquire or establish joint ventures with
American companies. British-born Cross
emigrated to the U. S. 20 years ago and
returned to Britain to head ICL five years
ago. GEC officials said he will establish
headquarters in the San Diego area.

For Small Business: Control Data
Corp. formed a venture-capital firm to
,help small businesses obtain financing.
CDC received a license from the Small
Business Administration (SBA) to operate
as a Small Business Investment Company (SBIC) with an initial capitalization
of $1 million. "We believe there will be
more jobs provided to people in this
country through the survival of a large
number of small businesses than through
the survival of a small number of large
businesses," said E. E. Strickland, president of the new company and v.p. and
senior staff officer of Control Data.
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Business from China?: Six officials
from the People's Bank of China in Hong
Kong visited IBM facilities in Japan last
month lending credence to reports that
the Chinese bank will purchase two IBM
3032 mainframes and some 1,000 terminals. The transaction could be valued at
more than $20 million and could be a
stepping stone to business with Mainland China where the People's Bank, the
country's only bank, operates more than
15,000 branches. The bank has 120
branches in Hong Kong.
After Five Years: Sperry Univac
dumped a five year old project to develop
a new computer line for the 1980s, opting
instead to extend its 1100 and 90 Series
families. The abandoned program, called
Project Roanoke, called for introduction
between 1980 and 1982 of at least three
systems, code-named Viking, Thor, and
Trident. The systems were to incorporate
new architecture, new technology, and a
single operating system. They were to
span the medium-to-large scale market
in the $20,000 to $lOO,OOO-plus a month
range. The program involved some 600
people in software, circuit design, and
engineering. Joseph Kroger, Univac executive v.p. for worldwide marketing and
services, said follow-on systems for the
90 and 1100 Series will incorporate a lot
of the technology that was planned for
Project Roanoke.
Another One for Xerox: Xerox Corp. has
acquired Shugart Associates, a northern
California manufacturer of memory devices. Shugart will operate as a wholly
owned subsidiary. Cost of the acquisition
to Xerox approximated $41 million in
stock. Shugart had been a privately held
firm since its founding in 1973. Its revenues in the first half of the fiscal year
beginning May I, 1977, were more than
$19 !pillion. The acquisition brings total
Xerox employment in the San Francisco
Bay area to more than 4,300.

posed by the Great American Insurance
Co. which recently increased its Computer Automation holdings to 22%. Under the new rules a company gaining 25%
of the company's stock and then seeking
a merger must either obtain approval of
51% of the outstanding unaffiliated stock,
or follow other proced ures that provide
for the continuation of some· of the old
directors on any new board, and the
payment of not less than the aggregate
earnings per share for four quarters preceding the offer multiplied by the tenaverage price-earnings multiple.
Its Own Stock: Pertec Coinputer Corp.
said it intends to acquire some 95,000
shares of its own common stock over the
next few months. R yal R. Poppa, chairman, president, and chief executive officer said the shares will be used for
distribution to pcc employees under the
company's employee stock purchase
plan. He said the company also intends
to continue to purchase shares required
for the plan but dges not anticipate that
purchases by the company will exceed
100,000 shares in any six month period~
Into Word Processing: Raytheon Co.
said it will pay $15 million in cash to
acquire Lexitron Corp., a Chatsworth,
Calif., word processing firm. Acquisition
of Lexitron will put Raytheon Data Systems CO. (RDS,) the company's commercial electronics arm, finp.ly into the word
processing market, a market the group
has been sizing up for more than a year.
Lexitron, with 1977 sales estimated at
$21 million, has installed thousands of
machines, worth some $60 million.
~'(.

New Owner for Group/3: Electronic
Memories and Magnetics Corp. said it
has reached an agreement in principle
with Informatics, Inc., to acquire
Group/3, a distributor of media products
to small business systems users. Ed Farris, EMM group v.p., said "Group/3 is a
respected supplier and complements the
EMM Caelus marketing organization."
Group/3 products include disc packs,
disc cartridges, magnetic tape, flexible
diskettes, and printer ribbons.
Protection Against Takeover: New
rules have been added to Computer Automation's articles of incorporation
which make takeover of the company
more difficult. They were approved by
53% of the firm's stockholders and op-

BASIC/FOUR president, Ted J. Smith
and his wife, Janice, took part in dedication ceremonies for the company's
new $5 million manufacturing and administrative facilities on a 25 acre site in
~f
Tustin, Calif.
DRTRMRTION

LOOKA~AD
(Continued from page 18)
different UPS systems juiced up for an emergency; and general computer room
~/ practices.
One important result will be, guidelines for users to monitor and
conserve electrical' usage. The other will. be standards ,the vendors will" have to
meet to . . obtain government contracts. These may not only become industry standards
intheU. S. but also couldprovidethehasis for standards in other countries,
since several . •. governments . are vitally interested in the study.
The idea came out of Data Switch, a Connecticut manufacturer of gear aimed at
improving cOlnputerroomefficiency arid energy usage (CPS;"lOOO peripheral switch
and<CEECS energy control system) • This ambitious six month old firm seems to be
convincing many to join the energy band wagon;CalComp will market its equipment
and German and Japanese manufacturers are negotiating to do so.
INA TO CENTRALIZE'. DP OPERATIONS
While many firms are decentralizing, INA Corp., the Philadelphia based financial
services firm, is consolidating its' computer operations. The firm is combining
thedp operations ofa Springfield, 111., subsidiary into its New Jersey data
center where INA has three l68s ,operating. The Springfield operation had planned
to upgrade its 155 to a 158 or possibly twin l58s, but the home office decided
consolidating was the more economical route.
WHERE THE EFT COMMISSION LEFT OFF
The Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) Assn. is a new trade association formed to
take, over where the EFT Commission left off ·when it was disbanded following
issuance of its final report. "We want to serve as the commission did as a forum
for financial institutions and companies working in EFT," said Henry V. Z. Hyde Jr.,
executive vice president. In late December the group had signed up 14 charter
members out of a hoped for 200 and ,was planning a membership solicitation meeting
for Jan. 6. It had a Board of Governors made up of five: Lawrence Ladouceur,
senior vice president, The Greenwich Savings Bank,New York City; Robert Chapman,
director of financial marketing, SDC Development Corp., a subsidiary of Systems
Development Corp. ,Santa Monica; James Kinney, m~rketing programs manager, U.S.
Postal Service; Lawrence Linden, president, Malco Plastics Corp., Garrison, Md.;
and Samuel Shawhan, director of regulatory affairs, GT&E Service Corp. Hyde
said additional governors would be named.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
A particularly devoted user of the data bases maintained by the Ohio College
Library Center.is Stephen Pentek, Acquisitions Librarian at Boston University
School of Theology Library. Pentek affixed the following to an eCLC terminal
in BUSTL 's catalog department : "I' pledge allegiance to OCLC and to the computer
for which it stands, One data base, Machine-readable, With cataloging And
holding symbols for all! fI
RUMORS· AND RAW RANDOM DATA
Five former employees of Wyly Corp.'s ill-fated Data Transmission Co. (Datran)
have set up a new company to manufacture digital switches. Called Digital
Switch Corp., the firm recently was incorporated in the state of Virginia and
now seeks financial backing. John Edwards heads the organization and his
executive vice president is Edvin Fariilholt, a former Datran executive. The
company's biggest targeted market is none other than Ma Bell's nationwide
operating companies ••• Telenet Communications Corp. completed an anticipated
public offering (Dec. p. 15) giving the pioneer of independent packet switched
networks an. $8,325,000 new lease on ,life. The company's six largest present
stockholders purchased 326,087 of the shares in Telenet's first public offering.
The remaining 625,000 went to the public at $9 per share instead of the anticipated
$16 'to $20 per share but Telenet goes on •••Headingthe National Academy of
Sciences special panel to oversee the Social Security Administration's new system
overhaul project is Dr. LouisT. Rader, former Univac president and currently
professor . . of electrical engineering and business administration at Univ. of
Virginia. It was reported incorrectly (Dec. p.16) that Dr. J. C. R. Licklider
was chairman of the panel. Dr. Licklider,a professor of electrical engineering
and computer science at MIT, is deputy chairman of the NAS group.

Take an in-depth look at
in-hollse timesharing:
You know the problems facing
the data processing department:
Other departments in your
compap.y want faster response,
broaaer capabilities, better service.
And your management
wants you to hold down your
.
operating costs.
You're probably looking hard
for a solution. A closer look at
in-house timesharing could give
it to you.
I

Fast, long-lasting, relief
Unlike upgrading a large central
computer, expansion to an inhouse timesharing system isn't a
time-and -money-consUming
ordeal.
And unlike buying outside
computer time, you're not building in a monthly bill that inevitably keeps building up.
Adding an in-house timesharing capability is a shrewd
way to add computer power.
Because it won't add signifiCantly to your operating costs; in
fact, it can pay for itself by reducing current costs.
Especially: if you add the system specifically built for
timesharing: our BTl 4000.

BTl 4000 features modular construction, s-o. system downtime
for expansion is minutes, rather
than days. You can add disk storage to 400 megabytes; increase'
user capacity to 32 ports; add
peripherals like industry-compatible magnetic tape. and a line
prin~.er.

Hard working, always working
The BTl 4000 is a true timesharing system. It allows doing any
mix of tasks, all at the same
time, all completely independent.
It also gives you continuous
system availability, because software' housekeeping can be performed while users are on-line.
There's also off-hours jobstream processing. So the BTl
4000 can be working for you,
even when no one's around.
The BTl 4000 uses BASIC..,X,
an unusually powerful extension
of the BASIC user language, enhanced for business programming.
What's more, the BTl 4000
offers heirarchal account organization and stringent security so
that you can maintain total con-

trol over who's using it, and what
they can do.
And it does all this without a
full-time operator.
Inexpensive help
Used during typical office hours,
the operatinE costs for a BTl
4000, including maintenance, are
about $1 per terminal hour. And
should you grow to 24 hour usage, your operating costs shrink
to less than 10 ¢ per terminal
hour.
Around-the-clock help .
We back our BTl 4000 with anyhour, anywhere, on-line support
with dial-up access for problem
diagnosis. Yet in a typical installation" our maintenance plan
costs less than 1 % of the system's purchase price per month.
Look to us
The BTl 4000. The interactive
timesharinE system that will
help your data processing department do more, for less.
.
For more information, just
look to the Basic Timesharing
office nearest you.

A times harer's time sharer
The BTl 4000 Interactive Timesha~ing System is made by us:
.
Basic Timesharing, Inc. We're
the computer manufacturer with
timeshare experience. Which has
helped us produce a computer
uniquely right for timesliaring.
To help you do more-while
helping your company spend less.
Easy to begin, room to grow
You can own your own BTl 4000
for as little as $35,950. For that
you get a ready-to-go system with
10 megabytes of storage and 8
ports-just add terminals.
And start-up won't cause a
departmental hang-up. The BTl
4000 can be installed and working for you in one working day.
Expanding to do even more
work takes even less work. The

The BI1 4000 M eans B'
..
uSloess

. Basic Timesharing'Inc., 870 W. Maude Ave., SUIlll;'ale, CA 94086. Sales Offices: East: Cherry Hill, NJ (6091 662-1122; Midwest: Minneapolis,
MN (6121854-1122, Chicago, IL (3121298-1177; South: Dallas, TX (2141630-2431; West: SUIlllyvale, CA (4081733-1122, Anaheim, CA (7141533-7161
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Our data displays are outstanding
solid-state designs with critically
matched magnetics to optimize
the performance levels and
dependability demanded by your
customers. We use the most
advanced engineering and
production techniques to assure
consistency of performance.
No data display is built with more
deliberate attention to quality
and reliability.
We have been in the display
electronics business long enough
to know about rush orders. If you
need it yesterday - we'll try
to get it to you yesterday.

Experience:

Cooperation:

If you make

We've built thousands of displays
for many of the major manufacturers in the country. Perhaps
we already have a unit that would
meet your requirements. With
slight modifications. It would be
less costly than starting from
scratch. If you need a new,
special package - we'll produce
it for you, in the configuration
you want, at minimal expense.

If you're developing a new data
terminal, we will be glad to
cooperate with your terminal
design engineers in reviewing
your exact specifications and
developing the most economical
display possible. And quickly!
Whatever you need, we have the
experience and talent to design
it. And improve it.

But don't take our word. See for yourself by contacting
us today.

top-quality
data terminals, .JF.
i
here are four
reasons to use
Setchell Carlson
CRT display modules
in your system.

You'll come up with your own reasons for using
Setchell Carlson CRT display modules.

S C ELECTRONICS, INC.

..

A SUBSIDIARY OF AUDIOTRONICS CORPORATION

530 5th AVE. NW NEW BRIGHTON. MN. 55112
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(612) 633-3131

DATAMATION

hardware
Off-line
Up in Benton Harbor, Mich., home
of the Heath Co., work continues
on a pair of floppy disc systems
for use with the kit-maker's H8
and Hll personal computers. It
seems as if the single and dual
drive mini-floppy system, for use
with the 808a-based H8, will be
ready a short while before the
full-size floppy units for the
LSI-II-based Hll. The LSI-II'
version will be compatible with
any LSI-II, not only the Hll,
since Heath's processor retains
DEC's bus. Operating systems will
be offered with both units. Heath
and DEC are cooperating on a new
operating system, Heath Disc
Operating System (HDOS) , said to
be similar to DEC's RT-ll. HDOS
will include BASIC and FOCAL.
Pricing and delivery dates are not
firm at this time, but the second
or third quarter of this year look
promising for delivery.
IBM's research into bubble memories
continues at its San Jose, Calif.,
Research Lab, where a lK-bit bubble
lattice device is now fully
operational. The chip was
developed for the study of lattice
devices, which are said to promise
an order of magnitude increase in
storage densities over other types
of bubble devices. Unlike existing
bubble devices, such as Texas
Instruments, TBMOl03 (a 92K-bit
chip), wh~ch stores bits as the
presence or absence of a magnetic
bubble, the bubble lattice uses
the orientation of the bubble's
domain wall to signify "one" or
Il zero ."
Meanwhile, Creative Strategies,
also in San Jose, and also looking
at bubble memories, has issued a
study on the market outlook,
concluding that bubbles won't be
a "viable market contender until
1980." The report says bubbles
won't take off in the- commercial
sector until they reach one
million-bit per chip densities,
IBM's bubble lattice technology
seems to promise such densities;
the technology used by TI also
may reach such densities if
electron-beam photolithography
comes into play.
We apologize to Teleram for an
error made in our September 1977
write-up of its P-188l portable
crt. Its picture somehow managed
to migrate five pages to p. 297.
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Intelligent Terminal

The Datacorder II, an intelligent data
entry terminal, is said to fit a variety of
applications. It can be used as a remote
batch data entry terminal with validity
checks including table lookup and
range checking; data entered may be
stored on ECMAI ANsI-compatible cassette tape via the unit's integral tape
deck. It can function as a loW-speed
ASH. terminal in time-sharing applications. It can work as a store-and-forward communications front end with
computers that support only local terminals. And it can perform limited
standalone processing; more processing
capabilities are on the way in the form
of an extended BASIC facility slated for
availability in the next few months.
The Datacorder II comprises a Z-80
microprocessor, lKB of EPROM, 16KB
of RAM, cassette tape drive, 40-character plasma display, a 48-column, 240

Ipm printer, full ASCII keyboard, and
an Rs232 interface. Peripherals and options include a choice of line printers,
9-track mag tape, an additional cassette drive, external peripheral ports
(serial or parallel), and memory expansion to 64KB.
Current software support includes
Quick, the vendor's proprietary language for developing data entry applications, and communications programs which allow the unit to operate
under a variety of protocols. A forms
generator extension to Quick is expected within a few months.
A single Datacorder II sells for
$3,495 and the price drops to $2,395
in quantities of 100. Maintenance,
conducted by third parties under
contract to the vendor, is $25 per
month. INTERNA TIONAL ENTRY SYSTEMS INC., Seattle, Wash.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 252 ON READER CARD

hardware and software approach. The
hardware devices are used in conjunction with software when data is transferred over communications links,
software alone is used when encrypting
or decrypting data files.
.
The 3845 and 3846 data encryption
devices encipher data transmitted in
point-to-point communications. Both
have Rs232-C interfaces and connect
between modem and terminal or modem and computer. Users need a 3845
or 3846 at both ends of the communications link. The units need no special
software support and may be used with
terminals and computers from other
manufacturers. Various line protocols
and codes are accommodated by the
two units. These parameters can be
altered by a handheld keyboard which
also can be used to change the encryption key stored in each unit. The keyboard, which may be used with any
number of 3845s and 3846s, sells for
$265. Purchase prices for the 3845
(tabletop) and 3846 (rackmount)
range from $2,125 to $3,600. Availa~
bility is scheduled for the second and
third quarters of next year, respectively.
Designed for use in 370s and dp
networks, the Cryptographic Subsystem includes two software and one
hardware products: the A~F 1VT AM
encrypt! decrypt feature, the Programmed Cryptographic Facility Program Product, and the encryptl decrypt featqre of for the 3276 control
display unit. The third component is
used with SNA versions of the 3276.
Files can be encrypted by the Cryptographic Program Product. The ACF 1
VTAM encrypt! decrypt feature handles
telecommunications and network functions, while the Cryptographic Program Product handles the actual encryption. The two products carry
monthly charges of $125 and $250,
respectively. os/vs2 MVS systems can
take delivery as early as the second
quarter of next year. os/vs 1 will have
to wait until the third quarter. The
terminal encryptionl decryption feature goes for $421 month on a two-year
lease, or it can be rented for
$451 month. Its outright purchase price
is $1,710. INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
MACHINES CORP., Data Processing Div.,
White Plains, N.Y.
.

Data Encryption

FOR DATA CIRCLE 261 ON READER CARD

IBM'S first commercially available general purpose implementations of the
National Bureau of Standards' Data
Encryption Standard (DES) consist of
a purely hardware offering and a joint

The 7041 1 Terminal Polling System
(TPS) can poll as many as ioo terminals, collecting data and storing it on 9-

Polling System
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hardware
track magnetic tape for later processing by host computer. TPS also can
distribute an output tape generated by
the host. The system works with this
vendor's 770 intelligent terminals and
'142 programmable data terminals. It
consists of a model 990 minicomputer
with 48KB of memory, 9-track 800 bpi
or 1600 bpi tape drive, and a model
743 KSR data terminal, all manufactured by the vendor. The 70411 sells
for $22,272; on a one-year lease it goes
for $1,400/month. Users and purchasers of ten or more terminals for use in
the system can get the 74011 at reduced rates: $1,050/month or $13,000
for an outright purchase. TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC., Houston, Texas.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 262 ON READER CARD

Terminal Upgrade ~

With roughly 90,000 LA36 DEcwriters
in the field, this vendor feels it has a
. large potential market for its DS 120, a
control logic card that allows the 30
cps LA36 to operate at 120 cps., It's not
a buffer, it actually supports 120 cps
printing. The DS 120 card replaces DEC'S
control card, and is said to be 100%
plug-compatibie. A microprocessor optimizes print head movement, printing
bidirectionally and tabbing over white
space. It also provides features for
forms handling and interactive communications. It inciudes an EIA interface, horizontal and vertical tabs,
top-:-of-form, Bell 2Q2 compatibility,
double-width characters, self-test
mode, and operation at line speeds
ranging from 110 bps to 9600 bps. Intended as an economical method for
upgrading LA36s, the unit will be sold
through distributors. In lots of 25 to
99 units the DS 120 sells for $635. The
100-up price is $565. DATASOUTH COMPUTER CORP., Charlotte, N.C.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 256 ON READER CARD

Digitizer

The, Bit Pad digitizer looks like it's
going to make a dent in some previously untouched markets. At $555 for a

prodl)ct

spotlight

Microcomputer

The Micral V is a microcomputer system in a suitcase. And to add to its
portability, the system can get its power either from a car's cigarette lighter
or from a regular 110 volt wall outlet.
The suitcase system includes a cpu
with 32KB of RAM (expandable to
64KB), lKB of ROM, keyboard, 12 line
by 40 character display, 32 column
alphanumeric printer, and a mini diskette drive capable of storing 160KB.
,Synchronous or asynchronous comwork with almost any small computer.
The unit can operate from the micro's
power supply or its own ($95 for this
option). Onboard regulators, for use
with unregulated power supplies such
as those found In S-1 00 bus micros, sell
for $30. The II-inch square active
area may be had with 2,200 x 2,200
lines for 0.005-inch resolution or 2,974
x 2,974 lines for O.I-mm resolution, at
the purchaser's choice.
Output from the unit consists of five
bytes: one status, two for the x-coordinate, and two for the y-coordinate.
The unit can output single coordinate
pairs or a constant stream of coordinates; the output mode can be selected
by the computer or by pushing a console switch. The Bit Pad must be ordered directly from the factory; it's not
available through· the vendor's existing
sales network. And, what better way to
kick off a new product than with a
contest. The vendor is offering $1,000
to any user developing a novel application and publishing its details in a "national computer systems publication."
SUMMAGRAPHICS CORP., Fairfield,
Conn.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 268 ON READER CARD

Computers

unit that can interface directly to an 8bit parallel microcomputer port, and
with an Rs232 interface available for
an additional $125, the unit should
212

In November this vendor told us it
soon would announce a processor in
the IBM 3031 class, but at a more
attractive price. The reference inust
have been to the V-8590, said to offer
performance comparable to the 3031,

munications are available, as are a second, external mini diskette drive,
and printers. Software includes BASIC,
FORTRAN, and Assembler. Pricing will
start in the $5,000 neighborhood when
the unit is released in the second quarter of this year. The system is manufactured by the French firm Realisations Etudes Electroniques (R2E) and
will be marketed by R2E's American
subsidiary. R2E OF AMERICA, Minneapolis, Minn.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 253 ON READER CARD

but selling for $720,000 in a 2MB configuration. (A 2MB 3031 sells for a
cool million.) A smaller processor, the
V-8580, said to better a 3701148 in
performance, was announced at the
same time. At the 1MB level, it carries
a price tag of $517,600, compared to
a 148 at $689,000.
The entire 8500-series uses emitter-

coupled logic (known for its speed),
but the two new processors differ from
their predecessors in memory technology; they use 16K-bit chips, are fourway interleaved, and have error detection and correction. And the 8590 uses
two processing elements that can share
all system resources. The 8580 and
8590 both have processor cycle times
of 56 nsec.
Software support for both systems
includes the Virtual Resources Executive (VRX), and the COBOL 74, NEAT/vs,
FORTRAN, and RPG languages. A firmware option allows the processors to
DRTRMATION

If you're concerned with uptime - optinlizing performance and extending the life of your
equipment - then you owe it to yourself to invest in
a conversation with your Raytheon Service Company representative. Ask about our perfornlance
guarantees which are now available in specific
market areas. It's the kind of service edge you'd
expect from a 21/2 billion dollar organization where
the quality of our engineers allows us to stand up to
a clear-cut guarantee of performance. There is a
difference in computer maintenance firms and at
Raytheon that difference means more service for
what you're spending.

Raytheon, fastest growing service company
in the country. On-site decision making. CEs with
direct account responsibility. Plus a major training
investment designed to constantly sharpen our
service edge. If guaranteed performance makes
sense to you, talk to your local Raytheon representative or call our Marketing Department in Burlington,
MA. Our number is 617-272-9300 ext. 475.
Raytheon Service Conlpany, Two Wayside
Road, Burlington, Massachusetts 01803.

~AY:HEO~ Raytheon Service Company

,(!(!Raytheorrs performance
guarantees. Another good
reason more people are
mtking.,tnRaytlieQ "
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second half of 1979. NCR CORP., Dayton, Ohio.

hardware
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operate in "N" mode, which provides
compatibility with th evendor's line of
Century processors.
A V-8580 with 1MB of memory (expandable to 4MB) and three 110 trunks
leases for $11,385 on a five-year plan;
a V -8590 with 2MB (expandable to
6MB) leases for $18,810 for the same
term. 110 link controllers (for four
links) are used with the 8590. They
lease for $1,5031 month or sell for
$68,040. The 8580 is due in the third
quarter of this year, the 8590 in the

Data Acquisition
The ATC Model 7701 is a programmable, microprocessor-based data acquisition system intended primarily for
scientific and industrial applications.
The unit interfaces to Hewlett-Packard
9800 series calculators via an 8-bit bus,
or to other computers, such as Wang's
2200 and IBM's 5100, via an Rs232
port. It will accept input from as maay
as 10 devices using current loop or
Rs232 interfaces. Input can be synchronous or. asynchronous at data

is terminal

rates of up to 19.2K bps: Data entered
can be processed by the unit, and an
option allows time of day information
to be added to the -input before it is
recorded on the integral cassette tape
or routed to one of the 110 ports. Bypassing the tape allows the unit to
function as a front end to a processor.
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Users can program the unit in BASIC or
assembly language. Pricing for the unit
ranges from $3,250 to $5,000 depending on the number of ports specified,
interfaces required, memory, and options. AUGUST· TECHNOLOGY CORP., Orange, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 266 ON READER CARD

. and can char
a course.
The AT 860. Quite probably the
most highly featured desktop teleprinter terminal you can buy. And
now you can buy a lot more including 1200 baud, APL, and graphics.
High speed operation. Now you
can have 110 to 600 baud operation
in 103 mode as standard. You can
upgrade to 1200 baud in either 103
or 202S mode whenever you wish.
APL capability. Now you can have
a full APL code set plus overstrike
characters. And outstanding print
quality because our 9 x 12 dot matrix character cells produce high
resolution 9 x 5 characters. You can
switch from APL to the standard
ASCII set either from the keyboard
or by remote control.
Graphic printouts. Now you can
have a graphics character set that
prints bar graphs, flow charts,
diagrams and other illustrations.
This is all in addition to the long
list of standard features that
have made the AT 860 so
popular: 128 character
ASCII code set, dual gate
forms tractor, easy-to-use

TheAJ860.

It's got it all.

sculptured keyboard, 17-key numeric pad, complete forms controL
RS 232 line interface, mobility, and
more.
Get full details on the AT 860. Call
your nearest AT sales office. Or
write Anderson Jacobson, Inc., 521
Charcot Avenue, San Jose, California 95131, (408) 263-8520.
In Europe: Anderson Jacobson
S.A., 14 rue Leon Gambetta, 92120
Montrouge, France, telephone 654
10 10; Anderson Jacobson Ltd.·,
Shepperton, Middlesex, U.K.,
TW178Ap, telephone Walton-onThames 44439

Microprocessor Aid
Designers b u i 1 din g systems from
8080A, 8085, or Z-80 chips can use
the Microcomputer System Analyzer
(MSA-8) during the firmware and
hardware debugging phase. The MSA-8
clips onto the microprocessor chip and

provides single step, hardware breakpoint, and oscilloscope trigger capabilities. LED'S display the status of the data
and address lines. The MSA-8 sells for
$249. COMPUTER SYSTEMS DYNAMICS,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 263 ON READER CARD
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Printer
End users and personal computer users, as well as systems houses, may be
- interested in this small, inexpensive
( $695 quantity one) ASCII printer.
Designated the S-l, the unit prints
. characters from the 96-character ASCII
set on 4 34 -inch wide aluminum-coated
paper. Characters can be printed 5, 10,
or 20 per inch with a maximum of 80
characters per line. The S-l has an
Rs232C interface and accepts data at
rates ranging from 50 bps to 9600 bps.
Dip switches allow the user to select
data rate, parity, and number of stop
bits; the units come from the factory
pre-set for 1200 bps, no parity, and
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returned to the factory) is $125.
DIGITAL SYSTEMS, Oakland, Calif.

one stop bit. Character spacing and
underlining are under software control. Deliveries are scheduled to begin
this quarter. Quantity discounts are
available. CENTRONICS DATA COMPUTER CORP., Hudson, N.H.
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Distributed Processing
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44(JKB Minidiskette Drive

Ta~e

a five and one-quarter inch minifloppy disc, record data on both sides
at double density, and you'll wind up
with an unformatted capacity of
440KB. And that's just what this flexible disc manufacturer has done. The
sA450 operates in single or double-density modes and it has two read/write
heads, one on each side of the media.
The vendor sees the new drives fitting
into word processing systems, intelligent terminals, personal computers,
and other applications where "low cost
random access storage in a compact
space is a requirement."
The $450 (quantity one) sA450 is
engineered into a package the same
size as the vendor's existing sA400-line
of minifloppy drives, so systems builders can begin to use the doubledensity/double-sided drive as an upgrade. In addition to increased capacity, the new drive offers improved performance specs in comparison to the
older sA400. It has a track-to-track
seek time of 25 msec and an average
seek time of 298 msec. The soft error
rate is said to be 10- 9 • The vendor
expects to have a controller available
in March or April. Quantity discounts
drop the sA450 price to $370 in lots of
50 to 99, and to $290 in lots of 250 to
499. SHUGART ASSOCIATES, Sunnyvale,
Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 260 ON READER CARD

Microcomputer

If the Micro-2 bears a striking .resemblance to this vendor's floppy drives,
there's a simple explanation: it's the
same package with a Z-80-based microcomputer added. The unit consists of
the processor, 32KB or 64KB of RAM,
four Rs232 serial interfaces, and a realtime clock, packaged along with a dual
drive double density diskette subsystem. Diskettes may be written in IBM
3740 format or a double density format of 517KB per diskette. Optional
, double-sided drives allow the system to
store 2.3MB. Software support for the
Micro-2 includes the CP/M operating
system, BASIC-E compiler, and hardware diagnostics. FORTRAN, CBASIC,
and. accounting software are available
at extra cost. A Micro-2 system, with
32KB of memory and two single-sided
diskette drives sells for $4,995. With
64KB this system sells for $6,090. Versions with double-sided drives sell for
$5,695 (32KB) and $6,795 (64KB).
The Micro-2 also can be configured
with four single-sided drives. A console

device is available. Dealer and oem
discounts are offered. A first-year service ~ontract (covering repair on units

The 445 distributed data entry and
processing system offers more performance than has previously been available from this vendor's 400-family of
products. The new processor is said to
be capable of nearly twice the throughput of the previous top of the line 440.
. A 445 can support as much as 256KB
of main memory (the 440 could handle
up to 64KB), 70MB of disc, eight 2,000character crt's, in addition to printers,
tape drives, and modems. The 445 uses
a multiple processor architecture. Ad-

TAP US FOR
TERMINALS.
And RCA service nation-wide!
Data-

GE TermiNet 30*
- 30 cps

Extel***
30 cps

Mag tape send-receive
matrix printer. Speed
and flexibility on a dayto-day basis. ($85$152 per month, depend ing on model selected, on a 1-yr. lease,
including maintenance.)

A lot more electronic, a
lot less mechanical,
and smaller than other
teleprinter equipment.
Available with ribbon or
ribbon less. Dependable, day-to-day reliability. ($64 per month
on 1 yr. lease, including
maintenance.)

Whatever you need, whenever you need it,
wherever you need it, RCA has the teleprinter
and service package that's right for you. Just
let us kf;lOW. To tap our capabilities, just call
or write.
·Registered trademark of General Electric Co.
··Registered service mark of AT&T Co.
···Registered trademark of Extel Corp.

Phone**
Model 33ASR with dialup set. ($95 per month
on a 1 -year lease,
including maintenance.)

Data
nOli Services
RCA Service Company
Bldg. 204-2
Camden, N.J. 08101
Phone: (609) 779-4129
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hardware
ditional processors in each peripheral
controller relieve the cpu of most 1/0
overhead. Bisynch and Synchronous
Data Link Control (SDLC) communications at speeds of up to 9600 bps are
supported. Communications programs
are available for remote job entry to
mainframes made by Burroughs, Control Data, and IBM. A 3270 emulator
allows on-line communications with a
host cpu.
A new software package, Sycorlink,

will allow up to nine 445s to be connected over coaxial cable to form a
ring network for distributed processing. The package supports shared disc
files and the use ·of remote peripherals.

It's priced at $50/month per 445,. or a
one-time charge of $1,250. Applications programs for the 445 can be written in COBOL, BASIC, or TAL 2000. A
proprietary Terminal Application Lan~uage, TAL, is meant for developing
data entry applications.
A 64KB 445 system with 5MB of
disc, a 5MB cartridge tape drive, four
terminals, a bidirectional printer, and
a communications adaptor sells for
$60,300. On a three and one-half year
lease it goes for $1,1561 month, including maintenance. Deliveries are .scheduled for the third quarter. SYCOR INC.,
Ann Arbor, Mich.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 257 ON READER CARD

Modem

The LDM 404B is a 4800 bps, medium
distance, synchronous modem. The
vendor says it's designed for "metropolitan areas where 'unloaded' cable
pairs from the telephone company are
unavailable." The $1,200 modem is intended for intracity communications
of up to 50 miles over standard tariffed
3002 voice-grade leased lines (including T carrier). The full duplex modem
has digital and analog local! remote
loop back for testing purposes. An integral tuning meter allows nontechnical personnel to align the unit. An
option allows it to function in a dual
channel 2400 bps configuration. An
Rs232C interface is standard. GANDALF
DATA INC., Wheeling, Ill.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 269 ON READER CARD

Terminal

Concept APL is an APLI ASCII crt terminal with full APL overstrike capabilities.
In ASCII-mode, the microprocessorbased terminal has forms capabilities.
The terminal sports line drawing
graphics, character accents, and text
editing features. The Rs232C-compatible unit can display 24 lines of 80
characters on its 12-inch diagonal
screen. A shared printer feature allows
as many as 16 Concept APL terminals
to share a single printer for hardcopy
output. Switching from APL to ASCII
mode can be done by depressing one of
the terminal's function keys, or the
computer can initiate the change. The
crt will be marketed through a network
of distributors and representatives; first
deliveries are' to begin this month. A
single Concept APL sells for $1,750; in
quantities of 50 the price drops to
$1,400. HUMAN DESIGNED SYSTEMS,
INC., Philadelphia, Penn.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 270 ON READER CARD
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An odd bodkin * down in Killeen
Once made love to a Turing Machine.
From this heinous miscegney
Came numerous progeny
The likes of which had never been
seen.
-Wm. J. Wilson
*gay blade
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You tell us what your data collection
,.
requirements are.
,;:cWe've added more
~~
.data collection
..
building blocks
to satisfy them.

EPIC DATA's Model 1647 data collection terminals and
Model 1648 system control units (SCUs), let you configure
exactly the data collection system you need. These "building blocks," based on microprocessor architecture and
modularity, provide you with simple, practical and flexible
terminals or systems for virtually any combination of requirements you may have.

simple.

Building blocks can be combined to enable
collectIon of information from a wide variety of pre-pre. pared arid variable data with resulting improved efficiency
and reduced errors. No computer knowledge is required for
operation. Terminals can be programmed to: provide
customized input, output and processing of data; prompt
the user through entry steps and validating of data; and
enable off-line or on-line operation.

Newest Building Block: More to Come in Next Few Months
A self-contained cassette tape recorder providing up to
2.88 megabits of storage for transaction logging or storeand-forward applications is now available. The modular
reel-drive tape recorder, like the rest of the building blocks,
features high reliability and ease of maintenance. There is
no pinch-roller or capstan to wear tape; only the head
touches the tape.

EPIC DATA terminals are rugged, compact and lightweight.
They can be wall-mounted or placed on a desk and are
easily exchanged during maintenance.

practical. Environmental tests conducted in conformity with MIL-STD-810 plus in-depth, on-site testing assure
reliable operation over a broad spectrum of hostile, industrial environments. Simple design and rigorous testing
have resulted in an impressive MTBF.

flexible.

EPIC DATA terminals can optically read
punched badges and 80-column ANSI cards. User-defined
keys are available for inputting variable data. Key entry
data Of time of day is displayed and LEOs are available for
prompting.

Terminals can be configured to scan bar codes and magnetic stripes or accommodate· other peripherals through
RS232 ports. Display options include additional numeric
displays, up to 15 LEOs for prompting and a 32-character
alpha/numeric display. Serial asynchronous or synchronous communications ports with either RS232 or line
driver I/O and a low speed modem may be added. Parallel
communications ports are also available. Both PROM and
RAM memories are expandable.

SCUs.

Model 1648 SCUs can be configured to poll up
to 100 terminals, assemble transactions, format data, append time and date, and store or forward collected data to
the host.
Tell us what your data collection requirements are. We'll
supply the parts. Contact your EPIC DATA representative
today or write:

epic data
In U.S.A.: 6350 LBJ Freeway/Dallas; TX 75240
Phone (214) 387-3121/TWX 910-860-5676
Int'l:
7280 River Rd., Richmond, B.C. Canada
Phone (604) 273-9146/Telex 04-355701

U.S. Sales Offices: 6350 LBJ Freeway, Suite 282, Dallas, TX 75240, (214) 387-3121 ·17 Amfer Court, Bayshore, NY 11706, (516) 666-0797·3415 Hickory Trail, Downers Grove, IL
60515, (312) 968-8620·1724 South Heather Hill Rd., Hacienda Heights, CA 91745, (213) 965-2886
Representatives: ARIZONA BFA Corporation (602) 994-5400 • CALIFORNIA Moxon Electronics (714) 635-7600 • FLORIDA COL-INS-CO (305) 423-7615 • ILLINOIS Systems
Marketing Corp. (312) 593-6220· KANSAS/MISSOURI Digital Systems Sales (816) 765-3337· MARYLAND Electronic Marketing Associates (301) 881-5300· MASSACHUSETTS J &J
Associates (617) 272-2606· MICHIGAN/OHIO WKM Associates, Inc. (313) 588-2300, (216) 267-0445 • NEW YORK Cane Technical Sales (914) 698-4411 • NEW YORKOssmann
Instruments (315) 437-6666· PENNSYLVANIA WKM Associates (412) 892-2953. TEXAS DMA (713) 780-2511 • WASHINGTON DPM Associates (206) 453-9082· MEXICO Electronica
Hemisferica, SA Mexico City (905) 2-50-60-11· UNITED KINGDOM Sintrom Ellinor Ltd. Reading (0734) 85464
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Updates
It's taken 12 years, and now the
Chemical Abstracts Service has
added its four-millionth unique
chemical substance to the
computer-based Chemical Registry
System. The system was developed
to determine if a substance in
scientific literature had been
previously indexed in Chemical
Abstracts, and to retrieve the
previously assigned index name
for substances already in the
data base. The data base also is
used by the National Library of
Medicine to create the CHEMLINE
on-line chemical dictionary which
is used with its TOXLINE and
MEDLINE information retrieval
systems.
A medical group in rural Redding,
Calif., uses telephone lines
to transmit computerized axial
tomography (CAT) scans to the
Moffitt Hospital at the Univ. of
California Medical Center in
San Francisco. Shasta Scans sends
images showing the cross-section
of a patient's head to San
Francisco for diagnosis. The
communication system, developed
by Colorado Video, Inc., of
Boulder, sends compressed video
signals over conventional voicegrade telephone lines. It takes
roughly 78 seconds to send an
entire scan.
MUMPS has become ANSI standard
Xll.l and now its users i group
is offering MUMPS User Group (MUG)
t-shirts in standard sizes of
small, medium, large, ~d extra
large. The $5.50 t-shirts can be
ordered from P.O. Box 208,
Bedford, Mass. 01730.
A sophisticated Digital Image
Display Control System using a
PDP-ll/40 has been installed for
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center.
The software, developed by FORTH,
Inc., in its imageFORTH language,
occupies 8K words, and provides
general purpose 2D graphics,
image library maintenance, and
image processing functions,
including windowing, combinations,
histograms, enhancements, and
rotation.
Customer-operated terminals in 26
Kash 'N Karry supermarkets in
Florida now perform savings and
loan trarisactions for customers
of six differerit S&Ls. The EFT
system, called Modern Money, uses
an 80KB Nova 3 minicomputer to
perform file and communication
processing for the network.
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6800 Basic Compiler

Written for 6800-based microcomputers,- EPA Compiler BASIC translates
programs written in an extended version of BASIC ihto machine code. Its
run time package is said to han die the
functions, such as supporting the use
of files, normally delegated to an operating system. The source language
offers such niceties as decimal arithmetic for business applications (no missing pennies, even with $99,999,999.99),
formatted output, strings, -long variable
names, and disc file 1/0. Software float.;
ing point also is supported, as are PEEK
and POKE operations for accessing specific memory locations.
Program preparation begins with
building a BASIC source file using whatever text editing system is available.
The compiler then takes the source file
and creates an intermediate file, which
is processed by an assembler (supplied
with the compiler). The assembler's
output gets loaded with the run time
package and the program can be executed: Generated code also is suitable
for loading into ROM. The vendor says
that while the package will run in 16KB
of memory, it's preferable to have at
least 24KB. Available on IBM 3741compatible diskette, the EPA Compiler
BASIC package sells for $330; the user's
manual is an additional $15. ELECTRONIC PRODUCT ASSOCIATES, INC., San
Diego, CaliL
FOR DATA CIRCLE 283 ON READER CARD

Data Entry

Users of DEC'S PDP-II family of minicomputers can use Series IV to develop
and implement data validation, edit,
and inquiry applications. When developing an application, the user enters
specification forms which define formats and validity checks; these forms
are entered through a vendor-supplied
Series IV application, checked for validity, and stored in a keystation data set.
Once the specifications have been accepted, the data set in which they are
stored is passed to the optimizer
(which some might call a compiler)
which generates an executable application file and documentation in the
form of an external specification report.
When the application file is defined,
Series IV'S on-line data entry and validation system allows multiple users to
access the application and key in data
or make inquiries. Multiple applications can run concurrently.
During validation, non-Series IV
user files can be accessed as part of the

checking process. If an input record
fails validity checking because the
source document contains invalid data,
the operator can override the system's
rejection and put the record in an error
data set for later editing, saving the
time it would take to rekey the entire
record. After correction, data in the
error data set can be consolidated into
a valid data set, producing a report as a
by-product.

The package runs under Rsx-l1M,
lAS, .and other DEC operating systems. It
requires a miniinum of 16K words of
memory, and versions are available to
support as many as eight or 16 terminals. Series IV is priced at $20,000 for
an eight-terminal version, with multiple installation discounts available.
INFORMATICS INC., Woodland Hills,
. Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 275 ON READER CARD

Series/1 GIL

Designed with the accountant who
handles a lot of small businesses in
mind, this general ledger package runs
on IBM Series/I. miriis under the RTPS
operating system. The package can
also handle businesses that organize
their books along departmental lines,
producing either departmental or consolidated reports. The interactive system c~m handle local or remote terminals. Transactions are validated and
erroneous entries rejected. Tr'ansactions can be posted for two accounting
periods; a detailed audit trail is maintained. Standard reports include triai
balance and charts-of-accounts. A report generator allows users to design
their own custom reports. The $4,000
DRTRMRTION

The IMS OB/DC QUERY lANGUAGE
USED BY MORE IMS INSTALLATIONS THAN
ANY COMPETING PRODUCT

ASI/INQUIRY is an IMS DB/DC query language that operates completely as an interactive Message Processing Program. The design of AS 1/1 NQU I RY is such that the structure of the data base is transparent to the
user. Moreover, one need not have familiarity with DL/1 segment logic or the complexities of multipathing. Extremely rapid response time is assured.
MAJOR HIGHLIGHTS

o

End-user oriented
-Easy-to-use language
-Requires no knowledge of IMS
-Comprehensive diagnostic messages

o

Rapid response time for even the most complex queries

o

Dynamic priority scheduling to maximize system performance

o

Availability of default as well as user-defined screen formatting

Recently delivered, Release 2 of ASI/I NQU I RY contained a number of major enhancements, including:
•

Development of a TSO-supported version

•

Full support qf IMS/VS secondary indexing

•

Open-ended computational facilit!es-

•

Ability to SORT display output

In summary, ASI/INQUI RY represents the state-of-the-art product in an IMS DB/DC or TSO-supported
I MS environment. It is the only system combining an easy to use language, complete user flexibility, and
r~pid response time in a single package. If you want to start answering ~/What if .... " immediately, call or
write today for further info'rmation.
Applications Software, Inc.
Corporate Offices
21515 Hawthorne Boulevard
Torrance, California 90503
(213) 542-4381

The Software Manufacturer
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plications carry prices ranging from
$21 per month and $670 installation
fee for General Ledger Accounting to
$93 per month and $2,690 installation
for both Demand Deposit and Check
Loan Accounting. NCR CORP., Financial Systems Div., Dayton, Ohio.

package requires 64KB of memory.
APPLIED COMPUTER SERVICES, INC.,
North Hollywood, Calif.
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On-Line Banking

INF()~MATI()N
... makes it happen
Today, business success demands fast
decisions. And fast decisions require
decision making information on
demand. INFONET delivers It!
INFONET's international remote
computing network places full service
data processing - full service Information - at your fingertips. In data
management, financial and business
management systems, and the management sciences, INFONET provides the
superior deCision Information tools that
give you the "plus" advantage.
Thousands of subscribers around the
world have discovered INFONET's
"information machine." To learn how it
can hel p you, call or write Box 0

INFa\lET
A Division of

COMPUTER
SCIENCES
CORPORATION
650 N. Sepulveda Boulevard
EI Segundo, california 90245
(213) 678-0311

Micro Software

Of the nation's 14,000 commercial
banks, approximately two-thirds have
assets under $35 million, and it's to
those two-thirds the Community Bank
Interactive On-Line System is directed.
The package is designed for this vendor's 1-8230 and 1-8250 small business
computers and its minicomputer-based
7750 Distributed Document Processing System. The five-module system
brings in-house, on-line banking functions within the reach of small banks
that previously relied on outside. ser-:
vices or simply did without. The five
modules are Demand Deposit Accounting, Check Loan Accounting,
Regular Savings Accounting, Certificate of Deposit Accounting, and General Ledger Accounting.
The system can print a customer's
checking statement or account balance
on demand. It also provides checking
overdraft protection for customers
with an established line of credit, and
handles all associated interest calculations.
The smallest 1-8230 that can support
the system includes 64K of me~ory,
9.8MB of disc, cassette tape, termmal,
and line printer. A 7750 should have a
96K processor, cassette tape, proof ~nd
encoding workstation, 9.8MB of dISC,
terminal, and line printer.
Total monthly license fee for all five
modules is $186, with an initial installation charge of $5,770. Individual ap-

software
spotlight
Daisywheel Plotting

Written in standard FORTRAN IV, Escape Plot provides a software interface
for driving Diablo 1620 daisywheel
terminals in graphics mode. Text may
be interspersed with graphics, for such
purposes as labeling plots or axis. Additionally, the package can draw 59
different alphanumeric characters in
any orientation, and in sizes ranging
from 1;3 -inch to 12V2 -inches. Escape
Plot operates the terminal as if it were
a drum plotter.· The package consists
of a set of subroutines with the same

OPUs/ TWO is ahigh-level language said
to include features of BASIC, ALGOL,
and FORTRAN. It's an enhancement of
this vendor's earlier OPUS/ONE, and
runs on 8080 and Z-80-based microcomputers having at least 24KB of
memory. In addition to being upwardly compatible with its predecessor,
opus/ TWO has extended capabilities
for error trapping, external· and machine-code subroutines, overlays, substring searching, and file manipulation.
Designed to run as a standalone system, OPUs/ TWO has an interactive system initialization step during which users can add I/O drivers. The $195
package (manuals are $10) is available
on diskette (MITS or 3740-type), paper
tape, or MITS cassette. Programs written for standalone opus/ TWO systems
will also run under this vendor's timesharing operating system, TEMPOS.
TEMPOS, which requires 48KiB of main
memory, vectored interrupts, and a
real-time clock, can handle as many as
seven terminals. It includes a text editor, assembler, linking loader, and utility programs. TEMPOS sells for $785,
which includes OPUS/TWO. User's
manuals \ cost $20. ADMINISTRATIVE
SYSTEMS, INC., Denver, Colo.
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Data Management

A data management system for
PDP-II s running under RSTS/ E, QDMS

.. '

,)..5.1. SEMICONDUCTORS

MILLIONS
($)

..... - J'lONOLITHIC SEMICONDUCTORS

names and calling conventions as software for CalComp plotters. These subroutines are: PLOT, PLOTS, SYMBOL,
NUMBER, AXIS, LINE, FACTOR, and
NEWCHAR. Documentation provided
includes a user's manual, and source
code. A demonstration program also is
provided to verify that the package
has been properly installed. The package, which occupies roughly 7KB on an
IBM 370, is available on cards or paper
tape for $200. ESCAPE, LTD., Atlanta,
Ga.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 282 ON READER CARD
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includes a comprehensive report generation subsystem and provides building blocks for developing applications
programs. By creating an index file for
each user requiring 'a different ordering
of the data records, QDMS avoids storing redundant data.
Strictly speaking, QDMS is not a data
base management system; it doesn't
provide for automatically linking records in different files. But the vendor
says the user can create such links using the QDMS building blocks. The
package is designed to allow non-dp
personnel to maintain data files and
generate reports from the files. Initial
file setup and creation of applications
programs using building blocks is still
a job for programmers.
The report generator prompts the
user whenever it comes to a "What do
I do next?" decision. Report specifications can include calculations and totals both down and across fields, table
lookups, and COBoL-like print masks.
The generator can print n-up labels or
form letters.
Security hasn't been overlooked;
. QDMS provides restricted access to certain accounts or physical terminals.
Read and write protection can be specified for each field. If desired, a user
can be given a record description omitting fields that should remain private.
QDMS is an outgrowth of this firm's
two and one-half year old GPRS system.
The package sells for $5,000 and runs
on PDP-Ill 34 (and up) processors
with 64K words of memory. The building' blocks of QDMS are written in BASIC
PLUS and are supplied in source form.
QUODATA CORP., Hartford, Conn.
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Report Generator

Users of Burroughs B700 computers
can use REMAP (Record Extraction
Manipulation and Print) to generate
reports. Specifications for reports that
will be needed more than once may be
saved on disc for subsequent use. The
two-program system can select records
from existing disc files, sort them in a
user-specified order, and print user-designed reports. Selection is based on a
single key, while sorting can be based
on mUltiple keys. If a report requires
record selection based on more than
one key, additional passes can be made
over the file. The package works with
Burroughs sequential, ISAM, and random access files. It also provides arithmetic functions and two levels of to'tals. REMAP is said to be usable by
nonprogrammers. It sells for $1,100.
PASCACK DATA SERVICES, INC., Hillsdale, N.J.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 278 ON READER CARD

Series/1 Operating System
A multiuser, multitasking CIcs-type
operating system known as Sputnic
provides IBM Series/l users with tele-

DASH®
(DELTA AIRLINES SPECIAL HANDLING)
GETS YOUR SMALL PACKAGE THERE
IN ABIG HURRY.
Delta handles more over-the-counter
shipments of 50 Ibs. or less than any
other certificated airline. What's
more, DASH serves 85 U.S. cities
plus San Juan. Any package up to 90
inches, width + length + height, and
up to 50 pounds is acceptable. DASH
packages accepted at airport ticket
counters up to 30 minutes before
flight time, up to 60 minutes at cargo
terminals. The charge for DASH
shipments between (lOY two of Delta's
domestic cities is
$30. There is an
extra charge for

pick-up and delivery. For pick-up and
delivery, call 800-638-7333, toll free.
(In Baltimore, call 269-6393).
Special DASH airbill provides speedy
documentation. Special DASH bag
makes identification easy. DASH
shipments are prepaid.
You may pay for your shipment
with cash or approved credit or an
acceptable major credit card. For full
details on rates and shipping information call your nearest Delta air cargo
representative.

DELTA IS
READY WHEN
, YOUARE~
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THE SUNSHINE STATE

OFFERS HIGHER PROFIT
POTENTIALS T'O ELECTRONIC
PRODUCTS MANUFACTURERS
, THAN ELSEWHERE IN THE
COUNTRY!
Florida's substantial labor
and operating cost advantages,
plus ready access to the markets of
the United States, Latin America and
the world, combine to offer a unique
profit opportunity for a Floridabased manufacturer.
Before you make any decisions
regarding your business, this new industry
study documenting Florida's position
should be reviewed carefully.
To get your copy of Florida Profit Potentials
in Electronic Products Manufacturing, write or call:

"'
1
Jttl--Ilel
.... 1 I
1
~....
...,

WE'RE MORE THAN SUNSHINE

Joe
Hennessy,
Director
Division
of Economic
Development
Florida Department of Commerce
107 W. Gaines Street, Room 103D
(~J~r;g~~5e56jorida 32304
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EDUCATIONAL ENTERPRISES·
presents

CI,ol~afas
~Vol~ld SElllillal~ 1978
on

THE DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT OF DATA COMMUNICATIONS;
DISTRIBUTIVE SYSTEMS; TELEPROCESSING; PROTOCOLS;
DATABASES; NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND THEIR APPLICATION;
COST ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS POSSIBLE FROM CLOSER
LINKS BETWEEN COMPUTER AND THE MANAGEMENT

OPERATION.
20- 24 FEBRUARY
27 FEB-3 MARCH
3-7 APRIL
10-14APRIL

CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES
COPENHAGEN
BRUSSELS

PALMER HOUSE
LOS ANGELES HILTON
HOTEL SCANDINAVIA
SHERATON HOTEL

other locations include London, Singapore, Australia, Boston, Toronto, Paris
and Frankfurt.
Dr. Dimitris Chorafas, a Fulbright scholar, dynamic lecturer and former professor in
major American universities is today the foremost authority in Europe with unique
experience and knowledge in the realm of computers and data communications.
This Seminar provides a prime opportunity to acquire indepth insight into this rapidly
growing field with special emphasis on decision criteria, cost benefit and the
administration of the human resources necessary to use data systems in a competent
manner.
For full detailed information, post the coupon or write AIRMAIL to Educational Enterprises, 26 Coniston Road,
Blackpool, FY4 2BY England or phone (0253) 403016

e.e

--------------------------Please send me full details of The Chorafas World Seminar 1978 to be held in

II

(state location) as soon as possible.

I

NAME: (please print)

L:::-==:-~:=:~=:~::
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Services _______
processing capabilities. Programmers
can develop real-time systems in a device-independent environment using
the macro-driven operating system.
Sputnic includes an 110 subsystem
modeled after IBM'S VSAM access method. Asynchronous .and bisynch communications are supported, as are basic
mapping and extended basic mapping
for IBM 4979, 4978, and 3270 crt subsystems. Several Hewlett-Packard and
NCR terminals also are supported.
Sputnic provides an interface to IBM
mainframes running CICS, cIcs/vs, or
IMS/ VS, allowing Seriesil minis to
function as nodes in large-scale distributed processing networks. Application
development currently must be done in
macro assembler; the vendor is evaluating the possibilities of adding support
for COBOL and BASIC. The system will
run on Series I 1 processors with a minimum of 32KB of memory, with the
system itself occupying 12KB to 20KB.
The package is available for a one-time
charge of $3,500 or on a lease basis for
$125Imonth. JONES HEALTH SYSTEMS
MANAGEMENT, INC., New York, N.Y.
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HASP Emulator

After selling HASP emulators for PDP11 s for several years, this vendor has

released a version for' the LSI-II. And
although it may be a fluke, the release
coincides with DEC'S announcement of
a new, half-size LSI-II (see Hardware). The package supports multiple
concurrent 110 streams, ilutomatic
data compression, and job control
from an operator console at the central
site. Instead of associating 110 streams
with unit record equipment, this emulator uses run time independent data
set specifiers. Users can create input
streams from any combination of files
and unit record devices. A separate
module provides the operator control
interface; this module may be supplemented or replaced by other tasks. Interworkstation communication also is
supported. The emulator, which is part
of the vendor's HASP-II family, requires 10K words of foreground memory under theRT-ll operating system.
Versions for Rsx-liS and 11M operating systems also are available. Binary
code for the emulator carries a license
fee of $3,500 per cpu; source code is
available .for an additional $1,000. The
vendor also offers quantity and oem
discounts. DATANET, Eugene, Ore.

The robot did not have myalgia,
or <.:ny known kinds of neuralgia,
but his recall was such
he remembered too much,
and suffered from chronic nostalgia.
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A robot who worked like a drone,
into deep melancholia was thrown,
and confessed in analysis
a sense of paralysis
because his will wasn't his own.
-Gloria Maxson

Disc UtilitY
Users who need to thoroughly erase
disc packs containing sensitive or proprietary data can use SASE, which is
said to sanitize disc volumes. The pro-

-nanci-al
s~w:
- - yourI.... fl
declslon-mafters with

our GENERAL LEDGER,
ACCOUNTS RrlCEN'A DLE
A,.COUNTS
AND ft.'"
nAVADLE
Sa~ms.
rft.IKD
E;.l

Kg

'7~~

Don't let your company management face-off against tough
decisions wearing information blind-foIOs. Give them a
great assist with proven, reliable systems from the No.
1 company - Software In ernational.
Our hard-hitting first line includes the famous
GENERAL LEDGER and FINANCIAL REPORTING SYSTEM, powerful ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE and agile ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
Systems.
They know
their way
around the
league, operating in DOS,
OIS,IMS,
IDMS,DLJ1,
TOTAL,
as well
on-line
underCICS.

Give your financial management the most effective powerplay you can, the three-way combination of GENERAL
LEDGER, ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE and ACCOUNTS
PAYABLE, only from Software International. SCORE!

..... - - - - - - - - - ..,
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to me about:

Large Computer Systems
o General Ledger and FinancialReportingSystem
0 Accounts Payable
o Accounts Receivable

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

Manufacturing
o Master Production
Scheduling
0 Material Requirements
Planning
o Capacity Planning
0 Shop Floor Control
Comprehensive Report Generator
-DFILETAB

smali Computer Systems
System/3
o General Ledger and Financial Reporting System
o Accounts Receivable
o Accounts Payable
Burroughs B-1700/1800
o General Ledger and Financial Reporting System
o Accounts Receivable

Other small computer system
application products available .
soon. Please specify computer
andneed _ _ _ _ __

Name
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ __

State _ _ _ _ _ __
Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Company
Address _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone _ _ _ _ _ __

City _ _ _ _ _ _ __

tj

®

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

IINI'ERNATIONAL
I
01810 (617) 475-5040

Square, Andover, Mass.
I ElmT~ronto.

.
1..
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gram operates in a standalone mode on
large IBM mainframes and overwrites
the entire disc, LABEL, VTOC tracks, and
all. "SASE is to disc packs as degaussing
equipment is to magnetic tape," according to the vendor. The program
can also be used to certify disc packs
and measure timing variations.
We're told it took an average elapsed
time of 18 minutes on an IBM 3701158
to perform a triple overwrite on a 3330
double density volume. The program
needs 256K of memory and can ovcrwrite several packs at the same time.
The number of packs (2314, 3330,
3340, 3350, or equivalent) is limited
by the number of disc channels. The
first copy of SASE is priced at $1,750,
with discounts for mUltiple copies.
SANDERS ASSOCIATES, INC., Corporate
Systems Software Dept., Nashua, N.H.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 285 ON READER CARD
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Atlanta • New York. Washington, D.C.• Philadelphia
Chicago. San Diego. Houston. Columbus, OH • San Francisco
Registered trademark of Software International
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personal computing
Portia Isaacson, Contributing Editor

Machine time on a business personal
computer costs less than $5 per day
when amortized over a five-year period, and that microcomputer is capable
of saving several times its cost by performing the myriad of simple data
processing tasks found in almost any
company. This simple economic fact is
the reason many businesses are finding
multitudes of applications for microcomputers.
The savings and loan association is
an excellent example of a business with
a wealth of applications ideally suited
to a microcomputer. Two Dallas savings and loans recently have installed
microcomputers for the daily operations of taking deposits, paying interest, and making home loans. The idea
and software for these applications was
developed by Frank Hoffer, a consultant and former savings and loan dp
manager.
The first of the two Dallas companies to install a microcomputer, Exchange Savings and Loan Assn., is a
medium-sized savings and loan with
$100 million in assets and about 50
employees. Most of Exchange's data
processing needs are satisfied by an online system provided by a service bureau. However, there were enough
small applications not being done by
the service bureau to easily justify the
microcomputer. In fact, Exchange estimates a $7,000 annual savings based
on just those applications initially delivered.
Exchange uses an 8080-based microcomputer with 32KB of main memory,
dual 8-inch floppy discs which store
512KB, and an extended BASIC interpreter, all for a total price of $5,000.
For input! output a DEcwriter LA36 was
leased, with maintenance, for $86 per
month.
The application software for Exchange was written entirely in BASIC
in less than four weeks. The package
comprised eight different applications
consisting of about 2,700 BASIC statements.
One application at Exchange is the
preparation of new account letters and
closed account stuffers. Form letters
are stored on disc and written on demand to a list of names and addresses
entered in a different disc file. Not only
do the new account letters give the
company a marketing advantage, but
a dollar savings is realized on the required twice-yearly audits.
224

Listing assets

The fixed assets application maintains a password-protected list of furniture, fixtures, and equipment owned
by Exchange on disc, and calculates
depreciation reports on demand. A
description of the asset, asset identification, original cost, salvage value, two
'accumulated depreciation fields, depreciation calculation method codes,

which should compare exactly with the
bank statement. The disc file is purged
so that' it contains only outstanding
checks. This very simple application
annually saves Exchange nearly twice
the amortized cost of the microcomputer system.
Before the microcomputer, Exchange paid a nearby bank $2 each for
mortgage amortization schedules. Typically, a schedule was purchased each
day for a customer. Now a 21-statement BASIC program saves numerous
trips to the bank and earns Exchange
$250 each year in fees paid by customers for amortization schedules. Clearly, the value of this simple application
is not determined by the number of
program statements required.
Twenty questions

cost center, date of purchase, and value
depreciated to date are maintained for
up to 2,000 assets on a single file. The
list' can be displayed and modified as
necessary and a report can be generated on demand showing the depreciation information for each item. The depreciation methods allowed are: no
depreciation, straight line, double declining, and sum-of-the-months-digits.
Before buying the microcomputer,
Exchange calculated depreciation manually. If you've ever done depreciation
calculations, then you know why they
used the simplest methods. Now they
have increased their profits by taking
advantage of more complex depreciation techniques.
Checks and balances

Before the microcomputer, check
reconciliatiori at Exchange occupied
all of one employee's time. A list of
outstanding checks was maintained on
paper. When the monthly statement
· was received, the 6,000 to 7,000 cancelled checks were marked off and
another list was made of the remaining
· outstanding checks. The technique was
time-consuming and error-prone. The
· check reconciliation program maintains a data base on disc of outstanding
checks. When the monthly bank statement is received, the check numbers
are entered on the DEcwriter's 10-key
pad. The program then produces a listing of cancelled checks and balance

Customers asked questions about
accounts; they either were not answered or were answered with a high
probability of error. Now the microcomputer provides the answers. The
first type of question is, "How much
would I have if I put in X dollars each
month for the next Y months?" Similar
to the first, but specific to self-employment pension plans, the second question is, "How much would I have if I
put in X dollars each year for Y
years?" Question number three, "How
much would [ have to put in to end up
with X dollars in Y months?" requires
the calculation of penalty factors for
early withdrawals. This calculation
was done manually and was very error.:.
prone.
The importance of all these questions as a service to the customer is
obvious. Although a direct savings may
not result, a marketing advantage is
certainly realized.
Reasonableness tests

Linear regression is used in several
types of reasonableness tests in the
savings and loan business. For example, monthly interest as a function of
average monthly savings balance is expected to be a linear relationsh~p. Routine usage of linear regression in
reasonableness tests can provide early
detection of errors in the service bureau operation.
Every mortgage loan requires an annual escrow analysis in order to determine if payments into the escrow account will be sufficient for the tax and
insurance payments. Exchange's 3,000
escrow analyses originally were done
DRTRMRTION
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by their service bureau once each year.
After the letters went out, the phones
rang off the hook for a few days with
questions about escrow accounts. With
the new microcomputer, the escrow
analyses can be spread out over the
year and done at the convenience of
the escrow department, which schedules an hour of the minicomputer's
time each day. Analyses are done each
day as the mortgage insurance comes
due.
Paying off

Installment loan payoff quotes are
complicated by the fact that interest is
taken into income using the rule of 78s.
Since all the interest is collected at the
time the loan is made, an early payoff
may mean a rebate must be made. Additionally, insurance may require a
rebate. Hand calculations of payoff are
very error-prone, and the service bureau was not being used because the
. data base wasn't completely trusted.
The microcomputer and a simple 150statement BASIC program now provide
quotations.
Wilhelm: part of the team

Several Exchange employees use
the microcomputer, including secretaries, accountants, and tellers. They have
accepted it as a working member of
their team. Soon after its arrival the
computer was named Wilhelm. One
reason Wilhelm has been so well accepted is the people-oriented user interface. He gently guides the user through
the programs. Each program is almost
completely self-instructing. Menu selection is used where possible. Messages are clear and occasionally exhibit
a sense of humor.
What happens when Wilhelm breaks?
The part most likely to fail is the
terminal, since it's mechanical. It is
leased with a maintenance contract so
service is easily obtained. Exchange
gets service on the computer and disc
at the computer store. Exchange personnel were instructed in disconnecting
the equipment and determining which
major component failed. If needed,
help is available by telephone. The
failed component is repaired at the
store. Between July and November,
there were two failures-the disc and
a memory board. In both cases the
computer was operational within two
hours. In the first case the computer
store fixed the memory board, and in
the second provided a loaner disc system. The applications presently running
on the microcomputer at Exchange are
not time-critical. Company business
can go on almost as usual even if the
computer goes down for a few days,
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although some operations will be delayed.
The relationship between Exchange
and the service bureau has benefited
from the purchase of the microcomputer. The Exchange employees have a
much better understanding of the data
processing operation, and they deal
with the service bureau as more knowledgeable users.
The Murray Savings Association installed its microcomputer soon after
Exchange. Murray also is a mediumsized savings and loan, has about 35
employees, but uses an 'in-house IBM
System/3 for most of their data processing functions. Several applications,
however, were found to be more suited

to the microcomputer. Their system is
identical to the one at Exchange, uses
most of the same software and has six
additional applications. Murray's system including hardware and software
cost less than $9,000.
Before the microcomputer, a Murray employee spent two days preparing
30 required reports on loans sold to
the Federal Home Loan Mortgage
Assn. The reports now are prepared in
only two hours.
A card file used to keep track of the
due date on 10,000 insurance policies
was replaced by a seven-page BASIC
program that performs the function of
the card ,file and also sorts the policies
by insurance agent so that fewer

Computer
Sciences I
Data Base
Exxon is seeking an individual with a B.S. or M.S. Degree in
Computer Science (or related discipline) and a minimum of 2
years data base experience that includes IMS-DLl1 or TOTAL
hands-on experience. On-line applications experien<:~e is
desirable; the programming environment is PLl1.
Candidates must also have good analytical skills, be experienced in technical evaluation of software and systems programming, and capable Qf making carefully thought-out recommendations. Good presentation and writing skills are important.

Programmer
We also seek a Programmer with an Associate Degree in Computer Science, or with equivalent experience, who meets the
following requirement:
• 2 years IMS application programming
experience
• 5 years coding experience, including 2
years of PU1
• ability to develop and document
procedures (including JCL)
• good written and oral communications
skills
A knowledge of IMSNS DC facilities is desirable, but not
essential.
We offer salaries commensurate with background and ex~
perience. The successful applicants can look forward to comprehensive benefits and long term career opportunities with
Exxon.
For prompt consideration, please send resume and salary
history in confidence to: Mr. Paul E. Pride, Exxon Corporation,
P.O. Box 153, Florham Park, N.J. 07932.

Elf(ON
We are an equal opportunity employer, mIt
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checks are written-fewer checks mean
fewer errors and money saved.
Payroll was done manually by the
controller before the microcomputer
was installed. Now the controller still
does it, but he has a computer to assist him. The payroll program consists
of 750 BASIC statements and can handle
up to 250 employees. The payroll program maintains a password-protected
file of information on employees. The
800 bytes of data maintained on each
employee can be displayed and 'modified as needed.
As the first step in making a payroll
run, the program sequences through
the list of employees, printing each
employee name and asking' for input
of the pay period information which
can include hours worked, overtime
worked,taxable extraordinary compensation, and non-taxable extraordinary
compensation. After all pay period
information has been entered, the payroll master is updated. Calculations
are made for the period, federal income tax, FICA, insurance, up to ' three
special withholdings, federal and state
employment taxes, quarter-to-date totals, and y~ar-'to-date totals. The payroll information then is printed in summary form so that it can be checked

for reasonableness. The checks can be
printed on command. All the reports
needed by the employer' for taxes and
FICA also are available.
Possibly the most interesting application is a program that selects packages of loans for resale. A buyer of a
loan package can specify a wide variety
of parameter ranges that must be satisfied by the loans in the package. For
example, all loans in a package might
be required to be between 8 V2 % and
8 3A,% as well as satisfying several
other constraints. In fact, any combination of twelve unique types of constraints can be applied to a package.
Before the microcomputer, up to two
days were required to select a loan
package. Now it can be done in only
twenty minutes, giving Murray a significant competitive advantage when
several associations are bidding loan
packages to the same buyer. The opinion of the people at Murray is that the
use of the loan package selection program alone could easily pay for the
computer system.
Before the microcomputer at Murray, a set of ledger cards was used to
keep track of the real estate owned by
the company. All transactions associated with each piece of property were
recorded on the cards. (A transaction
may be an expense to be capitalized,
such as a roof repair; an expense item

such as lawn mowing; or income, in
the case of rent.) The microcomputer
has replaced the ledger cards. Additionally, the computer provides timely
and accurate reports on the status of
each piece of real estate.
A tickler file for loan commitments
was 'needed in order to plan cash requirements more accurately. The microcomputer was perfect for this application.
Murray calculated its total savings
due to the microcomputer at $450 per
month. This compares to $350 per
month in expense when the microcomputer is amortized over a three-year
period.
. What can be learned from these applications?
First, personal computers are being
used for serious business applications,
not only in small businesses, but also
in not-so-small businesses where the
application calls for the economy of
the microcomputer.
Even if a large computer is available,
some applications are more economical on a microcomputer.
Very simple applications can save
a lot of money and provide a company
with the tools it needs to be competitive.
Finally, the low-cost microcomputer
makes feasible computer applications
0
that could not be justified.

ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK
The Asian Development Bank is an international development finance institution, based in Manila,
Philippines and established for the purpose of lending funds, promoting investment and providing technical assistance
to developing member countries, and generally, for fostering economic growth in the Asian region.
The Bank offers challenging opportunities to highly qualified and experienced professionals'who seek
employment either on a career or fixed term basis and invites applications for the following positions:
SENIOR INFORMATION SYSTEMS SPECIALlSTTo establish and lead a computer service group which will
provide information for management decision making and
technical assistance aimed at improving existing information systems and procedures; to define future information
processing needs with users and to develop the necessary,
systems and monitor their implementation; to evaluate data
processing equipment and software and to oversee their
installation, commissioning and operation. Candidates for
this position will preferably hold an advanced degree in finance or business administration and have a minimum of
fifteen years of broad based professional experience in
computer operations of which at least ten years should be
in information processing with line responsibility for a computer service group together with experience of project

management in computer systems or p:·ogramming. Extensive knowledge of, and familiarity with, the installation and
operation of computing hardware and of negotiations with
suppliers of computing equipment and software is desirable. Fluency in English is essential.
ANALYST/PROGRAMMERTo develop overall specifications for major systems or applications program design projects; to assist in the evaluation
of dIp equipment and software and the installation, testing
and commissioning of information systems, and in the
analysis of systems and programs for use within the Bank.'
Candidates should possess a university degree, preferably
in mathematics, be fluent in English and have a minimum
of five years of relevant professional experience.

Attractive salaries and compre\1ensive fringe benefits will be offered to successful candidates, who
will be based in Manila, Philippines.
Interested persons should send their curriculum vitae, including present salary, quoting Ref. No. US5,

to:
PERSONNEL DIVISION
ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK
P.O. BOX 789
MANILA, PHILIPPINES
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Just two years ago we received
our first signed contract in the
mail: This month we received
our 350th. Here"s why •••

SOFTWARE MARKETPLACE
A.P. Publications Ltd. . ............... 228
Bancroft Computer Systems ........... 227
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FLEE/FUM

FAQS
A combination package
which incorporates
Console Spooling and
Partition Balancing into
one low cost product.

MCPU
The only logical way to
manage DOS/VS in a VM
or multiple CPU environment.

DP MARKETPLACE

The most widely used
DOS/VS Linkage-editor
and Library Maintenance
replacement package in
thp world.

American Used Computer Corporation .. 228
COMBUR ............................ 229

GOAL SYSTEMS CORP.

In Europe.
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P.O. Box 29481
Columbus, Ohio 43229

Westinghouse Management Systems S.A.
41 Avenue George-V
75008 Paris
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UTILITY BILLING
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Order today - PB-229 771/CPM $250.00. Outside North
American continent prices on request from:

NTIS

National Technical Information Servicp
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Springfield, VA 22161

For more information on this and other NTIS Computer
Products. contact the Computer Products Office at (703) 5574763 or write to the address above.
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• GENERAL LEDGER
•

PAYROLL

Multicompany Systems With Both User and
Systems Documentation Comprehensive Systems at Modest Prices

Bancroft Computer Systems
P.O. Box 1533, Dept. D
West Monroe, La. 71291
(318) 388-2236

SYSTEMACS is a disciplined methodology
for the creation of complete information
systems""':requirements, analysis, specifications, programming and maintenance. A
sequentially logical series of tools,
SYSTEMACS enforces standards for all of
the participants-user, analyst, programmer
and operations. SYSTEMACS controls
every phase of the system life cycle comprehensively, concisely, effectively and
economically. It provides tools that handle
job design, program implementation and
quality assurance, which account for over 50
percent of development costs. SYSTEMACS
provides the bridge between theory and
reality-tried, tested, proven.

Before you make any system
decision, talk to the people from macs·.
Software productivity is our business
... and yours too!

ffiI
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macs
:management and computer services. inc.
790 valley forge plaza
( valley forge. pa. 19482
215-265-2910
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SELL YOUR
SORWARE·
IN THE

CS-TRAN converts1401 object
code to ANS COBOL for IBM
360/370, UNIVAC, and RCA.
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Over 400 users have eliminated
emulator rental and the costs of
system slowdowns caused by
emulation,

MARKETPLACE
CALL GINGER
203-661-5400

®

system development methodology

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE BIF AND 0/1

•

• Six Models
• FORTRAN IV Language
~""";
"('~O
~~
• Computes Air Pollution
~
~
-Short-Term Concentrations
~,...
.
-Long-Term Concentrations
~
- Carbon Monoxide Concentrations
.. ~
• Interactive (I)-BATCH (B) Mode
~~
~
-HIWAY (I)
-PTMAX (I)
-COM (B)
-PTDIS (I)
-APRAC (B) -PTMIP (I)
.
~

system acs

RPG II SYSTEMS

Can you afford not to join them?

C-S Computer Systems Inc.
Systems and Software Consultants
90 John Street, Suite1602, New York, NY10038 • 212/349-3535
Member SIA

6;

Software Industry Association
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SOFTWARE MARKETPLACE
FINANCIAL SOFTWARE IN 1978?
• Accounts Payable/Purchase Control
• Fixed Asset Accounting
Nifty shoes that pinch the toes are worse
than no shoes at all. 50 it is with financial software. For a system to wear well over the years
it must be designed and supported to accomodate the needs of both the end user and the
data processing personnel responsible for its
installation. operation and maintenance. Our
customers will tell you that our software
systems do just that.
H your plans call for financial systems then
the time is right for you to begin measuring
our software in terms of both style and fit. Our
systems are running in a variety of computer
environments and are written in AN5-COBOl.
We are anxious to tell you more. Drop us a line
describing your needs and we will do the rest
i - a t your direction. of course.

D.ATA

~

1333 LAWRENCE EXPRESSWAY, STE 418

MINI/MICROCOMPUTER USERS
SPEAK OUT.

Data booklet on specialized
software information
systems covering:
*IiENERAl SOfTWARE
*DATABASE SOfTWARE
*MICROBIINI SOfTWARE

DESIGN SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA 95051
ASSOCIATES
(408) 985-2570
.- ._.,--._------_._. ------.-----.--

A. P. Publications Ltd
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322 ST. JOHN STREET·

LONDON,.E.C.1

The most comprehensive analysis ever of
the Mini/Microcomputer market has been
compiled by DATAMATION Magazine in a
200-page report that is essential reading for
industry analysts, market planners, sales
executives as well as users themselves.
CHARTER OFFER SAVES $35. This first
in a series of annual DATAMATION Mini/
Microcomputer survey reports is offered at
a $35 saving off the regular price of $365
until October 15, 1977.

DRTRMRTIDN@
~

35 Mason St.. Greenwich. Conn. 06830
(203) 661-5400

AUTOCODER
TO
COBOL

RPG TO COBOL
I"lataware's software translator converts
RPG and RPG II programs to the industry
standard ANS COBOL (DOS or OS). The
translator achieves an extremely high percentage of automatic conversion (approaching 100%) of the source code.
For information on our translators please
write or call today.
'

•
•
•
•

RPG/RPGII·To·PL/1
PLl1·To-COBOL
Easycoder/Tran·to-COBOL
BAL/ALC·to-COBOL
• 7070/7074 Autocoder·ta-CQBOL
• COBOL·to-COBOL
• SPS/1400 Autocoder·to-COBOL

B>
~
~

Dataware,lnC.
495 Delaware Street
Tonawanda, New York 14150
(716) 695·1412
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VSAM LOAD DLI/IMS VSAM UPDATE
INTERNAL SORT - QUIKSORT
Report Writer. Database Utility
C
C
Intelligent Utility. Mini-language
F
F
o Increase Programmer Productivity o
62
Reduce Turnaround Time

n

THE PERFORMANCE EXPANDER
In use by over 400 companies. Three
consecutive years on "Datapro Honor Roll."
ICP Million Dollar Software Club.
Call Mac or Bob, (513) 435-9514, send your
card with this ad, or write for more details.
VSAM RANDOM
ISAM

VSAM SEQNTL
DBOMP

OTHER DATE-BASES

SYSTEM SUPPORT SOFTWARE, INC.
5230 Springboro Pike • Dayton, Ohio 45439
CIRCLE 162 ON READER CARD
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PL/1 TO COBOL
Dataware's
software
translator
automatically converts from IBM PLl1 to ANS
COBOL (DOS or OS). The Translator is
capable of handling IBM OS or DOS (48
!Jr 60 character set) source programs as
input.
For information on our other translators,
please check the appropriate box below and
send direct to Dataware.

o
o
o
o

Easycoder ITran·to-COBOL
BALI ALC·to-COBOL
7070/7074 Autocoder·ta-COBOL
COBOL·to-COBOL

tI
B>

Da~aware,lnc.
495 Delaware Street
Tonawanda. New York 14150
(716) 695·1412
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TECHNICAL PUBLISHING COMPANY

Dataware's software translator automatically
converts a high percentage of Autocoder
source code to ANS COBOL (DOS or OS).
The translator converts from:

•
•
•
•
•

IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM

B>

fl ..
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can be mixed
in a single
source
program.

Dataware, Inc.
495 Delaware Street
Tonawanda, New York 14150
(716) 695-1412
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.....- _•. SEND FOR

FREE

for
DATA GENERAL'S MINI·COMPUTERS
OPERATING WITH ROOS

UNIVERSAL COMPUTING SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O. Box 3597
Evansville, IN 47734
(812) 423-1841

}

DP MARKETPLACE

COBOL
Sequential, Random, and ISAM disk files.
Up to 32 million bytes per disk file.
Three levels of subscripting.
Full editing capability.
Up to 30 characters in data and paragraph
names.
PFRFORM statements may be nested to. any
level.
,
Conditional statements may be nested to ten
levels.
Automatic decimal place alignment.
Automatic sign control.
14 di&it numeric accuracy for display data.
48 bit accuracy for binary data.
Assembler subroutines.
5 key stand alone SORT.
Supports moving and fixed head disks, mag·
netic tape, cassette tape, paper tape, card
readers, line printers, and consoles.

1401
1401 SPS
1440
1410·
7010

PRICE LIST
ON DEC
EQUIPMENT

TODAY.!
DEPT. 0-1

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

VT20B

EDIT SUBSYSTEM

with: 16K racle mounted PDPll/05,
(2) 16)(64 char CRT display terminals.
(storage to 10K ASCII char. per CRT)
Local or remote communications

AMERICAN USED COMPUTER
CORPORATION

617-261-1100

P.O. BOX 68, KENMORE STA., BOSTON, MA 02215
CIRCLE 164 ON READER CARD
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DP MARKETPLACE

JOB MARKETPLACE

PROGRAMMERS
AND ANALYSTS

BURROUGHS USERS

Free Employment Service
Northeast, Southeast & Midwest U.S.

YOU CAN SAVE UP TO 50%
ON YOUR PERIPHERALS

Scientific and commercial applications. Software development and systems programming
• Telecommunications • Control systems •
Computer engineering. Computer marketing
and support
Call or send resume or rough notes of objectives, salary, location restrictions, education
and experience (including computers, models,
operating systems and languages) to either
one of our locations. Our client companies
pay all of our fees.

PRINTERS:
-1800 Ipm (Same source as Burroughs
for the 9246-2) $33,000
-MICR on line (First Time) $47,000
-Controlers for PCC or DlP are also available

I

RSVP SERVICES, Dept. D
Suite 700, One Cherry Hill Mall
Cherry. Hill, New Jersey 08002
(609) 667-4488
RSVP SERVICES, Dept. D
Suite 300, Dublin Hall
1777 Walton Road
Blue Bell, Penna. 19422
(215) 629-0595

TAPE UNITS:
-6250 bpi Operating Now
-1600 bpi. up to 200 ips
-Uses proven STC drives and controlers

RSVP SERVICES
Employment Agency for
Computer Professionals

MAIN MEMORY for large Scale systems
(6700, 6800)
-Core in 393,216 byte increments
-325 ns access time
-Comparable to Burroughs planar
memory
-Purchase price $48,000
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Computer
Editor

3025 Palos Verdes Drive N.
Palos Verdes Estates, CA 90274
(213) 378·7002
(301) 299-3038
(604) 273-9940

Major NYC professional publisher requires
individual with EE degree and experience in
computer industry. Position requires organized thinker, self starter, able to meet
deadlines in reporting, researching, writing
and editing for international publication
IEEE SPECTRUM.
We offer salary commensurate with experience along with an outstanding benefits
program.
Please send resume including salary requirements to:
Mr. E. G. Logan, Personnel Manager
345 E47thSt
HE INSTITUTE OF
New York
NY 10017

8.
~
~

ELECTRICAL AND Equal
ELECTRONICS
Opportunity
Employer M/F
ENGINEERS,INC. . . ._ _ _111

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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JOB MARKETPLACE

Don't just look for· a new job.

CYBEI\SEAI\CH
WE ARE UNIQUE
Present client needs have created a multitude of challenging positions for data
processing people. Here are some of them:

$18·29K
INSURANCE/EDP
Tremendous Growth
$20·45K
MARKETING/TIMESHARING
Management Opportunities
$25·35K
MIS MANAGER
Leading Co. in Field
$12·18K
SYSTEMS ANAL YST· NO PROG.
Financial & Acctg. Applications .
Please forward rl;lsume, or call (312)
other positions.

TECH SUPPORT SPECIALIST
State of the Art
RPGIIPROG/ANALYST
Excellent Product Line
COBOL PROG/ANAL YST
New Facilities
PL·l or UCC TEN DICTIONARY
Outstanding Opportunity

$18·30K
$12·18K
$12·22K
$12·20K

454-8490 to investigate these and

CONTR.OL DATA CYBER.SEAR.CH
I';:J 1::\ an employment agency of

\::I ~ CONTRPL DATA CO~PORATION
214 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60601
CIRCLE 165 ON READER CARD
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Using rented
modems in
audio/response?
Save costs,
save space,
with Audioport.

Low-cost
Audioport 400
pays out against
telephone company rental
in as little as 12 to 18
months! And the space
savings are just as.
spectacular: this multiple
modem pack holds up to
12 in the space of a single
403E or two 401J modems.
And Audioport 400 is
available. You are never
on the waiting listwhether you order one or
one hundred.
Audioport 400 is the
answer in audio/response
modems-the interface
for Transcom terminals,
push button phones and
other portable terminals.
Many installations.
Names on request.
Customers will tell you
our product support
measures up right to the
products. Write or call
Transcom, a Subsidiary of
Hi-G Incorporated, 580
Spring Street, Windsor
Locks, CT 06096.
(203) 623-2481

I~b~~r~~~.~c.

H.
!!I
I:i
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Software
Specialists

'II

The Boeing Company, in Seattle, Washington, is
seeking computer professionals for a variety.of important assignments on a wide range of systems including:

II

• Energy Management/Control Systems
• Military Command/Control Systems
• Military & Space Avionics Systems
.: Surface Transportation Systems
Challenging opportunities exist in the following areas:
OPERATIONAL SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
• Design and develop software for simulators, operational systems, automatic test equipment and other
special-purpose or realtime applications.
SOFTWARE/COMPUTING SYSTEM DESIGN
AND ANALVSIS
• Analyze system hardware, software and operator requirements to support establishment of a system architecture.
• Perform systems analyses and. trade studi.e~.to support design concepts, new business acquIsition and
proposal activities.
SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER SYSTEM TEST
AND EVALUATION
• Design and develop hardware and software test concepts and environments to support operational software and computer systems test.
• Conduct software tests.
Candidates for these opportunities must have a BS
degree or higher in Engineering or Computer Science
and be a U.S. citizen.
Attractive salary, fringe benefits and moving allowances will be offered qualified candidates. And living is
a pleasure in the unspoiled Northwest with its many recreational and sports activities and relaxed life-styles.
Look into these opportunities.
Send your resume to The Boeing Company, P.O.
Box 3707-LLB, Seattle, WA 98124.
An equal opportunity employer.
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Company ................ 96, 97
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Asian Development Bank ........ 226
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Basic/Four Corporation ......... 78
,Basic Timesharing Inc. . ......... 209
The Boeing Company ........... 230
Boeing Computer Services, Inc. 198, 199
Broomall Industries Inc. . ........ 192
Bruning Division of Addressograph
Multigraph ............. 104, 105
Burroughs Corporation .......... 111

Centronics Data Computer
Corp. . ............. 22, 204, 205
Computer Devices Inc........... 177
Computer Professionals' Book
Club .............. 145, 146, 147
Control Data Corporation . . . . . . .. 67
Cullinane Corporation .......... 86

Data General Corporation .... 16, 172
Data 100 Corporation ....... 184, 185
Datacorp ..................... 178
DatagraphiX .................. 134
Datapoint Corporation .. 43, 44, 45, 46
Dataproducts ............. 158, 159
Datum, Peripheral Products
Division ................ Cover 3
Delta Airlines ................. 221
Di-An Controls, Inc.............. 131
A. B. Dick/Scott ............... 156
Digi-Log Systems, Inc. . ........ " 83
Digital Equipment Corporation
.. ........ 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 138
Documation Incorporated .. . . . . .. 9

Educational Enterprises ......... 222
Elgar Corporation .............. 150
Elsevier/North Holland Inc ....... 176
Epic Data .................... 217
Exxon Corporation ............. 225

Floating Point Systems, Inc...... " 77.
Florida Department of
Commerce ................. 221
. Four-Phase Systems ............ 5
Fox-Morris Personnel Consultants .. 242

~IIEING
Getting people together

General Automation .......... 24, 25
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........

Gould Inc., Instrument
Systems Division . . . . . . . . . . . .. 82
Graphic Controls Corporation ... 50, 51
GTE Automatic Electric
Laboratories ................ 236
GTE Sylvania ................. 233

Harris Computer Systems .. 20, 21, 202
Harris Corporation, Communications
and Information Handling .. 152, 153
Hazeltine Corporation .......... 149
Hewlett-Packard ..... 28-36, 132, 133
Honeywell ,Information Systems
............. 125, 126, 127, 128
Human Designed Systems, Inc...... 74

IBM ....................... 52-61
Infonet A Division of Computer
Sciences Corporation ......... 220
Inforex ...................... 48
Informatics, Inc. . ... , ............ 38
Informatics Inc., Software
Products .................... 19
Information Terminals Corp ....... 71
Infoton ....................... 98
Interface '78 .... : ......... 163-1.70
International Data Sciences,
Inc................... : .... 238
ITT Telecommunications Technology
Center .................... 235

Kennedy Co................ Cover 2

Lear Siegler, Inc................ 207
Lesametric, Division of Metric
Resources Corporation ........ 103

Martin Marietta Data Systems ..... 203
Mathematica Products Group . . . .. 2
Megadata Corporation . . . . . . . . .. 8
Memorex .................... 79
Microdata Corporation .. 122, 123, 174
MIMI'78 .................... ,194
Mini-Computer Systems, Inc ....... 175
MiniComputer Technology ....... 205
The Mitre Corporation ... '........ 241
Modular Computer Systems, Inc142, 143
Mohawk Data Sciences ......... 187
Moore Business Forms, Inc. . . . . . .. 47

NCE Terminals & Communications,
Inc........................ 204
NCR Corporation ............ 72, 73
NCR Terminal Systems
Division ....... , ........ 231,· 232
Norton, Kleven and Co., Inc....... 242

TERMINAL SYSTEMS
DIVISION·DAYTON
DAYTON, OHIO
Terminal Systems Division-Dayton is people-performance people-accepting
challenges. Our Engineering StaH is a leader in the design and implementation
of Financial Systems. The requirements of the systems business are constantly
changing, providing unlimited opportunities for the creative individual.
Openings currently exist at all levels for individuals possessing a background
in the following areas:

PROGRAMMERI
SYSTEMS ANALYST

PROGRAMMERI
ENGINEER

•
•
•
•
•

Microprocessors
Minicomputers
Operating Systems
Distributed Processing Networks
Systems Simulation/SIMSCRIPT or
GPSS
• Systems Constructors & Generators
• 8080 Assembly
• Assembly & COBOL Languages

• Microcomputer Devices
• Semiconductor Technology
• Microprocessors, Memories
& Logic Families
• Device Characterization Testing
• Computer Controller Test Equipment
• Test Program Development
• Data Analysis
• Communications Design

Requires a
Math.

Requires BSEE with interests in hard.
ware!software.

BS!MS in CS, EE, or

We welcome responses from new graduates as well as experienced
personnel. .

SYSTEMS
ENGINEERS

COMMUNICATIONS
DESIGN

•
•
•
•

Systems Design
Hardware/Software Development
Systems Architecture
Microprocessor-Minicomputer
Systems
• Distributed Processing Networks

• ISO Async
• Bi-Sync

Requires a BS!MS in EE, CS, or
Math. 5 to 7 years experience preferred.

Requires a BS in EE or CS. 3 or more
years experience preferred.

• SOLe

• Microcomputers

We invite you to be a part of our future. Submit your resume and
salary requirements to:

Employment Department, 0·1
Terminal Systems Division-Dayton
NCR Corporation
Dayton, Ohio 45479
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Okidata Corporation ........... 4
Omron Corporation of America,
Information Products Division .. 109

January,

1978
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SENIOR SOFTWARE
ENGINEERS
They will provide direction in the planning section of our Retail Systems Software
or~anization, being responsible for interpreting systems specifications and developing
operating systems, language, and diagnostic ~equirements for future retail systems.
Should be familiar with evaluating system software performance in a Real Time
processing environment. A degree and from 3-7 years applicable experience will
round out your qualifications.

SYSTEMS ANALYST
PoOoSo Terminal Systems
For the Fast Food and Resturant Industry. The prime responsibilities are structuring
and leading the development of Point-of-Sale Terminal subsystems and coordinating
the programming and module requirements with respect to the rest of the system.
In addition, you will be providing the primary technical interface to junior software
personnel.
Must have the ability to visualize the software system from both a general as well
as a specific point of view and to make intelligent decisions on software tradeoffs.
An applicable degree will round out your qualifications.
Ths is a highly visible position in our hospitality terminal systems g roup offering
substantial growth opportunities.

SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEER
Will serve as Senior Technical Advisor to his/her department in the area of telecommunications and will consult with the Marketing division and customers regarding complex multivendor interfaces and networks in communications.
Some of the tasks will be to develop and maintain binary synchronous, SOLC, and
. asynchronous communication software on a realtime mini based Supermarket
System. You will provide direction on non-NCR central systems in NCR Retail' networks with respect to appropriate interfaces for Retail Systems. Perform analysis of
communication systems for configuration, performance, design, and solve complex
field problems.
The individual should possess an applicable technical degree and understand
communication protocol, hardware, and software and the overall experience should
include 5 years experience with multivendor communication system design. Moreover, expertise in IBM-BTAM, VTAM, and systems generation highly desirable.
Your overall software/systems experience should be in the 8-10 year range.
This is a highly visible, lead software systems engineering position in NCR's
Retail Point-of-Sale facility in east central Ohio.

We invite your inquiry 'at your earliest convenience.

Robert W. Donovan
Terminal Systems Division
NCR Corporation
Box 728
Cambridge, Ohio 43725
614/439-0291
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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If you're looki ng for a career in
communications software, with a
wide array of projects and opportunities, your choice should be
Sylvania. Ours is a far-reaching or- .
ganization embracing many different areas of software specification
and we need top people to join our
highly successful professionals in
each area.
Varied as these positions are, they
have certain pOints in common.
Each provides creative latitude, responsibility and the chance to work
on advanced DOD or commercial
programs. And our communications systems feature state-of-theart development across the board.
If you'd like to expand your experience in one~r more of the following
areas, then choose Sylvania.

DSIGNAL PROCESSING
DCOMPUTER CONTROLLED
SECURE COMMUNICATIONS
D PACKETIZED VOICE
COMMUNICATIONS
D DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING
ARCHITECTURE
D AUTOMATIC TECHNICAL
CONTROL
D DESIGN AUTOMATION
DSOFTWARE QUALITY
ASSURANCE
D MACHINE AIDED SOFTWARE
DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
D REAL TIME SYSTEMS
DSYSTEMS DIAGNOSTICS FOR
MAINTENANCE SUPPORT
D ELECTRONIC TELEPHONY
SWITCHING SYSTEMS
DVOICE AND DATA
COMMUNICATIONS

As a world leader in total communications systems, the Eastern Division of GTE Sylvania is committed
to finding the best software professionals. We offer you excellent
salaries, a professional career environment and one of the finest
benefit packages in the industry.
Come to Sylvania and create tomorrow's communications today.
Please forward your resume outlining salary history to Fred R.
Brown, GTE Sylvania, Eastern
Division, 77"A" Street, Needham,
MA02194.

As an equal opportunity employer
M/F, we encourage minority and female
applicants.
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This announcement is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation of an offer to buy these securities.
The offer is made only by the Prospectus.
New Issue

December 15, 1977

700,000 Shares

Tandem Computers Incorporated
Common Stock

Price $11.50 Per Share

Copies of the Prospectus may be obtained in any State in
which this announcement is circulated only from such of the
undersigned as may legally offer these secljrities in such State.

L.F. ROTHSCHILD, UNTERBERG, TOWBIN

ROBERTSON, COLMAN, SIEBEL & WEISEL

. BACHE HALSEY
STUART SHIELDS
Incorporated
.
BLYTH EASTMAN
DILLON & CO.
lricorporoted

THE FIRST BOSTON CORPORATION
DONALDSON,
LUFKIN &JENREnE
.
Securities Corporo!ion

GOLDMAN, SACHS & CO.

DREXEL BURNHAM
LAMBERT
Incorporated
.

HORNBLOWER,
WEEKS, NOYES & TRASK
.
.
In~orporated

E. F. HUnON & COMPANY INC.

KIDDER,
PEABODY
& CO.
.
Incorporated .

KUHNIncorpprated
LOEB & CO.

LEHMAN BROTHERS

LOEB RHOADES & CO. INC.

NEW COURT SECURITIES CORPORATION

REYNOLDS SECURITIES INC.

Incorporated

SMITH
BARNEY, Incorporated
HARRIS UPHAM
& CO.
".
.
DEAN
WinER & CO..
.
. Incorporated'
ALEX. aROWN & SONS
OPPENH~IMER
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& CO., INC.

B~AR,

WERTHEIM & CO., INC.
STEARNS & CO.

WHITE,Incorporoted
WELD & CO.

SHEARSON HAYDEN STONE INC.
HAMBRECHT & QUIST
PIPER, JAFFRAY & HOPWOOD
I ncorporoted
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Technical
Publishing Company

SOFTWARE/HARDWARE
DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS

Arthur L. Rice, Jr., Chairman of the Board
James B. Tafel, President & Chief Executive
Officer
Gardner F. Landon, Exec. Vice President
Robert L. Dickson, Exec. Vice President
Calverd F. Jacobson, Financial Vice President
and Treasurer
Thomas A. Reynolds, Jr., Secretary
M. Jay Turner, Jr., Director of Publishing Services
Paul C. Jarvis, Director of Information Services

A

workable,

dual ladder

Advertising Offices
Eastern District Managers
A. Treat Walker,
Warren A. Tibbetts: Greenwich, Ct. 06830
35 Mason St. (203) 661·5400
New England District Manager & Vice' President
Warren A. Tibbetts: Manchester, N.H. 03104
112 W. Haven Rd
(603) 625·9498
Midwest District Manager
John M. Gleason: Chicago, 111.60611
444 No •. Michigan Ave.
(312) 644·3970
Western District Managers
Alan Bolte, Jr.: Los Angeles, Calif. 90035
1801 S. La Cienega Blvd.
(213) 559·5111
James E. Filiatrault: Mountain View, CA 94043
2680 Bayshore Frontage Rd.
Suite 401
(415) 965·8222
U.K., Scandinavia, Benelux
Intergroup Communications, Inc.
Wal/ace K. Ponder, European Director
Paul D. Dimmock, Regional Manager
31 Lyncroft Avenue
Pinner, Middx, HA5 lJU
England
Tel: (01) 868 9289
Cables: pACOM, Pinner
Germany, Austria, Eastern Europe
Fritz Taeuber
Soltauer Strasse 85
0·314 Lueneburg
Germany
Tel: (041 31) 4 38 49
France, Switzerland, Italy, Spain
Gerard Lasfargues
32 rue Desbordes Valmore
75016 Paris
France
Tel: (1) 288 9022
Japan
Shigeru Kobayashi
Japan Advertising Communications, Inc.
New Ginza Building
3·13 Ginza 7·chome
Chuo·ku, Tokyo 104, Japan
Tel. (03) 571·8748

Technical Publishing Company

~
It

Business Magazines
Consumer Books
Training Systems

Consulting Engineer
Datamation
Electric Light & Power
Plant Engineering
Plant Engineering Directory and
Specifications Catalog
Pollution Engineering
Power Engineering
purchasing World
Research/ Development
TPC Training Systems
OBI Books, Inc.

promotion policy
... one of many reasons for joining
lIT Telecommunications Technology Center
Whether you choose to advance as a technical professional, or move into
management, you'll have an equally rewarding ca'reer at ITt Telecommunications Technology Center. Our dual ladder promotion policy guarantees
parallel promotion and salary increases.
Other reasons for jOining us iriclude our strong commitment to achieving
state-of-the-art developments in telephony in creating an advanced
local digital switching system. For you, it all means a future of challenging
assign.ments - always involving the iatest technology in your specialty.
Salaries are highly competitive; benefits are excellerit. Our Connecticut
location provides ideal living conditions and easy access to varied cufturaf/
educational facilities and mountain and shore recreational attractions.
Apply now, and explore career opportunities in the following areas:

HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT
•
•
•
•

Analog/Digital Interfaces
Processor Design
Physical Design.
Advanced Manufacturing
Technology

•
•
•
•

LSI Design
Manufacturing Test
Line/Trunk Circuit Design
Microprocessor Application

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
• Compilers, Loaders and
Link Editors
• Operating Systems
• Microprocessor Eniulation
• Test Systems
• Diagnostics and Administration

• Software Design
Methodology
• Call Processing
• Signalling Systems
• Exch~nge Data Base
• Data Base Management

Please send resume, including salary history, in full confidence to
Mr. Robert A. VerNooy

·I. . ...I...L
mm

Telecommunications
Technology Center

1351 Washington Blvd., Stamford, Connecticut 06902

An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F
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CALL TOLL FREE
(800) 323·1966
In Illinois (800) 942-0491
Monday thru Friday from 8 am to 5 pm cst
These are long term, open-end programs that are planned to maintain the state-of-the-art development
through the complete evolution of world telecommunications. You will be able to maintain your expertise at this
high level through advanced research projects, as well as in on-~oing prototype developments. The range of
challenge stretches from the outer reaches of sophisticated architecture concepts to complex systems design,
implementation and debugging. These are some of our immediate openings:

SOFTWARE DESIGN ENGINEER
Responsible for the specification, design and testing of telephone systems support software, network and
control software, or maintenance and diagnostics software. Prefer a minimum of 3 years' experience in
structured desig n, coding, testing and documentation of progral1)s; development with large data base on multifile computers and real-time systems, HIPO design documentation, TSO usage and software simulation
techniques. Requires a BS or MS in Computer Science or Electrical Engineering and specialized study in the
use of PLl1, Fortran, Assembler, Intel 8080 and PDP-11 programming languages.

DATA BASE DESIGN
This position requires a minimum of 5 years' experience in the planning development, design and
implementation of data base software, including data base management systems administration. Your primary
responsibilities will be the development of data base system for a large on-going project including the
implementation, support and administration of systems.

TELETRAFFIC & PLANNING ENGINEER
Responsible for the analysis of teletraffic probability and queuing problems on digital and analog switching
systems and the development of computer programs for s~itching systems. Perform control and route
reliability studies, define and analyze problems for future systems features and their applications. Prefer a
minimum of 3 years' experience in real-time control systems teletraffic. problems, systems equipment
quantities specification, and exposure to switching system specification. Requires a BS or MS in Electrical
Engineering, Computer Science or Math and a strong statistical background and experience in PLl1 or Fortran
programming and model simulation.

MINI-COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS
We have specific assignments available on project development teams responsible for the design
implementation of various telecommunication processing systems utilizing minicomputers as the processing
element. Responsibilities will include the development of software programs for real-time operating systems as
well as unique hardware elements incorporated into the systems.
If unable to call send resume including recent salary history to:
Manager of Technical Employment
Dept. 471 A6

~ i:l1 AUTOmATIC ELECTRIC
[~:.!
_ =' LABORATORIES
400 N. Wolf Road
Northlake, IL 60164

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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CATAMATICN

This forum is offered for
readers who want to express
their opinion on any aspect of information
processing. Your contributions are invited.

theforum

interfaces such as ROBOT point toward a vast simplification
in the process of "programming" a personal computer. Currently there are personal computer software packages available to perform such mundane chores as household budgets
and menu planning, and there are innumerable business and·
scientific application packages available in turnkey form for
small computers.
Decentralization of computing facilities is progressing in
some cases as far as complete dissociation; in many companies today each department has its own minicomputer
dedicated to local applications. (It's difficult to say whether
this is progress or regression; nevertheless, it is an observed
trend.)
It seems rather simple, then, to extrapolate to the day
when a businessperson can "program" his or her own applications on his or her own personal computer, using a .~
descriptive or analytical language appropriate to the prob- .~:
lem rather than the largely procedural machine-oriented
languages in common use today.
Where does that leave the dp professional? The obvious

We might do our jobs so well that we
render ourselves obsolete.

Is There a Future
for Programmers?
Personal computing and
personal computers are
being viewed by some
people as the handwriting on the wall for the
dp professional. Interesting predictions about
personal computing include scenarios in which
pocket-sized computers
are more common than
wristwatches, or in
which every home has
its "comsole" (a term
coined by Arthur C. Clarke meaning a sort of cross between
a teletypewriter, television, and telephone-combining current communications technology and personal or home computing). It is being predicted that the personal computer
may extend into every facet of daily life, from home to
office. And the part that is worrying some people was expressed by Portia Isaacson (Oct. p. 210); she posed the
question of the valu~ and prestige of the dp professional in
an age when every kid on the block can write a program.
Everyman a programmer?

What are the implications for today's computer programmer? It's a rather startling question. Personal computing developments in the past few years-including the
pocket calculator-may be the iceberg-tip of a social upheaval as profound and pervasive as the Industrial Revolution. Or it may not be, although if the rapid acceptance of
the pocket calculator by the general public is any indication,
it is likely that by the end of the century (a conservative
estimate) . a computer in the home will be as common as a
telephone or television.
While personal computers today are nowhere near as
simple as the -telephone and television, trends seem to indicate that they will soon become so. Small business computers like the ADAM, which is claimed to require no programming, and the development of such "user-friendly"

]anuary,1978

worst case is: on the unemployment line. Ironically, we
might be doing our jobs so well that we are rendering
.
ourselves obsolete.
I think this is an extreme view, and that it will probably
not come to pass. Compare dp to some other professions:
anybody reading these comments is capable of writing English prose, yet how many of these readers are professional
authors? How many of them even want to spend the majority of their time writing? Similarly, innumerable children
play various sports and play them well, yet how many will
become professional athletes? In fields such as athletics and
the arts, talent has as much influence on professional status
as does inclination.
Success in our field also requires a certain amount .of
talent. (Although many will argue the nature and measurability of that talent, its existence is undeniable.) It is
entirely likely that there will be people with neither the
knack nor inclination to program their personal computers,
thus leaving at least one niche for the professional.
There are other niches, too. Consider all the software that
will be needed to support the casual user. Somebody will be
needed to develop that software, somebody who knows
more about computers than simply which buttons to push. ,
And business applications will most likely remain quite large
and complex, continuing to require the services of professionals. Research and development, as always, will remain ;:;
essentially undisciplined and unpredictable; the dp profes- :;.
sional will be needed there, too.
Professionalism in a non-profession?
What will change is the nature of our job. Programming

as we know it will probably become unnecessary. The wideopen potential for new applications and the increasing complexity of information-handling will place greater emphasis
on the creative general systems approach and require us to
concentrate on systems analysis, architecture, and design.
More important, we will need to be able to provide
greater product quality assurance than we can today, since
our users will likely be the general consumer who will insist
on things like warranties. Thus some additional tangible
mark of professionalism may be desired. Certification programs and self-assessment procedures indicate a trend in this
direction. Just as the general public typically has more
confidence in a medical person with an M.D. degree than
one without it, so it may be that our future users will have
more confidence in a certified or licensed professional dp
practitioner.
And, of course, there are those who are worried about
237
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our status in society. Will we remain a rather esoteric,
somewhat elite, and well-rewarded group? Or are we
destined for the same fate those ancient practitioners of the
arcane art of arithmetic met when Arabic numerals came
into general use?
The answer, I think, will be somewhere in the middle.

Will programmers join the tallow-makers
and wheelwrights of yore?
What is certain is that the nature of dp jobs will change, and
change profoundly, over the next decade or so. We would
do well to speculate on the nature of that change now, and
prepare ourselves for it, lest we belatedly discover ourselves
stranded in the company of the tallow-makers and wheelwrights of yore.
-Lois A. Rose

Ms. Rose is a senior staff consultant with Yourdon, inc.

The HAWK
lets you see data.
Captures and stores information.
Makes solving data communications
problems easy.

The Hawk 4000. It's IDS's new Data Trap
with a microprocessor that lets you diagnose
data communications problems quickly. The
Hawk is interactive. It can monitor, transmit, and
receive data between a modem and terminal on
a big 9", 512 character screen. And, 2000
characters can be trapped and stored for later
recall and study.
The Hawk is easy to use. The operator
issues commands via a simple keyboard. All
switches are "stored" in memory which means
the Hawk will never become extinct. The system
operates with BISYNC, SOLC, HOLC, and all
AOCCP standard protocols and handles
full-duplex asynchronous data rates from 75 to
19,200 bps; synchronous line rates up to 72,000
bps. Transmit and receive data can be displayed
interleaved by character, by row, or on a split
screen. ASCII, EBCDIC, and Hexadecimal
formats are standard. LEOs and test jacks
monitor and access all signals in the EIA
interface and a printer and floppy disc are
optional. The Hawk 4000. It will help you attack
and solve your communications problems.

INTERNATIONAL
DATA
SCIENCES, INC.
ADVANCED TECHNIQUES IN DATA COMMUNICATIONS

100 Nashua St., Providence, R. I. 02904
Tel. (401) 274-5100 TWX 710-381-0285
EXPORT: EMEC. BOX 1285. HALLANDALE. FLORIDA 33009

Another
Risk We Run By
Being in This Business
Not long ago, a commercial bank was using its excess
computer capacity to run its clients' monthly payrolls. Certain clients had labor arrangements allowing their employees
to borrow money from local credit unions and repay. it
through automatic payroll deductions. Because of a program
error the payroll deductions were inadvertently added to the
employees' checks. Some employees quickly took advantage
of the situation. By the time the error was discovered, some
$10,000 in excess pay had been given to the employees, most
of which was unrecoverable. Because of its role in payroll
system design and processing, the bank was responsible for
the client losses.
In another case, a data processing service bureau was .
providing a national magazine publisher with distribution
lists on which local and regional newsstand deliveries were
based. Because of dp error, the distribution listings routed
magazines to the wrong newsstands. By the time the magazines could be collected and rerouted, some $20,000 in
transportation expenses, stock out, and excess inventory
charges were incurred. The service bureau was held responsible for the costs.
Consistent with the growing returns from data processing
are even greater risks inherent in the reliance and dependence on dp. Part of the answer in dealing with these risks
is the implementation of contingency plans including insurance coverage for potential losses. While issues of externally
induced catastrophes and issues of security are important
considerations, potentially more critical are the business
risks entailed when dp carries part or all the revenue producing responsibility, as the preceding and the following
cases point out.
Another bank using its excess capacity to service its customers got into trouble when a software error caused a
delayed payroll. One bank customer's union had previously
negotiated a penalty for late payroll checks. Because the
bank had caused the tardineSs, it was held responsible for
the $5,000 penalty to the employees.
A service bureau was sued for $135,000 over a fault in
the manual-to-computer conversion of a client's billing
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New! 1978 Computer
Salary Survey.

Call for your FREE copy today!
Are you making the kind of money
you should be making? Inflation and
record demand have pushed salaries
in the computer field to all time
highs. Source Edp's 1978 Computer
Salary Survey and Career Planning
Guide lets you know whether you're
keeping pace.
This comprehensive free report also
gives you expert advice on a variety
of important career topics such as:

For your FREE
1978 Computer
Salary Survey call
the Source Edp
office nearest you.
East:
Boston
Hartford
New York City
Philadelphia
Stamford, CT
Union, NJ
Washington, D.C.
Wellesley, MA

]llnuaru, 1978

6171482-7613

203/522-6590
212/736-7445
215/665-1717
203/329-8411
201/687-8700
703/790-5610
617/237-3120

• When you should consider
a job change. • What you need to do to break
into management.
• How to make sure you're
getting the proper exposure.
• Why timing is so crucial in your
long range career development.
• How you can avoid stagnation.

Source Edp, the largest recruiting
firm devoted exclusively to the
computer profession in North
America. It's must reading if you're
concerned about your career. But
call now, it could be one of the most
important career decisions you've
ever made.

And much more. The 1978 Computer
Salary Survey has been compiled by

Midwest:
Chicago
Cleveland
Detroit
Kansas City
Minneapolis
Northfield, IL
Oak Brook, IL
Rolling Meadows, IL
Southfield, MI
St. Louis
St. Paul

312/782-0857
216/771-2070
313/963-0510
816/474-3393
612/544-3600
312/446-8395
312/986-0422
312/392-0244
313/352-6520
314/862-3800
612/771-0544

South/Southwest:
Atlanta
Dallas
Denver
Fort Worth
Houston
New Orleans

404/325-8370
214/387-1600
303/773-3700
817/338-9300
713/626-8705
504/561-6000-

West Coast:
Encino, CA
Irvine, CA
Los Angeles
Oakland
Palo Alto
San Francisco
Seattle
Torrance, CA

213/995-8866
714/833-1730
213/386-5500
415/444-5955
415/328-7155
415/434-2410
206/454-6400
213/540-7500

Canada:
Toronto

416/364-2919

If unable to call, write:
Source Edp
Department 0-1
721 Enterprise Drive
Oak Brook, Illinois 60521
When writing, please be sure to use
home address and indicate position title.
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SYSTEM
PROGRAMMERS
PENN STATE'S SYSTEM/370 Model 168, providing research
and instructional services to our large academic community, is
scheduled to be upgraded to a 3033 Processor in August 1978.
This computer is the hub of a network supporting 40 remote batch
installations plus conversational RJE, time-sharing, and graphics
terminals. High performance (over 18,000 jobs in a peak day) has
been acheived by modifications and development of systems
programs with emphasis on manageability and system thruput.
SYSTEM PROGRAMMERS are needed to participate in our
conversion from MVT/HASP to MVS/JES2, to help us establish
an effective measurement and evaluation program, to install and
support enhanced interactive services, and to develop other subsystems.

the forum
and accounts receivable system. The client had suffered
losses in billings and other damages, and accused the service bureau of negligence in the system conversion process.
A $47,500 out-of-court settlement ended this action.
And the consequences of dp error can be serious for
other than economic reasons, as in the case of a private
hospital having released a patient with a contagious disease.
Data processing services sold to outside customers expose
the vendor to liability for loss due to errors, omissions,
negligence, malicious acts, and dishonesty of employees as
well as machine malfunction. Errors or omissions in processing data can cost customers a great deal of money, and,
as the preceding cases exemplify, these customers will sue
to collect their losses.
Even when the dp facility is used as pait of the regular
in-house information function, outsiders may be vulnerable
to data processing errors or omissions. Such cases can lead

APPLICANTS must have a degree in Computer Science or related field and must have demonstrated fluency in S/370 assembler language and a sound knowledge of operating system organization and principles. Also desirable are experience with
HASP or JES2 internals, experience with interactive systems,
and advanced degree. Salary and responsibilities will be commensurate with education and experience. Send resume, including education, professional experience, and salary history, to Dr.
Donald T. Laird, Director, Computation Center, 101 Computer
Bldg., University Park, PA 16802.
THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer
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Looking for
software
tosell?
We have a new (fieldtested) software package for al/
Cobol-users. It is in the $3,000 area and tailored for
mass selling on the international level.
We are now looking for local representatives in
various countries on an exclusive right basis.

Interested?
Then send your or your organization's request together with
• Territory wished
• Size of organization
• Sizes of sales/technical force
• Track recordof software selling and maintaining
(system utility type)
• Other information concerning you or your organization.
To DATAMATION Magazine, Dept. 1-1-78
35 Mason Street, Greenwich, CT 06830
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to costly suits, as when a commercial bank using an electronic check processing and bookkeeping system incorrectly
refused to pay a check drawn by a business customer, who
consequently lost a profitable transaction. Or consider the
case of an eastern railroad, which used a computer to classify freight cars, that neglected to designate special handling for a car containing fragile merchandise. Another
railroad's dp error caused costly nondelivery of raw materials through the loss of a customer's car. And an engineering firm that relied on· a computer to calculate steel girder
specifications for a skyscraper 'neglected to catch an error
that caused the building to collapse during construction.
. Few firms have attempted to determine the impact of
such data processing errors. Costs for reruns and for wasted
supplies and manpower hours are easily absorbed internally
by dp accounts. The magnitude of the costs is thus buried
until the firm considers selling its data processing services
to outsiders, then the cost of overcoming the effects of dp
error becomes critical.
Even fewer firms have taken specific steps to provide adeDRTRMRTION

Which end
of the
~ corridor
is yours!
-.,j

Positions exist in System Analysis
At one end of the
and Speclfication, Software Development,
Boston-Washington corIntersystems Engineering, Simulation and
ridor is The MITRE CorEvaluation, Surveillance Systems Design
poration's division in
Bedford, Massachusetts. As and Tactical Control Systems Engineering.
Radar/ Multisensor
technical advisor to the U.S.
Air Force's Electronic Systems Intelligence Systems
New positions have recently been
Division, this division's more than
created
at both MITRE and METREK for
750 systems engineers and analysts
experienced systems engineers to work on
work at the forefront of large scale
programs of national importance such as a
command, control and communica- command system to integrate all existing
tions systems technology.
and planned U.S. Army battlefield systems
At the other end of the corridor
(including other-service systems), and airis our METREK Division in McLean,
borne radar/sensor intelligence systems
employing digital signal processing,
Virginia. Here not only defense systems are being designed and developed computer programming and operations,
intersystem EMC and related functions.
but a varied list of other interesting
At least three years' experience is
problems are being worked on as well.
needed and, preferably, an M.S. or Ph.D.
In transportation, energy, resources
degree. Experience should be in data hanand the environment, civil information dling, non-U.S. combat systems, air defense
systems and much more.
systems planning, and advanced technolWhich end of the corridor is yours? ogy relating to artillery, tanks, combat
aviation, surveillance and other battlefield
Command, Control and
systems components.
Communications Systems
Immediate and future assignments
exist at MITRE and METREK for experienced systems engineers and analysts,
preferably with 1\1.S. or Ph.D. degrees.
You will work in developing the systems
architecture for interrelated Command,
Control and Communications systems such
as the Worldwide Military Command and
Control System (WWMCCS), the National
Military Command System (NMCS), the
Tri-Service Communications Program
(TRITAC), and the Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS).

To inquire further at either or both
locations, write to the appropriate address:

David Finnegan

The MITRE Corporation
3601 Middlesex Turnpike
Bedford, MA 01730
Virginia Jasper

METREK Division
The MITRE Corporation
1820 Dolley Madison Blvd.
McLean, VA 22101

THE===========

MITRE
.

,

CORPORATION
An equal opportunity employer MiF.

January, 1.978
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Software/Hardware
Professionals
New England/ East Coast/
Nationwide
Norton, Kleven.and Co., Inc., has a variety of
positions available in Programming, Compiler
Development, Language Design, Design/Development and Systems Engineering. These positions are
for professionals well versed in their field and are
with some of the top companies in the Industry .
If your experience covers one or more of the
following areas at the state-of-the-art level, contact
us: Software Design and Development; Computer
Sciences; Assembly or Higher Level Language Programming; Data Base Design; Compilers, and/or
Operating Systems Design; Digital Logic Design;
Interface Design; Microprocessor Utilization;
Computer Architecture.
We've been providing confidential and industryknowledgeable placement for software/hardware
professionals since 1969. We can also provide you
with free resume preparation and career path
counseling. Client companies assume all fees.

nc.Norton. Kleven and Co., Inc.

INIlU'>IRIi\1 RII,\1I0N,~'i\NM"~IINI (ON'UII·\N"

Three Fletcher Avenue, Lexington, Massachusetts 02173
Telephone (617) 861-1020
Member Massachusetts Professional Placement Consultants
Representing Equal Opportunity Employers M/F
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quate coverage for errors and omISSIons. The cases cited
came to our attention not because they are unusual but because in each case of dp error the vendor's Errors and
Omissions insurance policies paid the claim. Such policies
are certainly essential not only for a service bureau, but for
any business considering selling its excess computer capacity. But, when errors do occur, insurance is only part and
perhaps a small part of the answer. A contingency plan is
also necessary, one that takes into account hidden costs.
The complications that can arise from dp error-including
damage to a firm's reputation, loss of revenue accounts, disruption of other operations, executive time expended, costs
of special investigations, court time, and corrective actionmake the actual court settlement just the tip· of the cost
iceberg.
Those who use or sell data processing to service outsiders
and depend upon insurance to cover the costs and risks are
misled. While obtaining insurance is certainly a necessary
beginning, it is even more important that the buried costs
of error within the usual dp activity be investigated, and
that a contingency plan incorporate procedures for effectively dealing with the inevitable occurrence or dp errors
and omissions.
-Donald H. Drury
Dr. Drury is a consultant specializing in evaluation and
control problems and an assistant professor of accounting and information systems at McGill Univ., Montreal.

-Albert S. Dexter
Dr. Dexter is a dp consultant to several large Canadian
organizations and an associate professor of information
systems at the Univ. of British Columbia.
:Jl:
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EDP SEARCH

Even Webster's
Kno\Ns About
GUEST

WHY IS FOX-MORRIS THE FIRST CHOICE
OF EDP PROFESSIONALS?
A recognized staff of professional experts offering LOCAL. REGIONAL &
NATIONAL COVERAGE through our direct branches as well as coast to
coast coverage through our 75 member firms of National Personnel
Consultants, Inc.
Completely confidential service geared to your career objectives.
Unparalleled contacts with industry based on years of successful results.
Professional resume evaluation and career guidance.
Client companies assume all employment costs-including interview
expense. relocation (if necessary) and search fee.
SEND RESUME DIRECT. OR CIRCLE NUMBER BELOW ON READER CARD.

QUEST (kwest). v. 1. To make a search; to go on a quest.
QUEST SYSTEMS, INC. n. 1. A corporation founded in 1968. 2. The
largest professional recruitment firm in the U.S. funCtioning solely in the
~omp~te~ sciences; its ~Iient companies pay all employment fees,
Interviewing an~ relocation expenses. Quest is known for its deep
personal commitment to relate to each candidate as an individual with
Indivi~ual g~als. 3. Its Rr?fession.~1 staff averages over 6 years of
expenence In EDP recrUiting (additionally, staff members have direct
hands-on experience in pro~ramming, systems, hardware sales, etc.)
4. Q~est i~ pr~~ently searcfiing for programmers and analysts (commercial, scientifiC, systems software) forover3,500 client companies in
the U.S. Quest has openings in over 700 U.S. towns and cities. 5.
Methodology - see Questsystem.
QUESTSYSTEM (kwest sis'tem). n. 1. Discussing with an individual
what he would like to be doing in light of what he has been doing. 2.
Analyzing the realities of his objectives as they relate to the current job
marketplace. 3.Contact1ng chent companies and other Quest staff
personnel to identify positions of possible interest. 4. IntroduCing the
job 9andidate to his prospective employers by providing complete
details to each about the other, ensuring the efficacious use of
everyone's time. 5. Arranging interviews. 6. If employment offers are
~xtended; Quest ~~sists .in evaluating the respon.si.b.ilities; compensat~n and opportunities (and relates tflose to the Initially stated objectlyes). The Questsystem has been working for thousands of profesSionals at no expense, whatsoever. Ask your friends of their past
dealings with Quest Then, put the Questsystem to work for you. For
additional information on this subject, please inquire directly to Quest
Systems, Inc. (All inquiries/resumes received will be responded to
immediately and in confidence·.)
.

rnl

Call Toll Free

fox-morris
personnel consultants

~ ~:!i~};,i!~!~:!~B® l
Baltimore: (301) 788-3500 • Philadelphia: 215) 667-3322
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Philadelphia: (215)561-6300, 1500 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.19102
New York: (212) 697-1820, 605 Third Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016
Fort Lee: (201) 947-6920, 2125 Center Ave., Fort Lee, NJ 07024
Pittsburgh: (412) 232-0410, 4 Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222
Cleveland: (216) 749·6030,5755 Granger Road Cleveland, OH 44131
Wilmington: (302)478·5150, 200 Shipley Bldg, Concord Plaza, Wilm, DE 19810
Princeton: (609) 452-8135, 3490 U.S. Rt. 1, Princeton, N. J. 08540
Baltimore: (301) 296-4500, 409 Washington Ave., Baltimore, Md. 21204
Charlotte: (704) 527-4980, 4000 Park Road, Charlotte, N.C. 28209
Atlanta: (404) 393-0933, 47 Perimeter Ctr., East, N.E., Atlanta, Ga. 30346
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Series 1 users CC1I1I1()W add mag tape Il1l!lllmy
capability to their Series 1 (Models 3 or 5) instalIOIi"" I The

new nATUM 5'!uen- or nine-ireek
system permits recording densities of
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transports can be used,
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Peripheral Products Division
1363 S State Collec.Je Blvd,
Anaheim, Californi;)2806
TWX 9IO/ 592·1289· 714 5 ):-.6333
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When something
as good as the Teletype
model 43 teleprinter
comes along, it naturally generates a lot of
talk. And ror a lot of
good reasons.
Deli vering true
30-character per second throughput, upper
and lower case printing in a 132-column format, the
model 43 has an exclusive, Teletype-developed
9-wire matrix impact printhead mechanism. This
unique feature provides superior service life as well
as exceptional print quality, even on multiple copies.
Under the cover, we kept hardware and moving
parts to a minimum for maximum reliability. Solidstate circuitry and only five modular componentsplus a built-in test capability-mean service is not
Teletype is a trademark and service mark registered

only fast, but also
simple.
Another convenient cost-saving feature of the model 43
is that it's de;3igned to
use 12" wide by 8Y'2"
long fanfold paper.
Tear off the serrated
margins and you've
got a 132-character line on the handy 11" x 8Y2"
paper.
When you add up all the model 43's features,
you'll think there's been a mistake when you see the
low price. But it's true. Because on a price/performance basis, the model 43 is simply unsurpassed.
The Teletype model 43. After all the T EL E T Y P E
good things y?u've heard about it, no f..sc:)· rf0?~~'
wonder nothIng even comes close.
_~~®
In

the United States Patent and Trademark Ofh,,·
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